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Editorial

I am very proud of this new edition of the Journal of Condensed Matter Nuclear Science. This is proof of the
increasing activity going on in this field. After years of denial by the scientific community, more and more scientists are
now involved. There is still a long way to go, but we are on the right track. In this edition, we present both theoretical
and experimental papers, which are important for this area of research to progress.

Sincerely,

Dr. Jean-Paul Biberian
( Editor-in-Chief )

October 2016
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Research Article

Attempted Replication of Excess Heat in the Letts
Dual-laser Experiment

Mason J. Guffey, Yang Tang and P.J. King∗

ReResearch LLC, 3519 Jack Northrop Ave., Hawthorne, CA 90250, USA

Abstract

By attempting a nearly exact replication of prior published work, we test the claim that release of non-chemical excess heat from
loaded palladium deuteride (PdD) can be triggered by the application of two laser beams with wavelengths selected at specific
difference frequencies around 8, 15 and 20 THz. No significant excess heat events were observed in 231 laser triggered trials across
9 cathode runs. The average excess heat rate observed from all runs was 6.1 ± 21.6 mW with ∼10 W of input electrical power. We
found no evidence of excess heat on the order of 100 mW reported by Letts. Calorimetry artifacts stemming from apparatus design
issues often exceeded 100 mW and contributed to larger-than-desired uncertainties on individual excess heat measurements.
c© 2016 ISCMNS. All rights reserved. ISSN 2227-3123

Keywords: Dual-laser experiment, Phonon, THz, Triggering

1. Introduction

The March 23, 1989 announcement by Martin Fleischmann and Stanley Pons of the possibility of nuclear fusion in an
electrochemical system of heavy water (D2O) and Pd generated worldwide interest [1–3]. Since then, small groups
of researchers have been trying to replicate these claims without definitive success. Some experimental observations
of anomalous heat effects (AHE) were made using calibrated calorimetry [4]. Others have claimed the correlated
generation of He as a reaction byproduct [5], thus lending credence to the conjecture that a nuclear reaction may be
taking place in the system.

Unfortunately, almost no published reports describe the specific steps necessary to independently reproduce claims
of AHE reliably starting from commercially available materials and equipment. While preparation of the Pd cathode
is proposed to be a crucial determinant of success [6], descriptions of specific cathode preparation procedures along
with quantitative material properties are rare. Furthermore, there is no consensus within the research community about
what kind of material preparation is required to observe the effect.

The dual-laser experiment (DLE) published by Dennis Letts [7,8] is a rare example of a report of AHE combined
with sufficient documentation for a replication attempt. The reports of Letts et al. claim that a sufficiently prepared

∗Corresponding author. E-mail: pjking@reresearch.net.

c© 2016 ISCMNS. All rights reserved. ISSN 2227-3123
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Pd cathode plated with Au will exhibit excess heat on the order of 100–300 mW in response to stimulation by two
lasers having a frequency difference tuned to specific peaks in the THz range. These peaks coincide with phonon
resonance frequencies of Pd, making the reports even more remarkable. Letts et al. [7,8] document the specific
material preparation and measurement steps making a high fidelity replication attempt feasible. Letts claimed a 95%
replication rate of AHE by following his protocol [8].

The DLE merits replication for another reason: the low energy nuclear reactions research community considers
it an important result to build upon. For example, it provides experimental support for Peter Hagelstein’s theoretical
explanations of AHE, and it was referenced at least twice in oral presentations at the International Conference on
Condensed Matter Nuclear Science (ICCF-19) in April 2015 [9,10].

This report describes our attempt to replicate the DLE, based on published reports and limited additional input
from Letts. We did not observe the laser-triggered excess heat effects described by Letts et al. but we learned a lot
about the experimental apparatus. We speculate on possible reasons for our different result, and suggest ways in which
the DLE could be improved to make other replication attempts more straightforward.

2. Experiment

Letts concluded a 2015 publication [8] with the following:
“The dual-laser experiments seem to support these conclusions:

(1) Three specific beat frequencies will trigger excess power in a deuterated cathode.
(2) Cathode fabrication, loading and laser application protocols enable excess power.
(3) An external magnetic field is required and its affect (sic) is linear.
(4) Polarization of the laser beams affects excess power.
(5) Plating gold on the cathode surface after loading is required to produce excess power.
(6) Higher cell temperature produces larger excess power and is exponential in effect.
(7) The dual-laser effect is highly reproducible when protocols are followed.”

Our experimental procedure was designed to closely replicate the protocol described in Letts JCMNS 2010, with
additional input obtained via personal correspondence with Letts [11]

2.1. Materials preparation

Letts suggested that we use the 17-step procedure provided in his ASTI 2004 presentation [12] as our principal guide
for cathode preparation. The 17 steps are summarized below:

Step 1 : The starting material was 0.5 mm thick palladium foil, Alfa Aesar #11514 (99.9% purity metals basis). A
piece of the material, ∼10 mm × 8 mm in size was cut from the foil with the use of a Dremel rotary tool with
a diamond wheel cutter attachment.

Step 2 : This piece is polished using a polishing compound (Custom Chemical Packaging Pol-Gel, a rebranded version
of the 10,000 grit Nicsand used in the original work) and the Dremel tool first with a metal and then with a
fiber brush attachment. The polishing generally results in a mirror-like finish.

Step 3 : The resulting piece is rinsed in either tap or distilled water.

Step 4 : The piece is then annealed in a benchtop furnace (Thermolyne type 1300) to 750◦C for 3 h, then allowed to
cool in air overnight. This procedure and all subsequent annealing steps result in a blue-green surface sheen
attributed to oxide.

http://www.iccf19.com/home.html
https://www.alfa.com/en/catalog/011514/
http://www.dremel.com/en-us/Tools/Pages/ToolDetail.aspx?pid=3000#.VnSAVcYrKgA
http://www.dremel.com/en-us/Accessories/Pages/ProductDetail.aspx?pid=545
http://www.customchemicalpkg.com/index.php/products/household/pol-gel-sanding-gel
https://us.vwr.com/store/jump/product/4787044US/Barnstead/Thermolyne+Small+Benchtop+Muffle+Furnaces,+Type+1300+and+Type+1400,+Thermo+Scientific
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Step 5 . Next the piece was etched in aqua regia (1:3 HNO3:HCl) for 2–10 min. It was found that some degree of
variability resulted from this procedure, in some instances completely removing the oxide layer and resulting
in a speckled shiny surface, while in other instances the oxide coating was incompletely removed. In some
instances the aqua regia was used after waiting a few hours as was the standard procedure known to the author,
while in others it was used immediately after mixing on instructions from Letts [9].

Step 6 . After etching, the piece is washed in distilled water, then re-polished using the same procedure as above
(Steps 2 and 3).

Step 7 : Repeat Step 6.

Step 8 . The piece is then cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with distilled water for 5 min, then. . .

Step 9 : . . . annealed at 850◦C for 2.5 h and allowed to cool overnight.

Step 10 : Afterwards, the piece is re-polished (resulting in the removal of the oxide film) and . . .

Step 11 : . . . ultrasonically cleaned in either 1:1 H2O:IPA or a ∼15% solution of Cole-Parmer ultrasonic compound
remover . The decision to use the former was based on the procedure’s description of “compound remover”,
the latter was used based on the specific suggestion of Letts [9].

Step 12 : Next the piece was cold-rolled with a Woodward Fab slip roller cleaned with acetone prior to each use.
Several passes through the roller (∼5–10) were necessary to achieve the target thickness of 250 µm specified
in the procedure, verified with a set of calipers. The piece was rotated 90◦ each pass through the roller.

Step 13 : Subsequent to the rolling, the piece is polished, . . .

Step 14 : . . . ultrasonically cleaned (Step 8), . . .

Step 15 : . . . annealed at 850◦C (Step 9), and

Step 16 : . . . etched in aqua regia as described previously (Step 5).

Step 17 : The piece is then ready to be cut into 2–3 rectangular coupons 5 mm × 10 mm in size for use in the experi-
ment.

The final wash applied to the sample varied between experiments, see Supplemental Information for details.

2.1.1. Cathode material supplied by Letts

For one experiment (DLER7), cathode material was supplied directly by Letts, from a batch that had successfully
produced excess heat from the dual-laser effect in his May 2012 experiment. In two other runs (DLER10 and DLER11),
the material was processed by us, except for the final etch (Step 16 above), which was performed by Letts. See Table 1
for experimental designations.

2.1.2. Cathode material supplied by Coolescence LLC

For experiment DLER17, the cathode material was supplied by Coolescence LLC. The foil sample was mechanically
mounted in a PEEK (polyether ether ketone) assembly during measurement.

http://www.coleparmer.com/Product/Buffing_compound_remover_for_ultrasonic_cleaners_1_gallon_bottle/EW-08801-43
http://www.summitracing.com/parts/hck-wfsr12
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Figure 1. (a) A depiction of the entire apparatus. The cell and magnets rest on a wire frame grating of the temperature enclosure. See Supplemen-
tary Information for more details. (b) The measurement cell. For 4-wire resistance measurement, four additional wires were connected to cathode.
These are omitted from the figure for clarity.

2.2. Setup description

Experiments were conducted in a custom-built, temperature controlled enclosure consisting of a modified commercial
beverage cooler outfitted with a system of fans and baffles to circulate air, and a heating wire controlled with a Keysight
E3632A power supply (see Supplemental Information). The enclosure temperature was determined from an average
of either two or four thermistors located inside the enclosure, and a software-controlled PID loop controlled the heater
wire voltage using this input.

The cell consisted of a 300 mL borosilicate lab beaker (Kimble KIMAX #14020) with a custom-built Teflon cell
cap (see Fig 1 and Supplemental Information). Feedthroughs for temperature probes were constructed by taking 5
mm OD glass tubing (Ginsberg Scientific #5MMSLT-24) and sealing one end completely with a butane torch. Into
these tubes were inserted Measurement Specialties 44004RC thermistors, and the back end of the tube was sealed
with superglue. Feedthroughs for the three electrodes (the Pd cathode, and the Pt and Au anodes) were constructed
as follows: First, a piece of 500 µm diameter Pt wire (Alfa Aesar #43288) was soldered onto Cu wire. Then one end
of a piece of glass tubing was sealed around the Pt wire. Next, the wire was either laser-welded onto the Pd cathode,
shaped into a coil for the Pt anode, or in the case of the Au anode a small bunch of Au wire (Alfa Aesar #10968) was
melted onto the end of the Pt wire. A depiction of the entire apparatus (cell plus enclosure) is shown in Fig. 1.

Cell current was provided by a second Keysight E3632A power supply. The thermistors were measured with
a digital multimeter/switch combination from National Instruments, models PXI-4070 and PXI-2503. Temperature
measurements were conducted using built-in LabVIEW routines for thermistor measurement at 10 kΩ range, which
is the equivalent of a 2-wire resistance measurement as specified by National Instruments [13]. The PXI-2503 device
switches the input to the PXI-4070 DMM between the thermistor leads. All data including cell current, cell voltage,
and thermistor temperatures were recorded with SignalExpress every 10 s. This acquisition loop was maintained
throughout the 2–3 week timeline for each run.

http://www.meas-spec.com/downloads/44004.pdf
https://www.alfa.com/en/catalog/010968/
http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/12683
http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/1498
https://www.alfa.com/en/catalog/010968/
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The feedthrough junctions were sealed at the top of the cell cap with Buna 008 O-rings. The cell was operated
vented to the air through a tube, so that recombiner operation could be tested by immersing the end of the tube in
water. During most runs this was not necessary, as significant electrolyte loss was not observed. Recombiner pellets
consisting of platinum reduced onto alumina (Alfa Aesar #89106) were wedged into a groove cut into cell cap.

For most experiments, the electrolyte was 90 mL of 0.5 M LiOD made by dissolving Li metal pellets (Sigma-
Aldrich #499811) into D2O (99.9 atom %, Sigma-Aldrich #151882). For one experiment (DLER11) the electrolyte
concentration was lowered to 0.1 M on the assumption that this might aid in the plating process.

The laser system employed consisted of two identical laser diode kits (Thorlabs LTC-100B). Each kit included a
laser diode mount as well as current and temperature controllers. The laser wavelength of each diode was controlled
by varying the case temperature using the supplied temperature controllers. The diodes employed varied based on the
specific detuning frequencies being targeted, including Thorlabs models HL6501MG , HL6750MG and HL6756MG .
“P” polarization was maintained for most experiments reported, as is summarized in Table 1.

2.3. Loading and resistance ratio

In accordance with procedures reported by Letts [7], electrolysis current was held at 50 mA for at least 120 h with
an enclosure temperature setpoint of 15◦C. For experiments DLER16B and DLER17, a stepped current protocol was
used that consisted of 12+ h at 10 mA, and 4+ h each of 25, 50, 100, and 200 mA, as suggested by Coolescence LLC.

Certain experiments were performed with four additional laser welds connecting to the cathode with the purpose
of measuring the resistance across the cathode using a 4-terminal AC resistance meter (Hioki 3561).

2.4. Data preparation

In order to use the system identification codes that fit a model differential equation to the dynamics of the calorimeter,
we first interpolate all of the data onto a grid that is uniformly sampled at 10 s intervals. Although not essential, we
then apply a 60 s low pass filter to the data to reduce the measurement noise. We believe that this degree of filtering is
justifiable given that the calorimeter has a time constant on the order of 1800 s and as a result, for all real heat inputs,
the calorimeter itself acts like a low pass filter with a time constant 30 times longer than the applied low pass filter.
Nevertheless, we ran our analysis both with and without the 60 s low pass filter; the interpretation did not change.

2.5. Calibration

The main objective of calibration is to quantify the relationship between power input to the calorimeter and temperature
measurements. Central to our calibration was to quantify the uncertainty in differences between measured and modeled
temperature changes because these differences could be signatures of excess heat, but they could also be artifacts. We
calibrated the system on a per-run basis, after loading and prior to gold plating and laser triggering, using the heat
supplied by electrolytic current, icell in the absence of the laser trigger to excite the system and measure its thermal
response.

The simplest model one can fit to the calorimeter’s dynamic temperature measurements, ∆T (t), has one heat
capacity, c and one thermal conductance, k:

d∆T /dt= -k∆T /c+Qin/c. (1)

∆T (t) is the difference between the cell temperature and the inside temperature of the enclosure containing the
calorimeter. The enclosure temperature during calibration was controlled at approximately 23◦C, as was earlier done
by Letts [7]. The input power, Qin(t), originates from the power applied to the cell. As is well known, an amount of

https://www.alfa.com/en/catalog/089106/
http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/aldrich/499811
http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/catalog/product/aldrich/151882
https://www.thorlabs.com/thorproduct.cfm?partnumber=LTC100-B
https://www.thorlabs.com/thorproduct.cfm?partnumber=HL6501MG
https://www.thorlabs.com/thorproduct.cfm?partnumber=HL6750MG)
https://www.thorlabs.com/thorproduct.cfm?partnumber=HL6756MG
http://www.hiokiusa.com/products.php?productid=3561
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power icellv0 goes into splitting water into oxygen and deuterium, which is then converted back into water at the recom-
biner; v0 is the thermoneutral voltage, which for deuterium is approximately 1.53 V. Letts treats this power as leaving
the system without reaching the cell temperature sensors [14]. We modeled the calorimeter power according to Letts’
assumption that the recombiner power escapes without affecting the temperature sensor (Qin(t) = icell(vcell − v0))
and also according to the “all power reaches the sensor” assumption: Qin(t) = icellvcell. For each of the seven cathode
experiments that we calibrated, the latter analysis produced a better fit with the exception of DLER7 which was not
significantly different. The results reported in this document analyze the data using Qin(t) = icellvcell

The calorimeter thermal parameters c and k were determined using the MATLAB System Identification Toolbox
to fit a dynamic time series of temperature and power throughout a series of applied current transitions between 50
mA and 1.5 A that excite the thermal dynamics of the calorimeter. Data collection for the calibration phase of each
experimental run took 1–2 days. Example fits to measurement data appear in Section 3. An example of fitting both with
and without subtraction of the water splitting power is shown in the Linear Calibration section of the supplementary
information.

2.6. Gold plating procedure

After calibration, Au plating onto the Pd surface was attempted by connecting the Au anode electrically in parallel
with the Pt anode. Since this aspect of the procedure is incompletely described in Letts [7], several plating times were
employed by various experiments (as low as 10 min and as high as ∼14 h, corresponding with Letts’ description [9])
with some laser trials performed after each plating attempt (see Table 1). The surface was usually observed to be black
at the end of the experiment after the current was switched off; during operation, the bubble sheath around the cathode
made the observation of the surface difficult.

2.7. Laser triggering

After the plating step, the electrical power applied to the cell was held constant and the temperature was allowed to
stabilize; this established the first part of the baseline heat rate Qout,notrig. A series of laser triggering trials was
then conducted to establish triggered excess heat, Qout,trig, followed by another period without laser stimulation,
which established the second baseline portion of Qout,notrig. The lasers were operated in a constant current mode,
with their outputs kept to ∼10 mW each. The beams incident on the sample were kept to ∼1–2 mm in diameter,
and mostly collimated over the ∼60 cm distance between the diodes and the cathode. P polarization (parallel to
plane of incidence) was maintained for most experiments, in correspondence with the protocol (see Fig. 2); alternate
polarization configurations were tested a few times (see Table 1). Lasers were incident on the sample generally for 40
min to 1 h at a time; however, longer time periods of up to 3–4 h were tested as well.

2.8. Excess heat and uncertainty analysis

Excess heat attributable to the laser trigger is expressed by:

Q(excess,trig)=Q(out,trig)−Q(out,notrig), (2)

where Q
out,notrig

is the averaged output power when there is no trigger applied, and Qout,trig is the power flowing
out of the calorimeter while the laser trigger is applied. In terms of temperature and conductance, k, this expression
becomes:

Qexcess,trig = k(∆Ttrig −∆Tnotrig) = k(Ttrig,cell − Ttrig,surroundings −∆Tnotrig). (3)
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Figure 2. Schematic of “P” polarization used for most experiments.

If one assumes that the sources of uncertainty are uncorrelated, then the uncertainty associated with this computation,
σQexcess,trig, is the 2-norm of the individual uncertainties:

σQexcess,trig =
√
σ2

1 + σ2
2 + σ2

3 + σ2
4 , (4)

where

σ1 = σk

∣∣∣〈 Ttrig,cell − Ttrig,surroundings −∆Tnotrig 〉t
∣∣∣ uncertainty in thermal conductance,

σ2 = kσTtrig,cell cell temperature variance during triger,

σ3 = kσTtrig,surroundings surroundings temperature variance during triger,

σ4 = kσ∆Tnotrig untriggered baseline temperature variance.

σk is the uncertainty in thermal conductance determined from the calorimeter calibration, and 〈 〉t denotes a time
averaged quantity. Note that this uncertainty estimate is not the most conservative. If we make no assumption about
the correlation, then the total uncertainty is bounded by the 1-norm of the four uncertainties above:

σQexcess,bound ≤ σ1 + σ2 + σ3 + σ4. (5)

Typically the largest source of uncertainty is in σ4, the establishment of a stable baseline before and after the application
of the laser trigger as will be discussed in Section 3.

It is worth noting that the uncertainty analysis that we apply herein differs from that practiced by Hagelstein and
Letts. They used the goodness-of-fit to an exponential relaxation time to model the triggered temperature rise in order
to estimate the uncertainty of their excess power observations. Also, it is notable that the error bars on our results
in Fig. 9 are larger than those in the comparable work by Hagelstein and Letts [17]. Details of the method used
by Hagelstein and Letts were not provided; however, we make three observations: (1) typically, we see no triggered
temperature rise, which makes use of the Hagelstein-Letts technique problematic. (2) The relaxation time model used
by Hagelstein and Letts presumed that excess heat signatures appeared as a step change in the calorimeter. While
this presumption may be appropriate for their dataset, that is not the case in the present work. (3) The detailed
uncertainty estimation methods used by Hagelstein and Letts are not included in their publication. It is possible that
some uncertainties in both the thermal parameters and the temperature measurements may not be fully accounted for
in the Hagelstein Letts uncertainty estimation method.
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Table 1. Summary of experiments discussed in this manuscript.

Plating times (h:min)
Cathode run LiOD conc.

(M)
Sequence
1

Sequence
2

Sequence
3

Approx. mag.
field (G)

Polarization
pairs tested∗

DLER5 0.497 0:10 0:55 4:55 200 PP & PS
DLER6 0.509 2:10 4:04 5:58 200 PP & PS
DLER7 0.519 2:04 3:56 14:35 200 PP
DLER8 0.5 6:19 4:40 200 PP
DLER10 0.446 2:00 6:18 200–500† PP
DLER11 0.1 2:20 500 PP
DLER14 0.5 2:00 500 PP
DLER16B 0.5 6:43 500 PP
DLER17 0.5 8:21 500 PP
∗Each letter corresponds to the polarization of light from a particular diode, P or S, corresponding to parallel and perpendicular to
the plane of incidence respectively.
†Magnetic field was 200 G for loading phase, 500 G for laser experiments.

3. Results

In an attempt to demonstrate the open access to both experimental methods and raw data that is necessary for collegial
and conclusory scientific progress, the raw data for the experiments in Table 1 and discussed below are available here.

Figure 3. Typical enclosure temperature stability. Inset shows early time stabilization period.

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/0B6qkR43cvwfhfnNrLW9WSG1ENzdLREwyaGFHVFhWRTE0Rnk1cU9oQy1iWDFEQ19oc1M3REE
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Figure 4. Example of anti-correlated electrolyte temperature sensing instability occurring during calibration period. Inset focuses on time period
where instability occurs.

3.1. Materials preparation

The materials preparation end-points specified by Letts in his published works consist primarily of visual descriptions
of the resulting surface after polishing, annealing, and etching. These were generally achieved in the present work.
However, due to the inability to visually determine properties such as surface r.m.s. roughness, surface-based impurity
concentration, oxide thickness after etching, or other potentially relevant material parameters, it is unclear whether our
produced material matched that obtained by Letts in the original work by quantitative measures.

3.2. Enclosure temperature

Maintaining a constant enclosure temperature was essential for the calorimetry practiced in this experiment. A repre-
sentative example of temperature measurements over a 70 h run is shown in Fig. 3.

The abbreviations LL, LR, UL, and UR refer to lower left, lower right upper left and upper right locations in the
enclosure respectively. This dataset, which was typical, illustrated a number of important details. As shown in the
inset, we saw that the control loop that stabilizes the enclosure temperature leveled out after several hours. Although
likely adequate for this experiment, there remained a small oscillation at about 3.5 mHz (∼5 min period) which was
undesirably close to the roughly 25 min thermal relaxation time of the calorimeter. Assuming that the source of these
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Figure 5. Example of single-thermistor temperature sensing instability.

fluctuations was the software-based PID loop controlling the enclosure temperature, a more judicious choice of the
proportional, integral and derivative gain parameters might have eliminated the oscillation.

The four measurements agreed to within 0.8◦C when in equilibrium. The sensor data had a noise amplitude of on
the order of 0.2◦C; The apparent increase in sensor noise at hour 25 correlated with an increase in applied cell power.
The sensor noise appeared to not be completely correlated because the mean enclosure temperature was less noisy
than the individually measured temperatures. Based on these findings, we used the time varying mean of all of the
enclosure temperature measurements for data analysis purposes.

3.3. Electrolyte temperature sensing instability

All experiments analyzed showed evidence of temperature sensing instability. Such instability interfered directly with
attempts to interpret temperature changes as anomalous heat. A representative example in Fig. 4 shows thermistor and
power measurements before, during and after a plateau in applied power.

Between hour 10 and hour 15, while the input power and enclosure temperature were relatively stable, the two cell
temperature measurements were not stable; they shifted in opposite directions. One plausible explanation is that the
cap that holds the glass tubes containing both thermistors was tilting and causing thermistor 1 to move further from
the electrodes and thermistor 2 to move closer to them. We note that the cap had an o-ring seal that was press-fit into
the glass beaker. The magnitude of the temperature shift was about 0.5 and 1.2◦C for the first and second sensors,
respectively.

Other observations of cell temperature sensing instability suggest that individual thermistors might have shifted
position in the electrolyte during the runs, as shown in Fig. 5. In this example, between hours 19 and 40, under
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Figure 6. Model fits to the two cell temperature readings obtained during run DLER7-2. Delta (◦C) corresponds to temperature difference between
cell and enclosure.

constant applied power, the first thermistor rose monotonically as expected while the second thermistor fell about
1.5◦C in several steps.

3.4. Calorimeter calibration observations

When the ordinary differential equation described in Section 2.5 was applied to calibration data we obtained values for
the calorimeter’s lumped parameter heat capacity,c, and thermal conductance, k, as well as the standard deviations for
these parameters. The thermal conductance in particular was essential for the analysis of the laser trigger experiment
because the input power during that experiment was held constant, and in steady state, the temperature rise of the
calorimeter is k∆T .

Figure 6 shows the residual, eT = ∆Tmeasured − ∆Tmodeled, of the fit to cell temperatures 1 and 2 measured
during run DLER7-2 (cathode run DLER7, data set 2), a portion of which is shown in Fig. 5. The insets of each plot
show the measured and modeled temperatures overlaid, illustrating the importance of viewing residuals to assess the
fit. The input data used for the fit is the power time series, icellvcell. As expected, we obtained a better fit using cell
temperature 1, which appeared to be more stable, particularly between hours 20 and 40 (note differences in scale). For
each experimental run, we determined which sensor was more reliable based on the fit to the model. This sensor, 1 in
the example provided, was used for analyzing the laser trigger experiments.

The difference between modeled and measured temperature provided an indication of calorimeter accuracy. The
product keT of the temperature residual, eT , and the thermal conductance during calibration is a direct measure of
anomalous heat that arises from artifacts (mechanical, electrical, etc.) during calibration and is an indication of heat
artifacts that could have arisen during experimentation. In all nine runs, we kept track of the largest heat artifacts that
arose during each calibration; these ranged in magnitude from 0.13 to 0.46 W. Many of these artifacts appeared as
brief disturbances to the thermometry during changes to the input power.
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3.5. Attempts at excess heat observations

A representative time series of enclosure and cell temperatures and applied power is shown in Fig. 7. Triangles indicate
the times at which laser triggers were applied, altered to a new difference frequency, and ended. The time series, which
is over 70 h long, includes measurements on two separate days.

Figure 8 shows instantaneous excess heat measurements inferred from the temperature changes relative to the
average baseline temperatures (plotted in gray) prior to and after each series of laser triggers. Each color change (blue,
red, green, cyan, and magenta) indicates the application of a new difference frequency to the cathode. The horizontal
bars above and below the excess heat measurements represent one standard deviation on the excess heat measurement
at each laser difference frequency.

The laser power input was not observed, as it tended to be below the noise floor. The results of the laser trials
of experiment DLER7-3 are summarized in Table 2. In both laser trial series, we observed that the excess heat rate
baselines before and after the laser trials differed by 10’s of mW. We attribute this to calorimeter drift, as referenced
previously.

By far, the largest contribution to the excess heat measurement uncertainty is σ4, the untriggered baseline temper-
ature variance; this uncertainty ranged from about 15 to 21 mW. Clearly, a priority for any redesign of this experiment
would be to stabilize the temperature measurements to establish a more accurate baseline. The next largest source of
error is σ2, cell temperature variance during trigger. This uncertainty contribution was as large as 18 mW. Note that
we did not see evidence of an exponential rise upon triggering as reported in reference [7]. Had we observed such an
exponential rise, this uncertainty term would have been modified by an accounting for an exponential fit to the output
power. The next largest source of uncertainty is σ3, the surroundings temperature variance during the trigger; this un-
certainty contribution ranged up to about 8 mW. The smallest uncertainty contribution was from the uncertainty in the
thermal conductance out of the calorimeter determined from the calibration of the calorimeter. This further illustrates

Figure 7. Representative laser trial data taken over a period of several days for experiment DLER7-3.
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Figure 8. Calorimetric data analysis from Fig. 7, showing excess heat rate estimates including error bars. The figure depicts two separate dual-
laser trials done over the course of two days. The gray plot portions bounding each trial are heat rate without laser irradiation. Different colors
correspond to difference laser detuning frequencies. Red bars above and below the lines represent one standard deviation.

how a triggered excess heat experiment such as this is not very sensitive to the calibration method and is primarily
affected by sensor stability.

A summary of excess heat rate as a function of difference frequency for all 231 laser triggered trials across nine
cathode runs is shown in Fig. 9.

A rudimentary estimate of the average excess heat measured across all of the runs, and its uncertainty was obtained
by averaging all the data and taking as the uncertainty the standard deviation of the excess heat measured during
each laser trial. By this measure, the laser trials indicated an excess heat of 6.1 ± 21.6 mW. For comparison, the
measurements reported in [7] are also shown in Fig. 9. Both datasets provided error bars on the measurements;
however, as discussed in the methods section, the uncertainty analysis methods differ.

A histogram of the excess heat results measured at each laser triggered trial is shown in Fig. 10. We see that there
is a very slight positive heat rate measurement of about 6 mW. It is possible that this is caused by the absorption of
power from the laser trigger, although this is below the resolution of any one excess heat rate measurement.

Figures 9A and 10 show occasional observations approaching 100 mW of heat rate excess and heat rate deficit. It is
worth noting that the largest magnitude heat rate observations are also those with the greatest measurement uncertainty.
This phenomenon is depicted in Fig. 11. The slope of uncertainty vs. measurement is close to unity.

3.6. Resistance ratio measurements

Most of the attempts at resistance ratio measurements were met with experimental difficulty, making interpretation
difficult. However, during run DLER17 the cathode was observed to achieve a resistance ratio (R/R) of 1.8, corre-
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Table 2. Excess heat and uncertainty contributions calculated from run DLER7-3 (cathode run DLER7, data set 3).

Frequency Qexcess σ σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4
Day Trial (THz) (W) (W) (W) (W) (W) (W)
1 1 16.4 −0.012236 0.022379 0 0.006073 0.004456 0.021073
1 2 15.3 −0.023286 0.02285 0.000001 0.007163 0.005171 0.021073
1 3 14.5 −0.017147 0.02215 0.000001 0.005053 0.004585 0.021073
1 4 14.7 −0.010404 0.02383 0 0.009794 0.005278 0.021073
1 5 14.9 0.006955 0.023973 0 0.010341 0.004867 0.021073
1 6 15.1 0.012993 0.022735 0.000001 0.006131 0.005932 0.021073
1 7 15.3 0.006209 0.023202 0 0.008303 0.005033 0.021073
1 8 15.5 0.005101 0.023468 0 0.006869 0.007712 0.021073
1 9 15.7 0.010849 0.02237 0 0.005992 0.004518 0.021073
1 10 15.9 0.017819 0.022779 0.000001 0.007875 0.003573 0.021073
1 11 16.1 0.026829 0.023088 0.000001 0.00824 0.004591 0.021073
2 1 16.1 −0.001708 0.016825 0 0.005722 0.005195 0.014944
2 2 15.9 0.015012 0.017669 0.000001 0.008192 0.004662 0.014944
2 3 15.7 0.01806 0.016134 0.000001 0.004712 0.003842 0.014944
2 4 15.5 0.016601 0.017393 0.000001 0.006902 0.005616 0.014944
2 5 15.3 0.028174 0.017008 0.000001 0.006653 0.004654 0.014944
2 6 15.1 0.035451 0.01629 0.000001 0.005809 0.002881 0.014944
2 7 14.9 0.041971 0.017325 0.000002 0.00739 0.00471 0.014944
2 8 14.7 0.033394 0.023625 0.000001 0.017832 0.004103 0.014944

sponding to a D/Pd loading of ∼0.9.

4. Discussion

4.1. Impediments to replication

An objective of this experiment was to faithfully replicate the DLE as practiced by Letts. Given the importance of
Letts’ claims to the low energy nuclear reactions community, we recommend an in-person collaboration with him for
those replicating his work. We estimate that it would take 2 months of his time to facilitate a definitive outcome.

It is worth noting that the DLE, if verified, represents a power source (up to 300 mW) that is approximately up to
4% of the applied electrical power (∼8 W). An effect of that scale has no immediate technological value as an energy
source, even if an inexpensive source of Pd could be found. However, the scientific value of replication would be
significant, given that such an effect is considered highly improbable by much of the physics community.

4.2. Apparatus replication fidelity

The make and model of much of the commercially available equipment, and the mechanical drawings for custom parts,
used in our apparatus were either identical to Letts’ original apparatus or altered with Letts’ approval. We can therefore
make some claims about the performance of the apparatus, and comment on the observation differences between ours
and Letts’ original experiment.

4.3. The importance of calibration method

A common calibration practice is to take several points from the steady state plateaus of temperature vs. power and
produce a linear fit. While this approach provides a measure of calorimeter sensitivity in W/◦C [15] we submit that
this approach is inadequate for the purpose of establishing a calorimeter’s propensity for heat artifacts. As shown in
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Figure 9. (A) Aggregated calorimetric data obtained for all laser triggered trials discussed in this study. Error bars are 1 sigma standard deviations.
(B) Letts’ reports of excess heat as a function of detuning [7].

Fig. 6, a dynamic model fit to all of the data from a multi-day calibration run provides a more complete indication of
the size of heat artifacts and the conditions where they occur.
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Figure 10. Histogram of all 231 laser triggered trial excess heat measurements.

Our data analysis differs in significant ways from data analysis [16] of the original DLE, for example Eq. (1) in this
report is equivalent to the modeling of the calorimeter’s relaxation time; however, what is different is our application of
system identification to the complete calibration dataset instead of selected portions, and the examination of residuals.
This procedure revealed myriad artifacts that one would typically address before attempting to detect excess heat,
as discussed below. As discussed in the Supplemental Information, the quality of the fit using system identification
tools did not find support for the assumption in [7] Eq. (2) that the power applied for water splitting can simply be
subtracted from the input power. This suggests to us that heat from the recombiner is traveling into the electrolyte.
Nevertheless, whether or not one analyzes the data using Qin(t) = icell(vcell− v0) or Qin(t) = icellvcell, this paper’s
overall conclusion regarding the observation of excess heat, and its uncertainty does not change appreciably. The
two calibration methods produce two values for the thermal conductivity, k, to the surroundings that differ by about
30%; however, due to the differential nature of this triggered experiment, this results in a simple scaling of the result
and would not cause a failure to observe excess heat were it present. The effect on the uncertainty is also scaled,
as is readily observed inspection of the terms in the uncertainty analysis. For completeness, we ran all calibrations
and analyses with Qin(t) = icell(vcell − v0); instead of an excess heat result of 6.1 ± 21.6 mW, we obtained 4.6 ±
16.2 mW.

4.4. Temperature sensing artifacts

An important finding from the replicated apparatus is its inherent temperature sensing artifacts that produce artifactual
signatures of excess heat. Our calibrations showed that the thermal conductance out of the calorimeter is about 270
mW/◦C. We saw temperature shift artifacts that could be attributed to mechanical instability of the calorimeter cap
that ranged from 0.5 to 1.2◦C; artifacts this large correspond to heat artifacts on the order of 135–324 mW. It is worth
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Figure 11. Uncertainty in excess heat rate (signed) vs. excess heat rate.

noting that such artifacts are on the same order or larger than the excess heat observations reported in Letts’ original
experiment. It is hard to predict whether or when spurious movements of the thermistors will occur during any given
attempt to trigger an excess heat effect; however, any credible claim of excess heat caused by an applied laser trigger
should necessarily be done on an apparatus with demonstrably stable temperature sensing. One potential way to
improve the temperature sensing stability would be to clamp the calorimeter cap in place and to ensure that all sensor
mounts are supported at multiple points.

An additional potential source of spurious “excess” heat is variable recombiner function. Since the operating
temperature of the experiment spans a range of∼40◦C and the behavior of the recombiner, as with any catalyst, should
be expected to vary significantly with temperature, sudden exothermic bursts might be observed when recombiner
pellets activate. Considering that our analysis shows the recombiner heat to be poorly separated from the electrolyte,
care should be taken when interpreting excess heat events occurring during or shortly after major changes in cell
temperature.

Not all of the temperature sensing artifacts observed by us could be explained by motion of the cell cap. For
example, in Fig. 5, sensor 2 was observed to produce artifacts independently of sensor 1. This may be an indication
of mechanical or electrical problems affecting only sensor 2. A 1.5◦C artifact like the one shown above in Fig. 4
corresponds to a heat rate artifact of about 400 mW. With artifacts this large the calorimeter may not be well suited
for precision calorimetry. The DLE attempts to trigger an excess heat event while running the calorimeter at constant
power after a days-long phase comprising loading and plating. It was standard procedure to let the calorimeter stabilize
at constant input power before applying the laser trigger. However, this can not guarantee that heat rate artifacts will
not occur coincident with the laser trigger.

Given that the excess heat effect reported by Letts is up to a 4% effect (up to 300 mW out of 8 W), the calorimeter
used to investigate such an effect would ideally be designed and confirmed to have no heat rate artifacts greater than
about 10 mW. The authors believe that this is feasible; however, it would require a careful redesign of the calorimeter.
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Electrical noise on the temperature sensors might also need to be reduced.

4.5. Electrolyte temperature non-uniformity

In one report of the DLE [17], the discrepancy between cell temperatures is said to be about 0.1◦C or less; in our
replication attempt, the discrepancy between the two cell temperature sensors was 20–30 times larger. Given the
faithful replication of the parts used in this experiment, we find this difference noteworthy. Our observations spanning
over four months of experiments show that the replicated apparatus has temperature differences within the electrolyte
that span at least several ◦C. Neither our experiment, nor the Letts’ original experiment stirred the electrolyte.

4.6. Venting

The original design of this experiment was vented to air through a small vent tube. The intent of this tube was to allow
gas to escape when the recombiner was not functioning properly. In the original work, the method of submerging
the exit-end of the tube in liquid was used to check for recombiner failure which would be expressed as bubbling.
A concern with this approach is that a system open to air may take up and substitute light water for heavy water.
Proton contamination, as this is called, has been raised as a possible failure mechanism because it is claimed [18] that
hydrogen will go into Pd preferentially to deuterium.

4.7. Gold plating

In both the JCMNS 2010 as well as personal communication, Letts does not specify a particular plating time. The Cur-
rent Science publication specifies plating in 10 min increments until the effect is observed. 10 min plating sequences
were utilized early on in the experimental campaign (see Table 1), however, since no effect was observed, and with
the guidance of the previous single laser work in which significantly longer plating times were employed, sequences
as long as 14 h + were attempted. Bubbling and color change on the Au anode (from gold to red to black) over the
course of a few hours were consistently observed during the plating process.

The resulting Au deposit in the original work is characterized only by its visual appearance. We replicated the Letts
plating method which places the Pt and Au anodes in parallel with each other. A ramification of this is that the sum,
but not the division, of current between the two anodes is unknown; this complicates our ability to know how much
Au might have been applied to the cathode by Letts, and also how much plating may be occurring in our experiments.
A suggested approach would sense current flowing from both anodes.

4.8. Heat measurements

Within the range of experimental uncertainty, the 231 excess heat measurements at each difference frequency were
consistent with no excess heat triggered by the dual-laser stimulation. While it is impossible to disprove the claims of
the Letts’ original DLE, this work does refute the claim that results are highly reproducible [8] The quantity of laser
triggered trials analyzed is 231 across 9 cathode runs, exceeding what is reported in the Letts’ original DLE [7]

One question that might arise is whether each laser trial was of sufficient duration to trigger and sense an excess
heat effect. We note that each dual-laser trigger was applied for a time longer than the thermal time constant, c/k, of
the calorimeter which is about 30 min. Letts reported an excess heat response that is observed as rapidly as ∼5 min
after laser triggering [7]

While outliers of 90 mW excess or absorbed heat were observed, these measurements had the least certainty. The
excess heat measurements with the greatest certainty (smallest uncertainty) had the smallest magnitude of excess heat
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rate (whether positive or negative). This trend is shown in Fig. 11. A validation of any cold fusion effect will need
to show that the measured effect persists as the uncertainty of measurements is reduced; in this work, that was not
observed.

5. Conclusions

In this work we attempted a high-fidelity replication of claims of excess heat triggered by dual-laser stimulation in an
electrochemical system of palladium deuteride. We employed and described calorimeter calibration and error analysis
methods that we believe are appropriate and adequate to the experimental objective. Despite having replicated Letts’
original experimental design and protocol to the best of our ability, and conducting 231 attempts across 9 cathode runs,
we did not observe evidence of laser-triggered excess heat events on the order of 100 mW reported by Letts. The
average excess heat rate observed from all runs was 6.1 ± 21.6 mW with ∼10 W of input electrical power.

However, several issues hampered our ability to replicate the work, including limited engagement with Letts (the
author of the original DLE), the inability to directly compare material parameters of our cathodes with “successful”
cathodes, and spurious calorimetric fluctuations due to apparatus design issues.

Dennis Letts claims that his results are highly reproducible [8]. We recommend that any future replication attempts
provide for direct collaboration with Letts on a redesigned experimental apparatus.

Supplemental Information

S1. Calorimeter Temperature Control Hardware

Temperature-controlled enclosure consists of an Edgestar 84 can beverage cooler with all but the bottom-most rack
removed. Since the enclosure will only cool the system, a feedback mechanism needs to be established to provide
heating to achieve a given setpoint.

The general principle of the temperature control design is to circulate mixed (hot and cold) air from the back of the
enclosure up towards the top, down the front glass panel and then back towards the mixing area. The general schematic
is shown in Fig. 12, an interpretation of Letts’ original designs:

Two 12 V CoolerMaster SickleFlow 120’s are used. Their activation switch is a solid state relay connected to a 12
V power supply and the NI DAQ (see below). The two fans are strapped together with twist-ties. A nichrome heating
wire wrapped in a coil is connected by screws to two holes on opposite ends of the fan bank. Power for this heater is
supplied by one of the two E3632A power supplies in the setup.

The back of the enclosure showing the cold wall built into the cooler, the two 12 V fans, and (barely visible above
the fans) the heating wire is shown in Fig. 13.

The air distribution system consists of several pieces of custom-cut insulation board, with four additional 2 inch
fans guiding the air up towards the enclosure roof.

Back and angled views of the air distributor are shown in Fig. 14. The bank of fans, which sits on top of the open
portion of the air distributor in the right photo (Fig. 14) is shown in Fig. 15.

Each fan has a hole cut in the bottom (not pictured). These fans are powered on the same circuit that powers the
two larger fans along the back wall, and the entire system is left on for the duration of the measurement.

S2. Cell

S2.1 Body

A picture of assembled cell inside the calorimeter is shown in Fig. 16.
The cell body is a Kimble-Chase tall form Berzelius Beaker.

phttp://www.edgestar.com/BWC90SS-EdgeStar-84-Can-Beverage-Cooler-Stainless-Steel/BWC90SS,default,pd.htmlower supplies r
http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16835103091
http://www.keysight.com/en/pd-835964-pn-E3632A/120w-power-supply-15v-7a-or-30v-4a?cc=US&lc=eng
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B002RS5AR6
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S2.2 Thermistor probes

The thermistor probes are made as follows: Flint glass tubes are melted shut at one end, into which are placed thermis-
tors that have had their leads soldered onto twisted pairs taken from Ethernet cables (see this guide for a description of
the procedure). Electrical or Teflon tape is used to prevent the wires and solder blobs from contacting each other and
shorting the probe. Shorts are clearly noticeable during the experiment as the apparent temperature spikes to clearly
unreasonable values (hundreds of ◦C).

S2.3 Cell lid

Designs given by Dennis Letts have been used as a starting point to fabricate the cell lid. However, it was discovered
that the slots into which the recombiner pellets are supposed to sit (lowest groove pictured above) are too thin at the
specified width of 0.0625”. When doubled, the groove allowed for a good press fit.

S3. Final Washes

The following final sample washes were applied to the cathode before the experiment began:

DLER5: (Not recorded),
DLER6: Sonicated for ∼15 min in 1:1 H2O:IPA in cell body. Washed in copious amounts of distilled water,
then dried with N2. Left to dry completely overnight,
DLER7: None (used as received from Letts),
DLER8: Sonicated 30 min with Cole-Parmer compound remover solution, dried with N2,

Figure 12. A schematic of the temperature-controlled enclosure.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FGDX3FA
http://web.cecs.pdx.edu/~eas199/B/howto/thermistorProbe/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B6qkR43cvwfhfmNubDNhRURYcTVreXhwZEZlMmVVa0JsTkRDaWttRFJHbkk2OWt2aHVFc2s&authuser=0
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Figure 13. The back of the enclosure showing the cold wall built into the cooler, the two 12 V fans, and (barely visible above the fans) the heating
wire.

DLER10: Cathode washed with acetone before start of experiment,
DLER11: Sonicated with Cole Parmer compound remover 30 min, air-dried.

S4. Model Fitting to Calibration Data

4.1. Linear calibration

The calibration (Fig. 17) is typical of that obtained by fitting the steady-state response of the calorimeter to the input
power at various steps. It is presented for comparison to the calibration obtained by the full system identification
model. The inverse slope for Cell Temp1 is 0.267 W/◦C which is in close agreement with the thermal resistance
parameter from system identification. What is missing from a fit to only several plateau data points are all of the
artifacts stemming from apparatus instabilities.

As an example of dynamic model fitting to calibration data, and some of the models that we tried, we illustrate
our calibration results for Cathode DLER10. Figure 18 is the full calibration dataset for input power and measured
temperatures.

Notice that the full dataset includes about 0.5 h of initial data taken before the enclosure temperature stabilized to
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Figure 14. The custom-built air distributor, viewed from the back (left image) and top (right image) as viewed from the front of the enclosure.

about 23◦C. As the calorimetry is isoperibolic, this portion of the data are excluded from the calibration. Notice also
that Cell Temperature 2 is not stable. As discussed in the manuscript, Cell Temperature 1 was used. First, we show the
result of applying the linear heat transport model

d∆T /dt= -k∆T /c+icellvcell/c.

where ∆T is the difference between Cell Temperature 1 and the Enclosure Temperature, icellvcell is the electrical
power fed into the cell, and k and c are fits to the calorimeter’s thermal conductance and heat capacity respectively.
This first model makes the assumption that power that gets converted into chemical energy by splitting water and
is then released at heat in the recombiner exits through the calorimeter through largely the same path as the rest of
the power that simply appears as direct heating of the electrodes and electrolyte. This first model also makes the

Figure 15. The bank of fans, which sit on top of the open portion of the air distributor as shown in the right image in Fig. 14.
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Figure 16. A picture of assembled cell inside the calorimeter, as would be present during a typical experimental run.

assumption, consistent with the assumption of Letts, that heat was removed by first order processes (conduction and
convection). Figure 19 shows the measured and modeled cell temperature difference time series. The model was fit
using the Matlab System Identification Toolbox’s grey box model routine greyest.

Notice from Fig. 19 that this first model underestimates the cell temperature rise for small power inputs and
overestimates the cell temperature rise for high power inputs. In spite of the model’s simplicity, it explains the data
fairly well, with a normalized root mean square error of only 4%.

S4.2 Linear calibration with subtracted electrolysis power

Next, we apply the assumption that power that goes into electrolyzing water gets carried away by the rising bubbles in
the electrolyte, and thereafter, because the recombiner is somewhat removed from the electrolyte, that power does not
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Figure 17. A typical calibration obtained by fitting the steady-state response of the calorimeter to the input power at various steps.

Figure 18. Full calibration data set for input power and measured temperatures.
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Figure 19. Measured and modeled cell temperature difference time series using linear calibration.

affect the cell temperature. This is the assumption adopted in the calibration used by Letts. This assumption entails a
minor modification to the first model, namely,

d∆T /dt= -k∆T /c+icell(vcell−v0)/c,

where v0 = 1.53 V is the thermoneutral voltage for D2O. Figure 20 shows the measured and modeled cell temperature
difference time series. As before, the model was fit using the Matlab System Identification Toolbox’s grey box model
routine greyest.

We see that this model does not fit the data as well as the simpler model; the fit using the model that assumes that
recombiner heat escapes through the top of the cell has a normalized root mean square error of >7%, which is over 3%
worse than the simple model.

S4.3 Radiation fit to calibration data

One feature common to both of the linear models is that temperature rise is overestimated at high input power. This
suggests that heat is leaving the calorimeter via a superlinear process. Given that the calorimeter is constructed from
a transparent glass beaker it is a natural choice to add radiative heat transfer to the model to test the hypothesis that
radiation is responsible for a portion of the heat exiting the calorimeter. Next we considered the possibility that the
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Figure 20. Measured and modeled cell temperature difference time series using linear calibration with subtracted electrolysis power.

calorimeter dynamics are governed by the equation

d∆T /dt = −kconc∆T/c− krad(T 4

cell
− T 4

surroundings
) + icellvcell/c.

Note that the terms Tcell and Tsurroundings are in Kelvin. A more convenient way to write this expression for parameter
fitting is

d∆T /dt = −kconc∆T/c-krad[(∆T + Tsurroundings)4 − T 4

surroundings
] + icellvcell/c,

because this form expresses the system as a differential equation with a single state (∆T ) with two inputs (icellvcell

and Tsurroundings) and three parameters (c, kcon and krad).
Figure 21 shows the measured and modeled ∆T using the nonlinear model. The fitting was done using the Matlab

function nlgreyest.
The normalized root mean square error metric for this model is 0.67% which compares favorably to both of the

linear models. The table below summarizes the results of the three models used on the DLER10 calibration dataset.
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Figure 21. Measured and modeled cell temperature difference time series using the nonlinear model with thermal radiation correction.

Model Input power (W) Fit (%) c (J/◦C) kcon (W/◦C) krad(W/K4)
Linear icell(vcell − v0) 92.66 397.7 0.1785 –
Linear icellvcell 95.98 595.8 0.2460 –
Non-linear icellvcell 99.33 664.0 0.0557 1.575×10−9

S4.4 Summary of model fitting

By comparing the two linear fits, we see that not only is the assumption that electrolysis energy escapes without
detection not well supported; but, that in addition the assumption may underestimate the heat capacity and thermal
conductance.

By comparing the kcon term of the linear and non-linear models with icellvcell input power we see an indication
that a significant portion of the power leaving the calorimeter does so by radiation.

We chose the DLER10 dataset to illustrate comparative calorimeter models because this dataset was uncharac-
teristically free of thermometry artifacts, at least for Cell Temperature Sensor 1. One consequence of non-physical
thermometry artifacts is that nonlinear parameter estimation methods fail to converge rapidly on a global optimum.
For this reason, the calibration model used throughout this report is the linear model with icellvcell input power.
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Abstract

Successful cold fusion is heralded by a large, if not quite abnormal, increase in the anti-Stokes to Stokes (aS/S) ratio in coherent
multi-wavelength optical reflection volume-enhanced electric-driven spectroscopy (CMORE-spectroscopy). This distinguishing
phonon gain is not seen in the “off” state or the avalanche (undesirable) mode. It heralds seven acoustic phonons assisting nuclear
reactions and a core peak calculated Stokes temperature of circa 1645 K.
c⃝ 2016 ISCMNS. All rights reserved. ISSN 2227-3123
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1. Introduction

We previously used dry preloaded NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR (lattice assisted nuclear reaction) components [1] to
investigate material science [2–8] and radiation physics [5,6] of active cold fusion systems. Several of these reports
have demonstrated that several electrical transconduction states exist, but that only one is active, desired, and capable
of producing “excess heat” [7]. This report extends those results and describes a spectroscopic measurement of anti-
Stokes to Stokes (aS/S) peak ratios. These measurements demonstrate that the best “excess heat” results occur (with
the CF/LANR nanomaterial in the active, desirable mode) with an aS/S peak ratio greater than 1 (Fig. 1).

Using several ohmic (thermal) and other controls, the aS/S ratio was (and thus acoustic phonons were) found
to follow normal Boltzmann statistics when the materials were examined. This included an identical NANOR R⃝-
type component which was not loaded, and a similar loaded component in both the “off” condition and electrical
avalanche region where the desired cold fusion reactions do not occur. However, that was not true when the cold
fusion components are activated in the desired mode which elicits excess heat (Fig. 1). By contrast, the monitored
Series 7 NANOR R⃝-type component in “excess heat” (XSH)-mode elicited a completely unique pattern, immediately
prior to the appearance of excess heat accumulation. This heralds an aS/S ratio level far above normal, suggesting
increased phonon density, consistent with phonon gain. These changes were only seen in the presence of the desired
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Figure 1. Three different electronic states optical signatures for the same preloaded ZrO2PdD NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR component in three
different electrical drive modes. Shown are spectra of the same NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR component in three different electronic states, resolved
by dual wavelength coherent electric-driven volume-enhanced reflection spectroscopy. The three modes (responses) are the undriven “off”-state, the
unwanted electrical avalanche mode [7], and the optimal operational state, the “Desired Active Mode”, where “excess” energy is being released.

electronic state of cold fusion (lattice assisted nuclear reaction; CF/LANR) electrical conduction and activity in the
NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR component.

In Fig. 1, the curves are from dual wavelength coherent electric-driven volume-enhanced reflection spectroscopy
of the core CF/LANR nanomaterial inside NANOR R⃝ 7-6. The plots show reflected optical intensity as a function of
wavelength, initially from two incident coherent optical beams but then reflected by backscatter along with the initial
optical beams from the core. They reveal three different types of reflection spectra from the same sample, observed by
the same diagnostic.

This paper also briefly discusses the response of the NANOR R⃝-type CF component, loaded but not electrically
driven, to a magnetic field intensity. The activity is quite complicated in the presence of it being electrically driven,
and is discussed elsewhere [4,8].

There are important implications to these new findings. First, other successful cold fusion systems may also indi-
cate their activity by a large, abnormal increase in the anti-Stokes to Stokes (aS/S) ratio. Second, these findings confirm
the role of phonons in CF/LANR (previously observed indirectly [9]), and thought to be mainly optical phonons [10].
Third, acoustic phonons result from, or are required for, a cold fusion process producing energy gain in its “excess
heat” (XSH) mode in this system.

2. Background – No Additional Applied Magnetic Fields

2.1. Cold fusion requires considerable engineering

The LANR method which Fleischmann and Pons first taught in March 1989 had problems, including inefficiency and
non-reproducibility. This created havoc for those inexperienced in metallurgy, electrochemistry, and physics [11–14].
LANR success is rewarded by “excess heat”, which means that the energy producing reactions have generated de novo
helium into the lattice (∼1012 for every watt-second [15]) and there were adequate conditions to enable energy transfer
to the lattice and then to appear as excess heat [10,16]. There may also be other reactions.
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One major problem to achieve successful cold fusion has been the difficulty in achieving high D/Pd loadings above
∼0.70 near room temperature, and then maintaining that, sometimes for weeks.

Simply put, the rapid increase in deuterium chemical potential acts to limit further loading, but success requires
high loading of >85% for PdDx hydrides. In most initial efforts, loading was not even considered. Other problems
have included the control of vacancies, adequate incubation time, concomitant flux, inadvertent quenching conditions,
and lack of critical control of input power.

Many “negative” results are due to a failure to operate the system at the optimal operating point, which is an
optimum peak in the excess heat and power gain curves as a function of input electrical power [12,14]. The optimal
operating point reflects the relatively narrow peak (maximum) of the biphasic production rate curve for the products
obtained by the desired reactions (heat, helium-4) as a function of input electrical power. The problems with loading,
and later with optimal operating point manifolds (OOPs) are why initial efforts to replicate successful LANR were so
difficult and failed to show excess heat.

2.2. Dry NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR preloaded components

NANOR R⃝-type devices have been described in the literature [1–7]. The central core generating the excess heat in
the desired state involves ZrO2PdNiD, ZrO2PdD, and ZrO2NiD and similar materials [3,18]. A NANOR R⃝-type
component is a hermetically sealed cold fusion/lattice assisted nuclear reactions (CF/LANR) nanomaterial, preloaded
with D and arranged as a two-terminal electrical component. They are designed to avoid leakage, enabling stabilization
and activation of these materials.

2.3. Determination of activity

The LANR preloaded, stabilized NANOR R⃝-type components are driven by a high voltage circuit up to 3000 V rail
voltage. This is the high voltage that can be delivered in any run to either the NANOR or the ohmic control used to
thermally calibrate the calorimeter.

Input power is defined as V × I . There is no thermoneutral correction in denominator. Therefore, the observed
power is a lower limit. The instantaneous power gain (power amplification factor (non-dimensional)) is defined as
Poutput/Pinput.

The energy is calibrated by at least one electrical joule control (ohmic resistor) used frequently, and with time
integration for additional validation. The excess energy, when present, is defined as (Poutput − Pinput ) × time.

Data acquisition is taken from voltage, current, and temperature sensors at multiple sites of the solution, and outside
of the cell, and even as a 4-terminal measurement of the NANOR R⃝’s internal electrical conductivity. Data acquisition
sampling is at data rates of 0.20–1 Hz, with 16–24+ bit resolution; voltage accuracy 0.015±0.005 V, temperature
accuracy <0.6◦C). The noise power of the calorimeters have been in the range of a milliwatts (for demonstration
systems) to tens of microwatts (for present R&D). The noise power of the Keithley current sources driving the reactions
is generally ∼10 nW or less.

After driving the component and the control in each run, the power and energy gain for both the component and the
ohmic control were separately determined both by approximations such as input-power-normalized delta-T incremental
(dT /Pin), and input-power-normalized heat flow (delta-HF/Pin), and also directly by semiquantitative calorimetry. In
the latter, the amount of output energy is determined from the released heat produced during the temperature rise, and
then comparing that to the input energy.
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Figure 2. Demonstration of excess power gain and then sudden loss of activity after electrical avalanche for a NANOR R⃝-type LANR compo-
nent – The electrical input power and delta-T /P in (representative of the measured instantaneous power gain) from the ohmic control and then the
nanostructured two-terminal NANOR R⃝-type LANR component. Shown for the component are both sides of the electrical breakdown (avalanche)
state; before where there is clear excess power gain (excess heat over time) and a return to ohmic-like behavior at, and after, the electrical avalanche.

2.4. CF/LANR activity quenched by electrical avalanche breakdown

There are two electrically driven states for a driven NANOR R⃝-type LANR component. As described in a series
of peer-reviewed publications [7], certain materials of this nature when examined electrically have distinct electrical
behavior, with distinct outputs in each of the electrical driven states. To simplify, in addition to the undriven “off” state,
there is the undesirable “avalanche” state, which associated with increasing electrical currents for decreasing applied
electrical potentials over time. By contrast, the “desired” state produces very large amounts of heat beyond the normal
electrical dissipation expected - excess heat. In that case, the electrical impedance is maintained.

Figure 2 presents the graphical output of a reproducible nanostructured NANOR R⃝-type two-terminal CF electrical
component, driven in both of its two different electrically driven states; and in its “off” state and also while “off” with
an electrical ohmic control being driven. Vertical axes plot the electrical input power and the heat generated, as a
function of time.

Figure 2 demonstrates that inactive states exist for “working” CF/LANR components. It shows the measured heat
production from the nanostructured two-terminal NANOR R⃝-type LANR component on both sides of the electrical
breakdown (avalanche) state; active and quenched. This transformation of active CF/LANR components from active
to quenched (inactive states; and there are more than one) is critical to successfully control the desired reactions, and
to maximize output, and to avoid damage to some nanomaterials. In the figure, the first curve, extending from count
circa 601 to 1201 (where each count is 6 s) is for the ohmic control. The second curve, extending from count circa
1701 to 3701 (where each count is 6 s) is for two-terminal nanostructure component. The electrical input is slowly
increased to both the ohmic control and to the component, while each is activated, respectively.

However, only the two-terminal nanostructure component at about count 3701 suddenly undergoes paroxysmal
electrical avalanche so that there is simply much more electrical input power as shown in the third curve. It lasts until
about count 4201 when the input electrical power is turned off. The first vertical axis, on the left-hand side, represents
the heat generated through the parameter dT /Pin which is the change in temperature elicited, divided by the electrical
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input power. Figure 2 plots the temperature rise (delta-T in degrees C) of the ohmic control and the NANOR R⃝-type
LANR component, both normalized to input electrical power as a function of time so that the ratios can be used to
estimate incremental power gain. By comparing the ratio, a qualitative to semiquantitative estimate of the incremental
power gain can be derived, both before electrical avalanche (from the first pair) and after electrical avalanche (from
the second pair). Thus, there is obvious incremental power gain for the CF/LANR component until the avalanche, at
which time (count ~3700) the component has no energy gain, but has a response similar to an ohmic resistor.

This saliently demonstrates that outside of the desired heat-producing CF/LANR active state, the nanostructured
component acts as any other ohmic resistor. Thus, it confirms that the calorimetry was calibrated, and verifies the
accurate presence of excess heat yet an additional way. This result also demonstrates significant excess heat obtained
from a Ni–D nanomaterial system, as reported previously in a high impedance aqueous CF/LANR system [7,17].

3. Experimental Methods

3.1. CMORE-spectroscopy

Previously, we reported the calibrated near-IR emissions from active aqueous CF/LANR systems [18]. This paper
extends that range in nanomaterials to the optic spectrum. The diagnostic, coherent multi-wavelength optical reflection
volume-enhanced electric-driven-sample spectroscopy (CMORE-spectroscopy), used for this report required at least
two peak wavelengths, usually from two lasers. This was to co-illuminate the real target, located below the irradiated
surface, and into the volume, of a sample of interest.

The high intensity coherent illumination was used to elicit Rayleigh, Brillouin, and Raman bands, and then to
identify the possible roles of acoustic and optical phonons during CF/LANR, and possibly distinguish the desired ac-
tive, excess heat-producing, state from the “off”-state, and the undesired inactive avalanche state. Multiple wavelength
stimulation was first employed to enable wavelength calibration and thus semiquantitative measurements of the aS/S
ratio.

The green laser (532 nm peak) had a power output level of about 150 mW. The orange laser (635 nm peak) had a
power output level of about ∼2 mW for energy calibration. Other wavelengths used to calibrate included 436.6 and
546.5 nm peaks of mercury, and the 611.6 nm peak of europium. None was as useful as the second coherent red orange
laser.

Laser polarization is usually important to the degree that the nanomaterial is electrically conductive. However, here,
the nanomaterial is electrically insulating (∼ megohms to gigohms or more), and is porous, black like bituminous coal.
There the light enters and has a volume interaction.

The sample illuminated was the core of a NANOR R⃝-type LANR component capable of being electrically driven.
Optics for collimation, control of beam direction, band pass filters, beam splitters, were used to obtain optical beam
overlap on the sample’s surface, facilitating interaction with the sample while being electrically driven. The important
result is that illumination yields many photons which enter the black material which has the appearance of bituminous
ground coal (and is ZrO2–PdD) and react with it. The multifaceted craterous surface leads to a very significant
volumetric photon–sample interaction. As a result of the interaction, what was initially just two initial frequencies
coming from the two lasers, finally becomes a more complicated spectrum, decorated with the addition of photons of
energy both above and below the two frequencies of said lasers.

The Boltzmann aS/S ratio was measured by a method enabling the simultaneous electrical driving of a ZrO2PdD
CF/LANR system in several states while simultaneously visualizing both acoustic and optical phonons using dual
wavelength coherent stimulated volume-enhanced Rayleigh–Brillouin–Raman spectroscopy. When the emitted pho-
tons have less energy than the initial absorbed photon, then this energy difference is the Stokes shift. The energy goes
into the lattice, and the difference is in the “red-shift” direction. On the other hand, if the emitted photon has more
energy, the energy gain is called an anti-Stokes shift, and that extra energy is derived from energetic phonons in a
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crystal lattice that give up their energy to create the “blue-shift” from the initial two frequencies.
To resolve the spectra (Figs. 3–10), the reflected (exit) beam leaves the illuminated sample through an optical slit

and then passes through a diffraction grating where it is resolved into different energies (or in equivalent systems into
wavelengths or frequencies). The intensity is measured by a detector such as a CCD or other sensitive photodetector.
Analysis is made by integrating the incoming detected optical information which has been sorted by the grating. The

Figure 3. Dual wavelength reflection spectroscopy of a rhodamine B control. (top-right) Chemical structure of rhodamine B. Dyes tend to be a
range of materials, here varying from (9-(2-carboxyphenyl)-6-diethylamino-3-xanthenylidene)-diethylammonium chloride (above) to the ethyl ester
carboxyphenyl methylamino methyl xanthenylidene-ethylammonium chloride (below). (top-left) Optical scatter and passage through a small glass
container of 7.6 mmol rhodamine B solution. The glass, irradiated by two co-linear lasers (532 and 635 nm) from the lower left (not seen), reveals
the green laser only by fluorescence as yellow, although the scatter remains green on the right. Passing through the glass, the orange laser beam
continues, exiting on the top right. (bottom) This CMORE-spectroscopic spectrum is a control experiment of rhodamine B (7.6 mmol aqueous
solution). The vertical axis is non-linear and represents the intensity of the returned backscatter along with the reflected optical information, plotted
as intensity as a function of wavelength. The horizontal axis plots the decreasing frequency to the right. The Stokes, anti-Stokes and fluorescence
bands are seen in their well-known locations, and the two laser initiation wavelengths (532 and 635 nm) are seen and labeled. The actual image is
located above the graph.
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final plots show the total energy of the reflected beams in a distribution of amplitude (intensity) as a function of
wavelength.

3.2. Electrical driving components

The sample or component was electrical driven, or not, while it was irradiated by the two lasers while physically
maintained in position. The NANOR R⃝-type component was electrically activated and controlled, and was designed
to include and use several controls: several metals and material controls such as ZrO2Pd and ZrO2Ni, pn-junctions
(as an energy conversion control), a thermal ohmic control, a non-functional unloaded NANOR R⃝-type component
control, an inactive undriven component as a control, an inactive driven avalanche-mode component as a control, and
a component driven in the desired active mode.

The electrical power supply is capable of delivering an electric current (Norton equivalent) or electric voltage
(Thevenin equivalent) through the two wires which connect to the sample. The system has several electrical states, the
simplest of which are “off”, meaning that the sample is not electrically driven by the electrical power supply, and “on”
where there may be a range of electrical driving levels of electrical power (W). Within the holding container there are
temperature detectors, and a heat flow detector, linked to a temperature measurement and analytic unit. This enables
thermometry to measure any possible incremental temperature change, and therefore analysis of possible heat output
from the sample, itself.

3.3. Rhodamine B control

In order to test the system, and here to show the optical purity of the two lasers as well, dual wavelength reflection
spectroscopy was performed on a solution of rhodamine B, as a control. The generated spectrum acts as a control
to demonstrate the impact of the system on a rhodamine B aqueous solution of which the Stokes, anti-Stokes, and
fluorescence bands are well known.

Figure 3 presents the chemical structure, what a solution of the rhodamine B does to two incoming laser beams, and
the resultant spectrum by this system. This control experiment used a 7.6 mmol rhodamine B solution irradiated by the
two laser wavelengths (532 and 635 nm). They are labeled in the figure, and the Stokes, anti-Stokes and fluorescence
bands are clearly seen, demonstrating the effectiveness of the CMORE-spectroscopic system. The second laser peak
permits semiquantitative wavelength (and thus energy) calibration.

4. Results – No Applied Magnetic Field

4.1. ZrO2Pd – control – unloaded, undriven

As a control, the dual wavelength reflection spectroscopy was used to examine an unloaded, undriven NANOR R⃝-type
component (ZrO2Pd). The results are shown in Fig. 4.

4.2. ZrO2PdD – control – undriven (null, “off state”)

Figure 5 shows the response of the loaded, deuterated material, ZrO2PdD, in a NANOR-type component to the dual
wavelength reflection spectroscopy. This is a loaded, electrically undriven NANOR-type component (ZrO2PdD). There
was no additional electrical activation (as will be seen in some of the following figures).

This figure (like the next two) is also in Fig. 1, where the curves are superimposed as much as possible to summarize
the discovery.
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Figure 4. Dual wavelength volume-enhanced reflection spectroscopy of an unloaded, undriven NANOR-type component (ZrO2Pd). This material
is discussed elsewhere [3,17] and does not give excess heat [7]. Here the CMORE-spectroscopy reveals a clear Stokes peak with small, negligible,
anti-Stokes component. This is discussed further below.

4.3. ZrO2PdD-loaded, driven (electrical avalanche state)

Figure 6 shows the avalanche behavior by presenting the dual wavelength electric-driven volume-enhanced reflection
spectroscopic signature of a loaded (over)-driven NANOR R⃝-type component (ZrO2PdD) in its avalanche mode.

Figure 5. Dual wavelength volume-enhanced reflection spectroscopy of a loaded, undriven NANOR R⃝-type component (ZrO2PdD). This spec-
trum is obtained from the NANOR R⃝-type component electrically “Off”. Functionally, that makes the observed optical output to be that of the raw
material, ZrO2PdD with no additional electrical drive or activation. The vertical axis represents the intensity of the returned backscatter plotted as
intensity as a function of wavelength. The horizontal axis plots the decreasing frequency to the right. The output of the first laser is shown as the
peak on the left side, located at 532 nm. The output of the second laser is also shown on the right side, located at 635 nm
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Figure 6. Dual wavelength electric-overdriven volume-enhanced reflection spectroscopy of ZrO2PdD, a loaded, electrically over-driven
NANOR R⃝-type component in avalanche mode – This is the observed optical output in the undesired over-driven avalanche “state” as observed by
the diagnostic. The graph, as the others, shows intensity as a function of wavelength of what was returned by backscatter along with the reflected
optical beams. There are two groups of peaks. On the left, the peak of the first laser is at 532 nm. In this volume enhanced dual laser backscatter
diagnostic, the largest peak is a Rayleigh scattering peak. It can be seen that just to the right of the largest peak is a smaller peak. This peak is almost
balanced by a second, slightly smaller peak on the opposite side of the largest peak. These peaks are called Stokes-shifted and anti-Stokes-shifted
peaks. What is seen to the left of the tallest peak is termed an anti-Stokes peak. On the right, the second laser interacted with the material and shows
its own interactions, making calibration more difficult, so it is usually avoided, but is shown here to demonstrate this effect.

This is the third control “null”, in that it is a non-functional (with respect to the desired excess heat) state. However,
it is a very high intensity state known as the “Electrical Avalanche” mode, as described elsewhere [7].

This mode, associated with loss of excess heat, was previously presented as a function of time in Fig. 2. For Fig. 6,
this loaded nanomaterial, ZrO2PdD, in a modified two terminal, dry, NANOR R⃝-type LANR electrical component
was electrically driven at 1000 V initially (direct current) which enabled a current of about 1.35 mA. Thereafter, the
voltage decreased with time to about 500 V. This behavior is what is termed “avalanche mode” and usually results
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from excessive applied voltage. The ambient temperature was 26.7◦C. Figure 6 shows the observed optical signature
during its avalanche “state”.

In Fig. 6, the peak of the first laser is at 532 nm; this is the Rayleigh scattering peak. To its right side is a smaller,
Stokes-shifted, peak. This is almost balanced by a second, slightly smaller, anti-Stokes peak on the opposite, left side
of the largest peak.

Intensity is shown as a function of wavelength, as returned by backscatter along with the reflected optical beams.
There is a second peak far to the right, near 635 nm, from the orange laser. In this figure, the second beam was aligned
to interact with the reaction volume. Thus, there is more than one single peak. There is a second group of two peaks,
located far to the right, near 635 nm, which arise from the orange laser overlap interactions. Usually, the second laser
is kept from interacting, and is used as a calibration signal. Here, a rich material science field of energy hopping and
conversion are seen, which will be resolved in future efforts.

4.4. ZrO2PdD-loaded, driven (desired, excess heat state)

The NANOR R⃝-type LANR component is representative of driven CF/LANR systems, in that they are associated with
two distinct outputs; one is rather conventional like an ohmic resistor, however, the other state is the electrical “desired”
state. That desired mode is characterized by excess heat generation here, and in some experiments involving aqueous
D2O/Pd systems has shown to be linked, in a commensurate way, with the formation of de novo 4He [15].

The functional, desired excess heat state of a correctly driven NANOR R⃝-type component (ZrO2PdD) in its “XSH”
mode is non-thermally optically revealed in Fig. 7. The figure shows that the desired CF/LANR activity is indicated
by a unique signature using dual wavelength electric-driven volume-enhanced reflection spectroscopy.

This signature advertises behavior which is called “desired mode” or “excess heat production mode” and only
results from proper drive voltage, maintaining high impedance, and avoiding quenching materials and quenching
states, as discussed elsewhere [1,3,7] and demonstrated conclusively in this report.

For Fig. 7, the nanomaterial NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR component was properly, correctly electrically driven at
2500 V which produced an electrical current of about 0.11 mA. The sample maintained its high impedance (compared
to that seen during avalanche mode) during the very short run and there was no electrical avalanche quenching the
desired reactions.

In Fig. 7, the peak of the first laser is at 532 nm; this is the Rayleigh scattering peak. To its right side is a smaller,
Stokes-shifted, peak. This is over-balanced by a second, much larger, anti-Stokes peak on the opposite, left side of the
largest peak. Note closely that in the best, most preferred, heat producing mode, the so-called “desired state”, there is a
much larger-than-expected anti-Stokes peak. This is the unique reflected optical output from the desired “excess heat”
state where large amounts of energy are being released. Intensity is shown as a function of wavelength, as returned
by backscatter along with the reflected optical beams. There is a second peak far to the right, near 635 nm, from the
orange laser. The second beam was aligned to not interact with the reaction volume and was only used for calibration.
Thus, there is a single peak.

In Fig. 7, the XSH mode can be seen by a unique reflected optical backscatter along with the reflected optical beams
from the component in its desired “excess heat” state. Intensity is shown as a function of wavelength, as returned by
backscatter along with the reflected optical beams. This is the observed optical output in the desired correctly driven
active “state” as observed by the diagnostic. Shown is the output as intensity as a function of wavelength, as returned
by backscatter along with the reflected optical beams from the volume-enhanced interactions (vide infra). In this run,
the second beam did not interact with the reaction volume and was used for calibration. The nanomaterial NANOR R⃝-
type CF/LANR component was properly, correctly electrically driven at 2500 V which produced 0.11 mA, and it
maintained its high impedance, without electrical avalanche, during the relatively short run.
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Figure 7. Dual wavelength electric-driven volume-enhanced reflection spectroscopy of a preloaded ZrO2PdD NANOR R⃝-type component in its
correctly driven mode.

4.5. ZrO2PdD – Optical phonons

In a solid lattice, alloyed with deuterons, there are multiple modes of vibration. The acoustical phonons are those where
the palladium and deuterons move in phase in the long wavelength limit, located in reciprocal space at the center of
the Brillouin zone. By contrast, optical phonons have from out-of-phase vibrations between neighboring atoms. They
are called “optical” because in ionic crystals they can be excited by EM radiation, with the positive ions moving one
way while their negatively charged neighbors move the other way. In k (momentum)-space, the phonons appear and
manifolds in two branches. The lower manifold contains the acoustical branch, and the higher manifold contains the
optical branch. There is an energy gap between them when a single metal is alloyed with hydrogen or deuterium.

To better observe the optical phonons, Fig. 8 is Fig. 7 redrawn, but with a logarithmic vertical axis to enable other
peaks, of less intensity, the optical phonons, to stand out. CMORE-spectroscopy resolves and measures all phonon
bands, which can be seen at optical frequencies (generally 5–30 THz) and acoustic frequencies (generally 5–15 GHz).
The optical phonon bands are not yet well resolved in these first CMORE systems, but the need to do so clearly
remains, and explorations should be fruitful.

In Fig. 8, the electrical driving mode of the two-terminal NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR component is the desired
“XSH mode” and only results from proper drive voltage, maintaining high impedance, avoiding quenching materials
and quenching states. Importantly, the phonon peaks visualized and measured in the present diagnostic, are both direct
evidence of possible optical phonons being involved, and also corroborating the indirect evidence of Cravens et al. [9].

The XSH mode can be visualized by a unique reflected optical backscatter signature. The observed logarithmic
optical output in the desired “excess heat” state is returned by backscatter along with the reflected optical beams.
Intensity is shown as a function of frequency here to make comparison to the important work of Cravens et al. [9]
easier.
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Figure 8. Logarithmic presentation of dual wavelength electric-driven volume-enhanced reflection spectroscopy of a preloaded, correctly driven,
ZrO2PdD NANOR R⃝-type component. The x-axis here presents the frequency difference from the main laser frequency.

5. Results – Magnetic Fields Applied; No Electrical Drive

5.1. Impact of magnetic fields on aqueous CF systems

Previously, magnetic [20–22], and radiofrequency electromagnetic [23] effects have been reported in aqueous cold
fusion (a.k.a. lattice assisted nuclear reactions, CF/LANR) systems. In aqueous CF/LANR systems, steady magnetic
fields have a small effect which may be inhibitory, especially if perpendicular [22]. In nanomaterial CF/LANR systems,
constant magnetic fields produce small effects which may be inhibitory, especially if applied perpendicular to the
direction of the applied electric field intensity.

5.2. Impact of magnetic fields on NANOR R⃝-type LANR components

It was discovered that for time varying alternating magnetic interactions with nanostructured CF/LANR systems [4],
the post-magnetization effects are significant and time-variant. There is also enhanced improvement of LANR (which
occurs at the same time as the magnetization and therefore is called “synchronous”).

There are also metachronous effects (occurring later) including power gain and on the observed “heat after death”
(HAD); another name for which is the time-integral of the tardive thermal power [12,13], and strong evidence of the
first-ever observed two (2) optimal operating point (OOP) manifolds [4].

The application of dH/dt created an increase of 4–10 times the peak power gain over conventional LANR with
the same system. The peak power gain of such treated NANOR R⃝s (M-NANOR R⃝s) ranged from 22 to up to ∼80
times input electrical power or more beyond the control, as determined by calorimetry [4]. Furthermore, in contrast to
previously observed exponential falloffs of sample activity (peak incremental excess power gain), post-magnetization
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activity demonstrates oscillatory activity circa 1.3 × 10−4 Hz (range 0.2-5 × 10−4 Hz). Because of the very com-
plicated issues, magnetically treated NANOR R⃝-type components are called M-NANOR R⃝-type components to dis-
tinguish them and anticipate their unique and unusual behavior, and the report here is only of the component in the
undriven state with an applied H-field.

There are other impacts of applied magnetic fields intensities on these CF/LANR components. Previously, all CF
systems and the NANOR R⃝s have shown a single optimal operating point manifold for excess heat operation, 4He
production, and other products. Today, that is no longer accurate. Even after a single treatment to a high intensity
Fractionated Magnetic field, there arise two OOP manifolds. The new one is at higher input electrical currents to the
NANOR R⃝, and is located to the “right” of the conventional CF/LANR OOP. Thus, magnetically activating preloaded
nanostructured CF/LANR devices is very useful [4,18]. Although cold fusion (LANR) has a first stage mediated by
phonons within the loaded lattice, there is a magnetically coerced second stage, which we believe may be mediated by
magnons, or interactions of phonons in H-field and included magnetization field.

For these very complicated reasons, therefore only the applied H field without activation will be discussed in this
initial manuscript.

5.3. ZrO2PdD “Off” mode, undriven with applied magnetic field

Figure 9 shows the CMORE-spectroscopic signature of the undriven NANOR R⃝-type LANR component (containing
ZrO2PdD) with the simultaneous application of an applied magnetic field of estimated intensity ∼2 T. For simplicity,
as discussed above, this component was not electrically driven. The electronic vibrations themselves do not produce
the desired reactions of excess heat, but with the desired mode they have been demonstrated to produce even more heat
[1,3].

Yet, even in the undriven state, it can be observed in Fig. 9, that for this ZrO2PdD nanomaterial component, the
applied high intensity H-field produces an unusual distribution of anti-Stokes electronic vibrations. There is not a
single peak like the others, but instead a complex set of H-field induced anti-Stokes peaks. This may be consistent
with a distribution of energies or energy level splits as magnetic fields wrought, such as with the Zeeman effect, or as
discussed below consistent with inhibiting the effect of the ZrO2 alone.

5.4. ZrO2PdD “Off” – width of anti-Stoke peaks and magnetic field

Figure 10 shows the half width of these H-induced distributions of anti-Stokes peaks which appear during the presence
of the applied magnetic field. Figure 10 was obtained by three consecutive runs in which the magnet was brought next
to, and half way to, the optically irradiated component. It can be seen that the H-induced width of the anti-Stokes
peaks increases, but that the increase appears to plateau in this most qualitative of experiments.

In Fig. 9, at 105.6/cm, the calculated Boltzmann statistics ratio is 0.60. The Boltzmann intensity ratio was actually
0.32. At 56/cm, the calculated Boltzmann statistics ratio is 0.76. The Boltzmann intensity ratio was actually 0.51.
Both are qualitatively close.

This curve, shown as intensity as a function of wavelength, was returned by backscatter along with the reflected
two optical laser beams. Only one laser peak is shown here, with the upper level well beyond the range of the graph;
the other peak is far to the right. The units are 1/cm from Raman spectroscopy.

6. Interpretation

6.1. Excellent signal picked up by CMORE spectroscopy

There are many important questions, issues, and ideas that accrue from these studies and observations. They begin
with the response itself. The black granular nanomaterials fortunately give very large signals. Why are there such
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Figure 9. Dual wavelength volume enhanced spectroscopy. The observed optical output of the NANOR R⃝-type LANR component (containing
ZrO2PdD) with no additional electrical drive/activation, the “off” state, but with an additional static applied magnetic field intensity of approximately
2 T at its peak, abutting the core. The x-axis here is plotted as normally done in Raman spectroscopy with the units of (1/cm), to which it is
normalized.

large peaks? And, a corollary is: why is there such volume enhancement. The volume enhancement is probably from
the black nanostructured CF/LANR materials which are black, electrically insulating, and therefore will accept light
deeply into the material, very unlike a conductive metal electrode.

Figure 10. Half width of the newly appearing distribution of anti-Stokes peaks which appeared only with a magnetic field intensity, imaged using
dual wavelength electric-driven volume enhanced (CMORE) spectroscopy. Shown is the half intensity width in nanometers in the presence of an
applied magnetic field. This figure qualitatively represents three runs in which the magnet was brought successively closer to the surface of the
irradiated, undriven, loaded component.
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Figure 11. Histogram of measured Boltzmann ratios and what is expected. Shown are the experimental Boltzmann ratios measured for a series of
materials, and a NANOR R⃝-type LANR component in its three modes.

6.2. Boltzmann statistic and intensity ratio analysis

Figure 11 is a histogram that presents both the Boltzmann statistic ratio and the Boltzmann aS/S intensity ratios which
were experimentally measured by the CMORE-spectroscopy for a series of materials, and a NANOR R⃝-type LANR
component in its three electrical modes (states). In Fig 11, the horizontal axis shows and identifies eight different
categories of said ZrO2Pd, ZrO2PdD nanomaterial, and three electrical drive states, and what is expected normally.
The vertical axis shows the amplitude of the theoretical Boltzmann statistic ratio and the experimental Boltzmann aS/S
Intensity ratios.

In physics, the calculated Boltzmann statistic ratio (also known as the Boltzmann factor) is derived from the
frequency and the temperature. Numerically, it is calculated from the exponential of the ratio of two energies. Those
energies are the energy of the difference in energies and the thermal energy (which is the Boltzmann constant times
the thermodynamic temperature in Kelvin). This is done because the ratio thus reflects the magnitude of the expected
populations of the two states.

When those values are inserted into the conventional formulae, the expected Boltzmann statistic ratio is a number
between 0.4 and 0.6, as can be seen in the first column of Fig. 11. The other columns were derived experimentally
for this report. The Boltzmann aS/S intensity ratio is derived from the actual measured relative intensities of the anti-
Stokes peak divided by the intensity of the Stokes peak. Here, those values were determined by CMORE-spectroscopy.
Then, the ratio is derived from the intensity of the anti-Stokes peak divided by the intensity of the Stokes peak. The
histogram shows the collected information. It was obtained from the data obtained using measured Boltzmann ratios
for a variety of related samples; including the relevant ZrO2Pd nanomaterial, before heavy hydrogen is added, and
after the loading deuterons to a very high level [3], and then with the two-terminal component in several electrical
drive states.
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6.3. Results for unloaded ZrO2Pd

The second through fourth columns are different preparations of nanomaterial ZrO2Pd, itself, without the addition of
deuterons (heavy hydrogen). The results shown for these three samples demonstrate that they have Boltzmann ratios
which are less than expected. This was surprising because for metals and most materials examined, the aS/S ratio was
at the level expected, whereas for these nanomaterials examined, the aS/S ratio was at, or below, the level expected.

Why do they act this way? One hypothesis is the presence of volume polaritons removing the anti-Stokes popula-
tion by dissipating the energy. A polariton is light bound to an exciton. They are bosonic quasiparticles, different from
polarons (which is an electron bound to a group of coherent phonons) which are fermionic. Polaritons are usually con-
sidered as surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) which involve infrared through blue electromagnetic waves which travel
along a metal–dielectric or metal–air interface. However, here, we propose that the nanomaterial is an electrically
insulating (megohms to gigohms or more), volume porous, black (like bituminous coal) absorber. The light enters
the volume and has a volume interaction, and some gets reflected back to the surface to be picked up by CMORE
spectroscopy.

This volume interaction, through volume plasmon polaritons (VPP) which travel inside the core material, relies on
the high impedance dielectric mixed with the island-like widely sequestered highly loaded alloy. VPP would explain
the missing anti-Stokes peaks nanomaterials because just as an SPP will evanescently propagate along the surface
interface, the VPP will travel further through the volume until its energy is lost.

6.4. Results for loaded undriven ZrO2Pd

The next two columns were obtained from two samples which were originally from two of the three same nanomaterial
samples, except that these two had been very highly loaded with heavy hydrogen. The dry loaded materials were each
inserted into a two terminal NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR component and optically examined. Those samples, not
electrically driven, had Boltzmann intensity ratios which ranged from the lowest values up to the normal expected
Boltzmann ratio. The upper value for a two-terminal ZrO2PdD component which was loaded, and “off” with no
electric drive, was in the normal range.

The present diagnostic CMORE spectroscopy has revealed the relative absence of anti-Stokes-type peaks in nanos-
tructured materials which are not electrically driven, with the result that the expected Boltzmann ratio is far below what
is expected. Why are anti-Stokes-shifted peaks substantively absent for nanomaterials not electrically driven? What
is there about nanostructured CF/LANR materials at rest that makes them only dissipate acoustic phonon energy?
Probably the multiplicity of available stereoconstellations of the material that allow their dissipation making phonons
ephemeral.

6.5. Loaded, avalanche driven ZrO2PdD

Then, the next columns involve electrical activation: first electrical avalanche, and then the excess heat producing
(“desired”) mode. When nanostructured NANOR R⃝-type components are driven in Avalanche Mode, the anti-Stokes-
type components which appear are different in type, location, and amount, from those which appear during the excess
heat producing “desired mode”. It has been discovered that there exist increased levels of anti-Stokes-type peaks for all
nanostructured materials undergoing electrical drive. Specifically, there is for the avalanche mode for the two-terminal
NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR component close to the near-expected amount of anti-Stokes peaks.

Why the difference? It might be higher in amplitude than the undriven samples in part because the temperature is
increased in the sample, and to a lesser degree due in part to second-order curve shift, but the most likely cause is an
increase in the acoustic phonon population.
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6.6. Loaded, XSH-producing driven ZrO2PdD

For the activated NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR component, there was a major, dramatic increase of the anti-Stokes
component and the aS/S ratio both greater than expected. It has been discovered that there exist increased levels of
anti-Stokes-type peaks for all nanostructured materials undergoing electrical drive, however, the aS/S ratio goes above
one only in active, desired mode.

In fact, not only is the anti-Stokes peak of the “desired state” much higher in amplitude than expected for an initial
Boltzmann Statistic calculation, it is beyond any known calculated temperature, and beyond what could accrue due to
curve shift to a very slight amount.

Figure 11 shows the dramatic increase of the anti-Stokes component for an activated NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR
component. This unusual aS/S ratio exists ONLY with active NANOR R⃝-type LANR component in excess heat
producing mode, characterized by a larger electrical impedance which precedes electrical breakdown.

6.7. Magnetic fields in undriven ZrO2PdD

These magnetic field observations may be quite important. The present diagnostic has discovered that an applied
magnetic field of high intensity creates new, multiple low level, distributed anti-Stokes-type peaks which appear for
unelectrically driven nanostructured materials.

The increased levels of anti-Stokes-type peaks in correctly driven CF/LANR nanostructured components and ma-
terials, and the new lower intensity, but distributed anti-Stokes-type peaks which appear only when a magnetic field
intensity is applied, both teach about their role in the coupling of energy production and energy conversion. These
new magnetic-induced anti-Stokes-type peaks which appear and indicate a range of energies suddenly having become
available (Fig. 9). This may help explain, in part, what applied magnetic fields are doing [4,8], here perhaps working
by splitting energy levels like the Zeeman effect [24], thus making them more available.

Another possibility is that the applied magnetic field intensity separates molecular hydrogen into spin isomers.
Normally only molecular hydrogen is considered, but another possibility is that it may also separate deuterons within
the ZrO2PdD lattice structure, specifically the local regions interacting where deuterons are held together in a solid
solution [25] stereoconstellation with the electrically insulating ZrO2. This may enable ortho-para states which could
influence resonance scattering of phonons by any group of paired or organized clusters of ortho-para deuterons.

7. Conclusions

7.1. Summary of results

The results of measuring RaS/S in several types of CF/LANR nanomaterials and during different types of electrical
activation can be simply summarized in Fig. 11, and in the following Table 1. Figure 11 shows by, histogram of the
experimentally measured Boltzmann ratios, and the first column in the histogram shows exactly what is expected by
calculation. To the right of that “‘ expectation” column (“expected”), are shown the experimental Boltzmann ratios
actually measured for a series of nanomaterials, and then a NANOR R⃝-type LANR component in its three electrically
driven modes.

From Fig. 11, Table 1 compares the information experimentally derived to what was expected by calculation
(shown as first column of Fig. 11). The table indicates what was actually experimentally measured compared to those
calculated Boltzmann aS/S ratios. In the first two rows, the presence of the lower-energy Stokes-type peaks, and the
presence of higher energy anti-Stokes-type peaks are denoted. The final row summarizes how the measured Boltzmann
ratios compare to the expected and calculated.

For the first column, the results are for nanostructured material not electrically driven, and therefore is in the “off”
state. The second column denotes the result of the application of a very large magnetic fields intensity in the “off”
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Table 1. Summary results Boltzmann Stokes ratios: measured versus calculated. The ratio of the actual mea-
sured Boltzmann Stokes ratio (Intensity of anti-Stoke-type peak to the Stoke-type peak) as compared to the ex-
pected calculated Boltzmann statistic ratios for ZrO2PdD in a NANOR-type component. The columns represent
variants of electric field (E-) drive and H-applied state (not all categories are present).

Undriven H-field no E-field Avalanche E-field XSH E-field
Stokes + + + +/-
Anti-Stokes 0/– –/+ + +++
I(aS)/(S) ≪ BRatio(calc) < BRatio(calc) ∼ BRatio(calc) ≫ BRatio(calc)

state. The last two columns denote the results of the loaded ZrO2PdD NANOR R⃝-type component in both its avalanche
(non-excess heat-producing) mode and the desired (excess heat-producing) mode.

7.2. Phonons have been visualized

Previously, cold fusion investigators have not been able to directly see phonons in their hydrogen loaded systems,
although they have been inferred indirectly through beat frequency two wavelength systems [9]. By contrast, this
new diagnostic enables direct visualization of the actual phonon states of the hydrogen loaded material, even while
it is being electrically driven. Specifically, volume-enhanced electrically driven multiwavelength optical (CMORE)
spectroscopy decodes cold fusion as it images acoustic and optical phonon prevalence and their diversity.

This preliminary effort has resolved the phonon bands directly in several metals and other materials, and has shown
the impact of magnetic fields, of the zirconia itself, of the loading, and of the impact of electrical activation – including
the obvious existence of two (2) states (desired XSH and electrical avalanche).

Several questions arise, such as: what are the implications of the separate characterizations of these similar mate-
rials? These are important for at least three reasons. First, the phonon gain represent CF/LANR activity, precedes the
excess heat, and as has been stated, “LANR and cold fusion have been treated as a “ghost”, as there was no way to
see the desired state (short of measuring the accrued excess heat later), but this method enables the “ghost” to be seen
[26]. This can impact CF/LANR R&D in general, and education and acceptance, as well.

Second, the present CMORE-spectroscopic system reveals that not all CF/LANR nanomaterial states are the same.
Note that the active, driven CF/LANR state is not similar to other states or other materials – and it is now distinguish-
able.

Third, it also reveals that not all electric drive regimes of such CF/LANR systems are the same optically, consistent
with thermal and electrical reports [7].

7.3. Acoustic phonon gain during XSH mode

The present diagnostic has revealed new direct evidence of the crucial role of acoustic phonons when a NANOR R⃝-
type CF/LANR component is driven in its XSH mode. Specifically, CMORE spectroscopy has revealed a greater-than-
normal intensity of anti-Stokes peaks (Figs. 6–11), and therefore acoustic phonon density, only during XSH heat mode
compared to both the “off” state and compared to the avalanche mode.

CF/LANR activity is now absolutely linked with acoustic phonons - and only the lattice enables them. Therefore,
there are some implications. First, acoustic phonon gain either results from, or is required for, a cold fusion process
which produces energy gain in XSH mode. Successful cold fusion creates an aS/S ratio greater than 1 during excess
heat. Attention is directed to the fact that in the desired electric-driven excess heat-producing mode, characterized by
very high electrical impedance, the two-terminal deuterided NANOR R⃝-type CF/LANR component has a measured
Boltzmann Stokes ratio ∼1.3.
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Second, this discovery is consistent with the role of phonons previously observed indirectly [9], thought to be
mainly optical phonons [10]. However, although optical phonons had previously been considered key to the energy
transfer of 4He* formed de novo, the present diagnostic system has determined a role for acoustic phonons in active
CF/LANR systems.

Third, in retrospect, this discovery may also be consistent with the fact that only acoustic phonons are used to
calculate the thermal conductivity of a material.

Fourth, how do the XSH-generated acoustic phonons enable the creation of, or de-excitation loss of, 4He* (which
is the precursor to de novo 4He seen with the excess heat in aqueous systems [15]?) This diagnostic has detected the
existence and visualized a large single anti-Stokes peak, heralding phonon gain, which is ONLY associated with active
CF/LANR XSH-production.

7.4. Absent anti-Stokes peaks of undriven ZrO2PdD and ZrO2Pd

7.4.1. Anti-Stokes peaks of undriven ZrO2PdD and ZrO2Pd are missing

Why are the anti-Stokes peaks missing in CF/LANR nanomaterials in ZrO2?
As discussed above, and seen in Fig. 12, there is significant loss of anti-Stokes peaks in the CF/LANR nano-

materials by this spectroscopy. Where did the anti-Stokes peaks go in the depth of the nanomaterials? The key to
understanding that arises from the use of another control, which is ZrO2, alone. Pure zirconia’s CMORE signature
is shown in Fig. 12 where the two laser initiation wavelengths of 532 and 635 nm are obvious. However, note that
the first peak has a very extended array of Stokes peaks observed falling to its right, in an intensity-decreasing se-
quence. This optical signature of pure zirconia is unique of all the materials so far examined. ZrO2 has a thick richness
of Stokes peaks. As a control, a white ceramic crucible shows the purity of the laser beam and the absence of the
intensity-decreasing pattern of ZrO2.

This very unusual pattern for ZrO2 might explain exactly where the anti-Stokes peaks of nanomaterial ZrO2Pd and

Figure 12. Dual wavelength reflection CMORE Spectroscopy of ceramic control and ZrO2. (left) This CMORE-spectroscopic spectrum is a
control experiment of a polished spherical surface of zirconia (ZrO2) without any other added material. The horizontal axis plots the increasing
wavelength to the right. The extended multi-peak Stokes sequence of zirconia is unique for all materials so far examined by this system. The two
laser initiation wavelengths (532 and 635 nm) are seen. The actual reflected image is located above the graph. (right) As a control, a ceramic white
crucible demonstrates the relative purity of the beam, and the absence of the decreasing Stokes peaks that occur with ZrO2.
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ZrO2PdD disappear prior to electrical activation. Given that Stokes peaks herald loss of energy of incident surface
irradiation, it certainly seems possible that ZrO2 is a molecular system able to dissipate energy through phonons
(Fig. 12).

The molecular engineering of ZrO2PdD thus implies an energy-dissipating cohort of intra-lattice phonons in ZrO2

under normal conditions prior to electrical activation. What material science stereoconstellation might possibly be the
origin of this?

7.4.2. ZrO2 unit cell features seven Zr atoms and a vacancy

The material science must explain why ZrO2 has the unique feature of an extended array of multiple Stokes peaks in an
intensity-decreasing sequence, as shown in Fig. 12. It’s unit cell may explain the unique spectrum. Zirconium dioxide
(ZrO2, or “zirconia” from the Persian word “zargun” meaning “gold-colored”) is a monoclinic crystal characterized by
low thermal conductivity, low electronic conductivity, high tensile strength and a band gap of 5–7 eV. The color may
result from the array of optical phonons available (Fig. 12), and be consistent with the observation shown in that figure
that ZrO2 has successive Stokes peaks. However, the acoustic phonon peaks, which are features of Fig. 12, may result
because the unit cell of the lattice of ZrO2 is unlike all the others, such as TiO2. TiO2 has a body-centered tetragonal
unit cell, with eight titanium atoms in the eight corners. But unlike TiO2, in ZrO2 (zirconia), the zirconium eight
atoms cannot all fit in the unit cell’s corner positions. Instead of eight, because of size and electrostatic considerations,
only seven Zr nuclei can fit. As a result, there is a vacancy; and that empty site may be very important for cold
fusion (perhaps the very location where cold fusion occurs, driven by the in-phase acoustic phonons). Functionally,
the vacancy must be unstable enabling large numbers of vibrations, as revealed in Fig. 12.

7.5. Avalanche anti-Stokes peaks differ from excess heat peaks

The avalanche mode-induced anti-Stokes peaks differ considerably from those observed in the XSH mode, and anti-
Stokes peaks are relatively missing in the undriven mode. The avalanche anti-Stokes peaks are greater in number,
energy variation, and in lower amounts than the XSH mode-produced anti-Stokes peak.

So one must consider in what way(s) are the XSH-generated acoustic phonons an alternative to the avalanche-
generated acoustic phonons for electrical energy dissipation and transfer through the ZrO2, which acts as an electrical
insulator? There appear to be two electrical heat-generating mechanisms which both dissipate energy (both applied and
possibly generated internally), and they are distinguished by two entirely different end products, amounts of output
heat production, and CMORE signatures. In the unwanted mode, the anti-Stokes peaks of the electrical avalanche
indicate conventional dissipation including undesirable electronic and lattice vibrations. In contrast, in the desired
excess heat-producing mode, the phonon gain heralded by the large anti-Stokes peaks must somehow tie to unlocking
the excited 4He* and coupling the energy released to the lattice as whole.

7.6. Magnetic field increases anti-Stokes peaks

The applied magnetic field intensity-induced anti-Stokes peaks are greater in number, energy variation, and in lower
amounts than both the avalanche and the XSH mode-produced anti-Stokes peaks. The complex set of applied H-field-
induced anti-Stokes peaks has levels which are qualitatively closer to those expected by calculation. One possibility
is that the H-field inhibits movement of charged particles in CF/LANR systems [22], and so here the normal effect of
ZrO2 removing the anti-Stokes peaks of nanomaterials is itself inhibited; and so they reappear. Furthermore, note that
the applied magnetic field intensity creates a distribution of energy levels, similar to the Zeeman effect [24,28,29].
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7.7. Direct new information about CF/LANR excess heat

7.7.1. Implications of the aS/S ratio >1 during excess heat

Why is the aS/S ratio so high with XSH mode in ZrO2PdD?
There are important implications of an XSH-related aS/S ratio greater than one, from/during the desired cold

fusion/LANR state. First, it can indicate, and so far is ONLY associated with, the desired electronic state of cold
fusion (lattice assisted nuclear reaction; CF/LANR) activity in a NANOR-type CF/LANR component.

Second, that ratio is significant evidence of acoustic phonon gain, which itself is present only while the preloaded
NANOR-type component is driven electrically. The highest levels indicate that the active CF/LANR system, confirmed
by the CMORE-spectroscopy, is driven properly.

Third, that ratio is far outside of the range expected normally by temperature alone. It passes through a region
which is beyond any known calculated temperature [27]. It is a level greater than could be accounted for by a prosaic
curve shift secondary to temperature.

7.7.2. Calculation of effective temperature during excess heat

The fact that the Boltzmann Stokes ratio is ∼1.3 reveals more about successful cold fusion. Because the Stokes
and anti-Stokes energies are derivable, the effective Stokes temperature can be computed from the experimental data
to reveal the core temperature during the XSH mode. The next equation derives the calculated Boltzmann Stokes
ratio (BRatio(calc) in Table 1, and sometimes called the calculated Boltzmann Statistic ratio). The equation involves
temperature, and is

RaS/S(calculated) = Intensity(anti-Stokes)/Intensity(Stokes) = exp(−Ediff/(kB × T )), (1)

where Ediff is the energy difference between the two states is 5.96 × 10−21 J and kB is the Boltzmann’s constant. The
calculated temperature at core is, therefore, ∼1645 K (∼1372◦C).

7.7.3. Implication of cross-over to phonon gain

Temperature results from the number of states available to a system [24,28,29]. As the Stokes ratio first rises from the
unusually low levels of the CF/LANR nanomaterials, the Stokes ratio is less than 1, the energy difference is positive
and temperature has a real, physical value which increases. As the Stokes ratio approaches 1, the energy difference
approaches zero, and the temperature is determined by l’Hospital’s rule. The limit at a Boltzmann Stokes ratio of 1
is infinity; so technically, this suggests a sudden, tunneling, crossing between the two states. Once the system is on
the other side, with a Bolzmann ratios >1, which is the heat producing state, the energy difference is negative and
temperature again has a real, physical value.

7.7.4. Calculation of phonon number during excess heat

How does the desired XSH mode actually create the anti-Stokes components at levels higher than observed for all other
material precursor and avalanche mode? The Stokes and anti-Stokes energies are derivable, and therefore the number

Table 2. Variables used in calculation.

Rs the Stokes ratio = Intensity(anti-Stokes)/Intensity(Stokes)
kB the Boltzmann’s constant = 1.38066 ×10−23 J/K
T Temperature (K)
Ediff = ∆E Energy difference
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of phonons involved during excess heat can be computed. As discussed in solid state texts [28,29], with an acoustic
frequency of 4.9 ±0.1 THz, there are ∼7 ±0.15 phonons involved. The important point is that this is much lower than
has ever been expected before in most theoretic analyses of energy transfer, although it was considered from the point
of view of a palladium lattice Pd vacancy surround by 6 deuterons [31].

7.8. The XSH-anti-Stokes peaks and CF/LANR material science

Many questions arise.

• Now, given that acoustic phonons are so important to active CF/LANR systems, then how are they actually
linked to the material science?

• What are the material science implications of deriving seven (7) acoustic phonons?
• What might be the physical basis and origin of this?

In this case, perhaps the role results from the inability of hydrogen (deuteron or protium) to normally penetrate the ZrO2

easily (unlike ionic oxygen), because ZrO2 is a known electrical insulator. Thus, in zirconium oxide nanostructured
CF/LANR materials, one would not expect the lightweight hydrogen nuclei to move across it, but instead rather
to remain sequestered as an alloy in the group VIII metallic palladium (or nickel, as it is also used) portions of
the separated mixture. The hydrogen remains sequestered, yet crushed by the applied electric field intensity, at the
boundary between the alloy and the zirconia.

7.9. Phuson theory corroborated

The proof that phonons are involved as a cohort for the excess heat in active cold fusion (LANR) systems supports
the PHUSON Theory. The PHUSON theory [16] of coherent energy transfer to the lattice using phonons appears to
be corroborated. It explains the massive energy cooperative transfer from the megavoltage energy of the 4He* to the
lattice in a coherent de-excitation process which proceeds by way of lossy spin bosons involving phonons [10] and
magnons [4,8]. Hagelstein incorporates the optical phonons in his theory. We have shown here that acoustic phonons
have an indelible role.

The PHUSON is the quantum of that energy transfer, in a process which is consistent with conventional physics,
and where the energy then appears as “excess heat” [1,11]. The PHUSON theory explains why there is a relative
absence of strong neutron and gamma ray emissions in CF (LANR). The gamma emission branch from the excited
state of 4He* is actually spin-forbidden for both hot and cold fusion [16]. However, at higher hot fusion temperatures
the restriction is lifted slightly. This is consistent to what is seen for both hot and cold fusion. Thus, the PHUSON
theory correctly describes the relative absence of neutron emissions in CF (LANR). The only nuclear branches available
are those whose band gaps are surmountable by the available activation energy (limited by the ambient temperature
and incident radiation).

The neutron emission branch is more than 1 MeV above the first excited state (4He*). Hot fusion has large
activation energies available (it is ’hot’). LANR/CF is not. In LANR, given the actual much smaller amount of thermal
energy, kB×T , available for cold fusion (∼1/25 eV), absence of adequate activation energy decisively means that that
branch is NOT available, as it is for hot fusion. Neutrons are not observed, 4He production is in its stead. The normally
important neutron branch is unavailable at “cold” temperatures. Thus, the PHUSON theory incorporates the observed
products, and the energy levels, which explains the branching ratios based on, and explained by, thermal issues. It also
explains the origin of the excess heat in active cold fusion systems.
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7.10. CAM theory corroborated

The rise in Stokes temperature to circa 1645 K supports that catastrophic solubility effects do occur in PdD driven by
local temperatures, and is consistent with, and supports, the Catastrophic Active Medium (CAM) theory [30]. The
CAM model of CF considers the deuteron solubility in, and the solubility–temperature relationship of, palladium. The
CAM hypothesis treats the metal as an active medium capable of rapid desorption of deuterons with recruitment poten-
tial of even more deuterons. The CAM theory describes a quasiparticle related to the sudden catastrophic desaturation
of highly loaded Pd involving phonons and moving deuterons into vacancies. The model includes two possible posi-
tive feedback loops to account for both the bursts and a plethora of termination sequelae, which declare themselves in
several material changes. The results of this model was confirmed by Martin Fleischman just after ICCF-4.

7.11. Implications for development and improvement of LANR systems

The present diagnostic generates spectra in real time which are able to illuminate, visualize, and help identify at least
three states for a CF/LANR material or component which is potentially active. The system can determine which state
the material or component is in, in real time, even as it is electrically driven, and may be able to determine time
constants for changes between levels. Most importantly, it can saliently detect the desired reactions just as products
begin to appear and accumulate (e.g. heat). Therefore, it has great use because it reveals both the desired, and
undesired, reactions and states and may enable better control, and possible detection of other states of operation – and
therefore reactions and products.

7.12. Implications for education

The system enables education of CF/LANR systems. Previous CF/LANR systems have not fully convinced educators
and scientists of the importance of hydrogen loaded systems. However, this new diagnostic has additional use as an
scientific and educational tool for visualizating different states. The advantage may be the immediate telegraphing of
the state, rather than having impatient skeptics await the appearance of excess heat.

7.13. Implications for CF/LANR systems

The use of CMORE-spectroscopy has implications for examining substates in material science and metallurgy, cold fu-
sion physics, and in the electrical engineering of CF/LANR systems. This novel electric-driven coherent high intensity
volume-enhanced spectroscopy involves the backscatter of two+ wavelengths from a hydrogen loaded nanomate-
rial. It is capable of semiquantitative calorimetry (discussed elsewhere [1–3]) and is now demonstrated capable of
spectroscopically opening new types of controllable-in-real-time materials science, metallurgy, material engineering,
electrical engineering, and electrophysics. Other spectroscopies only identify materials, while the present diagnostic
reveals the electrical state of the component while continuing the means to electrically drive, control, and monitor that
component and state as desired.
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Abstract

Early statistical mechanics models for palladium hydride allowed for a good description of the phase diagram based on a simple
parameterization of the O-site energy. In this work we study generalizations of these models to include higher-order dependence
on loading, temperature-dependent O-site energies, and also to include T-site occupation. Experimental data sets for 10 isotherms
were assembled, and augmented with additional extrapolated points for the low-pressure α-phase region as well as the high pressure
β-phase region. Loading-dependent O-site energies are optimized by minimizing the mean square error in the chemical potential
between the model and data set. The resulting models give a good match to the phase diagram. If the O-site energy is allowed to
be temperature dependent then the fit is better, but the resulting optimum is a mathematical optimum not so closely connected with
the physical system. Models were studied in which O-site and T-site occupation occurs. When optimized these models are able to
provide a good match to the phase diagram. When the O-site to T-site excitation energy is fixed according to estimates developed
in earlier studies, the resulting temperature-dependent O-site energies are physically plausible. When the excitation energy are
optimized together with the O-site energy, the resulting optimum is a mathematical one much less connected to the physical system.
An earlier analysis of solubility in the α-phase led to a strong argument that T-site occupation occurs in palladium hydride and in
palladium deuteriude; the present study supports this conclusion based on an independent data set.
c© 2016 ISCMNS. All rights reserved. ISSN 2227-3123

Keywords: Mean field model, Palladium hydride, Phase diagram, Statistical mechanics, T-site occupation

1. Introduction

Palladium hydride [1–5] is perhaps the most studied of the metal hydrides [6–14], in both experiment and theory.
Our interest in the problem is motivated by issues associated with the development of models for excess heat in the
Fleischmann-Pons experiment [15–17]. In a realistic simulation models are needed for the loading and electrochemical
reactions; for hydrogen and deuterium occupation of bulk sites; for vacancy creation and the occupation of vacancy
sites. Fundamental to all of these problems are basic statistical mechanics models for hydrogen and deuterium in
palladium, which is the focus of the study described in this work. Similar issues arise in the case of modeling nickel
systems, which we hope to address in subsequent research.
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The first basic statistical mechanics models of this type were described long ago in papers now considered to be
classics; by Fowler and Smithells [18]; and by Lacher [19]. Since the chemical potential of hydrogen in gas was known
theoretically, it was possible to construct relevant models for hydrogen in palladium since the chemical potentials are
equal in equilibrium (the formulations used in the early papers seem more complicated, but are equivalent to matching
the solid and gas phase chemical potentials). From a comparison of the model isotherms with data, it was possible to
estimate the O-site energy of interstitial hydrogen in Pd, resulting in a statistical mechanics model for part of the phase
diagram. In what follows we study generalizations of these models to include higher-order polynomial dependence on
loading, temperature-dependent O-site energies, and T-site occupation, to develop models that can describe more of
the phase diagram.

To proceed, a set of isotherms are first assembled, and then a set of Lacher models with polynomial dependence of
the O-site energy on the loading are optimized. This classic model is found to provide a good match to the data set at
elevated temperature, but noticeable deviations occur near room temperature.

In the literature one can find more sophisticated models for interstitial hydrogen in metals termed “lattice gas”
models [20–26]. In this case a model Hamiltonian is used with the O-site energy and interactions between the hydrogen
atoms specified; statistical mechanics allows for the calculation of the phase diagram or other observables. Model
parameters are selected which give the best fit with experiment. The interaction between interstitial hydrogen atoms in
the lattice gas model gives rise to a splitting of the energies of the different configurations which cannot be described
in terms of a simple loading-dependent O-site energy (independent of temperature). The average O-site energy in this
case increases with temperature as more energetic configurations contribute in a statistical mechanics calculation.

Lattice gas models are both interesting and desirable; however, the development and optimization of such models
involves significant computation, and research is ongoing to develop models which are better able to match experi-
ment. The focus here is focused on simpler mean field models (alternatively. empirical models) that can be used for
applications; our interest in this study is not to determine a better lattice gas Hamiltonian. Nevertheless, we know from
these studies, and also from density functional calculations, a substantial splitting of the configuration energies occurs
[27,28], and this impacts the empirical models under discussion. In what follows models are considered in which the
O-site energy is allowed to depend on temperature, to account approximately for this configurational splitting. The
mean-field models when optimized are able to provide better matches to the data set than more basic Lacher models.
Unfortunately, the optimized solutions have O-site energies which do not increase with temperature for all loading,
and hence are not consistent with a physical model for configurational splitting.

Interstitial hydrogen is known to occupy octahedral sites [29,30], which is consistent with the models discussed so
far. In high pressure experiments it is thought that the H/Pd loading has exceeded unity [31,32], conditions under which
the occupation of additional sites beyond the O-sites is required. Similar claims have been made for the deuterium
loading in electrochemical Fleischmann–Pons experiments [33]. At present the development of over-unity loading of
H or D in bulk Pd in any experiment is not universally accepted. There is also not general agreement as to where
excess interstitial H or D might go once the O-sites are fully occupied. We have recently studied new models in which
both O-site and T-site occupation occurs [34,35], and compared them with experiment in different regimes. Models
that include T-site occupation can account for the observed experimental solubility data in the α-phase over a wide
range of temperatures [34], conditions where models with only O-site occupation have trouble. Estimates for the O-
site to T-site excitation energy for α-phase PdHx and PdDx near 100 meV resulted from this study. The new models
were used to compare with experiment in the β-phase [35] and higher, which resulted in a parameterization of the
loading-dependent O-site to T-site excitation energy near room temperature.

As indicated above the primary motivation for this work is to develop simple mean-field models that can be used
for applications. However, another motivation was to see whether models developed for O-site to T-site occupation
were compatible with the isotherms of the phase diagram. A related issue is whether T-site occupation is necessary
to understand the phase diagram. We know from previous work that T-site occupation is required to model loading
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in the α-phase; however, whether T-site occupation is needed for the rest of the phase diagram has not previously
been addressed. In the end, our results suggest that it may not be possible to develop an accurate model that is also
acceptable on physical grounds without T-site occupation.

2. Isotherms and Phase Diagram

The first task is to assemble isotherms for a reference phase diagram. Since palladium hydride is perhaps the best
studied of the metal hydrides, there are many data sets with which to work. We made use of a subset of isotherms
presented by Manchester et al. [4], which recommended itself since a sizeable collection of individual pressure-
composition-temperature (PCT) data points were plotted. The online web digitization program of Ankit Rohagti
allowed for the conversion of the published data points into digital form.

It was found necessary to extend the isotherms to lower loading in the α-phase, and also to higher loading in
the β-phase. Reliable isotherms for the α-phase could be constructed based on an empirical fit to literature data as
described in the following subsection. For high concentration a (less reliable) generalization of an empirical fit due to
Baranowski et al. [31] was used. This allowed for a “complete” set of isotherms at ten different temperatures between
20◦C and 433◦C which could be used for fitting statistical mechanics model parameters.

Extrapolated α-phase data points at low pressure are needed to provide an “anchor” for the model at low loading.
There is a differential relation between the O-site and T-site energies, and the chemical potential; consequently, a
boundary condition is required in order to determine a unique solution for the chemical potential as a function of
loading. The extrapolated low pressure points serve to fix the boundary condition in the optimizations. Good agreement
using this approach is found with the results obtained previously based on a different data set (the data set of Clewley
et al. [36]).

The biggest issue with the extrapolated points at high loading is that far fewer experimental studies have been
published, so that the development of an accurate extrapolation is problematic. Another concern is that if T-site
occupation is significant, then there is reason to be concerned whether the extrapolation used includes it (and there
is no reason to believe it does). Consequently, it would not be expected that a reliable O-site to T-site excitation
energy can be determined at high loading from the isotherms, since the impact of T-site occupation is greatest at high
temperature where there is no data at high loading.

2.1. Empirical fit for the α-phase

Empirical fits for the α-phase have been studied previously [18,37–43]; for example Simons and Flanagan [39] give
the empirical formula (in our notation)

lnP (atm) = 13.04− 2327

T
− 11110

T
θ + 2 ln

θ

1− θ
. (1)

It was found that this formula is useful over a restricted temperature range. A new empirical formula was developed
based on

lnP (atm) =

(
a−1

T
+ a0 + a1T

)
+

(
b−1

T
+ b0 + b1T

)
θ + 2 ln

θ

1− θ
. (2)

The fitting parameters were optimized to give

a−1 = −2478.35 K, a0 = 14.1429, a1 = −0.00204315 K−1,
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Figure 1. Solubility data in the α-phase region of PdHx (red triangles); empirical fit (blue lines).

b−1 = −24147.1 K, b0 = 57.5628, b1 = −0.0534775 K−1. (3)

The resulting empirical fit is compared with data used for parameter optimization in Fig. 1. For the data sets at 273,
348 and 363 K we used the tabulated data of Simons and Flanagan [39]; the isotherms at 413 and at 513 K are from
Oates et al. [44]; and the solubility data at 807 K is from Kleppa and Phutella [42].

2.2. Empirical fit at high loading

At high loading there are empirical formulas in the literature, such as the empirical fit of Baranowski et al. [31] given
by

ln fH2
=

−(100.4− 90.1θ)(kJ/mol)

RT
+

106.4J/(mol K)

R
+ 2 ln

θ

1− θ
. (4)

Motivated by this, we decided to construct an empirical fit of the form

ln fH2 =
(a0 + b0θ)

T
+

(
a1 + b1θ

)
+ T

(
a2 + b2θ

)
+ 2 ln

θ

1− θ
+ 2

PVH

kBT
. (5)

This fit includes the next order in temperature, and adds a P dV term. The fitting parameters are:
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Figure 2. Data points and fit for the empirical model at high pressure.

a0 = −18215.5 K, b0 = 17469.8 K, a1 = 35.3611, b1 = −22.1764,

a2 = −0.0102061 K−1, b2 = 0.0038497 K−1 (6)

with fugacity in atmospheres. This empirical fit is compared against the high loading data points from our data set in
Fig. 2.

2.3. Isotherms

The resulting isotherms are shown in Fig. 3. We selected data sets from Manchester et al. [4] for 20, 70, 120, 160,
200, 243, 270, 300, 340, and 433◦C; and we extended the data set to both lower and higher H/Pd loadings using the
extrapolations described in this section.

3. Model with Loading-dependent O-site Energy

The first realistic model for the phase diagram of PdH was put forth in Lacher’s classic paper [19], which assumed that
the O-site energy is quadratic in the loading and independent of temperature. Models of this kind have been used to
predict phase diagrams previously [19,45,46]. In this section O-site energy models that are polynomial in loading are
optimized against the reference isotherm data set to determine fitting parameters.
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Figure 3. Data points used in this study for the isotherms of the phase diagram.

3.1. Model

A model for O-site occupation can be derived by assuming that hydrogen is in equilibrium in the gas phase and solid
phase, so that the chemical potential in the two phases match

µs
H = µg

H =
1

2
µg

H2
. (7)

The chemical potential in the gas phase is accurately known. For the solid phase and only O-site occupation we may
write [34]

µH = EO + θ
∂EO

∂θ
− kBT ln

1− θ

θ
− kBT ln zO + PVH, (8)

where EO is the O-site energy which depends on the loading θ, and may also depend on temperature in some of the
models under consideration.

3.2. O-site partition function

For the modeling in this work a non-SHO O-site partition function is used as discussed in [34]. For O-site occupation
the partition function is taken to be
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zO = 4

(∑
n

exp

{
− En

kBT

})3

(9)

with

En = �ωOn
s. (10)

The excitation energy and scaling parameter for O-site occupation are

�ωO = 69.0 meV, sO = 1.2. (11)

3.3. Optimization

For the optimization in this work, a measure of the error I is defined according to

I =
1

N

∑
j

[
µH(data)− µH(model)

]2
j

, (12)

where the summation is over all of the data points of the isotherms in the phase diagram. The hydrogen in gas chemical
potential [34,35] is determined at the loading of a given data point, and then compared with the chemical potential for
the hydrogen in solid determined from the model under consideration. The model parameters are optimized from a
minimization of the resulting mean square error I .

3.4. O-site energy results

We optimized models with polynomial O-site energy of the form

EO(θ) = a0 + a1θ + a2θ
2 + a3θ

3 + a4θ
4 + a5θ

5 + a6θ
6 (13)

for polynomial O-site energy models models with third- to sixth-order dependence on the loading θ. The errors
associated with the different optimizations are given in Table 1. One sees that the errors are smaller for higher-order
models.

Table 1. Error associated with the opti-
mization of the different models assuming
θ-dependent O-site energies considered in
this section.

Order I

3 4.22× 10−4

4 1.63× 10−4

5 1.37× 10−4

6 1.34× 10−4
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Figure 4. O-site energy as a function of θ with only O-site occupation; third-order polynomial (dark blue line); fourth-order polynomial (blue
line); fifth-order polynomial (cyan line); and sixth-order polynomial (red line).

Results for the O-site energy are shown in Fig. 4. There are minor differences in the different models, with
a general convergence toward a curve close to the sixth-order polynomial model result. Fitting parameters for the
sixth-order optimized O-site energy are given by

a0 = −73.244, a1 = −211.382, a2 = 67.137, a3 = 93.793

a4 = −212.541, a5 = 404.335, a6 = −211.373 (14)

with individual aj coefficients in meV.

3.5. Comparison of predicted phase diagram with experiment

The phase diagram for the sixt-order polynomial fit for EO is shown in Fig. 5. In general this model does pretty well;
however, the predicted isotherms lie noticeably above the experimental data points at the lower temperatures.

4. O-site Energy Dependent on Loading and Temperature

In a more sophisticated lattice gas treatment the different configurations (corresponding to different arrangements of
hydrogen atoms in different lattice sites) have different energies. Consequently, the use of a loading-dependent O-site
energy itself constitutes a significant approximation (in the literature this is referred to as a mean-field approximation).
Here we make use of a mean field approximation where the (mean) O-site energy is allowed to depend both on loading
and on temperature. As before the fitting parameters of the O-site energy are determined by optimization against the
reference phase diagram.
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Figure 5. Isotherms and data points for the temperature-independent sixth-order polynomial fit of EO.

Some intuition about how this model might work seems useful here. If there is a substantial splitting in the different
configuration energies, we would expect this to be captured in the empirical model with model O-site energies lower
at low temperature, and model O-site energies higher at high temperature. This will provide a check on the results, to
make sure that the intended physics is captured in the optimization results.

4.1. Model and optimization

We have optimized models with a polynomial dependence on loading as before, but now the model is expanded to
assume in addition a linear dependence on the temperature according to

EO(θ, T ) =

[
a0 + a1θ + a2θ

2 + a3θ
3 + a4θ

4 + a5θ
5 + a6θ

6

]

+ T

[
b0 + b1θ + b2θ

2 + b3θ
3 + b4θ

4 + b5θ
5 + b6θ

6

]
. (15)

We have optimized the model parameters by minimizing the associated error I as described in the previous section.
The additional degrees of freedom have allowed for the error I to be significantly reduced, as can be seen by comparing
the results of Table 1 with those of Table 2.
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Table 2. Errors associated with the opti-
mization of the different models with O-site
occupation considered in this section.

a,b order I

3,3 1.67× 10−4

4,4 4.40× 10−5

5,5 2.06× 10−5

6,6 2.01× 10−5

4.2. O-site energies

The optimized O-site energies that result for the model with sixth-order polynomial dependence on the loading is
shown in Fig. 6. The associated expansion coefficients are

a0 = −57.269, a1 = −269.674, a2 = 42.263, a3 = −10.436,

a4 = 376.561, a5 = −222.779, a6 = −7.575,

b0 = −0.0282103, b1 = 0.1068191, b2 = 0.3125901, b3 = −1.0341667,

b4 = 1.0675563, b5 = −0.4938008, b6 = 0.0728168. (16)

The aj coefficients are in meV, and the bj coefficients are in meV/K.
We see a modest spread in the O-site energies, with the O-site energy increasing with temperature at high loading

(as would be expected for a physical system). At low loading, the O-site energy appears to decrease with temperature,
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Figure 6. O-site energies as a function of loading for the different temperatures of the isotherms (blue lines); extrapolation to T = 0 (black line).
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Figure 7. Isotherms and data points for the temperature-dependent sixth-order polynomial fit of EO.

an effect not consistent with our picture above involving a spread in O-site energies. Consequently, we recognize that
this optimized model corresponds to a mathematical optimum, but one that is not particularly closely connected to a
physical picture at low loading.

4.3. Model phase diagram

Given the reduced error associated with the optimization of the models, the fit to the isotherms is expected to be
improved. This can be seen in the associated phase diagram for the lowest error sixth-order polynomial model in
Fig. 7. The agreement is now better for the lower temperature isotherms.

5. Inclusion of T-site Occupation with a Model Excitation Energy

As discussed briefly in the Introduction the issue of T-site occupation in palladium hydride is controversial; based on
the results of modern density functional calculations T-site occupation should be expected, but there is not at present
an unambiguous experimental demonstration of T-site occupation. In previous work we made estimates for the O-site
to T-site excitation in the α-phase [34] and in the β-phase [35]. In this section we make use of these earlier estimates
for the excitation energy to construct a statistical mechanics model that can be fit to experimental data. The O-site to
T-site excitation energy in this case is assumed to depend on loading, but not on temperature.
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5.1. Model for O-site and T-site occupation

A model for the chemical potential in terms of the O-site and T-site loading θO and θT, in terms of the O-site and T-site
energies EO and ET, was developed previously [35]. The chemical potential for interstitial hydrogen in O-sites and in
T-sites is given by

µH = EO + θO
∂EO

∂θ
+ θT

∂ET

∂θ
− kBT ln

1− θO

θO
− kBT ln zO, (17)

µH = ET + θT
∂ET

∂θ
+ θO

∂EO

∂θ
− kBT ln

2− θT

θT
− kBT ln zT. (18)

Subtracting these two relations leads to

ET − EO = kBT

{
ln

(
2− θT

θT

θO

1− θO

)
+ ln

zT

zO

}
. (19)

This we solve to determine θT given θO, and then make use of Eq. (17) for the chemical potential of H in the solid
phase.

5.2. T-site partition function

In this analysis we have made use of a non-SHO T-site partition function of the form

zT = 4

(∑
n

exp

{
− En

kBT

})3

(20)

with

En = �ωTn
s. (21)

The excitation energy and scaling parameter for O-site occupation are

�ωT = 53.8 meV, sT = 1.2. (22)

5.3. O-site to T-site excitation energy

For T-site occupation we make use of a model for the O-site to T-site energy parameterized by

∆E(θ) =
α0 + α1θ

1 + β1θ
+ 1 meV (23)

with fitting parameters

α0 = 100.676 meV, α1 = 824.259 meV K−1, β1 = 3.1108 K−1. (24)
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Figure 8. Empirical model for the O-site to T-site excitation energy as a function of loading θ.

This empirical model is shown in Fig. 8. Estimates for the excitation energy in the α-phase near θ = 0 and in the
β-phase near θ = 1 were developed previously from the analyses reported in [34,35]. For the intermediate loading
regime the neutron diffraction measurements of Pitt and Gray [47] can be interpreted in terms of an excitation energy
for palladium deuteride. Based on our earlier analysis we would expect that the O-site excitation energy is probably
similar for palladium hydride near room temperature and above.

5.4. Models based on a temperature-independent O-site energies

We have optimized a set of models with O-site and T-site occupation assuming a temperature-independent O-site
energy model. The errors are given in Table 3.

The fitting coefficients (in meV) for the sixth-order polynomial solutions are

a0 = −62.763, a1 = −249.626, a2 = 173.686, a3 = −91.330,

a4 = 32.832, a6 = −110.942. (25)

Table 3. Errors associated with the opti-
mization of models with O-site and T-site oc-
cupation considered in this subsection.

Order I

3 |∆E model 4.22× 10−4

4 |∆E model 4.19× 10−4

5 |∆E model 4.09× 10−4

6 |∆E model 4.05× 10−4
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Figure 9. O-site energies as a function of loading for the different temperatures of the isotherms (blue lines); extrapolation to T = 0 (black line).

In this case lower errors would have been obtained with no T-site occupation, as we can see by comparing with Table 1.
According to this there is no benefit (in terms of error reduction) to augmenting a model based on O-site occupation
with a temperature-independentEO(θ) so that it includes T-site occupation based on the ∆E(θ) model given above.

5.5. Temperature-dependent O-site energy

Next we consider models based on an O-site energy that depends on both loading and on temperature, combined with
a T-site model based on the O-site to T-site excitation energy given above. The intention here is to account for the
configurational splitting discussed above, and by doing so reduce the associated optimization error. Results for the
errors are given in Table 4.

Results for the different O-site energies for the sixth-order version of the model are shown in Fig. 9. In contrast to
the previous unphysical results for the temperature-dependent O-site energies in the last section (Fig. 6), these O-site
energies are increasing with increasing temperature. Also, the increase in the O-site energy at θ = 0 is now comparable
to what was found in our earlier analysis of the α-phase solubility in Ref. [34].

The fitting coefficients for the 6th-order polynomial model are

Table 4. Errors associated with the opti-
mization of the different models with O-site
and T-site occupation considered in this sec-
tion.

a,b Order I

3,3 |∆E model 8.07× 10−5

4,4 |∆E model 2.99× 10−5

5,5 |∆E model 2.65× 10−5

6,6 |∆E model 1.93× 10−5
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Figure 10. Isotherms and data points for the model with temperature-dependent 6th-order polynomial fit of EO and an empirical ∆E model.

a0 = −77.093, a1 = −92.584, a2 = −496.658, a3 = 361.628,

a4 = 940.828, a5 = −1130.451, a6 = 325.675,

b0 = 0.0330887, b1 = −0.3739481, b2 = 2.0569084, b3 = −3.9515725,

b4 = 3.7471947, b5 = −1.9623168, b6 = 0.5147468, (26)

where the aj coefficients are in meV, and the bj coefficients are in meV/K.

5.6. Phase diagram

The phase diagram that results is shown in Fig. 10. Although there are minor issues, in general this appears to be a
pretty solid match between model and data. We have in this model succeeded in obtaining a good match with the phase
diagram with a model that is physically plausible.
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6. Unconstrained Models with Both O-site and T-site Occupation

In the previous section we made use of a fixed model for O-site to T-site excitation energy based on earlier analyses
with different data sets. In this section we allow for the loading-dependent excitation energy itself to be determined
directly as a result of the optimization. The motivation for this is to see whether the phase diagram data set itself can
be used to provide an independent estimate for the O-site to T-site excitation energy.

6.1. Models with temperature-dependent O-site energy

We discussed above that there is a spread in the energies of the different configurations for partially loaded palladium
hydride, and that a crude way to account for this might be to work with a temperature-dependent O-site energy. The
O-site energy in this case is parameterized using fifth-order polynomials in loading according to

EO(θ, T ) =

[
a0 + a1θ + a2θ

2 + a3θ
3 + a4θ

4 + a5θ
5

]

+ T

[
b0 + b1θ + b2θ

2 + b3θ
3 + b4θ

4 + b5θ
5

]
. (27)

The O-site to T-site excitation energy is similarly parameterized according to

∆E(θ) = d0 + d1θ + d2θ
2 + d3θ

3 + d4θ
4 + d5θ

5. (28)

We have optimized a set of models of this kind, with the results of optimization listed in Table 5. We see that the
associated errors are lower than what we found for all other models considered in this work.
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Figure 11. O-site to T-site excitation energy as a function of θ, for models with temperature-dependent O-site energy EO and unconstrained
temperature-independent O-site to T-site excitation energy; ∆E linear in θ (dark blue line); second-order model (dark green line); third-order
model (blue line); fourth-order model (red line); fifth-order model (pink line).
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The fitting coefficients for the lowest error fifth-order polynomial solution are:

a0 = −65.426, a1 = −5.627, a2 = −1099.972,

a3 = 1503.386, a4 = −266.445, a5 = −226.248,

b0 = −0.007048, b1 = −0.364993, b2 = 2.052026,

b3 = −2.207565, b4 = −0.033973, b5 = 0.596698,

d0 = 178.523, d1 = 615.281, d2 = −2641.792,

d3 = 3242.712, d4 = −1066.321, d5 = −17.063, (29)

where the aj and dj coefficients are in meV, and the bj coefficients are in meV/K.

6.2. O-site to T-site excitation energy

These results support the notion that T-site occupation occurs in palladium hydride, since we obtain better agreement
with the phase diagram when T-site occupation is included. The optimized O-site to T-site excitation energies (shown
in Fig. 11) are between about 100 and 300 meV, which are in the general range of what we estimated in earlier studies
[34,35]. We note that the fifth-order polynomial curve with the lowest associated error lies well above the empirical
model of Fig. 8 at θ = 0, where we have some confidence in the excitation energy based on our analysis of the α-phase
experimental data. It also lies well above the empirical model of Fig. 8 where we have some confidence in the analysis
of experimental results at high loading.

6.3. O-site energy

Next consider the spread of O-site energies for the lowest error model, shown in Fig. 12. We recall that in the physical
system there is a spread in the energies of the different configuration, which we seek to model with a temperature-
dependent O-site energy. At high loading the O-site energies are seen to increase with temperature, consistent with the
splitting effect under consideration. However, at low loading the situation is reversed. We recognize this solution as a
mathematical optimum, and not as an acceptable physical solution.

Table 5. Errors associated with the un-
constrained optimization of different models
with O-site and T-site occupation.

a,b | d order I

5,5 | 0 2.17× 10−5

5,5 | 1 2.03× 10−5

5,5 | 2 1.34× 10−5

5,5 | 3 9.28× 10−6

5,5 | 4 8.22× 10−6

5,5 | 5 8.08× 10−6
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Figure 12. O-site energies as a function of loading for the different temperatures of the isotherms (blue lines); extrapolation to T = 0 (black line).
Above an H/Pd loading of 0.26 the curves are ordered with increasing excitation energy corresponding to increasing temperature.

6.4. Phase diagram

The phase diagram for the model with the lowest error is shown in Fig. 13. The fit is very good, as expected.

7. Constrained Models with Both O-site and T-site Occupation

The low errors found in the optimization of the previous section provide motivation to consider a constrained opti-
mization, where the O-site to T-site excitation energy is again determined based on optimization, but now we constrain
the excitation energy to values estimated in previous work at θ = 0 and at θ = 1. It is possible that an independent
estimate for the excitation energy at intermediate loading can be determined from this kind of optimization.

7.1. Model

In this case we use an excitation energy of the form

∆E(θ) = d0 + d1θ + d2θ
2 + d3θ

3 + d4θ
4 + d5θ

5

with [34]

d0 = 101.676 meV. (30)

For the O-site energy, we made use of fifth-order polynomials in θ and assumed a linear temperature dependence as
before.

The optimization is carried out on the modified error J given by
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Figure 13. Isotherms and data points for the model with temperature-dependent fifth-order polynomial fit of EO and optimized fifth-order model
for ∆E(θ).

J =
1

N

∑
j

[
µH(data)− µH(model)

]2
j

+ γ

(
226 meV −

5∑
i=0

di

)2

. (31)

We choose low values for γ in the vicinity of unity for the initial optimizations, and then later on increase γ to 100.
This leads to values of ∆E at θ = 1 close to 226 meV.

7.2. Results

Constrained optimizations have been carried out on a set of models with the results given in Table 6. The errors I (see
Eq. (12)) that result are larger than what we obtained in the unconstrained optimizations of the previous section (see
Table 5). There is a minor penalty associated with imposing constraints on the model parameters.

The fitting coefficients for the lowest error model with fifth-order polynomial fits are

a0 = −77.889, a1 = −6.933, a2 = −1102.321,

a3 = 1616.798, a4 = −453.666, a5 = −149.614,
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Figure 14. O-site to T-site excitation energy as a function of θ, for models with temperature-dependent O-site energy EO and temperature-
independent O-site to T-site excitation energy; ∆E linear in θ (dark blue line); second-order model (dark green line); third-order model (blue line);
fourth-order model (red line); fifth-order model (pink line).

b0 = 0.034584, b1 = −0.454285, b2 = 2.306099,

b3 = −2.428471, b4 = −0.179903, b5 = 0.805586,

d1 = 413.703, d2 = −951.745, d3 = −612.564,

d4 = 2793.066, d5 = −1517.832, (32)

where the aj and dj are in meV, and the bj are in meV/K.

7.3. Excitation energy

The excitation energy for the different versions of the model are shown in Fig. 14. The models converge slowly
with order (and have not finished converging as a function of the polynomial order), with the O-site to T-site excitation

Table 6. Errors associated with the con-
strained optimization of the different models
with O-site and T-site occupation considered
in this section.

a,b | d Order I

5,5 | 1 2.71× 10−5

5,5 | 2 2.47× 10−5

5,5 | 3 2.16× 10−5

5,5 | 4 1.70× 10−5

5,5 | 5 1.50× 10−5
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Figure 15. O-site energies as a function of loading for the different temperatures of the isotherms (blue lines); extrapolation to T = 0 (black line).

energy for the fifth-order model (in pink) first increasing with loading, then decreasing, and then increasing again. This
reversal leads to low values for the excitation energy going down to about 117 meV at θ = 0.56. This reversal moves
the excitation energy sufficiently low to be in disagreement with the neutron diffraction data for palladium deuteride.

7.4. O-site energy

The O-site energies for the lowest error version of the model are shown in Fig. 15. Constraining the excitation energy
at θ = 0 results in O-site energies which seem generally reasonable. We might also expect the largest change with
temperature to occur generally in the vicinity of θ = 1/2, since this is where the splitting is probably largest. We see
in Fig. 15 that the largest increase in temperature occurs at a loading closer to θ = 0.66, and that there is a decrease
for larger θ. Such a behavior might be explained if there is an additional thermal effect, such as an increase in lattice
expansion with temperature at high loading.

The spread in O-site energy for these models has gotten sufficiently large in this case that we would be concerned
about the resulting model being acceptable on physical grounds. If the excitation energy were larger in the general
vicinity of θ = 1/2, then the spread would be reduced. This suggests that an excitation energy more consistent with
the neutron diffraction experiments in this regime would result in a more physical and better model.

There is a spread near θ = 0 which is worth some discussion. We note that we found a similar increase in the O-site
energy with temperature in our previous analysis of solubility for α-phase PdHx and PdDx [34]. There is agreement
in the magnitude of this effect in the different models (of this work, and of the previous one), which are derived from
different data sets; this is encouraging, and suggests consistency both in the experimental data and in the analysis. The
origin of the effect lies in the anomalously large shift of the Fermi level which at T = 0 is part way down a sudden
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Figure 16. Isotherms and data points for the model with temperature-dependent fifth-order polynomial fit of EO and optimized constrained fifth-
order model for ∆E(θ).

drop in the density of states (see Fig. 2 of Ref. [34]). We would not expect to see such a large shift due to the Fermi
level at higher loading. This expectation is consistent with the rapid fall off of the spread with θ that can be seen in
Fig. 15.

7.5. Phase diagram

The phase diagram that results from the lowest error constrained optimization is shown in Fig. 16. This phase diagram
is very similar to the one we obtained with the unconstrained optimization. It looks very good in general.

8. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study we optimized a set of empirical models for the O-site energy, and in many cases also the O-site to T-site
excitation energy, by minimizing the error between the model chemical potential and the isotherm data set. The general
approach seems to be quite successful in giving models that match the isotherms of the data set, and also sheds light on
the physical system. These are some of the simplest empirical models that can produce relatively high quality phase
diagrams.

The optimization of a Lacher type of model with a temperature-independent O-site energy that is higher-order in
θ is conceptually straightforward, and it produces better results than we had expected initially. We have not found
such models studied systematically previously in the literature. The generalization to temperature-dependent O-site
energies results in a phase diagram that is probably good enough to work with for some applications. The only problem
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with it is that it does not correspond to a plausible physical model since the O-site energies decrease with temperature
at low loading.

The issue of T-site occupation remains somewhat controversial at this time, primarily due to the lack of completely
unambiguous experimental evidence showing explicitly significant T-site occupation. There is substantial theoretical
support in density functional calculations and in quantum chemistry calculations for sufficiently low T-site energies
such that one would expect them to have noticeable occupation and impact the phase diagram. The results from
neutron diffraction experiments in palladium deuteride (showing T-site occupation) seem clear enough; however, the
significance of these experimental results do not appear at this time to be widely appreciated. Consequently, our use of
models with both O-site and T-site occupation in this work is likely to be acceptable to the theorists, and objectionable
to the experimentalists.

Unconstrained optimization assuming both O-site and T-site occupation leads to models with very low mean square
errors, but which are not physically acceptable at low loading since the O-site energy decreases with temperature.
Constrained optimization with the excitation energy fixed at θ = 0 fixes this problem, and results in a good match with
low error. The biggest headaches in this case are that the excitation energy seems a bit low relative to the PdD neutron
diffraction experiments, and the spread in the O-site energies in the mid-range of loading is larger than what we would
hope for.

When we make use of a model with fixed ∆E(θ) in Section 5, these problems are improved; the resulting phase
diagram looks very good. In this case the only headache is that the error I is a bit larger, due mostly to the imposed
boundary condition at θ = 1. This draws attention to the extrapolation that we used for high loading, based on a
generalization of the approach of Baranowski et al. [31]. The issue here is that in neither case does the extrapolation
take into account possible T-site occupation. Additional experimental PCT data at high loading and at high temperature
will be needed to resolve this issue.

In general these results strongly support the hypothesis that T-site occupation occurs and impacts the phase diagram.
One could argue that the results are not site specific, as any other site with a similar excitation energy would work
equally well. However, at this point for us there are no other obvious competitive candidates.

It seems useful to consider the arguments in support of T-site occupation briefly here. We have made use of a
temperature-dependent O-site energy to account for configurational splitting that would be associated with a more
general lattice gas model. The optimization of the associated parameters leads to models in the absence of T-site occu-
pation with the wrong temperature dependence at low loading (as discussed in Section 4). Including T-site occupation
corrects this, in the case that the O-site to T-site excitation energy is close to the empirical model discussed in Section
5. One interpretation is that this means that we would not expect a lattice gas model based on O-site occupation to
give as good of a match to the data set as an equivalent lattice gas model which includes T-site occupation. In our
earlier analysis of α-phase solubility, where the O-site to T-site excitation energy is lowest, and where we have access
to a larger spread in temperature, the analysis is unambiguous [34]. With T-site occupation a good fit to the data can
be obtained; without T-site occupation there is no hope for a physically acceptable model. Consequently, this earlier
analysis weighs more heavily in support of T-site occupation, and the present study is supportive based on an analy-
sis of different data over a larger range of loading. Our earlier analysis of PdH and PdD at high loading near room
temperature also requires T-site occupation in order to make sense of published data. Here our basic conclusion is that
the available PCT data for palladium hydride over the entire range of available temperature and loading independently
provides support for T-site occupation.

The error I from the optimizations is the variance of the chemical potential. We can relate the associated standard
deviation to the standard deviation of the fugacity approximately according to

∆µH

kBT
=

1

2

∆f

f
. (33)
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The lowest errors from the different models correspond to values of ∆µH near 3–4 meV. At low pressure the fugacity
is very nearly equal to the pressure; at high pressure the fugacity can be much larger. In this case it may be that
optimizations based on lnP instead of µH would be preferred, as this would tend to reduce the weight associated with
the (poorly known) high pressure points. This might be of interest in a future study.

Yet another issue that might be addressed in future work involves the issue of the statistical weight of the O-site
states in the presence of splitting. Including temperature dependence of the O-site states as in the empirical models
studied in this paper implies a splitting in the O-site states, where lower energy states have more occupation at low
temperature, and with where higher energy states have more occupation at elevated temperature. In this kind of
picture, we would expect a reduction in the associated entropy of the O-site states which would occur if the splitting
were modeled explicitly. This has not been addressed in the models considered above. It may be possible to develop
even better empirical models by including this effect.

We note that there are other approaches to modeling the phase diagram; for example, as in the recent analysis of
Joubert and Thiébaut [5]. In this work the parameterization is a physical chemistry model in terms of the Gibbs energy
rather than a physics type of parameterization in terms of site energies as we have used.

The optimizations reported here lead to estimates for the O-site and T-site energies, which are not so readily
available otherwise from experiment. These energies are of interest as many groups at present work with density
functional codes and quantum chemistry codes which predict them.

Appendix: No Abrupt Change Near a Loading of Unity

In the course of the review process the reviewer raised issues pointing out the absence of an abrupt change in the
experimental data near a loading of unity, which underscores the absence of experimental support for T-site occupation
at high loading.

In one communication the reviewer wrote:
The upper phase limit for the beta phase cannot be obtained simply by measuring the H/Pd (D/Pd) ratio because a
second hydrogen-rich phase can form, thereby creating a two phase mixture beyond the limit of the beta phase that
would have an overall composition above the fcc limit of the beta phase. This behavior is seen in the other hydride
systems as well as in the behavior of fcc compounds containing C and N. Instead, the upper limit has to be based on
seeing an abrupt change in slope of some measured value. In fact, this change in slope is detected in the data near
D/Pd=0.98 using the resistivity and the temperature effect on the resistivity combined with the overall composition.

In another communication the reviewer wrote:
A phase boundary occurs at the composition at which another crystal structure forms with a greater concentration of
the second atom. For example, the phase limit of beta-VH occurs at H/V=0.8 where another phase having the crystal
composition of VH2 forms (page 15, Fukai). If only the overall composition were measured, the composition would
be seen to increase beyond 0.8. This increase alone would not reveal that the increase resulted from formation of the
VH2 phase rather than H being added to the beta phase. This limitation applies to PdH when the composition is noted
to increase above H/Pd=1. In the absence of being able to detect the additional crystal structure, the boundary has to
be identified by a change in behavior, such as a change in slope seen in the resistivity or chemical activity. Changes
in slope of both are seen near D/Pd=1. Graphs showing the result of pressure reported by Baranowski et al. and the
effect of temperature on the resistivity by Tripodi et al. are attached.

In other words, no evidence supports the ability of the beta phase to accommodate D or H above the normal filling
of the O-sites. Extra D or H in the T-sites or in metal atom vacancies is not supported by the location of the upper
phase boundary, at least to an amount of occupancy that the accuracy of the measurements permit.
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A person might argue that even though no extra H were present, the H in the lattice might be distributed between
the O and T sites while retaining a H/Pd ratio below unity at the upper boundary. Why this novel distribution might
form would provide a challenge for the paper to explain.

These comments of the reviewer are interesting, and worth some additional discussion. The issues under discussion
are relevant to the analysis presented in an earlier work [35], and somewhat less so to the analysis of this paper since
we included phase diagram data only below θ = 1.

When we began the earlier analysis we were expecting to see a sudden change in the chemical potential at the
θ = 1 boundary, consistent with intuition that suggested the O-site to T-site excitation energy is large near θ = 1. A
very large number of models were analyzed with an excitation energy between 350 meV and 600 meV, and the results
showed an abrupt change where below θ = 1 only O-site occupation occurred, and above θ = 1 the O-sites were
completely filled and only incremental T-site occupation occurred with increased loading. Predictions from these early
models would correspond will to the expectation that one would expect a sharp boundary between the β-phase for
θ < 1 and a T-site phase for θ > 1.

It took a long time to move past this initial perspective and investigate models with lower O-site to T-site excitation
energies. Such models behave qualitatively differently in that there is no sharp boundary in the chemical potential, or
in any readily observable model parameter, at θ = 1. The 226 meV excitation energy estimated in [35] is sufficiently
low that a smooth transition occurs with partial occupation of O-sites and T-sites below and above θ = 1.
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Abstract

Two samples of commercial Pd from the same batch were reacted with D using the electrolytic method and found to produce
sustained excess power and energy. The effects of temperature, applied current, and D/Pd ratio on the amount of excess power were
studied.
c© 2016 ISCMNS. All rights reserved. ISSN 2227-3123
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1. Introduction

When a material is involved in a chemical reaction, energy is frequently released. The amount of energy has been mea-
sured for most chemical reactions and the values are, in general, very accurate. After all, the entire field of chemistry is
based on such measurements. When careful measurements reveal release of extra energy over that expected, either the
claim is rejected as error or something very strange must be taking place. Once the possibility of error is eliminated,
finding the source becomes a worthy effort.

In 1989, Profs. Fleischmann and Pons [1] observed extra energy being produced when they reacted deuterium with
palladium using electrolysis. This reaction is very simple and well known, involving splitting D2O into D2 and O2,
with the D2 reacting with the palladium to form the compound PdD. On occasion, more energy was made than could
be explained by any chemical reaction. Over the years, this effect was replicated many times [2] and considerable
evidence shows the extra energy results from formation of helium [3,4] and sometimes a little tritium, both of which
can only be produced by nuclear reactions. A variety of other nuclear products have been observed on rare occasions
[5]. Consequently, the process has been called Low Energy Nuclear Reaction (LENR) because it takes place at a much
lower energy than is required to initiate hot fusion, the conventional version of the fusion process [6].

Explaining how LENR can occur in a common material has confounded science [7] while the supporting evidence
just keeps growing. This and other nuclear reactions caused by LENR in several kinds of materials have been described
in scientific journals, many peer reviewed. Nevertheless, the general rejection by the scientific community has forced
publication of most information in unconventional places that, fortunately, are available on the web.a

∗E-mail: storms2@ix.netcom.com.
awww.LENR-CANR,org, www.ColdFusionNow.org, www.LENRexplained.com.

c© 2016 ISCMNS. All rights reserved. ISSN 2227-3123
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Figure 1. Picture of the closed Seebeck calorimeter. The balance used to measure the deuterium content of the cathode using the orphaned oxygen
method is seen in the foreground. A laser is positioned to expose the cathode to laser light though a hole in the side of the calorimeter. This feature
is not discussed in this paper.

This study demonstrates production of anomalous energy using two different samples and the behavior of this
energy when temperature, deuterium content of the material, and applied current are changed. The observed response
gives additional insight into the possible mechanism and corrects some previously incorrect conclusions about this
behavior.

The problem is compounded by the difficulty in finding palladium able to cause the effect, i.e. be activated. Most
palladium shows no ability to host such a reaction. This difficulty has frustrated replication, hampered research, and
fueled rejection. Persistent effort has improved reproducibility by finding treatments that make the palladium more
susceptible to activation [8,9]. Various alloys containing palladium and other metals have also been found to improve
success [10]. In other words, the effect is not unique to palladium and can now be initiated when suitable skill is used.
The common mantra that the effect has not been nor can be reproduced is simply not true, as this and hundreds of
published studies have demonstrated [11].

Palladium found to produce extra energy has a few properties different from ordinary palladium. The palladium
can achieve a very high D/Pd ratio without forming large cracks in the surface or voids [12–14] in the interior when it
reacts with the isotopes of hydrogen. This feature provides a possible test of potentially active material. In addition,
the surface frequently shows an array of crystals having a size of less than 100 µm with a preferred orientation [8].
However, these conditions alone do not result in extra energy although they are consistent with the requirements to
achieve success identified by the author in previous papers [7,15,16].

This paper describes a successful effort to activate samples of palladium obtained from a commercial source. The
conditions required to initiate energy production and the effect of various variables on its behavior are explored.
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Figure 2. View inside the calorimeter enclosure. The GM detector is on the left, the top of the electrolytic cell is seen in the center, and a fan is
on the right. A catalyst is contained in a tube located in the gas line to the orphaned oxygen measurement in order to eliminate any D2 that failed to
react with O2 in the cell.

2. Results

2.1. Energy measurement

Because the effect is based on a claim for excess energy, accurate measurement of this energy becomes important. A
Seebeck-type calorimeter is used, shown in Fig. 1, consisting of a water-cooled aluminum box with thermoelectric

Figure 3. Typical calibration using several methods to apply heat energy to the calorimeter.
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Figure 4. Pyrex electrolytic cell. The anode consists of Pt wire encircling the cathode. The cell is sealed using O-rings.

panels covering the inside surface. Excess power is defined as all power in excess of that applied to the cell as electric
power based on a calibration using applied electric power.

The arrangement of the electrolytic cell, GM detector, and fan within the box can be seen in Fig. 2. Energy
generated inside the box produces a voltage generated by the thermoelectric converters proportional to the magnitude
of applied power. The amount of power is based on a calibration using electrical power applied to a resistor inside the
electrolytic cell, as electrolytic current using an inert platinum cathode, or as current applied to a 50 W Quartz–iodine
light bulb in place of the electrolytic cell. As can be seen in Fig. 3, each method for generating heat results in the same
generated voltage when using the same amount of applied power.

The stability of the calibration is tested regularly by applying current using one of these methods. The uncertainty
is ±0.02 W from 0 to 30 W of total applied power based on fitting a quadratic equation to at least 10 data points
measured over the range of power applied during the excess power measurement.

The electrolytic cell containing the Pd cathode is shown in Fig. 4. The cathode is attached by a Teflon clamp to a
Pt wire that exits the cell through a glass-metal seal. The

anode is made of platinum wire. The reference electrode is made of platinum mesh and is used to measure the
open circuit voltage (OCV) relative to the cathode. A thermistor contained in a Pyrex tube is used to determine the
electrolyte temperature. The electrolyte temperature can be changed independent of electrolytic power by applying
electric power an internal resistor contained in a Pyrex tube. A catalyst consisting of Pt on Al2O3 is present in the
cell to recombine any excess D2 and O2. Consequently, the cell is chemically closed and physically sealed to the
atmosphere. A tube connects the cell to an oil reservoir used to measure the deuterium content of the cathode by the
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Figure 5. Computer screen showing real time display of cell temperature, excess power, D/Pd ratio, GM counting rate and OCV. The center
graph compares the GM flux measured by the detector in the calorimeter to the background flux outside the calorimeter. This measurement will be
discussed in a future paper.

orphaned oxygen method. Pictures and a detailed description can be found at www.LENRexplained.com.
Values are taken every 6 min and plotted on a computer screen (Fig. 5) as well as being saved to an Excel file.

Measurements are made of the current and voltage applied to the cell, temperature inside the cell, temperature inside
the Seebeck box, the OCV, the radiation flux measured by the detector inside the box and by another identical detector
located 3 m away from the calorimeter, the current and voltage delivered to the fan, the voltage produced by the
thermoelectric converters in the box, and the weight of oil delivered from the reservoir as result of orphaned oxygen
formation. All voltages are measured at the calorimeter boundary.

The electrolyte is 99.8% D as D2O containing LiOD that is formed by adding about 0.1 g of Li metal to 30 ml
of D2O. The cell is made of Pyrex, the top is Teflon, and, other than the cathode, only platinum is exposed to the
electrolyte.

The average D/Pd ratio is measured using the orphaned oxygen method. This method involves measuring the
amount of oxygen released when deuterium is absorbed in the Pd. Oil is displaced by the extra O2 from a reservoir
onto a balance, seen on the right in Fig. 1. The accuracy of the D/Pd ratio is ±0.01.

2.2. Loading behavior

The first step in initiating excess power production starts by creating a chemically active surface on the palladium
cathode. In this study, an efficient reaction with D results when the surface has been subjected to cleaning using fuming
HNO3 and heating to 900◦C in air for several hours, followed by slow cooling over several hours. The treatment at
900◦C cleans the surface by either vaporizing the impurities or causing them to diffuse into the interior where they do
no harm. A very thin layer of PdO forms during cooling, which is easily reduced by deuterium to produce chemically
active Pd. Typically, the surface used in this study initially contains only Pd, O, and C, based on EDX analysis.

The loading process was studied extensively as part of this investigation, an example of which is shown in Fig. 6.
Typically, each sample has a different upper limit to the D/Pd atom ratio while showing a similar behavior of energy
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Figure 6. Typical behavior of palladium when reacted with deuterium at 11◦C using Pd-#A. The average D/Pd ratio and the power associated
with the reaction are shown. The initial behavior of the excess power results because sudden application of power causes the calorimeter to shift
from the equilibrium condition when 0.1 A is applied. The negative numbers indicate loading is an endothermic process.

Figure 7. Reaction of Pd-#B with D after being previously loaded to D/Pd = 0.86 followed by partial removal of D without the surface being
cleaned.
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Figure 8. Physical expansion of the volume relative to the initial volume as D is added to typical Pd. The expansion based on the reported behavior
of the lattice parameter is compared to the physical measurement. The behavior of Pd-#A and Pd-#B are also plotted.

consumed as deuterium is reacted. Energy is consumed because more energy is required to remove the D from D2O
than is recovered when the D reacts with Pd. This absorbed energy can be recovered when the D is reacted with O2

to produce D2O and pure Pd, which can take place within the calorimeter when deuterium is lost from the PdD after
electrolysis is stopped or can cause self-heating when unloading occurs in air. The amount of stored energy is trivial

Table 1. Physical changes in Pd samples

Treatment Width (mm) Length (mm) Thickness (mm) Volume (mm3) Volume
D/Pdexpansion (%)

Pd-#A
10.91 18.43 1.008 202.7 0.00 0Initial, uniform blue

surface
Loaded-partially

11.17 18.70 1.107 231.2 14.09 0.70deloaded
Deloaded–loaded 11.22 18.79 1.100 231.9 14.42 0.70
Deloaded @ 150◦C 10.93 18.57 1.084 220.0 8.56 0.42
Pd-#B

12.73 12.09 0.976 150.2 0.00 0Initial, uniform blue
Surface
Loaded 12.93 12.26 1.077 170.7 13.65 0.64
Deloaded @ 900◦C 12.60 11.97 0.998 150.5 0.21 0
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Figure 9. Changes in volume produced when H is repeatedly reacted with Pd and then removed at 150◦C.

compared to the amount of excess energy created by the LENR process.
The behavior observed when Pd reacts with D is important because it helps to identify potentially active Pd and

reveals information about the nature of the reacting surface. A metal having a surface free of metallic deposits and
activated by the method used here will react initially with most D presented to the surface. Gradually, the amount of D
being reacted decreases until all the D created at the surface forms D2 gas at the composition limit. The sample shown
in Fig. 6 is unusual in reaching a D/Pd very near the upper limit of the beta phase composition at D/Pd = 1.

The loading process deposits impurities on the surface, which generally consists of Fe, Cr, Si, and Pt, with the first
two being supplied by the stainless steel lead attached to the Pd sample. The effect of these impurities on the loading
behavior can be made clear by partially unloading a sample of previously reacted Pd and reloading without removing
the acquired surface impurity. Figure 7 shows the loading behavior of a sample after being first loaded to D/Pd = 0.86
and then partially deloaded by heating in air at 150◦C . In this case, the impurities deposited on the surface during the
first loading allowed only 1 in 10 of the D presented to the surface by the electrolytic current to react. This rejected
fraction remained constant until the average bulk material reaches about D/Pd = 0.6, similar to the behavior seen in
Fig. 6.

This deposited impurity is not uniform on the surface; hence it affects some regions more than others. Conse-
quently, the local D/Pd is not uniform and non-uniform stress is produced between the different compositions. In
general, the greater the electrolytic current, the faster this deposit forms on the surface and the sooner the loading
behavior deviates from the ideal. Once the surface deposit is removed by concentrated HNO3, a repeat of the loading
process causes the behavior to match that shown by a clean surface. Apparently, the fraction of D reacted initially
depends only on the presence of surface impurities.

In summary, a clean Pd surface reacts initially with every D presented to the surface by electrolysis. Accumulation
of deposited impurities interferes with this process more in some regions of the surface than in others. The final D/Pd
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Figure 10. Changes in the physical dimensions of the sample shown in Fig. 9 after reacting with H and after the H is removed, with the values
obtained after H is removed plotted on the vertical lines.

Figure 11. Comparison between excess power produced by applying electrolytic current and by changing the temperature at fixed current.
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Figure 12. Effect of temperature on excess power when the average D/Pd ratio is changed.

ratio achieved is determined largely by the initial properties of the Pd, which are different for each sample.

2.3. Excess volume

As PdD forms in the material, the shape and volume of the sample change [13]. In general, the material expands
in response to the increase of the lattice parameter, as can be seen in Fig. 8. In many cases, the expansion exceeds
the amount expected based on the lattice parameter and this extra volume remains after the D is removed. This extra
volume is called excess volume and the amount is different for each sample.

In addition, the length and width of the sample shrink while the thickness increases. Palladium that produces
more than a few % of excess volume tends to form large cracks and is limited to a lesser limit to the D/Pd ratio [14].
Consequently, potentially active material is sought among palladium having very little excess volume [17].

Table 1 compares the dimension and volume for the samples used in this study. This expansion is important because
it produces stress in the surface region and causes cracks to form. These cracks, depending on their gap width, can
cause excessive loss of D2 or creation of the NAE, in which, according to Storms [2,18], the fusion process takes place.
The rate of loading will affect the rate at which this stress is generated and, consequently, the response of the structure
to crack formation. The sample used in this study showed production of only 0.21% excess volume, which identified
this material as being potentially nuclear active, as later experience demonstrated.

A study was undertaken to examine the volume change in more detail using light hydrogen. A sample was loaded
with H and caused to reach the H/Pd ratio, as shown in Fig. 9. The volume increased as expected when H was added,
but each time the H was removed and then added again, the volume increased further. The dimensions also changed,
with the length and width becoming smaller while the thickness increased, as shown in Fig. 10. Numerous people
have previously studied this well-known effect [13,19–21] and reported similar behavior. Repeated loading followed
by unloading causes the shape to change with the result that a flat plate tends to form a cube having greater volume
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Figure 13. Examples of the change in the average D/Pd ratio as deuterium is lost from various samples of PdD in air at room temperature after
electrolytic current is stopped. The least-squares line is extrapolated to zero time to determine the initial D/Pd ratio. The time is measured in
minutes.

than the original palladium.

2.4. Excess power

Potentially active palladium does not produce excess power when it is initially reacted with D no matter how high the
achieved D/Pd ratio. A process of partial unloading and reloading is required. Even this treatment will not always
result in excess power production. Once excess power is produced, it tends to be very reproducible even after some of
the D is removed by allowing the D to leak out when electrolytic current is turned off or by heating in air at 150◦C.
Both samples used in this study were subjected to a loading–unloading treatment before excess power was detected.

Separating the variables thought to affect energy production is the next task. The effect of temperature can be
seen in Fig. 11, where the temperature is changed by applying power two different ways. In both cases, the resulting
excess power shows the same relationship to temperature. This behavior strongly indicates that temperature alone is
the controlling variable.

Figure 12 compares the excess power measured when the average D/Pd is fixed above 0.8 by applying electrolytic
current and at a value near 0.48 after some deuterium had been lost by heating at 150◦C in air. Excess power production
no longer occurs when deuterium is completely removed by heating at 150◦C in vacuum.

The D/Pd ratio is determined after each study by weighing the contained deuterium. This is done by measuring the
weight change as a function of the square root of time, as shown in Fig. 13, and extrapolating the values to the time
electrolytic current was stopped. The total deuterium content is also determined by measuring the weight change after
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Figure 14. Excess power as a function of time while a sample lost deuterium at about 60◦C after applied current was stopped. The excess power
rapidly dropped to a value too small to measure when the temperature was reduced to 10◦C.

Figure 15. Example of the apparent relationship between the average D/Pd ratio and excess power production [25].
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all deuterium is removed. These values represent the average deuterium content; not the deuterium content close to the
NAE, which is the composition that would affect excess power production. In view of the non-uniform composition
known to be present in such samples, the composition at the NAE is unknown and cannot be assumed equal to the
average measured composition.

Turning off the electrolytic current while a sample is making energy produces the so-called “heat after death”
behavior, as can be seen in Fig. 14. In the past, Fleischmann and Pons observed energy production to continue for
extended times [22]. The various reported runaway heating events [23,24] are consistent with this behavior. In the
present study, the temperature is held constant at about 60◦C by an internal heater after the electrolytic power is turned
off. Excess power remains constant as the average D/Pd ratio changes from above 0.8 to 0.15 as the sample deloads.
The excess power continues and drops to an undetectable value only after the temperature falls to 10◦C because the
internal heater was turned off. A total of 30 kJ excess energy was produced, 2.5 kJ of which resulted from the unloading
process.

The deuterium content after the study is determined by weighing the total amount of deuterium lost by heating at
150◦C in air.

3. Discussion

Conventional belief says that excess power is increased when either the D/Pd ratio or the applied current are increased.
Evidence for these conclusions is shown in Figs. 15 and 16. This study is in direct conflict with the conclusions based
on the information in these figures. The conflict is proposed to result because the effect of temperature on excess power
production was ignored during the previous studies. In general, applying different amounts of electrolytic current,
which also changes the temperature, will change the D/Pd ratio. Consequently, these three variables are interrelated
and must be separated in order to find the effect of each.

3.1. Effect of applied electrolytic current

McKubre et al. [25] were unique in attempting to keep the temperature of the electrolyte constant during their mea-
surement of excess power production. Based on the design of the calorimeter they used, this goal would have been
only partly successful. Consequently, the effect of applied electrolytic current measured by McKubre, as shown in

Figure 16. Comparison between several studies showing the apparent effect of applied electrolytic current on excess power production [26].
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Figure 17. Effect of temperature when plotted as 1/T vs log watt and has a slope of 1621.

Fig. 16, is smaller compared to measurements made when the temperature is allowed to change during other studies,

Figure 18. Effect of temperature on the Fick’s diffusion constant for PdD and PdH [27]. The slope describing the diffusion of D in PdD is 1760.
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Figure 19. Surface of the active material after excess energy was made.

as would be expected.

3.2. Effect of temperature

The effect of temperature can be presented as an Arrhenius plot (Fig. 17) from which an activation energy of 1.8 kJ/mol
can be obtained. The activation energy is very close to the activation energy of 1.9 kJ/mol based on the diffusion of D
in the PdD lattice, as shown in Fig. 18. This amount of energy is much too small to directly affect a nuclear reaction.
Consequently, the temperature is proposed to influence how fast D can diffuse in the PdD and reach the NAE where
the nuclear fusion process takes place.

Diffusion would have a greater effect on power production than would the average composition when the concen-
tration of energy-generating sites is relatively small and the distance over which D needs to diffuse from its source
in the lattice is relatively large. These conditions are consistent with the observed non-uniform nature of the surface
region where LENR apparently takes place.

3.3. Effect of D/Pd ratio

When the temperature is isolated as a variable, excess power is independent of the D/Pd ratio and applied electrolytic
current, being only sensitive to temperature. If the effect of temperature is taken into account, the threshold effect
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Figure 20. Surface of sample before reacting with D2.

proposed by McKubre et al. [28] (Fig. 15) does not appear to be present. Clearly, excess power can be produced when
the D/Pd ratio is well below 0.88, in contrast to conclusions drawn from the McKubre data. The data obtained in this
study show that once the unique conditions required to produce excess energy have been created, power production can
be detected after the temperature is increased above a critical value (Fig. 11). This conclusion is consistent with the
reports of excess power continuing after the electrolytic current was turned off and even increasing as the temperature
increased enough to destroy the apparatus [1,29,30].

In view of the above conclusion, presence of vacancies formed at high deuterium content, as proposed by Ha-
glestein and Chaughary [31], would appear not to be involved in the nuclear process. Apparently, a unique condition
continues to support the nuclear process as the average D/Pd ratio changes even when the alpha phase forms in the
bulk material. We can assume the deuterium concentration near the NAE is unaffected by the average concentration
until nearly all the deuterium is removed. Once all deuterium is removed, excess power production stops and does not
start again even after the sample has again reacted with D until an activation process is used.

3.4. Effect of stress

Storms [16] proposes the nuclear-active sites are nano-cracks with a gap near 1 nm, which are created by stress relief.
This idea is consistent with the role of volume expansion in influencing the ability to initiate the nuclear process. The
potentially active material is proposed to form many very small cracks rather than a few large ones, as is common
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behavior when a great deal of stress is applied to the surface by uneven expansion. Most important to the formation
of a suitable gap is the morphology of the Pd before it reacts with deuterium. Without this critical morphology being
present, no amount of later treatment is able to cause the LENR process. Based on the model of Storms combined
with this and similar studies, the potentially active surface is one containing many weak regions having nearly identical
strength. Since the initial stress was removed by annealing at 900◦C without harming the ability to cause LENR, initial
stress is not important. High concentrations of oxygen and carbon in the surface region are also not important.

Regardless of how the initial surface looks, the electrolytic process causes significant changes with few common
features seen at the available magnification. The surface of the active sample Pd-#A is shown in Fig. 19 where layers
of material have grown. The initial surface, shown in Fig. 20, shows no indication of being any different from normal
inactive Pd at the available magnification. Many different variations in the surface condition have been reported to host
LENR. A common feature is not obvious at the magnification used. Use of a greater magnification is suggested by this
work.

3.5. Role of initial material

Two samples cut form the same piece of Pd were studied and both were found to have similar behavior with respect
to excess volume and excess power. Other samples and alloys obtained from other sources produced no excess energy
during this study. This experience is similar to the experience reported in the past when the entire batch of Pd containing
the active sample is found to be nuclear active [32]. Apparently, the LENR effect is sensitive to conditions created in
the material, which are replicated throughout the batch. These conditions then allow a special and unique structure to
form in which the nuclear process can occur. The nature of this condition is not yet known although much effort has
been devoted to the search by Violante et al. [33].

4. Conclusions

The applied electrolytic current and the resulting average D/Pd ratio have very little if any effect on the amount of
excess power produced by a nuclear-active sample of PdD. The only variable of importance is temperature of the PdD.
The temperature effect shows an activation energy similar to that involved in the diffusion of D in PdD. This behavior
suggests the heat energy is generated in isolated regions, such as the proposed NAE, to which the deuterium fuel has
to diffuse.

Electrolysis apparently produces significant deuterium concentration gradients in the material. In addition, reaction
with D causes significant expansion, distortion in shape, and changes in surface morphology. Repeated partial loading
and unloading are found necessary to initiate excess power production. This process, combined with the composition
gradients and shape changes, would produce stress that is proposed to create the NAE.

A critical average D/Pd ratio does not appear to be required to initiate excess power production. Once initiated,
excess power will continue at average compositions as low as D/Pd = 0.15.

In this study, as much as 27.5kJ (1719 kJ/mol Pd) of excess energy was produced without any electrolytic power
being applied and this energy production showed no sign of stopping for 1100 minutes. In other words, the sample
produced a (power out)/(power in) ratio equal to infinity for an extended time.

If a sample is found to produce excess energy, most other samples in the batch of Pd will show the same ability,
which suggests the critical features are present throughout the batch. The ability of Pd to become nuclear active is not
affected by it being heated at 900◦C in air for as long as 5 h or by removing about 1 µm from the surface using HNO3.
Apparently, the potentially nuclear-active region is a stable variation of the normal palladium structure located below
the surface that needs to be modified in some way to become active.
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Abstract

The LENR effect was identified 27 years ago by Profs. Fleischmann and Pons as production of extra energy in a normal chemical
structure, in this case PdD. Over a thousand published papers now support the discovery and the energy is shown to result from fusion
of hydrogen isotopes without the need to apply energy and without energetic radiation being produced. By conventional standards,
the claims are impossible. Nevertheless, a new phenomenon has been discovered requiring acceptance and understanding. The
major behaviors and their present understanding are described in this paper and are used to suggest how an effective explanation
might be constructed. Once again, science has been forced to either reject the obvious or accept the impossible. In this case, the
normal skepticism needs to be ignored in order to determine if this promised energy source is real and can provide the ideal energy
so critically needed.
c© 2016 ISCMNS. All rights reserved. ISSN 2227-3123
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1. Introduction

Low Energy Nuclear Reaction (LENR) or Cold Fusion was introduced to the world 27 years ago by Fleischmann and
Pons [1], University of Utah, with expectation of great benefit to mankind. Instead, their claim for a new kind of fusion
was quickly rejected [2], an attitude that continues even today. Over the years, several thousand papers addressed the
subject with a large fraction supporting the claim [3]. Mastery of about 1000 papers is now required to understand the
effect. A description of all the known behaviors and all proposed explanations would require much more than a single
review paper. Here, the behaviors the author considers important are examined first and then used to form the major
structure of the proposed explanation.

Limits will be set using this observed behavior in order to evaluate a few proposed explanations including the one
described in this paper. The new kind of nuclear interaction needed to explain LENR is expected to fall within these
limits. In other words, boundaries need to be identified to keep the imagination from running wild. These limits are also
based on the assumption that the LENR effect is consistent with all rules normally applied to conventional chemical and
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nuclear behavior. Nevertheless, a novel mechanism is clearly operating in addition to these well understood behaviors.
In other words, LENR does not conflict with conventional understanding, but instead has revealed a new, overlooked
phenomenon.

Many conditions needing consideration are not quantitative or lend themselves to mathematical analysis. While
frustrating to conventional scientists, these unique behaviors must be made part of a successful explanation. Quantita-
tive behaviors can be used to expand understanding once the basic process is understood.

An effective explanation needs to solve several difficult problems. The Coulomb barrier needs to be overcome
without using more energy than is normally available in a chemical structure at room temperature. Neutron formation,
which has been suggested by several theoreticians [4,5], is prohibited because the required energy of 0.78 MeV and the
required neutrino cannot be expected to be available at the same site at the same time.a Once fusion has occurred, the
mechanism must then dissipate the huge nuclear energy released by the process without producing local destruction
of the chemical structure or energetic radiation. The mechanism must also account for various transmutation reactions
known to occur. Failure to combine these events in a way that is consistent with known chemical and nuclear behavior
dooms most efforts to explain the process. In contrast, a single mechanism is proposed in this paper to cause all
observed behavior while being consistent with known chemical and nuclear behavior.

This paper has two parts, with the first describing the important observations on which an explanation must be
based. The second part uses a few assumptions combined with these chosen behaviors to provide an explanation about
how LENR can be initiated using a proposed mechanism. This mechanism is clearly much different from that causing
the conventional hot fusion process. Ironically, this conflict is used to reject the claims for LENR rather than guiding
a search for the cause of the difference. Consequently, this difference must be clearly understood before the novel
features of LENR can be explored.

Unlike hot fusion, LENR takes place in and requires a chemical structure to operate. The role of this structure
must be understood before physics is applied to understanding subsequent nuclear process. Clearly, a unique and rare
condition must form in the structure in which a nuclear process can function. The nature of this condition is discussed
following the discussion of hot fusion.

1.1. The nature of the hot fusion mechanism

The hot fusion mechanism uses high energy applied to plasma to overcome the Coulomb barrier by brute force. The
resulting energy is dissipated as kinetic energy of the nuclear products, which are 3He, tritium, proton, and neutron in
equal amounts when deuterium is fused. This large applied energy changes the fusion rate in plasma as shown by the
log-log plot in Fig. 1. The hot fusion rate is essentially zero at room temperature while the cold fusion rate can exceed
1012 events/s under conditions when no more than 1 eV of energy is available.

Hot fusion can also be initiated by bombarding a material by energetic deuterons. In this case, the fusion rate is
slightly greater at low applied energy compared to when the same energy is applied to plasma, as can be seen in Fig.
2. Nevertheless, the fusion rate decreases as applied energy is reduced. In other words, the effective shielding of the
Coulomb barrier does not increase as applied energy is reduced, even when the hot-fusion reaction takes place in a
material.

Apparently the electron charge in a material can slightly lower the Coulomb barrier at the random encounters
between the deuterium in the lattice and the bombarding deuteron when the applied energy is sufficiently low. While
the electrons clearly help lower the barrier to achieve hot fusion, this effect alone would seem too small to explain

aA neutrino needs to be supplied because neither an electron nor a proton contains a neutrino. Consequently, this particle needs to be supplied at
the time of the reaction so that when the neutron decays later by emitting an electron and neutrino (or antineutrino), the required neutrino would be
available.
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Figure 1. Effect of energy on the fusion rate in plasma for different combinations of hydrogen isotopes as result of the hot fusion process
(Wikipedia).

the LENR process, although it might make a small contribution. In any case, the measured shielding effect applies
only to the hot fusion mechanism. Perhaps more effective shielding during LENR might be expected if the shielding
electrons were contained in a unique nuclear-active environment rather than having a random and low concentration in

Figure 2. Comparison between the fusion rate in plasma (Bare Cross-Section) and when fusion occurs in a solid material as the result of applying
energy to the bombarding D+ ions, as shown by the X-axis. A value of unity occurs when the rate in plasma is equal to the rate using a target
material [6].
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the general structure where hot fusion interaction takes place. Consequently, LENR cannot be viewed as an extension
of hot fusion. Instead, the process requires it own unique condition in the lattice in which a process operates that can
lower the barrier without requiring extra energy.

Once the nuclei of deuterium have fused by hot fusion, the assembly breaks into fragments, which dissipate the
excess mass–energy as kinetic energy. Easily detected energetic neutrons, tritium, protons, and He3 are produced in
equal amounts. This process is understood and is consistent with conventional expectations. A similar result occurs
when muons are used to bring the nuclei close enough to cause fusion. In other words, no matter whether energy is
used to overcome the Coulomb barrier by brute force or the separation is reduced by using the heavy muon [7–10],
the same energy dissipation process results. No other method for energy dissipation as result of a fusion reaction
was known to occur in nature until “cold fusion” was discovered. Clearly, the mechanisms causing hot fusion and
cold fusion are significantly different because LENR does not lead to fragmentation of the nuclear products and the
resulting energetic radiation.

This difference has caused much skepticism about the reality of LENR. After all, experience and teaching deny any
possibility of spontaneous fusion taking place in an ordinary chemical structure without the need to apply significant
energy. This apparent contradiction is resolved by proposing the cold fusion process takes place in a unique structure,
called the nuclear-active-environment (NAE) where a novel mechanism might operate without conflicting with the
laws that apply to the general structure. Questions about how this structure forms, where in the chemical structure this
formation takes place, the nature of the unique conditions at the NAE, and the nuclear mechanism operating therein
are explored later in this paper. But first, the nature of the general chemical structure is examined.

1.2. Role of chemical structure

General concepts will be explored first followed in later sections by detailed evaluation.
Because the LENR process takes place within a chemical structure, it must play by the rules such a structure im-

poses. This conclusion is critical to understanding the LENR process. These rules include the laws of thermodynamics
and the phase rule. Local energy cannot spontaneously increase without violating the second law of thermodynamics
and the local concentration of ambient energy is limited by how much energy the chemical bonds can tolerate before
melting or decomposition results. Simply stated, energy cannot go up hill and its density cannot exceed the strength of
the container. While these rules can be violated by random events at the quantum level, a process such as cold fusion
that occurs at rates in excess of 1012 times/s must be consistent with the overall average behavior to which the laws
apply.

If a novel mechanism is proposed to concentrate energy in order to cause nuclear fusion, why it is not found
to affect chemical reactions? After all, if such a process were possible, it would be expected to operate in normal
chemicals and cause chemical effects before the local energy had increased enough to cause a nuclear reaction. For
example, the mechanism of energy transfer to electrons proposed by Widom and Larsen [11,12] would be expected
to make many normal chemical compounds unstable. Furthermore, how such a proposed violation of the second law
of thermodynamics can function in PdD needs to be justified. Similar conflicts with the laws of thermodynamics and
normal chemical behavior create a similar weakness in many explanations now being proposed.

Normally, nuclear reactions of any kind are not affected by the chemical environment because the energy states are
too different and local energy density cannot be increased according to the second law of thermodynamics. Apparently,
the Coulomb barrier needs to be overcome by a process that does not require significant energy. This realization directs
attention to the role of electron charge at the site of the fusion process. Nevertheless, the extra electron charge has to
be consistent with limitations imposed by the local chemical conditions at the site.

Once fusion occurs, the structure must convert the excess mass–energy to heat without causing local melting.
After all, local destruction of the active site would stop further heat production and severely limit the amount of energy
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produced by LENR, which is not experienced. Once started, heat production is normally sustained for significant
time. Although local melting is occasionally seen, it is not sufficient to limit the amount of power or its stability over
time. Thus, the generated energy has to be dissipated well away from the fusion event and into the surrounding atomic
structure as low-level heat energy. This requirement limits the form this energy release process takes and the energy of
the emitted radiation.

Several different chemical structures have been found to support LENR, with PdD given the most attention. Con-
sequently, PdD is the focus of further discussion.

1.3. The Nature of PdD

Palladium deuteride has attracted interest for about the last 100 years [13] during which time it has been studied
extensively. Although the beta phase can acquire hydrogen up to about β-PdD0.98±0.02, nothing about its overall
behavior would suggest an ability to host a fusion reaction. The structure is face-centered-cubic (fcc) and exists in two
slightly different forms having the same crystal structure based on the Pd sublattice. The alpha phase occurs between
pure Pd and about PdD0.05, and the beta phase forms near PdD0.6 when 1 atm of D2 pressure is applied at 20◦C. A
two-phase region exists between these two compositions. The beta phase continues to acquire D atoms at random sites
in the fcc sublattice as pressure is increased, finally reaching the upper limit of the fcc phase. Figure 3 shows the
structure when all lattice sites are fully filled by deuterium. Another phase is expected to form and grow in amount
as the overall D/Pd ratio increases beyond the upper limit to the beta phase, similar to the behavior of other metallic
hydrides [14,15]. In other words, any composition in excess of PdD0.98 would be expected to be a two-phase mixture
of the fcc and another phase having a different structure and increased stoichiometry. In the absence of the rare double
occupancy [16,17] of normal lattice sites, the deuterium nuclei are too far apart to fuse. Achieving close approach
without violating the rules of chemistry and without producing the fragmentation typical of hot fusion once fusion
occurs remains a serious challenge.

Identifying where the NAE is located and what form it takes in the material has created a problem for many
proposed explanations. Many explanations assume the fusion process takes place in a modification of the fcc structure
when the D/Pd ratio is large. Formation of such a structure can be identified in the PdD structure because its formation
would cause changes in its various properties. A search for the expected change can be made by examining several
known properties, such as resistivity and lattice parameter as a function of D/Pd. The lattice parameter can be seen to
have a linear [18–21] relationship to composition with no indication of a two-phase region forming within the limits
of the beta phase. Both the pressure and resistivity [22] also show no sign of a change in crystal structure [23] over
the composition range of interest. In every way, all properties are consistent with a normal fcc structure being present
within the composition range in which LENR is found to occur.

On the other hand, Fukai [24]reported formation of a new phase when high pressure is applied at high temperature
to PdH. This structure is proposed to also form under normal conditions during electrodeposition [25]. A similar
structure change is proposed to be caused by deformation induced vacancies [26]. Such structures might also occur
when repeated loading and unloading of PdD causes the structure to expand, producing what Storms [27] calls excess
volume. Nevertheless, this condition does not explain LENR because the presence of excess volume over about 2%
is found to inhibit LENR [28] rather than aid the reaction as would be expected if formation of metal atom vacancies
were required to support LENR. In addition, no evidence for the Fukai phase forming when LENR is detected has been
reported.

When a piece of Pd is found to be nuclear active, most of the entire batch is also found to be nuclear active. In
addition, once the sample is made nuclear active, the LENR process using that piece becomes reproducible and robust.
Obviously, the initial treatment of the entire batch creates stable conditions in which the LENR process can be initiated
and then supported for extended times. Unfortunately, these conditions are seldom produced because their unique
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Figure 3. Crystal structure of the fcc PdD when all deuterium sites (small purple) are filled (Wikipedia).

characteristic is unknown and rarely formed by chance. Even when these required initial conditions are present, an
additional special treatment is required before the nuclear process will start. These observations are important because
they show that a treatment is possible to make large amounts of palladium nuclear active. A suggested combination of
conditions is described later in this paper.

Initially, the LENR reaction was thought to take place anywhere in the PdD structure. Later studies reveal both
helium [29,30] and tritium [31] form only very near the surface and not within the bulk material or on the surface
where nanoparticles might be present. Transmutation products are also detected mainly in the surface region. Based
on the known behavior of helium in PdH [32,33], the nuclear reactions apparently take place within a region perhaps
no more than 10 µm wide, extending from the surface into the bulk. We now need to discover the nature of the unique
condition forming within this narrow band. The condition does not appear to involve a phase change, creation of
vacancies in the hydride structure, creation of nanoparticles on the surface, nor does it require a high concentration of
deuterium. Formation of the NAE would appear to require a unique condition present only within the surface region,
which further limits the proposed nature of the NAE.

2. Important Observed Behavior

2.1. Formation of the NAE

In order for fusion to take place, the reacting nuclei must obviously be in the same place at the same time and with a
critical distance between the nuclei. Normally, the D atoms are located at too great a distance to fuse. For the atoms to
assemble with less distance between them, Gibbs energy must be released while the material achieves a different stable
state. Generally, the atoms in a chemical structure are already close to their equilibrium condition and do not contain
excess energy or have the ability to form another crystal structure unless the conditions are significantly changed.
Simply increasing the D/Pd ratio does not create sufficient energy to change the structure in order to initiate the LENR
process. Furthermore, for the process to be as rare and as difficult to initiate as is observed, the conditions for releasing
this energy must be equally rare and difficult to create. To make the problem even more challenging, once the NAE is
formed, LENR must operate at a significant rate without a further change in conditions. These conditions immediately
place an important limit on any proposed condition in which LENR can take place.
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Most samples of PdD do not host the LENR process regardless of the deuterium content presumably because
the unique NAE is not initially present in the material. This conclusion suggests the NAE is not related to any of the
features normally found in a chemical structure, such as vacancies, dislocations, and occupancy of unusual lattice sites.
After all, if the NAE were related to these common features, the effect would be initiated more easily and more often.
Multiple occupancy of the normal deuterium-atom vacancy must also be rejected based on this conclusion because,
if such occupancy were possible, it would be present in all material under normal conditions and cause LENR with
greater frequency. Nevertheless, a rare condition must form as result of some kind of treatment in order to account for
occasional success. Failure to initiate LENR simply means this treatment was not successful in producing the required
NAE. Once produced, the NAE appears to be stable and relatively constant in amount as indicated by production of
relatively constant power.

Experience reveals another important behavior. When part of a batch of palladium can be made nuclear active, the
remainder of the batch is found to be active. This activation treatment does not simply involve reaction with D but
also requires extended electrolysis and/or repeated deloading and loading with D. This behavior is important because it
reveals that the NAE can be created throughout an entire batch of Pd as result of a common treatment. In other words,
the physical treatment of the palladium metal before reacting with deuterium affects later initiation of LENR.

Once the nuclei are assembled in the NAE, a unique process must reduce the Coulomb barrier, perhaps by a
tunneling mechanism without using energy beyond that which is normally available at room temperature. Immediately,
we are confronted by a problem. Normal chemical structures are known not to support nuclear reactions without
significant energy being applied to bombarding ions. After all, the Coulomb barrier keeps nuclei separated and allows
chemical structures to form in the first place by interaction between the electrons. The energy required to force the
nuclei close enough to fuse is well in excess of the energy holding the atoms in the structure and in excess of the
electron energy. This well-known and accepted behavior suggests a need to form a novel arrangement between the
nuclei in the NAE designed to avoid this limitation.

In summary, two separate processes have to be considered. The first is creation of the NAE. The second is formation
of a structure of H and/or D within the NAE having the ability to fuse. This nuclear process is separate from the
structure of the NAE, but needs to be consistent with it. A description of the fusion process is a job for physics
while identification of the NAE is a job for chemistry. Thus, we are forced to acknowledge an uncomfortable marriage
between two normally independent branches of science, with chemistry being applied first to identify the NAE.

2.2. Nature of the NAE

Two different kinds of NAE have been suggested. Many researchers place the LENR process in the normal crystal
structure where vacancies or dislocations might be present. Other people identify the NAE as being nanoparticles or
other active sites located on the surface of the structure. These structures and flaws are normal variations in a material
that for some reason becomes nuclear active.

In contrast, Storms [34] places the NAE in cracks having a critically small gap, which are separate from and
chemically independent of the crystal structure. Such an environment can have properties much different from a
crystal structure, including a high negative charge. Resolving this fundamental difference in proposed location of the
NAE is critical to understanding the LENR process because the chosen location sets the logic on a particular path. A
choice of the wrong path will result in arriving at the wrong understanding.

In order to contrast these two proposed conditions, the well documented suggestion by Hagelstein et al. [35] is
explored. Hagelstein’s idea is based on formation of a new phase in the normal fcc structure, such as suggested by
Fukai and Okuma [36]. This phase is proposed to form on occasion after the deuterium content has exceeded D/Pd
= 0.95 in a co-deposited material, thereby causing formation of palladium atom vacancies. Deuterium atoms fill the
vacant sites and form a structure in which fusion is proposed to occur. The resulting mass–energy is dissipated by
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phonons. Evidence for this proposed phase change can be obtained by searching for a discontinuity in the various
physical or chemical properties. As noted above, such a search reveals no evidence for a phase change within the
composition range of the beta phase. In addition, X-ray and neutron diffraction studies of the fcc structure reveal no
phase change in this composition range. No evidence supports a co-deposited structure being present on the surface
and helium release is not consistent with its source being so near the surface.

The NAE is apparently a feature outside of the thermodynamic behavior and its presence does not affect the
measured physical properties. This conclusion is important to correctly identify the NAE.

The author, in several previous papers [37–39], identifies the NAE as residing in nano-cracks resulting from stress
relief. As is required, these gaps exist outside of the chemical properties and are not influenced by limitations imposed
by the chemical structure. As long as a gap having a critically small width is created, deuterons are proposed to enter
the gap and to form a structure. This structure then experiences fusion by a novel mechanism. The required gap
width is rarely created because most cracks would quickly become too wide to host the required hydrogen structure.
Consequently, success in creating the NAE involves applying modest stress to a structure containing many weak
regions having a similar ability to form small cracks. This condition might be created by accident as result of various
intended and accidental treatments, thus accounting for occasional success that might even be attributed to other effects.

Although large cracks are often seen when LENR occurs, the cracks having the ability to act as the NAE are too
small to be easily detected and can be overlooked. In fact, unless these structures are sought using high magnification,
they would be impossible to detect. Experience shows the critical initial condition can also be created in an entire
batch of material by a yet to be identified pretreatment. This realization encourages search for such a treatment.

Deciding which explanation should be explored is important because they each propose entirely different treatments
to cause the LENR process. The wrong choice of explanation can lead a researcher down the wrong path with much
wasted effort.

2.3. Power production

The LENR effect was first identified by its ability to produce energy in amounts greater than would be possible by
any chemical reaction. The first reported success resulted when Pd was used as the cathode in an electrolytic cell
containing an electrolyte consisting of D2O + LiOD. When a Pd cathode is initially subjected to this treatment, the
deuterium concentration in the Pd increases while energy is absorbed by the reaction, as shown in Fig. 4. Energy is
absorbed because the energy used to decompose the D2O into D2 and O2 is greater than is recovered when the resulting
D2 reacts with Pd, thereby causing an overall endothermic reaction.

The enthalpy of formation for deuterium can be calculated using the data in Fig. 4. For this purpose, the total
amount of D reacted every six minutes is divided by the amount of energy absorbed during this time, from which the
amount of energy used to decompose the D2O is subtracted. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the electrolytic method applied
to a solid piece of Pd gives values for the partial enthalpy of formation similar to the values obtained when D2 is
reacted directly with Pd nano-powder. Both reactions show that chemical energy is released when Pd reacts with D2

and the amount decreases as the D/Pd ratio increases.
The equilibrium deuterium activity, presented as pressure, is also plotted to show the large range in values being

applied to the material by the electrolytic process. The deviation from ideal behavior, called fugacity, is not taken into
account.

Additional treatment was later required to start the LENR process. No additional phase forms in this composition
range, such as proposed by Fukai, as indicated by the smooth unbroken variation of ∆H and pressure. Also, the
smooth unbroken change in resistivity observed by McKubre et al. [22] while LENR took place is also consistent with
this conclusion.

In summary, no evidence supports the claim for the NAE to result from a phase change or vacancy formation within
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Figure 4. The D/Pd ratio and resulting power when Pd is reacted with D2O using the electrolytic method. All D made available by the ap-
plied current initially reacts with the Pd. The amount reacted is reduced only gradually as the upper limit is reached. No excess energy is pro-
duced even after the average D/Pd ratio becomes very large. The total amount of energy/mole Pd absorbed by the process is noted. (Storms,
www.LENRexplained.com).

the composition range in which excess energy production is found to occur.
The effect of temperature on power production for various D/Pd ratios is compared in Fig. 6. Samples having D/Pd

= 0.80 and 0.48 produce the same amount of power at the same temperature. Removal of all deuterium stops power
production. Clearly, power is not as sensitive to the deuterium content as previous studies suggest [42]. Nevertheless,
some D is required for LENR to function.

The Arrhenius plot (Fig. 7), using the data in Fig. 6 (D/Pd = 0.8), shows the activation energy for the LENR
process to be nearly equal to the value for diffusion of D in PdD. In other words, the rate of the fusion process is
sensitive to the rate at which D can get to the site where fusion takes place and it is not sensitive to the concentration
of D in the surrounding lattice. The fusion process can be proposed to rapidly convert deuterium in the NAE to fusion
products, after which new D has to move relatively slowly from the surrounding lattice in order to supply additional
fuel to the active sites. The rate of energy production is determined by the rate at which D can get to the NAE, not
by the rate of the fusion event itself. A buildup of helium around the NAE could slow the reaction, as suggested by
Hagelstein, if the diffusion rate of D+ were reduced by helium occupying sites the D+ needed for diffusion to occur.
By analogy, this is similar to the speed of a car being determined by how fast gas is delivered to the engine and not
related to the amount of gas in the tank or the reaction rate within each cylinder.

The resulting equation allows the power to be predicted when temperature is increased. Clearly, simply increasing
temperature can produce significant power. Removing an active sample from the electrolytic cell and exposing it to D2

gas at increased temperature would be expected to result in significantly more power than can be achieved within the
100◦C limit imposed by the electrolytic cell.

2.4. Probability of forming the NAE

Figure 8 compares power produced by 157 studies reported before 2007. Notice that most studies produce power
at relative low levels. On a few occasions, a large amount of power is observed with the number of reports rapidly
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Figure 5. Enthalpy of formation calculated using the data shown in Fig. 4 based on the amount of D reacted every 6 min, the amount of power
measured during this time, and the amount of energy used to decompose the D2O from which the D results. The reaction of D2 with Pd is exothermic.
The Sakamoto et al. [40 line is obtained using their reported linear equation, which is then extrapolated from D/Pd = 0.85 to 0.98, and their reported
D2 pressure. The pressure of D2 is also obtained from the review by Santandrea and Behrens [41] (Storms, www.LENRexplained.com).

decreasing as the reported power increases. Although various size samples are used, the behavior does not seem to
be related to area or volume. The concentration of the NAE seems to be the important variable, which is uniquely
determined by the nature of the Pd and its treatment.

The number of reports, shown in Fig. 8 can be compared to predicted behavior based on an assumed probability of
causing increased power once power production is possible. In other words, the probability of forming additional NAE
once the conditions allow some NAE to form can be estimated and compared to the behavior to see if the assumption
of random formation fits.

If the average power is assumed to be related only to the concentration of NAE, if 300 attempts are made to initiate
LENR and the probability of producing 10 W is 0.3, the probability of producing 20 W would be 0.3 × 0.3, and the
probability of producing 30 W would be 0.3× 0.3× 0.3, etc. The dashed line shows the number of predicted successful
observations at each power level. The relatively good fit to the observed behavior suggests the power is caused by an
increasing number of active sites whose creation is caused by a random process, with more power resulting as the
number of NAE sites is increased by a process having low probability. The probability of producing any power at all
would be expected to be much less than production of additional power once conditions allow some NAE to form. The
data do not allow determination of the probability to form the initial NAE.

2.5. Helium production

Helium formation is the main source of power produced by LENR when deuterium is used and provides much infor-
mation about the nature of the nuclear process. Sixteen measurements of the helium/energy ratio have been published.
These values are compared as a histogram and plotted using log He/energy in Fig. 9. D + D fusion is proposed as the
source because no other nuclear reaction forming helium releases the amount of energy required to be consistent with
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Figure 6. Effect of temperature on power production when three different amounts of deuterium are present in the sample (Storms,
www.LENRexplained.com).

the measurements. Nevertheless, two reactions occurring at the same time with always the same ratio of energy and
helium might account for the value. If so, one might wonder how such a combination of independent reactions just
happened to give a consistent ratio nearly equal to the value produced by the D + D fusion reaction.

For the helium to be detected in the gas produced by electrolysis, the source must be very near the surface. Other-
wise, the helium would be retained by the PdD [32,33, 44–46]. The amount of retained He has not been determined.
Nevertheless, when efforts are made to coax helium out of the metal, the total amount of helium is found to be very
near the amount expected to result from the D+D fusion reaction [47,48].

2.6. Tritium production

Tritium is occasionally detected when LENR is initiated by either the electrolytic or gas discharge method. Formation
of this radioactive isotope of hydrogen once again demonstrates the occurrence of a very unusual nuclear process. On
some occasions, the neutron flux produced by the process is also measured, which is shown as the tritium/neutron
(T/n) ratio in Fig. 10. The ratio frequently reported near 106 suggests tritium and neutron production are correlated in
a general way. As an example of possible correlation, Storms [34] suggests the neutrons result from D+e+T fusion,
a reaction that would increase as the concentration of tritium increased in the material, thereby creating an apparent
correlation between tritium and neutron formation. The energy of the resulting neutrons would be predicted to be less
that those known to result from D+T fusion by the hot-fusion mechanism.

In contrast, the conventional hot fusion reaction produces a T/n ratio of 1, or zero when plotted as the log. Clearly,
the ratio resulting from the LENR process does result from the hot fusion-type reaction.

The detected tritium has been shown to result from a nuclear process occurring very near the surface of the cathode
when the electrolytic cell is used [31]. The rate of tritium production is also sensitive to the H/D ratio in the material
[49] and Claytor (private communication) and to the nature of the material in which production takes place. Apparently,
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Figure 7. Comparison between the rate of diffusion of D in PdD and production of LENR power as a function of 1/T . The similar slopes created
by the data suggest both processes are affected by the same mechanism, i.e. diffusion of D though PdD [43].

production of He and tritium occur at the same location in the active material and both reactions appear to involve
isotopes of hydrogen.

2.7. Transmutation production

Transmutation in the context of this paper is a process during which light nuclei, frequently isotopes of hydrogen,
enter the nucleus of a much heavier atom, thereby producing energy and one or more nuclear products. Two kinds of
transmutation are observed. The first is found to add various numbers of 4He to the target without fragmentation of
final nucleus and the second to result in fragmentation of the target after addition of some protium.

Iwamura et al. [50–52], working at Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd in Japan, have studied the first type of trans-
mutation by allowing D2 to diffuse through a sandwich consisting of alternate layers of Pd and CaO, with the presence
of CaO being important to success. The transmutation reactions occur on the surface of palladium where target nuclei
have been deposited before D2 is applied. Using X-ray florescence to determine the amount of material, they fol-
lowed the loss of target material from the surface along with increase in the nuclear product. Examples of the various
transmutation reactions are listed in Eqs. (1)–(7).

A successful explanation must show how the considerable Coulomb barrier is overcome, how excess energy result-
ing from the reaction is dissipated, why transmutation of Pd is not observed, and how more than one helium nucleus
can be added to the target at the same time. The explanation must also show why the CaO layer can have an effect on
a nuclear reaction occurring on the surface when it is separated from the surface by 40 nm of Pd. Equations (1)–(7)
show the summary of the transmutation reactions reported by Iwamura et al. [50].

133
55 Cs

4d(2α)−→ 141
59 Pr, (1)
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88
38Sr

4d(2α)−→ 96
42Mo, (2)

138
56 Ba

6d(3α)−→ 150
62 Sm, (3)

137
56 Ba

6d(3α)−→ 149
62 Sm, (4)

44
20Ca

2d(α)−→ 48
22Ti, (5)

184
74 W

2d(α)−→ 188
76 Os, (6)

182
74 W

4d(2α)−→ 190
78 Pt. (7)

Miley and Patterson [53], Miley [54] as well as Srinivasan [55] report finding fragmentation products resulting from
transmutation of palladium when palladium is used as the cathode in an electrolytic cell containing D2O and/or H2O.
As can be seen in Fig 11, the Pd cathode apparently fragments into two parts in addition to experiencing addition of
4He to the target nucleus. The platinum impurity on the cathode surface also shows evidence for similar transmutation

Figure 8. Histogram of power production vs. the number of reported values. A probability function, shown as the dashed line, is used to fit the
data to bins at 10 W intervals.
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Figure 9. Histogram of reported values as a function of the log He/energy ratio as listed by Storms [30]. Many results showing no power along
with no helium would fall at zero on this plot. The expected ratio produced by the D+D = He fusion reaction is shown by the vertical line. A
Gaussian error function is fit to the values, which gives a center value of 1.5 × 1011 He/J with uncertainty of ±0.9 × 1011 He/J.

reactions. Once again, how the large Coulomb barrier can be overcome must be explained. In this case, explaining the
dissipation of energy is not a problem because it is carried by the fragments, as is expected.

2.8. Radiation production

Production of energetic radiation is a necessary result of nuclear reactions as the resulting energy is dissipated into the
surrounding material. Each type of radiation responds differently to its passage through material. Photons, also called
gamma rays when they are emitted by a nucleus, are reduced in number but their energy does not change as they pass
through matter. Particles, such as electrons (beta rays), 4He (alpha particles), neutrons, and hydrogen nuclei all change
energy as they pass though matter. In the process, their energy is converted to heat while most of the particles are
quickly stopped by the material. If the energy is large, secondary radiation may be produced as the particles interact
with electrons in the absorber [56–59]. Evidence for each type of radiation has been reported to result from LENR.
The flux ranges from being trivial to being significant, but never sufficient to account for the energy being produced at
the time. Clearly, the methods of energy dissipation are complex and handicapped by being largely hidden by being
absorbed in the material surrounding the process.

In any case, the amount of radiation exposure experienced by a researcher or by commercial application is not a
threat. This advantage is in sharp contrast to the situation when energy is created by hot fusion.

3. Summary of Behavior

Creating an explanation is like doing a jigsaw puzzle with some pieces missing. Nevertheless, the pieces in hand need
to be fit together in the proper way in order to reveal the shape of the missing pieces. The greater the number of
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successful fits, the better the missing pieces can be imagined and the more effective the search becomes. In addition,
limits need to be placed on the imagination when attempts are made to describe the shape of the missing pieces. As
with a jigsaw puzzle, each piece has to be consistent with other pieces and cannot be described in isolation. In other
words, all the observed properties have to show consistency in their interaction and cause. The shape of the pieces now
in hand can be described as follows:

(1) The LENR reaction does not take place in a conventional chemical structure no matter how large the hydrogen
content. Features normally present in conventional structures, such as vacancies of any type, dislocations,
large cracks, nanoparticles, or impurities, do not host the LENR process. Instead, a unique condition called the
nuclear active environment (NAE) must form. The LENR process takes place only in this unique feature and
the rate of the nuclear processes is related to the number of NAE sites present.

(2) PdD does not appear to form phases or structures besides the fcc crystal structure within the temperature,
pressure, and composition range used to cause LENR.

(3) The NAE is not normally present in a material but needs to be created by various treatments. The probability
of forming the initial NAE is presently very small. Once the NAE can form, adding to the amount becomes
increasingly difficult as attempts are made to increase the amount.

(4) When an individual piece of palladium is found to form NAE and host LENR, most of the batch from which

Figure 10. Histogram of the log tritium/neutron ratio resulting from the LENR process. The value for the hot fusion reaction is also shown. The
spread in values is justified by the large error expected to result when the small neutron flux is measured. The source of the values is the book by
Storms [3].
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Figure 11. Spectrum of transmutation products reported by Miley and Patterson [53] and Miley [54] based on samples exposed to H2O and/or
D2O during electrolysis. Some of the elements are expected to result from contamination, which can be ignored without changing the basic shape
of the elemental distribution. The atomic number of the two major elements on the surface are noted.

the piece is obtained is also found to be nuclear active, thereby revealing the presence of a common condition
and treatment being important to cause the LENR process.

(5) Once the NAE forms, the hydrogen fuel must spontaneously assemble in the NAE by a conventional chemical
process.

(6) When electrolysis is used, the NAE forms in the material near the cathode surface where stress is concentrated
and cracks are observed to form.

(7) A process operating within the NAE lowers the Coulomb barrier and, at the same time, dissipates the excess
mass–energy without fragmentation of the fusion products.

(8) Production of at least helium-4, tritium with T/n ratio of about 106, and two different types of transmutation
take place in the NAE. Apparently, transmutation can also take place in biological systems [60]. Whether
fusion takes place as part of this transmutation process is unknown but important to consider.

(9) Radiation consisting of neutrons, energetic ions, photons, and electrons are produced. Most radiation has too
little energy to escape from the apparatus. In each case, the detected flux intensity outside the apparatus is not
correlated with energy production and is very small compared to the generated energy.

(10) The effect of temperature on power production appears to be related to the rate of diffusion of deuterium in the
material.

(11) The effect of the D/Pd ratio on power production seems to be small.
(12) LENR can be initiated in several different kinds of chemical structures while using different methods to initiate

the process. This behavior indicates a process having universal characteristics may operate.

Each of these behaviors severely limits how imagination can be applied to finding an explanation. Each general
behavior must be accounted for and be consistent with the proposed NAE and the nuclear mechanism. While many
conditions and mechanisms can be and have been suggested, the search for the correct explanation requires all observed
behavior to be considered, not just behavior that supports the proposed explanation. Likewise, behaviors expected but
not reported also must be considered.
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A theory of LENR, like a successful jigsaw puzzle, requires all the behaviors be used without forcing a fit. The
missing behaviors can be identified only after their correct position in the puzzle is identified. At this stage in the
search, the process is less like physics and more like solving a crime.

4. Creating a Theory

An explanation can be used to guide research and help to understand the resulting behavior. In addition, predictions
can be suggested to test various assumptions. As much as possible, the explanation needs to be made consistent with
all observed behavior and with the laws governing chemical behavior. Nevertheless, some assumptions must be made,
which are best kept as simple as possible.

The LENR effect presents three major problems for an explanation. We need to explain how LENR works based
on its observed behavior; we need to know why it works by using known physics; and we need to know how to
make it work on demand by using the science of metallurgy. Each of these problems requires different kinds of
information to which different approaches are applied. For example, the calculations using quantum physics have
no hope of revealing how to make the effect work using real materials. The metallurgy needed to design a nuclear
active material has no role in showing how the nuclear physics of the process needs to be described. The observed
behavior can be used to guide the physics and metallurgy, but only when the important features are accepted as being
real and meaningful. Somehow, the discussion has to address these issues as independent subjects and then combine
them into a universal process. This paper focuses mainly on the logical consistency between observed behaviors using
conventional chemistry and on physics to which are applied several plausible assumptions. Finally, the conclusions are
applied to suggest a treatment that can cause the LENR effect.

It is important to consider LENR as a new kind of nuclear interaction. Whether a new kind of physics is required is
not clear. Because the conditions and results are not consistent with experience, the LENR process defies understanding
when attempts are made to apply conventional knowledge. This conflict forces consideration of new and completely
novel mechanisms about how hydrogen nuclei can interact in a chemical structure. The conflict does not justify
rejection of LENR.

Rather than using theory and experience based on conventional nuclear interaction or the esoteric concepts common
in physics, this paper adopts a different approach [34,37,38]. No effort is made at this stage to create a mathematical
description based on quantum mechanics, as is common practice. Acceptance or rejection must flow only from the
plausibility of certain assumptions and the logical consequence of their application.

Think of this approach as the creation of a map based on individual reports of various explorers. A few assumptions
are made about the basic topography of the land, but the details come only from a logical interpretation of available
reports. The goal is to provide aid for future explorers in their search for the expected buried gold. The better the
map, the fewer false paths are taken. The details of how the gold got to its location by some complex chemical and
geological process is not initially important to explorers and their map. A map seeks only to show the features present
on the landscape, not why they formed. Once the map is accepted, physics can be applied to understand how the
process works.

5. Assumptions

Assembling the various observed LENR behaviors into a consistent picture requires several assumptions. These as-
sumptions can be justified but not proven. They should be judged only on their plausibility. The assumptions chosen
here address mainly the result, with less emphasis on the cause. Nevertheless, the result shows where the cause might
be sought.

The nuclear mechanism involving LENR is unknown but it can be assumed to have certain characteristics and
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consequences. Listed below are the assumptions on which its overall description is based along with reasons why
these assumptions were chosen.

(1) Creation of the NAE is assumed to follow the rules of conventional chemistry, i.e. the laws of thermodynamics
apply to its formation and action. Nevertheless, its eventual role in causing a nuclear reaction would not be
anticipated based only on its structure. It is important to realize, this later event is a lucky consequence made
possible only because the chemical structure happens to have several unique properties.

Justification: In contrast to hot fusion and other nuclear processes, LENR requires a chemical structure in
which to function. No other nuclear process has this requirement. Any change in a chemical structure, such
as creation of the unique condition required of a NAE, would involve a chemical process, which in turn must
follow the rules known to affect chemical reactions. Therefore, before LENR can occur, chemistry must be
involved, to which the laws of thermodynamics apply. The amount of power produced is critically dependent
on the amount of NAE present in the material, which at the present time is highly variable and caused by an
unknown and seemingly random process (see Fig. 8).

(2) The NAE is assumed to be a gap in the crystal structure created as a crack begins to form as result of stress
relief, with a critical width near 1 nm. The gap stops being a NAE when the gap width grows too large.

Justification: The common conditions normally present in a crystal structure, such as vacancies and
dislocation, are not consistent with the rare nature of LENR and its required unique characteristics. Yet, the
NAE must form under a variety of conditions in a variety of materials. These requirements eliminate most
features known to exist in a normal material. The nano-crack remains as a plausible possibility in which a
linear molecule of hydrogen might form, as described next. Of course, only nano-cracks having access to
hydrogen would become nuclear active, which would be rare under most conditions. In other words, both
the NAE (in the proposed form of a nano-crack) and hydrogen isotopes must be present simultaneously in a
material for the proposed nuclear process to happen.

This gap might form in any material, such as SrCeO3 when it is used as a proton conductor [61],
AlLaO3 [62] or in the chemical support of a chemical catalyst such as when Pd is deposited on carbon
[63]. A particle of Pd, regardless of its size, is not considered able to be made nuclear active when it is too
small to form stress cracks.

(3) The hydrogen atoms prior to fusion are assumed to assemble and form a chemical structure located within
the NAE. The proposed structure is assumed to have the form of a linear molecule called the Hydroton. This
structure has the ability to host fusion of the hydrogen atoms contained therein by a unique and unknown
process.

Justification: The NAE is part of a chemical structure. As such, it must play by the same rules the
surrounding structure obeys. Assembly of hydrogen atoms in the NAE would involve a chemical process. For
this process to be spontaneous, Gibbs energy would have to be released as the hydrogen ions move from
their location in the surrounding lattice and into the NAE. In other words, the formation of a crack creates a
chemical environment in which the hydrogen atom has a lower Gibbs energy than in the surrounding lattice.
For the sake of this discussion, the resulting structure, called a Hydroton, is assumed to have covalent-metallic
bonding in which all the atoms share the bonding electrons. These electrons along with those contributed by
the surrounding Pd atoms are expected to play a role in reducing the Coulomb barrier by electron screening.

(4) Regardless of which hydrogen isotope is present or the nature of the surrounding material, the same mech-
anism is assumed to cause fusion between hydrogen nuclei and dissipate the resulting excess mass–energy.
Only the nuclear products are different for a different combination of hydrogen isotopes.

Justification: A phenomenon having such unique behavior and rarity would not be expected to have more
than one cause. In addition, Nature is known to use as few causes as possible. For these reasons, search for
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a single universal mechanism and NAE is a safe first step.
(5) The hydrogen nuclei are assumed to fuse with an electron, as proposed by Romodanov et al. [64] This

assumption is applied here to all isotopes of hydrogen. As a result, the following nuclear products and
released energy are created, where d represents the deuteron, p the proton, t the triton, e the electron, and n
the neutron. The amount of energy released by each reaction is noted.

d+e+d→ H4 = He4+ beta + 23.8 MeV,
d+e+p→ t + 4.9 MeV,
p+e+p→ d + 1.9 MeV,
d+e+t→ He4+ n + e + 19.2 MeV,
p+e+t→ He4+ e + 21.3 MeV.
Justification: Tritium is produced without significant neutron emission. The only fusion reaction able to

produce this behavior requires addition of an electron when d and p fuse. Assumption #4 requires this process
to create all the nuclear products regardless of which isotope of hydrogen is used. Possible involvement of the
neutrino is ignored for the present. The electron (e) is captured because it is present along with the nuclei as
the source of chemical bonding. As such, it is part of the energy state involved in the fusion process.

(6) The extra mass–energy is assumed to leave gradually from each nucleus as photon radiation. This release
process is ongoing and continuous after a group of hydrogen nuclei has assembled in the NAE and continues
until all excess mass–energy has been lost and fusion between all the nuclei in the Hydroton is complete.
While this behavior is listed as an assumption, this important idea is expanded in greater detail in Sections
6.10 and 6.11.

Justification: Somehow the excess mass–energy must be converted to heat energy. This process can be
imagined to happen either before, during, or after the nuclei fuses into the predicted nuclear products. If this
energy-loss process is assumed to take place during or after fusion, absence of the hot fusion products must
be explained. This problem is avoided by assuming the excess mass–energy is converted gradually to heat
by weak photon emission before the nuclei have become a single nucleus. The unique “magic” revealed by
LENR involves this process.

(7) Fusion is assumed to occur between adjacent nuclei when enough nuclear energy is released to form a nuclear
product without additional release of mass–energy being required. This process is explained in Section 6.4.

Justification: To explain the absence of hot fusion and its energetic radiation, enough excess mass–energy
must be lost from the combining nuclei to avoid fragmentation of the final nucleus. To avoid some energy
remaining in the final product, this loss process is assumed to continue until the final nucleus would contain
no excess mass–energy, whereupon the two nuclei would combine to form a single nucleus without release
of additional energy. Failure to follow a strict equal loss from each nucleus would be unacceptable because
some nuclei might end with too little or too much mass energy. Some of the extra energy expected to reside in
the normally unstable 4H might be lost as photon emission before the 4H forms, thereby avoiding the expected
decay by neutron emission. The emitted electron is proposed to have too little energy to be easily detected.

(8) Two kinds of transmutations occur during LENR, but at a low rate [55,65]. Both kinds of transmutations are
assumed to result from the fusion process and involve different isotopes of hydrogen. Formation of nuclei
having greater atomic number than the target is assumed to result from fusion of d, during which various
numbers of 4He nuclei are added to the target [66]. Because this process adds very little energy, the need for
the final nucleus to fragment is avoided. Fusion products having a fraction of the target mass are assumed
to result from fusion of p, during which one or more of the resulting d are added to the target, causing the
nucleus to fragment into two parts to dissipate the resulting large excess mass–energy. This complex process
is explained in detail by Storms in a previous publication [34].

Jusification: Transmutation requires a very large Coulomb barrier to be overcome for the hydrogen to
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enter the target. A chemical lattice does not contain enough energy in any form to cause transmutation.
In addition, reaction with a helium nucleus has an even greater Coulomb barrier. These problems can be
eliminated if transmutation involves the same process and mechanism operating when fusion of hydrogen
nuclei occurs. In this way, fusion and transmutation would both take place in the NAE and involve the
same method for overcoming the Coulomb barrier and release of the excess mass–energy without energetic
radiation. Once again, assumption #4 is applied. In other words, fusion of hydrogen isotopes is proposed to
be coupled to the transmutation reaction so that the two reactions take place in the same NAE at the same
time.

6. Logical Consequences of the Assumptions

By definition, an assumption is a speculation for which justification is provided. The more plausible the justification,
the more useful is the assumption. Generally, assumptions are hidden in a mathematical description, which is not the
case here. Here, all the assumptions are clearly stated and justified so that the reader can decide whether they are
plausible. If the assumption is believed to warrant the effort, a mathematical description favored by physicists can be
used.

An assumption can only be proven by its predictions being correct or rejected if it conflicts will be accepted as
laws or behavior. An effective assumption addresses many critical aspects of the phenomenon, in contrast to ad hoc
assumptions that apply to only a single feature of the explanation; thereby cluttering the discussion with many ideas.
Good housekeeping in theory construction favors using as few assumptions as possible.

In the end, the importance of an assumption must be based on how well it explains a significant part of observed
behavior. With this understanding in mind, the consequence of the eight assumptions identified above is explored next.

6.1. Creation of the NAE

Of greatest importance is creation of the NAE. As described above, nano-cracks are proposed to be the NAE, based
largely on a process of elimination of all other possibilities. Creation of such cracks requires the physical properties of
the surface be exactly matched by the stress generated when the material reacts with hydrogen or with other elements.
For such cracks to be produced in the surface region, the material must be brittle and contain many equally weak
regions near the surface. This condition is apparently created during initial treatment of the entire batch of material.

Reaction with hydrogen creates stress as the lattice expands. The initial expansion does not cause cracks because
loading subjects the surface to compression. Instead, cracks form as hydrogen is removed, which can happen by
chance, if for example the current supply fails as is common during long studies. Or suitable cracks can be caused on
purpose by cycling the applied power or ambient pressure.

This cycling can be initiated during electrolysis simply by stopping the power periodically or by applying a super-
wave [107,108]. These treatments have all been found to improve success in causing LENR. Cycling applied gas
pressure and/or temperature when gas loading is used would achieve the same result. Control of this process is difficult,
but must be achieved before reliable power can be achieved.

The more difficult problem is the creation of the required initial conditions in the material. Electrolysis deposits
Li, Si, O, and Pt on the surface, which might create the required conditions after an extended electrolysis without
an initial treatment being necessary. As experience has shown, LENR can be caused more quickly if the required
conditions were created during manufacture of the Pd or by its treatment before it is reacted with hydrogen. This
required treatment has yet to be identified. The same consideration applies to the use of powder when it is exposed to
H2 or D2. The crack might even be generated in the material on which nanoparticles of Pd or Pt are deposited, such
as when a chemical catalyst is created [63]. In this case, the cracks would be present initially in the substrate and only
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need to be populated by H ions formed by the particles of Pd or Pt located nearby. In other words, the NAE is not
located in the nanoparticles of Pd or Pt as is the common belief. Instead, the cracks might be in the carbon or Zeolite
substrates on which Pd is deposited. Consequently, care needs to be used when assumptions are made about the nature
of the NAE.

6.2. Role of probability in the successful production of energy

Production of excess power first requires formation of a special condition in the material by a random process, de-
scribed in general terms as the NAE. Not only does the explanation described here rests on this assumption, but the
author believes this assumption is essential to understanding LENR regardless of any other assumptions that might be
adopted.

We can describe this event using a probability for its formation. Obviously, the probability of creating the con-
dition is small but the value cannot be determined using available information. On the other hand, the probability of
generating various levels of power once the NAE forms can be calculated using the data in Fig. 8.

The amount of NAE determines the amount of power being produced. Therefore, the measured power can be used
as a stand-in for the number of active sites. The greater the amount of power, the less likely the required number of
NAE would form in a particular sample. In other words, the number of samples producing energy can be expected to be
smaller the greater the amount of power because the required larger number of NAE would have a reduced probability
of forming. For this limitation to be reduced the exact nature of the NAE needs to be determined and ways need to
be found to create it in large amount. Thus, a critical requirement for eventual application of LENR as a commercial
source of power is identified. Next, how to accomplish this goal needs to be explored.

6.3. LENR initiation first as a chemical reaction

The following description is so important; repeating the idea in different words is necessary to make sure the concept
is clearly understood. No progress can be made in understanding LENR until this conclusion is accepted.

To be initiated, LENR first requires a chemical process to take place during which the ambient chemical structure
is modified. After all, the LENR process is not found to take place in a large number of chemical structures when
exposed to a wide range of conditions. It is rarely produced even when efforts are made to produce it on purpose.
Something very rare and unusual must change in a material for the process to occur. This change must involve the
chemical conditions in the structure and take place only at certain special locations in order to agree with observed
behavior. In other words, a unique NAE must form.

This important conclusion leads directly to another conclusion. The laws of thermodynamics would apply to how
the nuclear-active condition forms and to the process of assembling the hydrogen nuclei in the NAE prior to fusion.
In other words, the rules of chemistry must be applied first before the nuclear process starts, after which the rules of
nuclear physics come into play. This conclusion severely limits how and where in the material the NAE can form. A
spontaneous change must involve release of Gibbs energy.

In keeping with this limitation, the NAE chosen here is assumed to be nano-cracks formed by normal stress relief.
Normally, cracks have a range of gap width and random length. Larger cracks are able to pass D2 gas from the interior
of the material to the surface, thereby reducing the local deuterium content. Such wide gaps are not thought to be the
NAE. On the other hand, very small gaps perhaps as small as 1 nm, are proposed to form a structure in which hydrogen
atoms can fuse. The rarity of LENR results because formation of this critical gap dimension is rare and difficult to
control. Conditions in the original Pd and the rate at which stress is applied as the Pd reacts with D and other elements
would determine the number of cracks and their gap width. Further complexity is produced by how the stress interacts
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with the crystallites in the material.b

A linear molecule of hydrogen grows in the crack as Gibbs energy is lost, called here a Hydroton. The Hydroton
is unique and not a chemical structure formed in normal material, although it can be described as a form of metallic
hydrogen. It can also be described as a classic Rydberg molecule [67]. Details of how this kind of structure can form
in a crack will be explored in future papers.

6.4. The nuclear process operating during LENR

Moving on to the nuclear process, we are confronted by several important questions. For example, how can helium
and tritium form without large amounts of applied energy being available and without generating significant radiation?
After all, both of these requirements are characteristic of conventional nuclear reactions without exception. Clearly,
LENR demonstrates the need to provide unconventional answers. In this paper, the answers are based on the above-
described assumptions.

During LENR, helium production clearly provides the bulk of measured energy when deuterium is used; but what
role does the commonly observed tritium play? Is tritium produced by the same mechanism as helium or is it produced
by a side reaction? If it is produced by the same mechanism, why is the amount so small? The additional question
of how energy is produced when pure protium is used has yet to be answered by experiment. To be consistent with
Assumption # 4, the reaction product would be deuterium.

According to Assumption #4, a single mechanism is proposed to operate in the Hydroton during LENR. This
single mechanism is assumed to involve fusion of two nuclei of hydrogen along with an electron (Assumption #5).
Consequently, tritium results from fusion between p, d, and e. How this happens is not the issue just yet. We are
only exploring the consequence of these two assumptions to see how far they can take us toward an explanation of all
observed behavior. Figure 12 shows the series of events expected to flow from these assumptions, as explained below.
The concentration of p and d in the initial mixture of hydrogen isotopes determines the amount of energy produced
and the amount of each nuclear product. The role of transmutation is not discussed here.

The initial Hydroton structure is assumed to consist of a large collection of d and p arranged in a random linear
sequence. First, two of the p next to each other fuse to produce d as soon as 0.95 MeV has been lost from each nucleus
by process not described here. Further energy loss allows tritium to form where a p and d are next to each other after
each nucleus has lost 2.45 MeV. Finally, loss of 11.8 MeV allows the remaining d to fuse to produce H4. In this way,
each fusion reaction takes place in sequence with the reaction requiring the smallest loss of energy occurring first. The
resulting d or t might leave the Hydroton or remain to experience further fusion. The final nuclear product of H4 is
radioactive and loses additional energy by emission of beta radiation to form helium, shown as the final event in the
sequence, and as described below.

As the hydrogen in a Hydroton fuse, new hydrogen nuclei assemble in the same site and repeat the process as the
hydrogen fuel diffuses to the active sites. Millions of Hydrotons are proposed to be in various stages of this process
during LENR, with the measured energy being the sum of the energy contributed by each fusion event. Because the
concentration of NAE is very non-uniform, some sites at the surface are hotter than others. In fact, most of the energy
might result from only a few sites. A search for the NAE on the surface must consider this expectation.

Of course, if only d is present in the Hydroton, only helium can form. In contrast, a Hydroton containing only p
will form only d until enough d has accumulated to produce helium and tritium. This logic predicts the use of p would

bVarious conditions including metal and nonmetal atom vacancies, nano-particles, dislocations, and the cage in the Zeolite structure have been
proposed as the NAE by other writers, each with different advantages and deficiencies. The reader can decide which is more plausible compared to
the nano-crack proposed here. Regardless of the conclusion, a NAE is required and must be identified before LENR can be understood.
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produce an unstable amount of power and product considerable tritium, a potentially dangerous radioactive product,
as explained below.

6.5. Role of 4H formation

Formation of the 4H isotope would not be expected because it is unstable [68] and is proposed to emit a neutron when
it is created using high energy. Beta decay has not been detected when it is formed under these conditions. Even if beta
emission did occur, the lower limit to the beta energy, estimated as 17.06 MeV, would produce secondary radiation
that is not detected during LENR.

For the assumptions used in this paper to be valid, the 4H would have to form during LENR with a lower mass–
energy than expected, decay with a short half-life by beta emission, and then emit the electron with much less energy
than given by the above estimate. These requirements might be realized if the 4H created by LENR had less mass than
when it is created using high-applied energy. In other words, the process proposed to dissipate excess mass–energy
prior to fusion is proposed to carry away some mass–energy from the H4, leaving less for later beta decay and with no
need to emit a neutron.

6.6. Consequence of LENR using a mixture of d and p

Figure 13 shows how the reaction rates for d, He, and t formation are predicted to change as the relative amounts of
d and p in the NAE change. The rate of each fusion reaction is assumed influenced only by the atom fraction of d
and p in the NAE. Of course, the intrinsic reaction rate of each hydrogen isotope and especially the mixture might be
different. In addition, the concentration of the isotopic ratio in the NAE will be different from that in the surrounding
gas, but these details are not important at this level of analysis.

Starting first on the right-hand side of Fig. 13, the figure shows production of only helium as long as no p is
present. When a small amount of p is added, some tritium and additional deuterium are proposed to form. The rate
of tritium formation would be initially proportional to the atom fraction of p and then follow the dotted line in Fig.
13 until formation of deuterium becomes important. However, as the relative amount of p increases, two p would be

Figure 12. Sequence of events as energy is lost from the Hydroton by photon emission. The final reaction produces 4H that rapidly decays
by electron emission to 4He. The process causing transmutation is not shown. The bonding electrons captured into the fusion product and any
involvement of the neutrino are not shown. Once fusion occurs, the product might leave the Hydroton structure and join atoms in the surrounding
lattice or it might remain and be fused with other hydrogen isotopes when the nuclear product is an isotope of hydrogen.
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Figure 13. Relative rates of formation for deuterium, helium, and tritium as a function of d/(p+d) in the NAE. The figure approximates ideal
behavior when the concentration of NAE and temperature are constant. Unknown influences are expected to slightly modify the relationship. The
concentration of p is 100% in the metal on the left side of the figure and d has a concentration of 100% on the right side.

increasingly found adjacent to each other, whereupon deuterium can form instead of tritium. This additional reaction
would reduce the rate at which tritium forms as the d/p ratio in the NAE approaches 1.

Because fusion between two p requires loss of only 0.95 MeV from each nucleus, this fusion reaction will be
completed before enough energy has been lost from the adjacent d and p for them to form tritium. Thus, the rate of
formation of tritium first increases as p is added, then is reduced as the atom fraction of p in the hydrogen mixture
approaches 0.5 where the deuterium and helium formation reactions dominate.

Once tritium forms, some of it would fuse with d or p (Assumption #5). When fusion takes place between t and
d, a neutron is emitted, thereby accounting for the occasional detected neutron when tritium forms. This reaction will
reduce the net amount of tritium, as has been occasionally claimed.

As noted previously, the resulting power is not expected to be stable when protium is used. Power will change as
the deuterium concentration in the NAE builds up, allowing tritium to form followed by helium. Total power results
from the sum of energy from each reaction, with formation of each He releasing 27.8 MeVc, each tritium generating
4.9 MeV and finally each deuterium adding 1.9 MeV. The number of each nuclear reaction taking place at any time
depends the amount of each hydrogen isotope present in the NAE, which is determined by how much total energy was
produced up to that time by the generator. In other words, the observed behavior is expected to be influenced by the
previous experience of the material.

Of the nuclear products, only tritium poses a danger, which grows as the generator continues to produce excess
energy. A generator making 1 MW for one year is predicted to make as much as 20 g of tritium. This large amount
would be dangerous if released into the environment, would be illegal to produce without a permit, and would have
great value if captured and sold. The LENR effect would appear to be the easiest and cheapest way to make tritium for
civilian and military use while also making useful energy.

This model predicts the total amount of power is influenced by the amount of NAE present, the amount of energy
applied to the NAE in any form including temperature, and the isotopic composition of the hydrogen in the NAE.
Further change in observed power would result if the amount of NAE and applied energy did not remain constant.
Consequently, control of the process in order to generate constant and reliable energy is expected to involve significant

cFor example, helium forms by a series of reactions that combine 4 p with 2 e. This overall process involves a mass change of 0.02979 that is
equivalent to 27.75 MeV. Tritium production combines 3 p + 2e that produce a mass change of 0.00852 and 7.94 MeV.
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difficulties, especially when light hydrogen is used.

6.7. Transmutation

Transmutation is the black sheep of the LENR family of nuclear products. This process involves adding one or more
isotopes of hydrogen to a large target nucleus. Because transmutation is difficult to explain, the mechanism is generally
ignored. Claims by Miley using PdH and Rossi [69,70] using Ni+ H2 have focused attention on the transmutation
reaction between protium and various isotopes of Pd, Ni, and lithium. Studies reported by Iwamura et al. have directed
attention to transmutation when PdD is used. Two different kinds of transmutation are reported to result from use of
the different hydrogen isotopes.

Normally, transmutation cannot be initiated without applying a great deal of energy in order to overcome the very
high Coulomb barrier. For example, the barrier between 4He and Pd is 92 charge units and addition of a proton
to Ni involves a barrier of 28 charge units. In contrast, fusion between hydrogen only involves a barrier of 1 unit.
Even this single charge unit requires application of many keV to cause significant nuclear interaction under ordinary
conditions. To add further difficulty to our understanding, we would expect a mechanism that is able to reduce the
barrier would first operate to cause hydrogen fusion long before it would reach a level required to cause the more
difficult transmutation. In fact as expected, when LENR occurs in PdD, fusion products are the major result with only
a small amount of transmutation being detected. In contrast, Rossi has claimed the opposite behavior when NiH is
used, with transmutation being the major source of energy production. This conflict points to a potential flaw in the
understanding of the two systems.

A further challenge is created by having to dissipate the excess mass energy to avoid emitting energetic radiation,
which is not detected. The simplest assumption to explain how the barrier is overcome, how the energy is dissipated,
and how two different kinds of transmutation take place involves using the same mechanism proposed to produce
fusion of hydrogen. In other words, transmutation is proposed to be a consequence of fusion and takes place as result
of the fusion process. This assumption solves both problems by using the mechanism and energy involved in the
fusion process to overcome the large Coulomb barrier while the same process dissipates the excess mass energy. In
this way, both kinds of transmutation as well as the observed fusion products can form at the same time in the NAE.
This proposed process is explained in detail by Storms in previous publications [34,37,71].

6.8. How does the fusion process work?

Now that the general landscape has been described, the next challenge is to examine the details of the fusion process.
We have two problems to solve. The Coulomb barrier has to be overcome at a significant rate even though very little
energy is available in the material to do the job. The second problem is to dissipate the resulting excess energy without
fragmenting the resulting nucleus and without producing significant energetic radiation. These two processes have to
work together in the NAE to produce all the observed nuclear products. This is a lot to ask of any known process. To
simplify the description below, fusion of two D to create helium is used as an example of how the proposed process
might operate, starting with the fusion mechanism.

6.9. Reduction of Coulomb barrier

Even though high energy can overcome the Coulomb barrier without any help from electron screening, the screening
electrons come increasingly into play as applied energy is reduced, as can be concluded from the behavior shown in
Fig 14. As applied

energy is reduced, the fusion rate increases above that measured using plasma where extra electron charge is not
present. The presence of lithium [72,73] in the metal has an especially large effect on this type of enhanced fusion.
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Extrapolation of the values in Fig. 14 to the amount of energy available during a typical LENR event (<0.1 eV) reveals
that significant electron screening might be possible in a metal environment at low applied energy. This screening
process is examined mathematically by Sinha and Hagelstein [74,75] following the work of Ichimaru [76].

How can this behavior be applied to LENR? A high electron concentration can be imagined to exist in a nano-
crack, with the resulting negative charge allowing two deuterium nuclei to get close enough to fuse. Unfortunately, the
fusion process is expected to quickly go to completion and release the nuclear energy by fragmentation (hot fusion) of
the combined nucleus, as bombardment by the D+ ions demonstrates [72, 77–82]. Why does this fragmentation not
happen during LENR?

Ion bombardment is not like LENR because the fusion reaction is triggered at random locations in the lattice
structure when the energetic ion happens to encounter a stationary ion in the lattice. In contrast, LENR takes place in
rare and isolated sites where the conditions are much different from the general lattice. These sites are expected to have
a much larger amount of potential electron screening along with the ability to dissipate energy in unusual ways. Such
conditions would be very different from those affecting fusion during ion bombardment. Consequently, the behavior
during ion bombardment only gives a hint about how electrons might reduce the barrier, but not the full story. The full
story requires the NAE be identified so that its unique characteristics can be included in the description. Nevertheless,
these ion bombardment studies provide evidence for significant and unexpected electron screening being available in
an ordinary chemical environment.

After electron enhanced tunneling has reduced the Coulomb barrier, how can the resulting energy be dissipated
without involving the normal fragmentation process?

6.10. Dissipation of excess mass energy

To answer this question, the kind of radiation carrying the excess energy needs to be identified, along with limits to
its energy, and the time duration for its release. Normal nuclear reactions release the excess nuclear energy by photon
emission, with a delay determined by the half-life of the process. A single photon then carries away all the excess
energy stored in single a nucleus as a single event, sometimes combined with other kinds of emissions.

The LENR process is different from normal behavior. The excess energy in the nuclear product can be as high as
23.8 MeV and measurements show that the emitted photons have much less energy than this value. Consequently, we
have to assume the energy is released gradually rather than being emitted as a single event after fusion has occurred.
Apparently, small quanta of energy are emitted while the fusion process is underway. In other words, the LENR
process can be viewed as slow fusion while the hot fusion process can be called fast fusion. This is an important
conclusion that contrasts sharply with how energy is released from the hot fusion process and with the energy release
process used by other kinds of nuclear reactions. A mechanism proposed to explain cold fusion needs include this slow
energy release process and show how the 23.8 MeV can be broken into energy quanta that are generally too small to
escape the apparatus, yet do not result in the heat energy being so concentrated to cause local melting.

This concept is so unique and important to understanding cold fusion; a more detailed description is worth consid-
ering. Apparently, a new kind of nuclear interaction can dissipate energy while the nuclear process is underway. The
process can be visualized as emission of energy from a gradually forming product nucleus in which the nuclear energy
states are mixed, but have not yet become characteristic of the final nuclear product. This process would normally not
be detected because it would be overwhelmed when high-energy is used to initiate the nuclear process, which is the
conventional method. In this case, the fusion process would be so rapid that the small window of time during which
energy can be released would be too small to result in detectable energy as fractions of the main emitted energy.

The condition has been described in part by Hagelstein and Chaudhary [84] as a Lossy Spin–boson unstable state.
It can also be described as an assembly of overlapping wave functions from which energy is gradually emitted as the
wave function approaches that of helium. In any case, a new way for nuclei to interact has been revealed to occur in a
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material when high energy is not used to cause the nuclear interaction.
Release of energy from LENR can only involve three possible methods. These are creation of phonons, coupling

of energy to the surrounding electrons, or emission of photons. Only these mechanisms can carry energy from the
reactants without changing the number of contained neutrons or protons. Energy would then be converted to heat
as the phonons or as photons interacted with atoms in nearby material. The exact mechanism by which each of
these transport methods does its job does not have to be identified just yet. We first need to understand the general
consequence of each idea. Regardless of the method, when energy is released and converted to heat energy, two
significant requirements have to be considered. First, the energy has to be distributed into a sufficient number of atoms
to avoid causing local melting at the NAE and its subsequent destruction. Second, the energy must not be detectable
as energetic radiation, either in the form of primary radiation or as secondary radiation produced when the primary
radiation interacts with atoms in the material. These requirements place limits on the energy contained in each quanta
of energy. Quanta with too little energy would release energy in the local material too near the source and cause local
melting. When too much energy is contained in each released quanta, the radiation would escape the apparatus and be
detected as energetic radiation. If too much energy were to leave the apparatus, the amount of measured heat energy
would be less than expected. These limits define an energy range into which the quanta must fall.

The source of energy can be visualized as being located at the center of a sphere in which the mass–energy is
converted to heat-energy. The goal is to determine the size of the sphere containing enough atoms to prevent the local
temperature from rising to a destructive level when the fusion energy is deposited as heat-energy. Figure 15 shows
how the number of atoms of PdD0.8 would change as the radius of the sphere is changed. Next, the number of atoms
that would be melted by a single fusion event and by 25 such events is determined. The values are placed in Fig. 15
to show the radius of a sphere containing this number of atoms. This shows the lower limit to the sphere size above
which melting would not be expected as result of this number of fusion reactions. Since the Hydroton can contain an
unknown number of deuterons, the true number of fusion events taking place in each of many the Hydrotons is not
known. Nevertheless, a useful estimate can be proposed that places a limit of about 0.2 µm on the sphere radius to
avoid destruction of the NAE for a plausible number of reactions. This estimate can be used to identify a minimum
distance of about 0.4 µm between the NAE in a material hosting d–d–e fusion to avoid destruction of the NAE. If
the NAE sites were too close so that the spheres overlap, local melting might occur, as has been observed [85–87]
on occasion, which would cause these Hydrotons to be immediately destroyed after which no further energy could be
produced at this site. As result, an active material would quickly eliminate sites having too high a concentration of
NAE and eventually achieve stable power production.

Because the diameter of the sphere required to acquire energy from d–d–e fusion is much larger than that required
when p–p–e fusion occurs, use of light hydrogen would allow a much greater concentration of NAE sites to remain
active. If deuterium were added to a material making energy by the p–p–e fusion process, many spheres would now
overlap and cause destruction of some energy-producing locations. The reduction in power might be interpreted as
poisoning of the process by deuterium. Instead, the reduction might result only from reduction in the number of NAE
sites by local melting. Perhaps this is why PdD is found to make less power than the same amount of NiH even
though each d–e–d fission event makes more energy than each p–e–p fusion event. Also, a generator using p would
be expected to experience increased power as d is formed and increasing amounts of He and tritium are made near the
end of its lifetime. A reduction in power would result when this extra energy destroyed some NAE by local melting.
Clearly, the process is complex and cannot be interpreted simply by using a constant value for the energy/event

The resulting temperature in the sphere not only depends on the rate at which energy enters the sphere but also on
how fast heat-energy can leave. The leaving process takes time and is affected by the temperature of the surrounding
material. As observed by Szpak et al. [88], this heating–cooling process occurs in cycles with sudden heat production
followed by relatively slow local cooling as the site recharges with hydrogen. During recharging, the local temperature
drops as heat energy leaves the site by normal thermal conduction. This process would result in a smaller sphere
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Figure 14. Enhanced fusion resulting from enhanced tunneling as the energy of the D+ ion used to bombard the indicated metal is reduced. A
value of γ = 1.0 means the effect is identical to that produced when plasma is used instead of the solid metal. The rate of fusion decreases as applied
energy is reduced, with the enhanced effect causing only a slight increase in the fusion rate within the studied energy range [83]. Nevertheless, the
effect of electrons would expected to be significant at the energy present during LENR. The fusion rate is obtained from the measured neutron flux.

of influence with a highly variable value determined by how easily the heat could leave and how many other active
Hydrotons were nearby. This observed behavior clearly demonstrates existence of local regions in which LENR creates
energy by a cycling process. The total power results from the average of many cycles.

The average energy limit for each quantum released from the fusion process can be estimated from the radius of
the sphere using the known absorption behavior of the energy carrier. This calculation is described next.

6.11. Photons as the energy dissipation method

Several methods can be proposed to dissipate the mass–energy. Emission of photons is described first, starting with
how they are generated. Photon emission, called gamma, is the normal way energy is lost by all energetic nuclei. Even
helium formed by the hot fusion process emits a 23 MeV gamma on a few occasions rather than fragmenting. Because
this very energetic gamma is not detected during LENR, we are forced to consider any photon emitted during LENR
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Figure 15. Estimation of the sphere of influence based on a unit cell dimension of 4.06 Åwith 7.2 atoms/unit cell for PdD0.8. The energy to melt
is estimated as 1× 10−19 J/atom when each fusion releases 23.8 MeV/event.

to result from a different process. What process might be the source?
When a photon is emitted from a nucleus, spin and momentum must be conserved. With this requirement in

mind, the process is proposed to involve simultaneous emission of two photons, one from each fusing deuteron with
opposite spin and momentum. Because the two nuclei are coupled or entangled by the interaction, the two photons
can be thought of as being emitted from the same entity. A continuous series of such pairs would be emitted until
all the excess mass energy has been lost from the entity and the resulting 4H nuclei could form with very little extra
mass energy [34]. Eventual decay would result in formation of 4He. This proposed behavior is based on applying
Assumption #4 consistently and does not affect the proposed mechanism for dissipation of the nuclear energy. The
proposed mechanism for energy release would be worth considering even if 4He were formed directly without 4H
being produced. Nevertheless, search for beta radiation resulting from 4H decay would be worth undertaking.

Photons can never be completely stopped by absorption. Instead, added absorber reduces the number of photons
until the number becomes too small to measure. Thus, success in detecting photons requires use of a sensitive detector.
For example, X-ray film would have a much higher sensitivity than would a GM detector, hence would be able to
detect a much lower emission rate. In fact, numerous studies have detected photon emission using film placed within
the apparatus [89–93]. Gozzi et al. [92] detected photon emission from small spots and placed the energy near 89
keV. Violante et al. [93] detected photon radiation between 2 and 12 keV emitted from thin films of Pd and Ni during
electrolysis by using a HPGe detector. An upper limit to the photon energy of about 50 keV can be estimated based on
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significant radiation not being normally detected outside the apparatus when significant energy is produced.
If each photon had energy of 50 keV, the flux of photons when 1 W was released by d–d–e fusion would be

about 1014 photons/s at the source. Absorption by the surrounding Pyrex and the D2O contained in the electrolytic
cell combined with low efficiency of the detector would normally reduce detection to a few photons/s. The distance
between the source and detector would further reduce the detectable flux. Lower photon energy would result in higher
flux and greater heating at the source but fewer photons being detected outside the apparatus. These two effects place
upper and lower limits on the predicted energy of any photon resulting from the nuclear process.

Because of these limitations in measuring emitted photons, we must not conclude that the LENR process produces
no radiation. The process might generate considerable radiation, but at too low energy to detect using the present
methods.

6.12. Electrons as the energy dissipation method

The electrons that promote tunneling through the Coulomb barrier can be proposed to acquire kinetic energy from the
fusing atoms and leave the local region at high velocity. These energetic electrons carry the energy from the fusion
process to the surround lattice where it is converted to heat energy. This process would generate Bremsstrahlung and
X-rays. In this case, we again have to evaluate two different energy limits in order to satisfy two different requirements.

Once again, the energy dissipation process has to result in a local temperature below the melting point of the
material in which the NAE is formed, resulting in a lower limit to the deposited energy density. In addition, the
generated secondary photon radiation has to have an energy below a critical value to avoid being detected, resulting
in upper limit to the electron energy. In other words, electron energy has to fall between two critical values to be
consistent with the requirements.

The estimated radius of 0.2 µm, as discussed above, has the stopping power of 0.3 mg/cm2 when the absorber
is PdD. Based on range measurements, electrons with energy of about 10 keV would be completely stopped by this
amount of material. To avoid melting the local NAE, the energy-carrying electrons would have to have energy greater
than this amount.

The upper limit to electron energy is related to secondary photon production. As electrons lose energy, they
generate photon emission called Bremsstrahlung. The photon energy ranges in values below the electron energy and
has a maximum flux at about 1/3 this value. These X-rays would have to have an average energy below about 50 keV
to avoid being detected outside the apparatus. This requirement places an upper limit to the electron energy of about
150 keV. Consequently, to satisfy the requirements, the average energy of the energy dissipating electrons would have
to fall between about 10 and 150 keV. Explaining how the electron energy of proposed electron emission would remain
in this range is a challenge for any explanation.

In addition, if each electron carried 10 keV of energy, 2.4 × 106 electrons would be required to carry energy from
each fusion event. Given that production of 1 W requires 2 × 1011 fusion/s, an increasing large number of electrons
would be affected as power production continued. These electrons would create a current flow between the region
in which the NAE is located and the surrounding lattice of about 4 × 1017 electrons/s when one watt is produced.
This total current of 0.07 A would produce a small local voltage gradient and magnetic field, both of which might be
detected if this proposed process were to actually occur. If the energy were generated in individual particles, such as
in a powder, the local charge on individual grains would increase and become obvious.

6.13. Phonons as the energy dissipation method

The term “phonon” is used to identify coherent energy carried by the vibration of atoms and electrons in a physical
structure. This energy becomes heat when the vibrations become random. When molecules or crystals acquire enough
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phonon energy, the bonds holding them together break and melting occurs. This process limits the amount of energy
carried by a phonon as it transports energy from the fusion process. This limit can be estimated as about 1 eV, based
on the energy known to hold the PdD lattice together. Thus, at least 23.8 × 106 phonons having no more than 1 eV
each would have to be generated over a short period of time as two fusing deuterons approach each other and release
their excess mass–energy. Even though each individual phonon would not destroy the structure, the total of so many
phonons generated in a very small space would surely cause melting in a local region, thereby stopping the process
at this site after a single fusion event. Consequently, this method for energy dissipation would not be consistent with
observed behavior. This expectation forces rejection of the proposal by Hagelstein [94], during which the energy is
proposed to be dissipated by phonon production.

6.14. Effect of laser radiation

Application of laser radiation has been reported by Letts to stimulate energy production, while the effect is sensitive
to the wavelength, to the polarization angle, and perhaps to a magnetic field. A coating of gold on the cathode surface
seems to be required in some cases [95–98]. Other success using laser stimulation has also been reported without the
need for a gold coating [99–102].

The laser effect is explained here by assuming the light energy enters the active gap and stimulates the reaction
by increasing the local temperature in each active gap. The angle of polarization is important because the wave front
has to align with the gap in order for it to enter. Because stress relief caused the cracks, they are generally aligned in
the same direction within the surface. The frequency is important because the wave-length must match a multiple of
the gap width for the energy to enter a gap with maximum efficiency. Otherwise, the energy causes local heating in
proportion to the energy being applied to the surface. An especially large effect might be produced when a location
containing a high concentration of NAE is heated. In other words, because the concentration of NAE is not uniform,
the exact location of the laser spot is important. Indeed, the laser spot might be used to locate where the largest amount
of NAE is located, which would allow the nature of the NAE to be explored using analytical methods applied to the
identified spot.

The required coating of gold is proposed to contain the active nano-cracks that are generated as the underlying PdD
expands as it reacts with deuterium. In this case, the NAE is not proposed to be in the PdD.

Energy entering the gap is expected to be more effective in causing increased energy production than when energy
is applied only to the surface. This is why a single laser [95,96,103] can increase energy production while a laser
tuned to a gap width can cause a greater effect, thus producing the peaks in power found by Letts [98] and Letts et
al. [104,105] In other words, the peaks result when the gap width and a whole fraction of the wave-length match. In
this case, the matching wave-length result from a beat frequency generated as the two frequencies interact. A larger
effect would be predicted when a match is achieved with the primary frequency. Consequently, use of a tunable laser
is recommended as a way to determine the gap width and to explore where the NAE is located on the surface.

7. Testable Predictions

The eight assumptions described in Section 5 can be tested by the following predictions.

(1) As shown in Fig. 13, the relative amount of deuterium, tritium, and helium produced by the LENR process
is sensitive to the ratio of d/p in the material. The predicted shape of this relationship can be tested. This test
must take into account the molecular form assumed by each of these reaction products in the gas phase where
they are measured. Molecules of D2, DH, H2, DT, or TH can form and appear in the gas phase. The amount
of each can be predicted to depend on the relative concentration of each isotope on the surface where the gas
molecule forms.
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Because formation of the gas is not an equilibrium process, a random probability exists for an atom finding
another atom with which to combine on the surface of the material. As result, the molecular form can be highly
variable and not directly related to the isotope concentration.

Because the amount of tritium is also related to the total amount of fusion taking place and to the resulting
amount of energy produced, a large amount of tritium is predicted to be present after a large amount of energy
is produced using protium. This tritium can be used to test the predictions while being potentially dangerous
if it is not properly handled.

(2) Addition of H2O to D2O is predicted to reduce the amount of power because p–p–e fusion produces much less
energy than d–d–e fusion. This prediction can be tested by measuring the change in power while using various
mixtures of d and p. The local concentration of p in the material will be higher than in the electrolyte or gas,
which adds complexity to the measurement.

Use of protium initially is expected to result in the least amount of potential power compared to any other
isotope of hydrogen or combination thereof. As the LENR process continues, deuterium forms and fuses with
the p to produce tritium and increased power. Eventually, enough deuterium will form to produce helium and
more power. Consequently, use of protium can be expected to result in a steady increase in power production
as tritium and helium accumulate and generate some neutrons. This prediction can be tested using the behavior
of the Ni–H2 system.

(3) When deuterium is used, the few transmutation products are expected to have a greater mass than the nuclei
present in the material. When protium is used, each transmutation product will have a mass equal to only a
fraction of the target nucleus because the nucleus will fragment. A mixture of p and d is predicted to produce
a combination of these two kinds of transmutation products. In no case is transmutation expected to be rapid
enough to generate significant energy. This prediction conflicts with the claims now being made about the
behavior of NiH by Rossi.

A small amount of slightly lighter than normal proton and deuteron is predicted to exist in nature. The
potential for such variable mass being possible is discussed by Davidson [106].

(4) Successful replication requires gaining control over the stress in the material. Gaps formed by stress relief
typically have a V shape with the gap widening as the surface of the material is approached. The dimension
proposed to be nuclear active is close to the tip of the V. The nuclear active region is expected to be located at
an unknown but small distance from the surface. Removal of increasing depths of material from the surface
until the LENR process stops could be used to identify the location of the nuclear process and be used to test
this description of the required condition.

(5) A magnetic field is expected to change the rate of LENR by changing the frequency of resonance in the
Hydroton. Application of laser energy is predicted to change the reaction rate of LENR by adding energy
to the Hydroton in proportion to the laser frequency and to its effectiveness in being able to couple to the
dimension of the nano-crack. Neither of these changes is expected to initiate the LENR effect.

Each of these predictions can be easily tested and used to evaluate the assumptions and conclusions made in this paper.
In the process, this description of the LENR process can be used to guide research from which other insights can be
expected to result.

8. Discussion

The LENR process consists of several unique behaviors all combined to produce a result in conflict with how nuclear
reactions are normally observed to function. Eventually, each of these behaviors needs to be described using conven-
tional mathematical methods based on quantum mechanics. Meanwhile, a model in which each process operates in
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harmony with the others is required. This paper proposes such a model to which mathematical analysis will be applied
in later papers.

The well documented and accepted fact that nuclear reactions cannot be initiated in a chemical environment at
ambient energy needs to be acknowledged. This conflict between well-accepted expectation and observed behavior
requires a unique condition be identified within the material where the observed nuclear reactions can occur, called here
the NAE. Such a rare and unique site must exist outside of the normal limitations created by the chemical structure.
Nevertheless, this site must form by a normal process in which a collection of hydrogen nuclei can assemble by normal
chemical processes. Once assembled, these nuclei fuse without creating easily detected radiation. The unique “magic”
of LENR takes place during this final phase of the process. The many observed behaviors can then be used to create a
logically consistent description of the process based on these restrictions, as this paper attempts to accomplish.

The rare success in initiating LENR is consistent with there being a small probability for formation of the NAE.
Experience reveals that once such sites are formed, LENR can be initiated without restrictions at high rate. This small
probability makes a failed attempt the most likely outcome of a study. Success can only be improved by increasing the
probability of NAE formation.

A model must start with the unique conditions in which LENR takes place. Regardless of how the NAE is proposed
to form and function, its chemical characteristics would have a large effect on how the nuclear process proceeds.
Consequently, LENR forces a marriage between chemistry and physics, with chemistry leading the way to understand
the initial condition. This initial condition must obey the rules governing chemical behavior and be consistent with
observed behavior. Only later does physics need to be applied to explain the nuclear process. Too many proposed
theories start with the nuclear process and ignore the environment in which the fusion process must function. This
approach has failed to help make the LENR process more reproducible.

A chemical lattice restricts the localized energy to an amount less than would break chemical bonds. This condition
is not like plasma in which the energy can be increased without limit. In addition, if super heavy electrons are proposed
to form [5,109,110] or if electrons were proposed to seek an orbit closer to the nucleus [111–113] as a way to reduce
the Coulomb barrier, these processes would be expected to first produce changes in the chemical structure, which are
not detected. Consequently, we are forced to consider only processes that would not interact with the surrounding
structure, a requirement that places severe limits on a proposed process for causing LENR.

Ordinary nuclear reactions dissipate the excess mass–energy either at the time the nuclear product is formed or
when extra energy is released by radioactive decay after the initial nuclear event. Apparently, the LENR process
uses neither method. The nuclear product does not fragment, as is the case during hot fusion. Because the 4H and
tritium retain very little of the initial nuclear energy, they do not need to be considered as part of the main dissipation
process. Instead, we are encouraged to explore a dissipation process that takes place before the fusion process is fully
completed. For this unique dissipation process to be understood, the assembly of hydrogen proceeding fusion must
be described in a special way. For this purpose, the assembly of nuclei is called a Hydroton. This structure might
also be described as involving a Lossy Spin-boson according to Hagelstein and Chaudhary [84], a Rydberg molecule
as suggested by Holmlid [67], coherent correlated states proposed to Vysotskii [114], metallic hydrogen according to
Storms [34], discrete breathers suggested by Dubinko [115], Bose–Einstein Condensates as favored by Kim [116], or
nuclear threads as proposed by Ivlev [117]. In addition, the hydrogen nuclei might be said to be entangled or be in a
super nucleus that is gradually losing energy by complex radioactive decay, the result of which would eventually be a
stable nucleus of helium, tritium, or deuterium.

Each of these descriptions, while plausible, addresses only one aspect of the problem. These proposals need to
be combined and applied to the entire LENR process. Regardless of how the assembly is described at this time, a
collection of nuclei must first form at a unique location in the material. The combination must experience a unique
process that can lower the Coulomb barrier while dissipating the excess mass–energy as weak photon radiation. An
effective theory must combine these basic requirements into a logically consistent explanation. The problem can be
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reduced to two basic choices; reject the obvious or accept what appears to be impossible.
The description provided here uses the well-known behaviors of LENR to create a logically consistent mechanism

based on eight assumptions. This combination of assumptions and logical consequences is like a finely tuned machine;
with each assumption playing a role without which the machine could not function. The purpose is to provide a
platform from which to interpret future behavior and guide research. Only lacking are the mathematical descriptions
from which quantitative predictions can be obtained and from which the relationship to conventional physics can be
derived. The next step requires the novel process to be explored using the mathematical tools of modern physics and
for the phenomenon to take its place among the great discoveries.

When these behaviors are combined to form a unified and logical relationship, a proposed mechanism based on
the behavior is forced to have only a small number of possibilities. The challenge is to identify the boundaries of this
parameter space and focus on what is consistent with conventional knowledge about chemical systems and nuclear
physics. Use of imagination and ad hoc explanation are only useful when all else fails.

In view of the obvious potential of LENR to produce clean, cheap, and easily available energy, the usual skepticism
is best put aside until the claims are further explored. Energy of this kind is desperately needed to reduce CO2

emissions, to purify water, and to remove the role of oil in causing international conflict. The promise can only be
tested by obtaining more information about the process and by using this knowledge to create commercial energy
generators. Humankind cannot afford to reject such an important gift just because it is not easy to explain or cause.

9. Summary

The LENR process produces energy as result of several nuclear reactions, all taking place in what appear to be ordinary
materials under ordinary conditions. The process occurs only after a rarely formed and unique condition is created in
the material. Although the process can be initiated under ambient conditions, application of additional energy, such as
by increased temperature, application of laser radiation, or electric discharge can increase the rate even though these
conditions do not initiate the process. All isotopes of hydrogen appear to be able to produce energy by a fusion process
in a variety of materials. Transmutation also occurs and results in nuclear products that depend on the target nucleus
and the hydrogen isotope present.

Once the mechanisms is understood, LENR has the potential to be the ideal source of energy required to save the
world from the effects of excess CO2, from the dangers of nuclear fission, and from the uncertain supply inherent in
the other sources of energy. LENR also would be the required source of energy to make extended manned space travel
possible. Let us hope these many advantages will stimulate interest in solving the difficult problems to understand and
apply this source of energy.
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Abstract

A composite is made up of constituent particles; the center of mass dynamics is that of a single particle, and the composite can
have many internal states and degrees of freedom. The notion of a quantum composite is foundational to atomic, molecular, nuclear
and particle physics; in our view it is also foundational to condensed matter nuclear science. It comes as a surprise that there
do not appear to be review papers that discuss quantum composites. Here we consider elementary particles models, which are
used to model composites; the most widely used example is that of the Dirac phenomenology for protons and neutrons. Quantum
composite models can be developed from many-particle models, in some cases simply by rewriting in terms of center of mass and
relative operators, and in other cases through a reduction or transformation. We have proposed models for anomalies in condensed
matter nuclear science which rely heavily on the notion of a relativistic quantum composite. In the nonrelativistic case there is a
clean separation of center of mass and internal degrees of freedom, so that any coupling between them must occur through external
field interactions. The relativistic composite has a sizeable coupling between the center of mass motion and internal degrees of
freedom, which we have proposed is responsible for the anomalies in condensed matter nuclear science. We have developed a new
model in which the center of mass dynamics is modeled as nonrelativistic, but the internal structure is kept relativistic; this kind of
model is much better adapted to problems in condensed matter nuclear science. Our approach has been strongly criticized, since in
a Poincaré invariant theory the center of mass motion separates from the internal degrees of freedom in free space. We are able to
rotate out the strongest part of this coupling in free space, consistent with Poincaré invariance. However, in the lattice the problem
is in general much more complicated, and more powerful tools are required to diagonalize this relativistic coupling. The spin-boson
type of models that we have considered previously for this are the simplest idealized models that can be diagonalized; they describe
rich dynamics not present in the free-space version of the problem.
c© 2016 ISCMNS. All rights reserved. ISSN 2227-3123

Keywords: Center of mass, Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation, Phonon–nuclear coupling, Quantum composite

1. Introduction

Ever since the announcement by Fleischmann and Pons of the observation of excess heat in a heavy water electro-
chemical experiment involving the loading of deuterium into Pd [1,2], people working in the resulting field have been
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interested in understanding how such an effect might occur. The development of condensed matter physics and nu-
clear physics over the previous century led to basic theories for each discipline independently, and in neither case was
there any basis for understanding how nuclear energy might be released cleanly in an electrochemistry experiment.
Although it is possible for a condensed matter environment to provide additional screening between deuterons not
present in molecular D2, it is hard to see how other atoms on an atomic scale might lead to unexpected interactions
on a much smaller nuclear scale. And in nuclear physics there is simply no previous experimental observations that
suggest a large nuclear energy quantum might result in measurable thermal energy in the absence of commensurate
energetic nuclear radiation. The many subsequent experimental observations of anomalies has largely supported the
claims of Fleischmann and Pons, and in addition continues to contribute to a growing list of anomalies (low-level
nuclear emissions, elemental anomalies, collimated X-ray emission) suggesting that there is a major problem with our
understanding of how the world works. The response of mainstream science has not been interested, sympathetic, or
supportive of this line of inquiry; consequently the field has largely been decimated over the past quarter century.

In our view there are two basic theoretical issues to be faced in the development of a theory for the anomalies.
The first concerns what happens to the large nuclear quanta when energy is generated, such that no commensurate
energetic products are seen. If this large quantum can be down-converted, then this part of the theoretical problem
can be resolved. Theories that have been put forth for the most part over the years have not addressed this issue,
instead focusing on other parts of the problem. We have found a relatively simple mechanism implemented in a model
involving equivalent two-level systems, a highly excited oscillator, and loss, which appears to be capable of coherent
energy exchange under conditions of massive up-conversion and down-conversion [3,4]. However, for this mechanism
to work there needs to be a reasonably strong coupling between vibrations (or plasmons or magnons) and the internal
nuclear degrees of freedom, much stronger than conventional indirect electric and magnetic dipole interactions.

This brings us to the second of the basic theoretical issues to be faced, which involves whether there can be some
new mechanism that allows for a substantial interaction between the condensed matter system on the atomic and
macroscopic scales, and the internal nuclear system on the fermi scale. The strongest argument against such an effect
is the absence of such an interaction in the literature in either condensed matter physics, or nuclear physics; fields
which are considered at this point to be mature, and hence well-studied. The chances that such a substantial interaction
has gone unnoticed over the tens of thousands of studies in the literature is epsilonic.

Nevertheless, we have proposed that such an interaction not only exists, but is required in a relativistic model based
on a many-particle Dirac Hamiltonian [5]. It may be useful here to review the basic argument initially associated with
the proposal. In the nonrelativistic problem there is a clean separation between the center of mass and relative degrees
of freedom in free space, and the weak coupling that comes about in the presence of external fields is insufficient. In the
relativistic version of the problem when the many-particle Dirac model is written in terms of center of mass and relative
operators then there is an explicit coupling. The intuition at the time was that there are (relativistic) changes in the
nucleus itself associated with the motion, which can be described by a superposition of rest frame states; consequently,
one should expect there to be a coupling between the center of mass motion and the internal states required to modify
the nuclear states to be consistent with relativity.

If so, then this solves the problem. The interaction between the center of mass and internal degrees of freedom in
this relativistic interaction is much stronger than (conventional) electric or magnetic dipole coupling. Moreover, the
associated phonon exchange matrix element for a D2/4He transition based on this coupling is sufficiently large that it
is consistent with the experimentally observed rate of excess heat production in the Fleischmann-Pons experiment, in
a model where the down-conversion of the large quantum is not limiting the reaction rate.

This approach generally has received a large amount of criticism over the years. For example, it is generally not
accepted that a large quantum can be fractionated as the models predict. It has been argued that such a down-conversion
process must be of very high order so that the rate in perturbation theory is vanishingly small. Other arguments have
been made that the incoherent decay involves reaction products moving away near the speed of light, which must make
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the incoherent channels much faster than the proposed coherent ones.
The proposal for a strong relativistic coupling has been met with a particularly devastating criticism. In this case

the argument is that the proposed coupling itself doesn’t exist; since in a Poincaré invariant theory the center of mass
and relative degrees of freedom separate in the sense that the free space Hamiltonian can be written in the form

Ĥ =

√
(M̂c2)2 + c2|P̂|2, (1)

where P̂ is the center of mass momentum operator, and where M̂ is the mass operator that depends on internal degrees
of freedom. According to this line of thought, there is no anomalously strong coupling as proposed, and the resulting
theory is simply (and obviously) in error [6].

The original plan for the study reported in this work was to examine simple models for composites, and to make
the case for the relativistic model that we have been using; there was no plan initially to respond to this devastating
argument. In the process of documenting the work it seemed like a good idea to begin making a connection with the
relevant literature. A colleague had suggested that it would be helpful to note that finite basis models for composites
something like what we have proposed are used in the particle physics literature [6]. Since our models rely so heavily
on the notion of a quantum composite, we presumed that there would be standard reviews and references that we could
make use of. After some effort tracking down the relevant literature it became clear that the notion of a quantum
composite is foundational to atomic, molecular, nuclear and particle physics; however, there are no review papers and
no universally accepted standard references. This came as a surprise.

Consequently, it seemed to be useful to attempt to develop a systematic discussion of quantum composites. The
simplest models used for composites are elementary particle models, perhaps with modifications. The most widely
used model of this kind is the Dirac phenomenology for protons and neutrons. However, more complicated elementary
particle models are also used, and these are certainly related to the models we have been working with.

Composite models with realistic internal structure can be developed based on many-particle Hamiltonians. In
the simplest case this involves simply writing the model in terms of center of mass and relative operators; in more
complicated cases reductions or transformations are involved. In retrospect the development of a systematic review for
composites seems like an obvious thing to do; the resulting composite models discussed in what follows are in a sense
“simple,” even when they involve lots of terms.

There is a strong connection between the coupling terms we have used (for coupling between vibrations and internal
nuclear degrees of freedom), and the spin–orbit interaction; this motivated us to see whether others had noticed the
same coupling terms, and perhaps provide support for our approach. As it turns out quite a lot has been written about
the center of mass coupling terms, but these terms have been treated differently from other interactions in the literature.
Most of the papers which include a discussion of these terms are interested in the issue of Poincaré invariance, which
perhaps should have been expected. Consequently, our study was expanded to include this additional topic, and
associated arguments. It became clear that the coupling terms that we have focused on are present in the models as a
requirement of Poincaré invariance.

What we did not expect was to be able to address the above-mentioned devastating criticism. It is clear from
the literature that the coupling term we have been working with can be rotated out in free space, and we are able to
construct a rotation that does this for a reasonably general potential model. However, it is not clear at all that the
generalization of the rotation for nuclei in a condensed matter environment will always be helpful. Instead, the lattice
problem is much harder than the free space problem, and in general will need to be analyzed with more powerful tools.
The models that we have studied which show coherent energy exchange under conditions of massive up-conversion
and down-conversion are idealized and simplified versions of the more general analysis that is needed.

There are quite a few other kinds of models that have used for composite systems as well; including models based
on Majorana infinite component wave functions, on many-time formalisms, on a proper time formalism, and based
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on the Bethe-Salpeter equation. We have included a brief survey of some of these approaches. There are a very large
number of works which treat composites based on field theory; in order to keep this review within a manageable scope,
and also to try to make it more accessible to the diverse audience of our condensed matter nuclear science community,
we have included only a minimal set of comments concerning this large body of work.

We have found it useful to exploit the finite basis approximation for detailed calculations, so this approach is
described as well.

Several hundred papers have been cited in this review, which might seem to be excessive. However, as remarked
above quantum composite models are fundamental to many fields and consequently widely used, which means that a
large number of papers have been written which are relevant to the topics and issues discussed in this work. A more
complete review of quantum composites and associated issues could easily include between one and two thousand
references. In the course of writing things up, it seemed useful to cite a few of the most relevant papers, and more
in the case of issues that are potentially contentious. As a result, there is much more relevant literature than what is
included in the references; however, if a reader is interested in a particular topic it should be possible to track down
more papers with modern search tools on a particular topic given the references included.

2. Dirac’s Spin 1/2 Model and Electrons

Dirac’s equation [7] was developed initially for modeling relativistic electrons, and often appears as a standard topic in
textbooks. Our interest in it here is because it is widely used to model relativistic composites, specifically the proton
and neutron (to be discussed subsequently). Our purpose here is both to provide a brief introduction to the model, and
to examine some of the lowest-order relativistic effects.

2.1. Hamiltonian in free space

In free space we can write

Ĥ = βmc2 +α · cp̂, (2)

where β is a 4× 4 matrix, and α is a vector (α = îxαx + îyαy + îzαz) of 4× 4 matrices

β =

[
I 0
0 −I

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , αx =

[
0 σx
σx 0

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

αy =

[
0 σy
σy 0

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0 −i
0 0 i 0
0 −i 0 0
i 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , αz =

[
0 σz
σz 0

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (3)

2.2. Relativistic energy and momentum relation

The time-independent Dirac equation in free space is

Eψ = βmc2ψ +α · cp̂ψ, (4)
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where the wave function ψ is a 4-component vector

ψ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
ψ1

ψ2

ψ3

ψ4

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (5)

We can square the energy on the left and square the Hamiltonian operator on the right to obtain

E2ψ =

[
(βmc2)2 + (βmc2)(α · cp̂) + (α · cp̂)(βmc2) + (α · cp̂)2

]
ψ. (6)

In free space the relativistic energy momentum relation of a free electron satisfies

E =
√
(mc2)2 + c2|p|2. (7)

For consistency we would like

β2 = I, αβ + βα = 0, (α · cp̂)2 = c2|p̂|2. (8)

Dirac arrived at the expressions given above as a solution for these consistency relations. In Dirac’s spin 1/2 model
these relations are satisfied algebraically (we will find this is not the case in other models to be discussed).

2.3. Minimal coupling

Dirac proposed that the electromagnetic field could be included through the replacement

pµ → pµ + eAµ = pµ − qAµ, (9)

which began to be referred to as minimal coupling in the 1960s. The charge q for an electron is negative with a value
of −e. We can rewrite this in connection with the energy and vector momentum operators as

Ê = i�
∂

∂t
→ Ê − qΦ = i�

∂

∂t
− qΦ,

p̂ = −i�∇ → p̂− qA = −i�∇− qA, (10)

where Φ is the scalar electric potential and A is the vector potential which in the Coulomb gauge satisfies

E = −∇Φ− ∂

∂t
A,

µ0H = ∇×A. (11)

The Dirac Hamiltonian including interactions with the electromagnetic field becomes

Ĥ = βmc2 +α · c(p̂− qA) + qΦ. (12)
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2.4. Positive and negative energy sectors

Next we consider the time-independent Dirac equation for a particle in a static electric and magnetic field

Eψ = βmc2ψ +α · c(p̂− qA)ψ + qΦψ. (13)

This eigenvalue equation describes two different energy channels that are coupled. This can be seen by expressing the
4-component wave function as

ψ =

[
u
v

]
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
u↑
u↓
v↑
v↓

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (14)

where u and v are 2-component spinors. Plugging into the Dirac equation leads to two coupled equations

Eu = mc2u+ σ · c(p̂− qA)v + qΦu,

Ev = −mc2v + σ · c(p̂− qA)u + qΦv. (15)

The first of these appears to describe a particle in states with positive energy mc2, the second describes a particle in
states with negative energy −mc2, with coupling between the two.

2.5. Pauli reduction and nonrelativistic limit

We are interested in examining some of the lowest-order relativistic corrections of the Dirac model for the electron to
the nonrelativistic limit. The spinor v associated with the negative energy sector can be written in terms of the spinor
u associated with the positive energy sector according to

v =
1

E +mc2 − V
σ · c(p̂− qA)u. (16)

We can use this to write a single more complicated equation for the positive energy channel alone as

Eu = mc2u+ [σ · c(p̂− qA)]
1

E +mc2 − qΦ
[σ · c(p̂− qA)]u + qΦu. (17)

If the potential is small compared to the mass energy we might expand the sandwiched term according to

1

E +mc2 − qΦ
→ 1

E +mc2
+

qΦ

(E +mc2)2
+ · · · (18)

If the energy eigenvalue is not very different from mc2 then we might approximate further

1

E +mc2 − qΦ
→ 1

2mc2
+

qΦ

4(mc2)2
+ · · · (19)

With this approximation the eigenvalue equation for the positive energy channel reduces to
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Eu = mc2u+ [σ · c(p̂− qA)]

[
1

2mc2
+

qΦ

4(mc2)2
+ · · ·

]
[σ · c(p̂− qA)]u+ qΦu. (20)

This can be simplified to

(E −mc2)u =

{
|p̂|2

2m
+

(
qΦ+

q2|Â|2

2m

)
− q

2m

(
p̂ ·A+A · p̂

)
− i

(p̂× qA+ qA× p̂) · σ
2m

}
u

+ [σ · c(p̂− qA)]

[
qΦ

4(mc2)2
+ · · ·

]
[σ · c(p̂− qA)]u. (21)

On the right hand side we recognize the nonrelativistic kinetic energy operator |p̂|2/2m as well as terms correspond-
ing to the electrostatic potential qΦ and ponderomotive potential q2|Â|2/2m. We see a term normally used for the
interaction with the transvere electromagnetic radiation field

Ĥint = − q

2m

(
p̂ ·A+A · p̂

)
. (22)

2.6. Magnetic dipole interaction

The next term accounts for the magnetic dipole interaction

−i (p̂× qA+ qA× p̂) · σ
2m

= − �q

2m
σ · ∇ ×A = −µ̂s ·B, (23)

where the magnetic dipole operator in Dirac’s model is

µ̂s =
�q

2m
σ =

q

m
ŝ = −

e

m
ŝ. (24)

Dirac’s model for the electron yields a magnetic dipole interaction which is very close to experiment; we can write

µ̂s = −gs
e

2m
ŝ, (25)

where from Dirac’s mode gs = 2 and from the NIST reference on fundamental constants

gs = 2.00231930436182. (26)

We regard the magnetic dipole interaction in this discussion as the lowest-order relativistic effect involving the vector
potential not included in Ĥint. If we are interested in how well a relativistic model describes a particle or composite,
the magnetic dipole interaction provides a good test.
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2.7. Spin–orbit interaction

The reduction of the terms in the second line of Eq. (21) produces a great many terms and corresponding effects; one
of them is the spin–orbit term in a central field potential

ĤSO =
q

2m2c2
1

r

dΦ
dr

L̂ · ŝ (27)

with q = −e. Our interest in this discussion is focused on this term as one of the lowest-order relativistic effects
involving the scalar potential.

3. Dirac Spin 1/2 Models for the Proton and Neutron

The proton and neutron are composite particles with spin 1/2; however, the Dirac equation is routinely used to model
them both. This seems useful to us for a variety of reasons: both composites are well studied; corrections to the Dirac
model are recognized; the structure of the nucleon as a composite has been studied.

3.1. Magnetic dipole interaction

Both the proton and neutron have magnetic moments that differ from the Dirac model. For the proton we can write

µ̂s =
gpe

2Mp
ŝ (28)

with the NIST listed value of gp = 5.585694702 (the Dirac model would predict a value of 2). For the neutron we
have

µ̂s =
gne

2Mn
ŝ (29)

with the NIST listed value of gn = −3.82608545 (the Dirac model would predict a value of 0).
The lowest-order relativistic effect involving the transverse electromagnetic field is the magnetic dipole interaction.

For both the proton and neutron the basic Dirac spin 1/2 model results in a magnetic dipole interaction which is not in
good agreement with experiment.

3.2. Pauli interaction Hamiltonian

Pauli proposed a covariant interaction that describes coupling between an anomalous magnetic moment and the radia-
tion field [8,9], which has been widely used subsequently in addition to minimal coupling to describe proton interac-
tions with photons [10–13]. The associated interaction Hamiltonian can be written as

ĤPauli =
(gp

2
− 1

) e�

2Mp

[
−(σ ·B) i(σ ·E)
−i(σ · E) (σ ·B)

]

= −
(gp

2
− 1

) e�

2Mp
β

(
σ ·B− iα · E

)
. (30)

In the nonrelativistic limit this model results in a magnetic dipole interaction that agrees with experiment, and a spin–
orbit coupling term with the proton magnetic moment
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ĤSO =
(gp − 1)e

2m2c2
1

r

dΦ
dr

L̂ · ŝ. (31)

The Lagrangian associated with the Pauli interaction appears in many papers [14,15].

3.3. Dirac–Pauli Hamiltonian for the proton

The resulting Dirac–Pauli Hamiltonian is

Ĥ = βMpc
2 +α · c(p̂− eA)−

(gp

2
− 1

) e�

2Mp
β

(
σ ·B− iα · E

)
. (32)

This model describes a spin 1/2 particle with an additional (anomalous) magnetic dipole moment, and coupling to
the electromagnetic field through minimal (Dirac) coupling and through the Pauli interaction. The anomalous spin in
this model is an added magnetic dipole unconnected with the relativistic kinetic energy part of the Hamiltonian, while
there is a magnetic dipole moment in addition present due to the spin 1/2 that is a consequence of the relativistic kinetic
energy part of the Hamiltonian.

Nonrelativistic Hamiltonians derived from the Dirac–Pauli Hamiltonian have been discussed in [16–18].

3.4. Proton Compton scattering below the pion threshold

The interaction of light with protons can be studied experimentally in scattering experiments with gamma rays. Elas-
tic scattering of gammas and protons occurs below the threshold for pion production (mπ±c2 = 139.57 MeV, and
mπ0c2 = 134.98 MeV), which is very closely related to elastic scattering between gammas and electrons below the
pair production threshold [19]. In this case it is possible to use standard diagrammatic methods to compute the scatter-
ing cross section, leading to results algebraically similar at low order to those obtained in electron Compton scattering.
Proton Compton scattering has been frequently reviewed [20–22].

In early proton Compton experiments that explored the dependence of the cross section on the scattering angle,
minor deviations were found relative to predictions based on Dirac (minimal coupling) and Pauli photon interactions
[23]; these were attributed to the polarizability of the proton. It is possible to extract accurate estimates for the
polarizability of the proton from experiment [24–27], which can be compared to theoretical models [28–30] and
nucleon models [31–33].

At higher energy an additional correction to the Dirac and Pauli interactions needs to be included to take into
account the fact that the proton is not a point particle. This is done through the introduction of form factors [34,35].

The situation becomes more complicated above the pion threshold, where additional physics is required to model
pion production. At even higher energies excitation of the proton to internal excited states is possible, which compli-
cates things further.

The good agreement between the Dirac spin 1/2 model (with relatively minor corrections) for the proton in con-
nection with proton Compton scattering below the pion threshold provides confidence in the model.

3.5. Dirac–Pauli equation for the neutron

The Dirac equation is widely used to model neutrons as well. Since the neutron has no net electric charge, there is no
Dirac minimal coupling present. Since the neutron has an anomalous magnetic moment, it would be appropriate to
include the Pauli interaction. The resulting Dirac equation is [36–38]
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Ĥ = α · cp̂+ βMnc
2 −

(gn

2

) e�

2Mn
β

(
σ ·B− iα · E

)
. (33)

Li et al. [15] have discussed a neutron Dirac equation that models an electric dipole moment; however, experiments so
far have not detected one [39,40].

3.6. Dirac phenomenology for nuclear models

A major application of Dirac spin 1/2 models for neutrons and protons is for the computation of nuclear structure and
reaction processes [41–44]. These models have proven to be very successful when combined with modern nucleon–
nucleon interaction models [45].

4. Higher Spin Models

In this section we are interested in relativistic models for elementary particles with a spin greater than 1/2, and the ap-
plication of these models to composite systems (higher spin baryons). There is a very substantial associated literature,
most of which is not well known outside of particle physics. Our purpose here is not to provide a systematic review;
instead we would like to focus on a small number of basic issues appropriate to an introduction for the nonspecialist,
and discuss briefly the application to composite systems. We will focus mostly on the spin 3/2 case since this is more
interesting, and there are more papers; but we will point out some applications of a spin 1 model.

4.1. Spin 3/2 model of Dirac

Dirac was one of the first to consider the development of wave equations for higher spin systems [46]. He argued that
such equations could be constructed from wave equations much like the spin 1/2 case, but with more indices. In the
spin 3/2 case the resulting wave equation is written in a form probably not appropriate for the discussion; however,
with some work we can write it in the much less elegant form

i�
∂

∂t

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Aβ̇

1λ

Aβ̇
2λ

B1̇β̇
λ

B2̇β̇
λ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = mc2

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Aβ̇

1λ

Aβ̇
2λ

B1̇β̇
λ

B2̇β̇
λ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ c

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

p̂z p̂x + ip̂y 0 0
p̂x − ip̂y −p̂z 0 0

0 0 −p̂z −(p̂x + ip̂y)
0 0 −(p̂x − ip̂y) p̂z

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Aβ̇

1λ

Aβ̇
2λ

B1̇β̇
λ

B2̇β̇
λ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (34)

The appearance of dotted indices is important to the notation used by Dirac, which helps to keep track of which indices
are raised in the different components. The indices β̇ and λ each go between 1 and 2, so this wave equation is for a
16-component system. The eigenvalues for the associated Hamiltonian are

E = ±
√
(2mc2)2 + c2|p̂|2. (35)

Dirac argued that by imposing a symmetry condition on the components such that Aβ̇
12 = Aβ̇

21 and B1̇2̇
λ = B2̇1̇

λ , it was
possible to obtain a 12-component wave equation for a spin 3/2 system.

Dirac proposed to make use of minimal coupling to include interactions with the radiation field.
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4.2. Dirac–Fierz–Pauli spin 3/2 model in free space

This was pursued by Fierz and Pauli [47], who considered both spin 3/2 and spin 2 wave equations. In the spin 3/2
case the free-space Hamiltonian was written in a compact notation that we have avoided, which with some effort we
can rewrite in the form

Ĥ = mc2β +α · cp̂ (36)

with the following definitions for the 12× 12 α and β matrices

β =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, αx =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

,

αy = i

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 −1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, αz =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(37)

in connection with a wave function of the form
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ψ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a1̇11
a2̇11
a1̇12
a2̇12
a1̇22
a2̇22
b1̇1̇1
b1̇1̇2
b1̇2̇1
b1̇2̇2
b2̇2̇1
b2̇2̇2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (38)

where the aα̇ργ and bρ̇γ̇β components correspond to the definitions of Fierz and Pauli. The Dirac–Fierz–Pauli spin 3/2
model is not written out in this form explicitly in the literature, in part because this form is not useful for understanding
the important properties of the model; however, it is useful in the context of our discussion since we can see what
the model looks like; and because it provides and example of a many-component Dirac equation that is of a form
somewhat similar to what we will encounter much later in this paper when we discuss the finite basis approximation
for more complicated composites.

The eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian are

E = ±
√
(mc2)2 + c2|p|2,±

√
(2mc2)2 + c2|p|2. (39)

There are eight eigenvalues with mass ±m and four with mass ±2m. The set of eight are connected with a spin 3/2
particle, and the other set of four describe a spin 1/2 particle; to describe a spin 3/2 particle with mass m the part
of the solution that is for the mass 2m spin 1/2 particle must be eliminated. This is accomplished through compact
constraints (which eliminate antisymmetric solutions) that Fierz and Pauli found; which we can rewrite in the form

i�
∂

∂t

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a1̇11
a2̇11
a1̇12
a2̇12
a1̇22
a2̇22

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= −c

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

−(px − ipy) pz pz px + ipy 0 0
0 0 −(px − ipy) pz pz px + ipy
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a1̇11
a2̇11
a1̇12
a2̇12
a1̇22
a2̇22

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (40)

i�
∂

∂t

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

b1̇1̇1
b1̇1̇2
b1̇2̇1
b1̇2̇2
b2̇2̇1
b2̇2̇2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= −c

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0 0 0
−(px − ipy) pz pz px + ipy 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −(px − ipy) pz pz px + ipy
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

b1̇1̇1
b1̇1̇2
b1̇2̇1
b1̇2̇2
b2̇2̇1
b2̇2̇2

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (41)

A further discussion of this model can be found in [48].
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4.3. Coupling with the electromagnetic field

Dirac proposed that minimal coupling could be used to describe interactions with the electromagnetic field [46]. This
implies a higher-spin Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ = mc2β +α · c(p̂− qA) + qΦ. (42)

Pauli and Fierz showed that adding minimal coupling in this way led to an inconsistency. The resolution of this involved
adding additional fields (two simple spinor fields cα and dβ̇) to develop a Lagrangian, from which wave equations and
constraints could be developed; both without an electromagnetic field present (in which case the additional fields
are constrained to vanish), and also with an electromagnetic field present (where they do not). In this case minimal
coupling with the electromagnetic field requires additional degrees of freedom to be added to the wave equation for
the model to be consistent.

4.4. Rarita–Schwinger spin 3/2 model in free space

Rarita and Schwinger developed a Lagrangian for a spin 3/2 elementary particle [49], from which follows the wave
equation

i�
∂

∂t
Ψµ = βmc2Ψµ +α · cp̂Ψµ, (43)

where Ψµ is a 4-vector made up of spinors, so that there are 16 complex elements (the µ index refers to the 4-vector
construction, and the spinor index is suppressed). The β and α matrices in this equation operate on the (suppressed)
spinor indices, so that this equation implies four sets of 4× 4 matrix equations, or 16 equations in all.

We can think of this as a direct product of a spin 1/2 spinor and a vector with spin 0 and spin 1, which we would
expect to lead to spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 components; we might write for the rest frame [50]

1

2
⊗ (0 + 1) =

1

2
+

1

2
+

3

2
. (44)

The Rarita–Schwinger wave function has 16 elements (and hence 16 degrees of freedom in this context); only eight
degrees of freedom are required for the spin 3/2 part of Ψµ, and consequently eight constraints are needed to eliminate
the two spin 1/2 degrees of freedom. These constraints follow from their Lagrangian, and are usually written compactly
as [51]

γµΨµ = 0, (45)

∂µΨµ = 0. (46)

4.5. Free-space Hamiltonian with eight degrees of freedom

A free-space Hamiltonian for an 8-component wavefunction specific to the spin 3/2 degrees of freedom (associated
with the Rarita–Schwinger model, and also the Dirac–Pauli–Fierz model) was constructed by Moldauer and Case [52];
this Hamiltonian is nonlinear in the momentum. It can be written as
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Ĥ = mc2
[
I 0
0 −I

]⎛⎜⎝1 +
1

2

|p̂|2 − (Σ3/2 · p̂)2
4

9
|p̂|2 + (mc)2

⎞
⎟⎠+

[
0 Σ3/2 · cp̂

Σ3/2 · cp̂ 0

]⎛⎜⎝1 +
|p̂|2 − (Σ3/2 · p̂)2
4

9
|p̂|2 + (mc)2

⎞
⎟⎠ (47)

with

(Σ3/2)x =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 1√
3

0 0
1√
3

0 2
3 0

0 2
3 0 1√

3

0 0 1√
3

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (Σ3/2)y = i

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 − 1√
3

0 0
1√
3

0 − 2
3 0

0 2
3 0 − 1√

3

0 0 1√
3

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (Σ3/2)z =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0

0 1
3 0 0

0 0 − 1
3 0

0 0 0 −1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (48)

where the Σ3/2 matrices here are recognized as spin 3/2 generalizations of the σ matrices. The eigenvalues are

E = ±
√
(mc2)2 + c2|p|2. (49)

We can see from this an interesting feature of the Rarita–Schwinger model. When all 16 degrees of freedom
are included the associated Hamiltonian is linear in the momentum; however, the implementation of constraints that
remove the spin 1/2 degrees of freedom lead to a more complicated model for the degrees of freedom that remain.

4.6. Minimal coupling

Minimal coupling is often used in connection with the Rarita–Schwinger model, which is implemented using a higher-
spin wave equation of the form

i�
∂

∂t
Ψµ = βmc2Ψµ +α · c(p̂− qA)Ψµ + qΦΨµ. (50)

The nonrelativistic limit of the model is discussed by Moldauer and Case, and also in [53]; the Foldy–Wouthuysen
transformation is considered in [54].

Massive higher-spin models in general seem to suffer from all kinds of maladies. Johnson and Sudarshan showed
that an inconsistency in the commutation relations appeared when higher spin models are quantized [55]. Velo and
Zwanziger showed that wave propagation faster than the speed of light occurs for the coupled electromagnetic and
Rarita–Schwinger system [56]. There are issues with causality associated with the constraints [57]. Further discussion
of these issues can be found in [58–62]. There has been much interest in the possibility of developing an acceptable
field theory for spin 3/2 models that continues up to the present day [63–66]. In a recent paper by Adler [67] it
is suggested that a suitable field theory for the massless case can be constructed, and that mass can be brought in
afterward through a Higgs coupling.

4.7. Higher spin models used for modeling composites

Our interest in these models in this section is motivated by their application to physical composite systems. For
example, the Rarita–Schwinger model has been used early on for excited states of the nucleon [68–70], for the ∆(1232)
and other baryon resonances [71–73]. Elementary spin 1 models have been used for modeling the deuteron as a
composite in collisions with heavier nuclei [74–76].
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5. Bargmann–Wigner Models and Applications

Following the introduction of the quark model in 1964 [77] there was great interest in developing simple models for
mesons and baryons based on collinear propagating quarks. These early models were based a the Bargmann–Wigner
construction, which was developed to describe elementary particles with higher spin. Consistent with the discussion
in Section 4, this provides us with examples of models for composite systems based on wave equations for elementary
particles.

5.1. Simple product wave function model

Since our discussion here is introductory, the place to start may be with a simple product approximation (which is
very much not what Bargmann and Wigner started with). Consider the construction of a simple product wave function
written as

Ψµ1,...,µN (r1, t1, . . . , rN , tN ) = ψµ1(r1, t1) · · ·ψµN (rN , tN ), (51)

where each single particle wave function satisfies

i�
∂

∂t
ψ(r, t) = βmc2ψ(r, t) +α · cp̂ψ(r, t). (52)

The subscripts µj are spinor subscripts associated with particle j, with associated space-time coordinates rj , tj . It
would follow that the product wave function satisfies a set of wave equations of the form

[
i�

∂

∂t1
− βmc2 −α · cp̂1

]
µ1,ν1

Ψν1,··· ,µN (r1, t1, . . . , rN , tN) = 0,

...

[
i�

∂

∂tN
− βmc2 −α · cp̂N

]
µN ,νN

Ψµ1,··· ,νN (r1, t1, . . . , rN , tN ) = 0. (53)

We might think of this as a Dirac equation for each particle individually, with all of the other particle wave functions
simply multiplying the one acted upon by the Dirac operator.

5.2. Bargmann–Wigner model

If we start with the simple model above, and then require that spatial coordinates of all of the particles are the same

r1 → r · · · rN → r (54)

and similarly for the time coordinates

t1 → t · · · tN → t, (55)
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we would end up with a model that describes noninteracting particles that travel together. The wave function in this
case would satisfy a set of wave equations of the form

[
i�
∂

∂t
− βmc2 −α · · · cp̂

]
µ1,ν1

Ψν1,...,µN (r, t) = 0,

...[
i�
∂

∂t
− βmc2 −α · cp̂

]
µN ,νN

Ψµ1,...,νN (r, t) = 0. (56)

This provides a nonrigorous argument for the Bargmann–Wigner model.
It is possible to add additional structure to the model. For example, if the particles are identical then we would

adopt initially an anti-symmetric wave function

Ψµ1,...,µN (r1, t1, . . . , rN , tN ) = A
{
ψµ1(r1, t1) · · ·ψµN (rN , tN )

}
(57)

Doing so leads to a Bargmann–Wigner wave function that is antisymmetric in the spinor indices

Ψ...,µr,...,µs,...(r, t) = −Ψ...,µs,...,µr,...(r, t). (58)

We might also be interested in a superposition of product wave functions in order to describe some group of interest;
doing so leads to an imposition of the same group structure in the Bargmann–Wigner wave function.

5.3. Application to SU(6)

Perhaps the most important application of the Bargmann–Wigner model was in connection with QCD when first
developed. Bargmann–Wigner wave functions adapted to SU(6) were proposed to for simple models describing mesons
and baryons as collinear noninteracting quarks [79–81] following the development of the quark model. These were
used with success to describe interactions between baryons and mesons [82]

5.4. Bargmann–Wigner Hamiltonian

Because of the need for a covariant description in particle physics generally, one does not often encounter a Hamilto-
nian for the Bargmann–Wigner model. Nevertheless, the associated arguments are straightforward, and it is of interest
in this discussion to pursue the issue. We might consider a wave function made up of a product of single particle wave
functions in a Hamiltonian type of model according to

Ψµ1,...,µN (r1, . . . , rN , t) = ψµ1(r1, t) · · ·ψµN (rN , t), (59)

where the single particle wave functions satisfy

i�
∂

∂t
ψ(r, t) = βmc2ψ(r, t) +α · cp̂ψ(r, t). (60)
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Associated with the many-particle product wave function above is a separable free space Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ = β1mc
2 +α1 · cp̂1 + · · ·+ βNmc

2 +αN · cp̂N . (61)

We can define the total momentum

P̂ = p̂1 + · · ·+ p̂N (62)

and relative momenta defined according to

π̂1 = p̂1 −
P̂

N
· · · π̂N = p̂N − P̂

N
. (63)

Although we have defined N relative momenta here, there are only N − 1 independent operators since

π̂1 + · · ·+ π̂N = 0. (64)

The free space Hamiltonian above can then be written as

Ĥ = (β1 + · · ·+ βN )mc2 +
1

N
(α1 + · · ·+αN) · cP̂+α1 · cπ̂1 + · · ·+αN · cπ̂N . (65)

Now if we presume collinear propagation, such that the relative momenta can be neglected

π̂j → 0, (66)

we end up with

Ĥ = (β1 + · · ·+ βN )mc2 +
1

N
(α1 + · · ·+αN ) · cP̂. (67)

This we recognize as a Hamiltonian for the Bargmann–Wigner model. This kind of Hamiltonian has been used in
recent years for the high-spin Dirac oscillator [83] and applications [84,85]. The eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian are

E =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

√
(Mc2)2 + c2|P|2,

N − 2

N

√
(Mc2)2 + c2|P|2,

...

−
√
(Mc2)2 + c2|P|2.

(68)

This is understood simply as a consequence of each constituent particle having the possibility of being in the positive
energy sector or negative energy sector.
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5.5. Square of the Hamiltonian

We recall that the square of the spin 1/2 Dirac Hamiltonian satisfies

(
βmc2 +α · cp̂

)2
= (mc2)2 + c2|p̂|2 (69)

as an algebraic identity. We are interested in whether the many-particle Hamiltonian above satisfies a similar relation.
We might write the associated Hamiltonian in the form

Ĥ = Mc2 + a · cP̂ (70)

with

Mc2 = (β1 + · · ·+ βN )mc2, (71)

a · cP̂ =
1

N
(α1 + · · ·+αN ) · cP̂. (72)

The square of the Hamiltonian is

Ĥ = (Mc2)2 + (Mc2)(a · cP̂) + (a · cP̂)(Mc2) + (a · cP̂)2. (73)

It can be verified that

Ma+ aM �= 0 (74)

and

(a · cP̂)2 �= c2|P̂|2. (75)

This is in contrast to what we had proposed previously [5]. Instead, the eigenfunctions ΨP of the Hamiltonian with
momentum P satisfy

(
Ma+ aM

)
ΨP = 0. (76)

(a · cP̂)2ΨP = c2|P̂|2ΨP. (77)
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5.6. A 20-component free space model for nucleons

The proton and neutron are made up of three quarks, so the models outline above could be relevant in the case of
N = 3, where the free space wave function would have 43 = 64 components. However, it is possible to isolate the
part of the symmetric group that is relevant, which leads to a 20-component wave function. We consider first the basic
symmetric group construction for an anti-symmetric three-particle state with spatial (R), flavor (F), spin (S) and color
(C) degrees of freedom; the antisymmetric wavefunction can be written in terms of Yamanouchi symbols as [86,87]

[3 2 1]RFSC = [1 1 1]R[1 1 1]FS[3 2 1]C. (78)

We would expect the lowest energy spatial wavefunction of a three quark system to be fully symmetric ( [1 1 1]R );
and the nucleon as a three-quark system is modeled as a color singlet [88] ( [3 2 1]C). Consequently the flavor and
spin function must be fully symmetric ([1 1 1]FS). Since there are no strange quarks involved, we are able to use a
construction of the flavor part of the problem in SU(2). This can be expanded out as

[1 1 1]FS =
1√
2
([1 2 1]F[1 2 1]S + [2 1 1]F[2 1 1]S), (79)

which is consistent with [89]. Note that it would be possible mathematically to form [1 1 1]FS according to

[1 1 1]FS = [1 1 1]F[1 1 1]S (80)

but this in inconsistent with protons and neutrons as the associated spin would be 3/2 (neutron and proton spins are
1/2), and would lead to flavor quartet states (neutrons and protons are flavor doublets). In the end we can write

[3 2 1]RFSC = [1 1 1]R

(
[1 2 1]F[1 2 1]S + [2 1 1]F[2 1 1]S√

2

)
[3 2 1]C. (81)

We can identify two spins for a single Dirac free particle wave function, as well as positive and negative energy
components. The spin degree of freedom is described by SU(2). However, in what follows we are going to be
interested in the positive and negative energy degrees of freedom as well, which can also be modeled using SU(2). The
generalization of the construction above to include the different energy sectors is straightforward; we may write

[3 2 1]RFSTC = [1 1 1]R

(
[1 2 1]F[1 2 1]ST + [2 1 1]F[2 1 1]ST√

2

)
[3 2 1]C, (82)

where T refers to positive or negative energy sector.
Although this construction looks to be a completely straightforward generalization of the basic symmetric group

construction above, there are some issues which are worth thinking about. At issue is what happens when the center
of mass moves, or is accelerated. There can be no change in the color or flavor from a boost, so we expect the
corresponding parts of the wavefunction to remain invariant. Less obvious is what happens to the spatial part of the
wavefunction. After some thought, we recognize that in the simple model under construction there is no modification
of the relative part of the problem when the center of mass moves since the free space Hamiltonian is totally symmetric
([1 1 1]). Hence if the relative spatial wavefunction is initially in a fully symmetric state, it remains in a fully symmetric
states in the different energy sectors in this model.

Consequently, the only thing that happens is that there is a coupling between the spin degrees of freedom, and the
positive and negative energy state degree of freedom.
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The relevant Hamiltonian for the three noninteracting quarks of the model is

Ĥ =

(
β1 + β2 + β3

)
mc2 +

(
α1 +α2 +α3

3

)
· cP̂. (83)

We would like to construct a reduced Hamiltonian appropriate for the mixed symmetry basis states of the quark system.
This construction can be written symbolically as

〈[3 2 1]RFSTC|Ĥ |[3 2 1]RFSTC〉 =〈[1 1 1]R|[1 1 1]R〉〈[3 2 1]C|[3 2 1]C〉{
1

2
〈[1 2 1]F|[1 2 1]F〉〈[1 2 1]ST|Ĥ |[1 2 1]ST〉

+
1

2
〈[2 1 1]F|[2 1 1]F〉〈[2 1 1]ST|Ĥ |[2 1 1]ST〉

}

=
1

2
〈[1 2 1]ST|Ĥ |[1 2 1]ST〉+

1

2
〈[2 1 1]ST|Ĥ |[2 1 1]ST〉, (84)

where R in this refers to the relative spatial degrees of freedom. Ultimately the appropriate Hamiltonian is one that
averages over the two mixed symmetry basis states. This suggests that we can write the nucleon Hamiltonian in this
free-space collinear quark model as

Ĥnuc =|[3 2 1]C〉|[1 2 1]F〉Ĥ[1 2 1]〈[1 2 1]F|〈[3 2 1]C|
+ |[3 2 1]C〉|[2 1 1]F〉Ĥ[2 1 1]〈[2 1 1]F|〈[3 2 1]C|, (85)

where the subscript for the Hamiltonian here refers the the symmetric group for flavor. The [1 2 1] part of the Hamil-
tonian can be written

Ĥ[1 2 1] = Mc2 + a · cP, (86)

where M and a are 20 × 20 matrices, which are given explicitly in Appendix A. The matrices are different for the
[2 1 1] case (since the basis states are different); however, we have found that it is possible to arrange for the basis
states to be ordered so as to lead to identical matrices.

5.7. Issues with minimal coupling

We might think to apply minimal coupling directly with our Bargmann–Wigner model. For example, if we begin with

Ĥ = Mc2 + a · cP̂,

then including the electromagnetic field would lead to

Ĥ → Mc2 + a · c[P̂−QA(R)] +QΦ(R), (87)

where Q is the total charge
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Q = q1 + · · ·+ qN . (88)

This is in essence the argument discussed briefly in [90]. However, there are issues associated with this.
Suppose that the charges of the constituent particles differ, as is the case for quarks in nucleons, and is also the

case for a Dirac model for protons and neutrons in nuclei. Minimal coupling leads to a Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ = β1mc
2 +α1 · c[p̂1 − q1A(r1)] + · · ·+ βNmc

2 +αN · c[p̂N − qNA(rN )] +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj). (89)

The Bargmann–Wigner type of Hamiltonian that results is

Ĥ = (β1 + · · ·+ βN )mc2 +
1

N
(α1 + · · ·+αN ) · cP̂+ (q1α1 + · · ·+ qNαN ) · cA(R) +QΦ(R). (90)

In matrix form we can write

Ĥ = Mc2 + a · cP̂−QaQ · cA(R) +QΦ(R) (91)

with

aQ =
q1α1 + · · ·+ qNαN

Q
. (92)

If the charges are all the same, then aQ = a; otherwise aQ �= a and minimal coupling is inconsistent. This was noted
in [5].

A possible resolution to these issues is to write the model instead as
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Ĥ =(β1 + · · ·+ βN )mc2 +
1

N
(α1 + · · ·+αN ) · c[P̂−QA(R)] +QΦ(R)

−
[(
q1 −

Q

N

)
α1 + · · ·+

(
qN − Q

N

)
αN

]
· cA(R), (93)

where the terms on the first line can be associated with center of mass dynamics, and where terms on the second line
involve internal transitions. In matrix form this is

Ĥ = Mc2 + a · c[P̂−QA(R)] +QΦ(R)− (aQ − a) · cQA(R). (94)

These issues are perhaps more important in the case that include a realistic internal structure.
Different issues with minimal coupling for the Bargmann–Wigner model have been discussed in the literature

[91,92].

6. Models for Nonrelativistic Composites

The nonrelativistic composite model is straightforward, both conceptually as well as mathematically. A big issue is
the clean separation between center of mass and relative mass degrees of freedom, and there is no coupling between
the total momentum and internal degrees of freedom except through external field interactions.

6.1. Equal mass model

One of the simplest models of this kind relevant to us is an equal mass Hamiltonian, which we focus on in the rest of
the paper. Consider a Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ =
∑
j

|p̂j |2

2m
−

∑
j

qj
2m

[
A(rj) · p̂j + p̂j ·A(rj)

]
+

∑
j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj), (95)

where for simplicity we have not included the ponderomotive potential. The two-particle potential terms V̂jk are
intended to include both the strong force and Coulomb/electromagnetic coupling. Some years ago people worked with
empirical nuclear potentials optimized against scattering data and few nucleon bound state properties [93–100]. More
recently people have moved to nucleon interaction models derived from an effective chiral field theory [45,101–103].
We note that in these models there occur interactions between three or more nucleons which are used in calculations;
in what follows the interaction will be written as a two-particle potential (in an effort to simplify the equations that
result) with the understanding that the same arguments apply to the higher-order terms as well.

6.2. Relative and center of mass separation

We introduce relative and center of mass coordinates according to

R =
1

N

∑
j

rj , P̂ =
∑
j

p̂j , (96)
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ξj = rj −R, π̂j = p̂j −
P̂

N
, (97)

where N is the total number of particles. With these definitions we have the relations

∑
j

ξj = 0,
∑
j

π̂j = 0. (98)

We can make use of these to separate the Hamiltonian according to

Ĥ = Ĥξ + ĤR + Ĥint, (99)

where Ĥξ is the Hamiltonian for the relative system

Ĥξ =
∑
j

|π̂j |2

2m
+

∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk). (100)

The Hamiltonian for the center of mass system ĤR is

ĤR =
|P̂|2

2M
, (101)

where M is the total mass

M = Nm (102)

and the interaction with the external longitudinal and transverse fields are described by the Hamiltonian Ĥint

Ĥint =
∑
j

qj
2m

[
A(ξj +R) ·

P̂

N
+

P̂

N
·A(ξj +R)

]

+
∑
j

qj
2m

[
A(ξj +R) · π̂j + π̂j ·A(ξj +R)

]
+

∑
j

qjΦ(ξj +R). (103)

In the Coulomb gauge ∇ ·A = 0 (hence p̂j ·A(rj) = 0), so that in this special case we could write

Ĥint =
∑
j

qj
m
A(ξj +R) ·

(
P̂

N
+ π̂j

)
+

∑
j

qjΦ(ξj +R). (104)
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6.3. Interaction with the external scalar potential

We might assume that the potential is slowly varying in the vicinity of the center of mass, and use a Taylor series
approximation

Φ(rj) = Φ(ξj +R) = Φ(R) + ξj · (∇Φ)R + · · · (105)

This allows us to write

∑
j

qjΦ(ξj +R) =
∑
j

qj

[
Φ(R) + ξj · (∇Φ)R + · · ·

]

= QΦ(R) +
∑
j

qjξj · (∇Φ) + · · ·

= QΦ(R)− d · EL(R) + · · · , (106)

where Q is the total charge
∑

j qj , and where d is the (relative) dipole operator

d =
∑
j

qjξj . (107)

The longitudinal electric field is related to the potential through

EL = −∇Φ. (108)

Here and in what follows, the field variables without an explicit associated position are presumed to be evaluated at
the composite center of mass

EL(R) → EL, Φ(R) → Φ. (109)

The scalar potential interacts with the composite as a whole through the potential at the center of mass position;
there is a dipole interaction which mediates transitions between the basis states of the relative problem due to coupling
with the longitudinal electric field; and the · · · indicates quadrupole and higher-order multipole longitudinal field
interactions.

6.4. Interaction with the external vector potential

A similar approach can be used in connection with the vector potential. We can use a Taylor series expansion and write

A(rj) = A(ξj +R) = A(R) + [(ξj · ∇)A] + · · · (110)
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To make progress we write

−
∑
j

qj
2m

[
A(rj) · p̂j + p̂j ·A(rj)

]
=− Q

2M

[
A · P̂+ P̂ ·A

]
−

⎡
⎣∑

j

(
qj −

Q

N

)
π̂j

m

⎤
⎦ ·A

−
∑
j

qj
2m

[(ξj · ∇)A] · P̂
N

− P̂

N
·
∑
j

qj
2m

[(ξj · ∇)A]

−
∑
j

qj
2m

[(ξj · ∇)A] · π̂j −
∑
j

qj
2m

π̂j · [(ξj · ∇)A] + · · · (111)

The first term on the right hand side describes the interaction of the composite as a whole with the vector potential, and
the second term gives rise to dipole transitions coupling to the transverse electric field. The terms in the next two lines
give rise to magnetic dipole interactions and second-order interactions with the transverse electric field; in the case of
center of mass coupling (second line) and relative coupling (third line).

The magnetic dipole interaction is normally isolated making use of a specific vector potential for a uniform mag-
netic field, such as [104]

A(r) =
1

2
B(r)× r. (112)

However, we would prefer a more general treatment if possible. We know that (ξ · ∇)A generates terms connected
with the magnetic dipole interaction, as well as others. It is possible to isolate the magnetic interactions by using

(ξ · ∇)A = −1

2
ξ ×B+

1

2

[
(ξ · ∇)A+∇(ξ ·A)

]
, (113)

where it ends up that the first term can be associated with the magnetic interactions. If we make use of this we obtain

−
∑
j

qj
2m

[
A(rj) · p̂j + p̂j ·A(rj)

]
=− Q

2M

(
A · P̂+ P̂ ·A

)
−

⎡
⎣∑

j

(
qj −

Q

N

)
π̂j

m

⎤
⎦ ·A

− 1

2

⎛
⎝∑

j

qjξj

⎞
⎠× P̂

M
·B−

⎛
⎝∑

j

qj
2m

ξj × π̂j

⎞
⎠ ·B+ · · · (114)

The third term on the right hand side is the contribution of the relative angular momentum to the magnetic dipole
interaction, followed by the contribution to the magnetic dipole interaction due to center of mass motion.
We can rewrite this more simply as

− q

2m

∑
j

[
A(rj) · p̂j + p̂j ·A(rj)

]
=− Q

2M

(
A · P̂+ P̂ ·A

)
− ĵ ·A− µ̂l ·B

−
1

2
d×

P̂

M
·B+ · · · , (115)
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where we recall that d is the relative dipole operator
∑

j qjξj , and where

ĵ =
∑
j

(
qj −

Q

N

)
π̂j

m
(116)

is the relative current operator, and

µ̂l =
∑
j

qj
2m

ξj × π̂j (117)

is the relative angular momentum contribution to the magnetic dipole moment.

6.5. Resulting Hamiltonian for a nonrelativistic composite

We can assemble the results above and write

Ĥ =
|P̂|2

2M
+QΦ− Q

2M

(
A · P̂+ P̂ ·A

)

+
∑
j

|π̂j |2

2m
+

∑
j<k

V̂jk(|ξj − ξk|)

− d · EL − ĵ ·A− µ̂l ·B− 1

2
d× P̂

M
·B+ · · · (118)

In the first line we have terms describing the composite as a particle interaction with external fields; in the second
line we see the terms that describe the internal structure of the composite in terms of relative degrees of freedom.
Terms that appear on the third line describes coupling between the internal degrees of freedom and the longitudinal
and transverse electric fields separately, and with the magnetic field. In the last line is a term that accounts for the
center of mass contribution to the magnetic dipole interaction, which couples the center of mass with internal degrees
of freedom in a magnetic field.

7. Composite Model from a Many-particle Dirac Formalism

In this section we extend the development of a model for a composite particle to the many-particle Dirac formalism.
This approach has the disadvantage that it is not covariant, so that the resulting relativistic composite model will not
be covariant. On the other hand, we are able to carry out a construction systematically with this model, which is less
straightforward with a covariant formalism. We note that in spite of its shortcomings, the Dirac formalism is widely
used for atomic, molecular and nuclear physics.

7.1. Relativistic equal mass model

We consider a model based on the many-particle Dirac Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · c[p̂j − qjA(rj)] +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj). (119)
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This kind of model has been of interest since the earliest efforts to develop a relativistic description of quantum systems
with two or more particles [105–110]. Keep in mind that in this kind of model there is the possibility of both positive
energy and negative energy solutions, so that bound states dissolve into the associated continuum (Brown–Ravenhall
disease); in models derived from field theory, this issue is resolved through the appearance of projection operators
[111–116]. In the majority of the subsequent literature the projection operators are not written out explicitly; in what
follows we will also suppress the projection operators.

We are interested here in composite models for nuclei based on a Dirac phenomenology for nucleons. Con-
sequently, it would be reasonable to use equal masses for the nucleons, and the interaction potential V̂jk includes
contributions from both the strong force and electromagnetic interactions.

7.2. Relative and center of mass variables

Relative and center of mass variables are defined once again according to

R =
1

N

∑
j

rj , P̂ =
∑
j

p̂j ,

ξj = rj −R, π̂j = p̂j −
P̂

N
.

The Hamiltonian written in terms of these variables is

Ĥ =
1

N
αj · c[P̂−QA(R)] +

∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk)

+
∑
j

qjΦ(R+ ξj)−
∑
j

αj · c
[
qjA(R + ξj)−

Q

N
A(R)

]
. (120)

If we use Taylor series expansions of the potentials around the center of mass position, we can write for the relativistic
composite a model of the form

Ĥ =
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

1

N

∑
j

αj · c(P̂−QA) +QΦ+
∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk

+

⎛
⎝∑

j

qjξj

⎞
⎠ · ∇Φ−

∑
j

αj · c
(
qj −

Q

N

)
A−

∑
j

αj · cqj(ξj · ∇)A+ · · · (121)

In the first line we see a relativistic description of the composite interacting with external fields, and also a relativistic
description of the internal problem; however, both of these models share the same mass terms. In the second line we
see in the first term an electric dipole interaction with the longitudinal electric field; we see next the electric dipole
interaction with the transverse electric field; and higher-order interactions are included in the terms that follow.
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7.3. Rest frame model

The many-particle Dirac model above is widely used; however, from the discussion above it seems clear that for the
internal relative problem in the absence of external fields we should be interested in the relative Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk. (122)

This model is less widely used; however, there are papers where it has been considered. In the case of the two-body
problem (without external field coupling) this would be considered as a Kemmer–Fermi–Yang Hamiltonian [117,118].
This kind of model has been widely used over the years; in the case of equal mass models, to describe positronium
[119–121], the deuteron and two nucleon models [122–126], mesons [127–131]. Models of this kind with nonequal
masses have been used to describe the hydrogen atom [132–136]. Three-body problems Dirac models have been
studied in connection with quark models for baryons [125–141]. We draw attention to the Dirac phenomenology for
nuclear structure [41–44] where the rest frame is assumed, and in most cases the center of mass contributions are
removed approximately at the end of the calculation.

7.4. Dirac–Pauli models

In the event that our original model includes Pauli terms, we would start out with

Ĥ =
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · c[p̂j − qjA(rj)] +
∑
j<k

V̂jk +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj)

− e�

2m

∑
j

λjβj

(
Σj ·B(rj)− iαj · E(rj)

)
, (123)

where

λj =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
gp
2

− 1 protons

gn
2

neutrons

(124)

approximating the proton and neutron masses as being equal. We recall that

Σ =

[
0 σ
σ 0

]
.

The Pauli interaction includes an anomalous magnetic dipole interaction along with the corresponding correction to
the spin–orbit interaction.

Of interest here is the composite model that results; we may write
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Ĥ =
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

1

N

∑
j

αj · c(P̂−QA) +QΦ+
∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk

− d ·EL − µ̂a ·B− ĵ ·A+ i
e�

2m

∑
j

λjβjαj ·E−
∑
j

αj · cqj(ξj · ∇)A+ · · · , (125)

where the relativistic relative current operator is

ĵ =
∑
j

(
qj −

Q

N

)
cαj (126)

and where the anomalous magnetic dipole moment operator is

µ̂a =
e�

2m

∑
j

λjβjΣj . (127)

8. Composite Model from Elimination of Negative Energy States

In this section we will consider low-order relativistic corrections based on the elimination of negative energy states (or
sometimes called Pauli reduction) from a Dirac model. We are interested in this approach since it is the simplest and
most direct approximation possible which results in a model that is close to being nonrelativistic. Such an approach
was used early on by Darwin [142], Breit [105], and Gaunt [143]; and it has been made use of many times subsequently
[106,107,109,122–124,144–156].

8.1. Elimination of negative energy states

To make progress, we begin with the eigenvalue equation for the many-particle eigenvalue equation

EΨ =

⎧⎨
⎩
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · c[p̂j − qjA(rj)] +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj)

⎫⎬
⎭Ψ. (128)

The relativistic wavefunction Ψ in this case has 4N components, which provides motivation for us to consider a
nonrelativistic approximation with fewer components.

The issue we face in this discussion is that there are different sectors in which both positive energy components
and negative energy components occur, and we need to keep track of them. The nonrelativistic sector is then the one
containing all positive energy components; the associated part of the wave function will be denoted by Ψ+···+, where
the + signs are associated with different positive energy pieces associated with the different particles.

We can use this kind of notation to write coupled eigenvalue equations of the form [157]
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EΨ+···+ =

⎡
⎣Nmc2 +∑

j<k

V̂jk +
∑
j

qjΦ

⎤
⎦Ψ+···+ + σ1 · c(p̂1 − q1A)Ψ−+···+

+ · · ·+ σN · c(p̂N − qNA)Ψ+···+−

EΨ−+···+ =

⎡
⎣(N − 2)mc2 +

∑
j<k

V̂jk +
∑
j

qjΦ

⎤
⎦Ψ−+···+ + σ1 · c(p̂1 − q1A)Ψ++···+

+ σ2 · c(p̂2 − q2A)Ψ−−+···+ + · · ·+ σN · c(p̂N − qNA)Ψ−···+−

... (129)

The mass energy decreases by 2mc2 with each increase in the number of −, since we lose one positive energy particle
and gain a negative energy one. Two-body versions of this approach are discussed in [122,158]. In this discussion the
interaction has been taken to be the same for positive energy and negative energy sectors; modifications in the case of
other potential models is straightforward.

If the problem is not overly relativistic then the channels with two or more negative energy components should
have sufficiently small occupation that we might neglect them. We can develop an approximate solution for channels
with a single negative energy sector according to

[
E − (N − 2)mc2 +

∑
j<k

V̂jk +
∑
j

qjΦ

]
Ψ−+···+ → σ1 · c(p̂1 − q1A)Ψ++···+ (130)

with similar expressions for other channels. Substituting back leads to

EΨ+···+ ≈

⎡
⎣Nmc2 +∑

j<k

V̂jk +
∑
j

qjΦ

⎤
⎦Ψ+···+

+ σ1 · c(p̂1 − q1A)

[
E − (N − 2)mc2 +

∑
j<k

V̂jk +
∑
j

qjΦ

]−1

σ1 · c(p̂1 − q1A)Ψ++···+

...

+ σN · c(p̂N − qNA)

[
E − (N − 2)mc2 +

∑
j<k

V̂jk +
∑
j

qjΦ

]−1

σN · c(p̂N − qNA)Ψ++···+

(131)

If we take E − (N − 2)mc2 to be 2mc2, then the approximate nonrelativistic Hamiltonian is
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Ĥ =Mc2 +
∑
j

(
σj · [p̂j − qjA(rj)]

)2

2m
+

∑
j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj)

− 1

(2mc2)2

∑
l

σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

⎛
⎝∑

j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj)

⎞
⎠σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)] + · · · (132)

In the first line we see terms similar to those encountered in the last section where we discussed the nonrelativistic
composite, and in what follows we will see that the spin contribution to the magnetic dipole interaction is now included.
Spin–orbit and other relativistic corrections result from the new terms in the second line.

8.2. Keeping the Hermitian part

If we work with this model as is we encounter terms which are nonHermitian [159,160]; this is one of the reasons
that this general approach is not more widely used. This problem is discussed at some length in [149]. People tend to
prefer the Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation [160] instead since this issue does not arise; the F–W transformation has
other advantages that will be evident later on.

If we follow the arguments of [149] we arrive at a Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ → Mc2 +
∑
j

(
σj · [p̂j − qjA(rj)]

)2

2m
+

∑
j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj)

− 1

8m3c2

⎛
⎝∑

j

∣∣∣∣σj · [p̂j − qjA(rj)]

∣∣∣∣
2
⎞
⎠

(∑
k

∣∣∣∣σk · [p̂k − qkA(rk]

∣∣∣∣
2
)

− 1

8m2c2

∑
l

∣∣∣∣σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

∣∣∣∣
2
⎛
⎝∑

j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj)

⎞
⎠

+
1

4m2c2

∑
l

σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

⎛
⎝∑

j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj)

⎞
⎠σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

− 1

8m2c2

∑
l

⎛
⎝∑

j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj)

⎞
⎠∣∣∣∣σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

∣∣∣∣
2

. (133)

In this model we have a nonrelativistic composite model augmented with low-order relativistic corrections; however,
we have some work to do to reduce it in what follows to a more standard form.

8.3. Spin magnetic dipole interaction

We can make use of the identity
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(σ · a)(σ · a) = a · b+ iσ · a× b (134)

to expand

∑
j

(
σj · [p̂j − qjA(rj)]

)2

2m
=

∑
j

∣∣∣∣p̂j − qjA(rj)

∣∣∣∣
2

2m
− i

∑
j

qj

(
σj · p̂j ×A(rj) + σj ·A(rj)× p̂j

)

=
∑
j

∣∣∣∣p̂j − qjA(rj)

∣∣∣∣
2

2m
− µs ·B(rj), (135)

where

µs =
∑
j

�qj
2m

σj . (136)

8.4. Terms involving the external electrostatic potential

We can collect together higher-order terms involving the electrostatic potential Φ and write

− 1

8m2c2

∑
l

∣∣∣∣σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

∣∣∣∣
2
⎛
⎝∑

j

qjΦ(rj)

⎞
⎠

+
1

4m2c2

∑
l

σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

⎛
⎝∑

j

qjΦ(rj)

⎞
⎠σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

− 1

8m2c2

∑
l

⎛
⎝∑

j

qjΦ(rj)

⎞
⎠∣∣∣∣σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

∣∣∣∣
2

= − 1

8m2c2

∑
l

∑
j

[
σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)],

[
σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)], qjΦ(rj)

]]

= −i
�

8m2c2

∑
j

qj

[
σj · [p̂j − qlA(rj)],σj · EL(rj)

]

= − �
2

8m2c2

∑
j

qj∇j ·EL(rj)

+
�

8m2c2

∑
j

qjσj ·
(
[p̂j − qjA(rj)]×EL(rj)−EL(rj)× [p̂j − qjA(rj)]

)
. (137)

We can express this in terms of center of mass and relative variables according to
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−i �

8m2c2

∑
j

qj

[
σj · [p̂j − qjA(rj)],σj ·EL(rj)

]

=− i
�

8Mmc2

∑
j

qj

[
σj · [P̂−QA(R)],σj · [EL(R) + (ξj · ∇)E+ · · · ]

]

− i
�

8m2c2

∑
j

qj

[
σj ·

(
π̂j − qjA(R + ξj) +

Q

N
A(R)

)
,σj · [EL(R) + (ξj · ∇)E+ · · · ]

]

=− �
2Q

8Mmc2
∇ · EL +

�

8Mmc2

∑
j

qjσj ·
(
(P̂−QA)×EL −EL × (P̂−QA)

)

+
�

8m2c2

∑
j

qjσj ·
[(

π̂j − qjA(R+ ξj) +
Q

N
A

)
EL(R)−EL(R)×

(
π̂j − qjA(R + ξj) +

Q

N
A

)]

+ · · · (138)

8.5. Terms involving the particle–particle interaction

Higher-order terms involving the interaction can be collected to give

− 1

8m2c2

∑
l

∣∣∣∣σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

∣∣∣∣
2
⎛
⎝∑

j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk)

⎞
⎠

+
1

4m2c2

∑
l

σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

⎛
⎝∑

j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk)

⎞
⎠σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

− 1

8m2c2

∑
l

⎛
⎝∑

j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk)

⎞
⎠∣∣∣∣σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)]

∣∣∣∣
2

=− 1

8m2c2

∑
j<k

∑
l=j,k

[
σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)],

[
σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)], V̂jk(rj − rk)

]]
. (139)

Since the particle-particle interaction contains spin matrices, in general we cannot carry the development much further.
If we express this in terms of center of mass and relative coordinates, we can write
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− 1

8m2c2

∑
j<k

∑
l=j,k

[
σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)],

[
σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)], V̂jk(rj − rk)

]]

=− 1

8M2c2

∑
j<k

∑
l=j,k

[
σl · [P̂−QA(R)],

[
σl · [P̂−QA(R)], V̂jk(ξj − ξk)

]]

− 1

8Mmc2

∑
j<k

∑
l=j,k

[
σl · [P̂−QA(R)],

[
σl ·

(
π̂l − qlA(R+ ξl) +

Q

N
A(R)

)
, V̂jk(ξj − ξk)

]]

− 1

8Mmc2

∑
j<k

∑
l=j,k

[
σl ·

(
π̂l − qlA(R+ ξl) +

Q

N
A(R)

)
,

[
σl · [P̂−QA(R)], V̂jk(ξj − ξk)

]]

− 1

8m2c2

∑
j<k

∑
l=j,k

[
σl ·

(
π̂l − qlA(R+ ξl) +

Q

N
A(R)

)
,

[
σl ·

(
π̂l − qlA(R+ ξl) +

Q

N
A(R)

)
,

V̂jk(ξj − ξk)

]]
. (140)

We see a much larger set of terms present in this case.
Included in this expression are nuclear spin–orbit terms

− 1

8m2c2

∑
j<k

∑
l=j,k

[
σl · π̂l,

[
σl · π̂l, V̂jk(ξj − ξk)

]]
, (141)

which have long been of interest in the literature [144,145,147,151–154,161,162].
Also present are terms that involve interactions between the relative degrees of freedom and the transverse electro-

magnetic field

− 1

8m2c2

∑
l

∑
j<k

[
σlπ̂l,

[
σl ·

(
−qlA(R+ ξl) +

Q

N
A(R)

)
, V̂jk(ξj − ξk)

]]

− 1

8m2c2

∑
l

∑
j<k

[
σl ·

(
−qlA(R+ ξl) +

Q

N
A(R)

)
,

[
σl · π̂l, V̂jk(ξj − ξk)

]]
. (142)

These terms can contribute a correction to the magnetic moment, and is included in the analysis of Margenau [163] and
subsequent authors [163–165]; and also in other analyses [10,122,158,166]. We note that exchange currents have been
of interest in the literature since the observation of Siegert [167] that there should be expected additional contributions
from charged meson currents. Contributions from exchange currents are beyond what is included in this formalism
(see [168]).

8.6. Terms linear in P̂ with no external fields

We draw attention to terms that include the total momentum and internal nuclear transitions, the lowest order of which
are
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− 1

8Mmc2

∑
l

∑
j<k

[
σl · P̂,

[
σl · π̂l, V̂jk

]]
− 1

8Mmc2

∑
l

∑
j<k

[
σl · π̂l,

[
σl · P̂, V̂jk

]]
. (143)

Terms of these kinds are discussed infrequently in the literature; however, a few early (and important) discussions can
be found [108,161]. We will follow up on the issues in these works later on. Consequently, the majority of works
involving Pauli reduction are carried out in the rest frame, and the Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation is much more
widely used.

Our attention has been drawn to terms of this sort recently in connection with the development for a theory for
anomalies in condensed matter nuclear science [90]. The issue in this case is that it is in general problematic to
develop a sizeable coupling with the internal nuclear degrees of freedom through conventional dipole interactions
with external electric and magnetic fields. These terms however provide for a very strong coupling between lattice
vibrations, which in a condensed matter setting are represented in the momentum P̂, and internal nuclear states. For
this reason this kind of interaction naturally drew our attention. Issues associated with this kind of coupling have
ultimately provided motivation for this work.

An effort was made to evaluate numerically coupling matrix elements due to this kind of interaction [90]. Unfor-
tunately these calculations were carried out without taking into account the issues discussed in [149], and may need to
be corrected.

We will return to this kind of coupling and the associated physical significance later on in this work when we
consider Poincaré invariance.

8.7. Model for a composite

We can assemble the above results and write for a Hamiltonian for a nonrelativistic composite with relativistic correc-
tions in the form

Ĥ =Mc2 +
∑
j

∣∣∣∣p̂j − qjA(rj)

∣∣∣∣
2

2m
+

∑
j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj)

−
∑
j

�qj
2m

σj ·B(rj)−
�
2

8m2c2

∑
j

qj∇j · EL(rj)

+
�

8m2c2

∑
j

qjσj ·
(
[p̂j − qjA(rj)]×EL(rj)−EL(rj)× [p̂j − qjA(rj)]

)

−
1

8m2c2

∑
l

∑
j<k

[
σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)],

[
σl · [p̂l − qlA(rl)], V̂jk(rj − rk)

]]
. (144)

We see the nonrelativistic composite model along with low-order relativistic corrections, all in reasonably standard
form.

A feature of this model is that it contains a coupling between the center of mass momentum P̂ and internal degrees
of freedom of interest to us on the same footing as the nuclear spin–orbit coupling, and other interactions that are
known in the literature. Also, this interaction was derived relatively simply, involving little effort in the elimination of
the negative energy sectors.
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A disadvantage of the model is that the longitudinal electric field appears in the model differently than the transverse
electric field, which should not be the case since we started from a gauge independent model. Although it is possible
to remedy this problem within the context of the approach used in this section, it will be more convenient to move on
to models based on the Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation where this problem is resolved.

In terms of center of mass and relative variables we can write

Ĥ =Mc2 +
|P̂−QA|2

2M
+QΦ

+
∑
j

∣∣∣∣π̂j − qjA(R + ξj)−
Q

N
A(R)

∣∣∣∣
2

2m
+

∑
j<k

V̂jk − d · EL − µs ·B

− �
2Q

8Mmc2
∇ · EL +

�

8Mmc2

∑
j

qjσj ·
(
(P̂−QA)×EL −EL × (P̂−QA)

)

+
�

8m2c2

∑
j

qjσj ·
[(

π̂j − qlA(R + ξj) +
Q

N
A(R)

)
×EL −EL ×

(
π̂j − qlA(R+ ξj) +

Q

N
A(R)

)]

− 1

8m2c2

∑
l

∑
j<k

[
σl ·

(
π̂l − qlA(R + ξl) +

Q

N
A(R)

)
,

[
σl ·

(
π̂l − qlA(R + ξl) +

Q

N
A(R)

)
, V̂jk

]]

− 1

8Mmc2

∑
l

∑
j<k

[
σl · (P̂−QA),

[
σl ·

(
π̂l − qlA(R+ ξl) +

Q

N
A(R)

)
, V̂jk

]]

− 1

8Mmc2

∑
l

∑
j<k

[
σl ·

(
π̂l − qlA(R+ ξl) +

Q

N
A(R)

)
,

[
σl · (P̂−QA), V̂jk

]]

− 1

8M2c2

∑
l

∑
j<k

[
σl · (P̂−QA),

[
σl · (P̂−QA), V̂jk

]]

+ · · · (145)

Corrected Pauli reduction in this case has led to a reasonably complete model for a nonrelativistic composite with
low-order relativistic corrections pretty much in standard form. The issue noted in connection with a lack of gauge
invariance due to the presence of the longitudinal field will be corrected when we work with the Foldy–Wouthuysen
transformation; however, the correction simply involves the replacement

EL → E (146)

9. Model based on the Foldy–Wouthuysen Transform

We were interested in the method of elimination of negative energy states due to its simplicity; however, a major
disadvantage is that it can produce nonHermitian terms. This motivates us to consider composite models based on the
Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation [160] in this section, and also a closely related transform in the following section.
This rotation has been very widely used for atomic problems [175–180], as well as for nuclear models [123,150,181–
188].
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9.1. Foldy–Wouthuysen transform

As with all unitary transformations, the basic idea is to work with a rotated wave function written as

Ψ′ = eiŜΨ. (147)

Assuming that Ŝ is time-dependent, then the system can be modeled with the transformed Hamiltonian

Ĥ ′ = eiŜ
[
Ĥ − i�

∂

∂t

]
e−iŜ . (148)

Foldy and Wouthuysen used this approach to develop transformations that allow for a nonrelativistic approximation in
the case of a single particle [160,189,190]. In the case of a Dirac particle in an external field, the Dirac Hamiltonian is

Ĥ = α · c(p̂− qA) + βmc2 + qΦ. (149)

After three successive transforms the lowest-order terms in the transformed (4× 4 matrix) Hamiltonian is

Ĥ ′ → β

(
mc2 +

|p̂− qA|2

2m
− |p̂− qA|4

8m3c2

)
+ qΦ− �q

2m
βΣ ·B

+
�q

8m2c2

[
Σ · (p̂− qA)×E−Σ · E× (p̂− qA)

]
− q�2

8m2c2
∇ · E, (150)

where

Σ =

[
σ 0
0 σ

]
. (151)

9.2. Many-particle model

There is a long tradition of making use of the Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation on many-particle models. F-W trans-
formations for two interacting Dirac particles have been considered in [176,191–196]; for the many-particle case see
[116,177,184,197–199]. Transformations for Hamiltonians that include Pauli interactions for the anomalous magnetic
moment have been discussed in [200–204].

We begin with a many-particle model written as

Ĥ =
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · c[p̂j − qjA(rj)] +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj).

Foldy–Wouthuysen transformations on each of the particles individually reduce all terms except for the interaction
terms. We can write
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Ĥ ′ → mc2
∑
j

βj +
∑
j

∣∣∣∣p̂j − qjA(rj)

∣∣∣∣
2

2m
βj + eiŜ

∑
j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk)e
−iŜ +

∑
j

qjΦ(rj)

−
∑
j

�qj
2m

βjΣj ·B(rj) +
∑
j

�qj
8m2c2

[
Σj · [p̂j − qA(rj)]×E(rj)−Σj · E(rj)× [p̂j − qjA(rj)]

]

−
∑
j

qj�
2

8m2c2
∇ ·E(rj). (152)

Since the composite may be in motion, it is best to work in a Foldy–Wouthuysen representation rather than with
a nonrelativistic approximation here since additional issues arise in the extraction of the nonrelativistic limit [200].
The Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation of the Breit interaction has been discussed in [116,176,191–196]. A Foldy–
Wouthuysen transformation was considered in the case of the Bonn nuclear potential [99] by Amore et al. [208].

9.3. Lowest-order contributions to the transformed potential

We can expand the transformed potential according to

eiŜ

⎛
⎝∑

j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk)

⎞
⎠ e−iŜ = V̂jk(rj − rk) + i

[
Ŝ, V̂jk(rj − rk)

]
− 1

2

[
Ŝ,

[
Ŝ, V̂jk(rj − rk)

]]
+ · · · (153)

An expression for the lowest-order correction to the potential can be derived based on

Ŝ = −i 1

2mc

∑
j

βjαj · [p̂j − qjA(rj)]. (154)

We can use this to write

eiŜ

⎛
⎝∑

j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk)

⎞
⎠ e−iŜ →

∑
j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk)

+
1

2mc

∑
k<l

∑
j=k,l

[
βjαj · [p̂j − qjA(rj)], V̂kl(rk − rl)

]
. (155)

The transformed Hamiltonian can be approximated by
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Ĥ ′ → mc2
∑
j

βj +
∑
j

|p̂j − qjA(rj)|2

2m
βj +

∑
j<k

V̂jk(rj − rk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj)−
∑
j

�qj
2m

βjΣj ·B(rj)

+
∑
j

�qj
8m2c2

Σj ·
(
[p̂j − qA(rj)]×E(rj)− E(rj)× [p̂j − qjA(rj)]

)
−

∑
j

qj�
2

8m2c2
∇ · E(rj)

+
1

2mc

∑
k<l

∑
j=k,l

[
βjαj · [p̂j − qjA(rj)], V̂kl(rk − rl)

]
. (156)

This model might be viewed as more or less a nonrelativistic composite model (but for a 4N -component wave function
in the F-W representation) with relativistic corrections. As such it is closely related to the composite model developed
in the previous section, with the gauge invariance problem now fixed.

9.4. Model in terms of relative and center of mass operators

As before, we can make us of relative and center of mass variables defined according to

R =
1

N

∑
j

rj , P̂ =
∑
j

p̂j ,

ξj = rj −R, π̂j = p̂j −
P̂

N
.

We can use these to write the transformed model as
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Ĥ ′ → mc2
∑
j

βj +
|P̂−QA|2

2M

1

N

∑
j

βj +QΦ

+
∑
j

∣∣∣∣π̂j − qjA(R + ξj)−
Q

N
A(R)

∣∣∣∣
2

2m
βj +

∑
j<k

V̂jk − d ·EL − µ̂s ·B

+
1

2mc

∑
k<l

∑
j=k,l

[
βjαj ·

(
π̂j − qjA(R + ξj)−

Q

N
A(R)

)
, V̂kl

]

− Q�
2

8m2c2
∇ · E+

∑
j

�qj
8Mmc2

Σj ·
[(

P̂−QA
)
×E−E×

(
P̂−QA

)]

+
∑
j

�qj
8m2c2

Σj ·
[(

π̂j − qlA(R+ ξj) +
Q

N
A(R)

)
×E−E×

(
π̂j − qlA(R+ ξj) +

Q

N
A(R)

)]

+
∑
j

(P̂−QA) ·
(
π̂j − qjA(R+ ξj)−

Q

N
A(R)

)
2M

βj

+
∑
j

(
π̂j − qjA(R+ ξj)−

Q

N
A(R)

)
· (P̂−QA)

2M
βj

+
1

2Mc

∑
k<l

∑
j=k,l

[
βjαj · (P̂−QA), V̂kl

]
+ · · · (157)

This composite model is more or less in a standard form, and we see the center of mass and relative Hamiltonians,
couplings with external fields, electrostatic and nuclear spin–orbit terms, as well as terms that couple the center of
mass to the internal degrees of freedom.

9.5. Center of mass coupling with internal degrees of freedom

One of the issues in which we are interested in particular concerns the coupling between the center of mass degrees of
freedom and the internal degrees of freedom, so we are motivated to examine the associated terms further.

Since

∑
j

π̂j = 0, (158)

we can write

∑
j

P̂ · π̂j

M
βj =

∑
j

P̂ · π̂j

M
(βj − Ij), (159)
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where

Ij =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
j

. (160)

This suggests that the coupling associated with this kinetic energy term between the center of mass momentum and
the internal relative momenta is of higher order in the inverse mass under conditions where the composite momentum
is small.

In the absence of external fields there is a coupling between the center of mass momentum and the particle–particle
potential

1

2Mc

∑
j<k

[
(βjαj + βkαk) · P̂, V̂jk

]
. (161)

This term is closely related to the nonrelativistic version of the interaction we found when eliminating the contribution
of the negative energy sectors above. We will consider this term further later on in this paper.

9.6. Modification in the case of Dirac–Pauli interaction

We noted above that protons and neutrons have anomalous magnetic moments, so that an additional Pauli interaction
is sometimes used. In this case we would begin with

Ĥ =
∑
j

[
βjmc

2 +αj · c[p̂j − qjA(rj)]

]
+

∑
j<k

V̂jk +
∑
j

qjΦ(rj)

−
∑
j

λj
e�

2m
βj

[
σj ·B(rj)− iαj · E(rj)

]
.

The nonrelativistic limit of this kind of model has been discussed numerous times in the literature [37,169–174].
If the lowest-order contributions to the magnetic dipole interaction are summed and combined with the anomalous

magnetic dipole contribution, then at lowest order we can write

−
∑
j

qjξk × π̂j

2m
·B(R)−

∑
j

�qj
2m

σj ·B(rj)−
∑
j

λj
e�

2m
σj ·B(rj)

= −
∑
j

qjξk × π̂j

2m
·B(R)−

∑
j

gj
e�

4m
σj ·B(rj)

→ − (µ̂l + µs + µa) ·B(R) = −
∑
j

( qj
2m

lj +
e

2m
gjsj

)
·B = −µ ·B. (162)

The magnetic dipole moment in this model is made up of a nonrelativistic contribution due to the internal (relative)
angular momentum µl, a relativistic contribution due to the nucleon spin µs, and an extra component included through
the Pauli interaction to account for the anomalous magnetic moment µa.
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A correction also occurs for the spin–orbit terms involving the electrostatic interaction [203,204]

∑
j

�qj
8m2c2

Σj ·
(
[p̂j − qA(rj)]×E(rj)−E(rj)× [p̂j − qjA(rj)]

)
−

∑
j

qj�
2

8m2c2
∇ · E(rj)

→
∑
j

�(qj + 2eλj)

8m2c2
Σj ·

(
[p̂j − qA(rj)]×E(rj)−E(rj)× [p̂j − qjA(rj)]

)

−
∑
j

�
2(qj + 2eλj)

8m2c2
∇ · E(rj). (163)

10. A Partial Foldy–Wouthuysen Transformation

The motion of the nuclei in the lattice is very much nonrelativistic; however, it may be that the interior nuclear
structure problem may be relativistic. It would be good to have a formulation in which the relative problem is treated
relativistically, while at the same time treating the center of mass problem nonrelativistically. In this section we make
use of a partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation to develop such a formulation.

10.1. Isolation of a center of mass Hamiltonian

We begin with the relativistic model expressed in terms of center of mass and relative variables

Ĥ =
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · c

[
P̂

N
+ π̂j − qjA(R + ξj)

]
+

∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk) +
∑
j

qjΦ(R+ ξj) (164)

and rewrite it according to

Ĥ = ĤR + Ĥξ + Ĥint (165)

with

ĤR =
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

1

N

∑
j

αj · c(P̂−QA) +QΦ, (166)

Ĥξ =
∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk), (167)

Ĥint =
∑
j

[
qjΦ(R+ ξj)−

Q

N
Φ(R)

]
−

∑
j

αj · c
[
qjA(R + ξj)−

Q

N
A(R)

]
. (168)

We identify ĤR as a center of mass Hamiltonian, which will be the focus of our partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transform.
The remaining terms in the Hamiltonian include Ĥξ which here is an incomplete version of the relative Hamiltonian,

and Ĥint which includes the residual interaction with the external electromagnetic field.
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10.2. Rotation of the center of mass Hamiltonian

It is possible to carry out a Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation on the center of mass Hamiltonian which leads to a
model that will be of interest for us. The transformed center of mass Hamiltonian is

Ĥ ′
R = eiŜ

(
ĤR − i�

∂

∂t

)
e−iŜ .

We work with a transformation based on

Ŝ = −i 1

2Mc2

∑
j

βjαj · c(P̂−QA). (169)

The implementation of this rotation is nontrivial, and details are provided in Appendix B. The result can be written as

Ĥ ′
R →

∑
j

βjmc
2 +

|P̂−QA|2

2M

1

N

∑
j

βj +QΦ− �Q

2M

1

N

∑
j

βjΣj ·B

− �
2Q

8M2c2

∑
j

∇ · E+
�Q

8M2c2

∑
j

Σj ·
[
(P̂−QA)×E−E× (P̂−QA)

]
. (170)

10.3. Transformed Hamiltonian

We can apply the same rotation to the full Hamiltonian according to

Ĥ ′ = Ĥ ′
R + eiŜĤξe−iŜ + eiŜĤinte−iŜ . (171)

In the event that the external fields are relatively weak then we should be able to work with

Ĥ ′ → Ĥ ′
R + Ĥξ + Ĥint + i[Ŝ, Ĥξ]. (172)

We can evaluate

i[Ŝ, Ĥξ] =
1

M

∑
j

βj(P̂−QA) · π̂j +
1

2Mc

∑
k<l

∑
j=k,l

[
βjαj · (P̂−QA), V̂kl

]
. (173)

We can collect terms and write
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Ĥ ′ → |P̂−QA|2

2M

1

N

∑
j

βj +QΦ− �Q

2M

1

N

∑
j

βjΣj ·B− �
2Q

8M2c2
∇ ·E

+
�Q

8M2c2

∑
j

Σj ·
[
(P̂−QA)×E−E× (P̂−QA)

]

+
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk

+
∑
j

[
qjΦ(R + ξj)−

Q

N
Φ(R)

]
−

∑
j

αj · c
[
qjA(R+ ξj)−

Q

N
A(R)

]

+
1

M

∑
j

βj(P̂−QA) · π̂j +
1

2Mc

∑
j<k

[
(βjαj + βkαk) · (P̂−QA), V̂jk

]
. (174)

The terms in the first two lines of this rotated Hamiltonian models the center of mass degrees of freedom in a nonrela-
tivistic model interacting with the radiation field; terms in the third line models the field-free relative nuclear problem
in the rest frame; terms in the fourth line account for the interaction of the internal degrees of freedom with the external
electromagnetic field; and terms in the last line model the interaction of the canonical momentum of the center of mass
with the internal degrees of freedom.

11. The Poincaré Group and Composite Models

In our discussions above we have considered models for composites derived from the nonrelativistic many-particle
Schrödinger equation and the many-particle Dirac equation. However, the interacting many-particle Dirac model is in
general not covariant, and this motivates us to consider the issue of invariance. The basic idea is that if we have a model
for a composite at rest, then our model should be invariant if we translate the composite in free space, or if we rotate
it, or if it moves with constant velocity [210]. Wigner considered invariance in connection with relativistic quantum
mechanics in an early often-cited paper [211], and in some subsequent publications [78,212,213]. These ideas have
had a fundamental impact on relativistic quantum mechanics and field theory; our interest in this section is focused
only on a number of specific issues that follow from these general considerations which are of interest to us and which
have been discussed in the literature.

11.1. Lie algebra of the Lorentz group

Wigner was interested in representations of what he termed the inhomogeneous Lorentz group [211], which appears in
more recent literature as the Poincaré group. We are interested in the Lie algebra of the Poincaré group in connection
with the discussion to follow. However, it seems worthwhile to begin with the generators and Lie algebra of the Lorentz
group first.

Consider generators for infinitesimal rotations and boosts Ĵ and K̂, which can be used to implement a rotation
according to

Ψ′ = exp

(
− iθn̂ · Ĵ

)
Ψ, (175)
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where n̂ is the axis of rotation and θ is the rotation angle; the infinitesimal boost operator can be used to implement a
finite boost according to

Ψ′ = exp

(
i
v

c
· K̂

)
Ψ, (176)

where u is the increase in velocity resulting from the boost. These are the infinitesimal operators of the Lorentz group,
which satisfy the Lie algebra

[Ĵi, Ĵj ] = i�εijkĴk,

[Ĵi, K̂j] = i�εijkK̂k,

[K̂i, K̂j] = −i�εijk
1

c2
Ĵk, (177)

where εijk is the Levi-Civita symbol

εjkl =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

+1 if (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3), (2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 2),

−1 if (i, j, k) = (3, 2, 1), (2, 1, 3), (1, 3, 2),

0, otherwise.

(178)

This Lie algebra is consistent with Ref. [214].

11.2. Lie algebra of the Poincaré group

Wigner understood that infinitesimal generators for translations in spacetime should be considered as well, which takes
us from the Lorentz group to the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, or Poincaré group.

The momentum operator P̂ can be used as an infinitesimal generator of displacements in space according to

Ψ′ = exp

(
− i

R0 · P̂
�

)
Ψ, (179)

where R0 is the displacement in position. The Hamiltonian operator is an infinitesimal generator of displacements in
time according to

Ψ′ = exp

(
it0Ĥ

)
Ψ, (180)

where t0 is the displacement in time. The Lie algebra that results is the Lie algebra of the inhomogeneous Lorentz
group or Poincaré group [78,215], which we can write as [216–221]

[P̂i, P̂j ] = 0, [P̂i, Ĥ ] = 0, [Ĵi, Ĥ] = 0,
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[Ĵi, Ĵj ] = i�εijkĴk, [Ĵi, P̂j ] = i�εijkP̂k, [Ĵi, K̂j ] = i�εijkK̂k,

[K̂i, P̂j ] = i�δij
1

c2
Ĥ, [K̂i, K̂j ] = −i�εijk

1

c2
Ĵk, [K̂i, Ĥ ] = i�P̂i. (181)

If one has constructed a relativistic quantum model, one make use of this algebra to verify that it is an acceptable
relativistic theory (that it is a representation of the Poincaré group) [78]. Alternatively, this algebra can be used to
construct a relativistic model given a rest frame Hamiltonian [222].

11.3. Infinitesimal generators with no interaction

The many-particle Dirac Hamiltonian in the absence of an interaction, and without external fields

Ĥ =
∑
j

αj · cp̂j + βjmc
2 (182)

is a representation of a Hamiltonian generator of the Poincaré Lie algebra. In this case we can write for the other
infinitesimal generators

P̂ =
∑
j

p̂j , (183)

Ĵ =
∑
j

rj × p̂j +
�

2
Σj , (184)

K̂ =
1

2c2

∑
j

[
rj(αj · cp̂j + βjmc

2) + (αj · cp̂j + βjmc
2)rj

]
. (185)

If a particle-particle interaction is present, then in general the resulting model will not be invariant. An exception
occurs when the interaction potential is proporional to a δ-function [223]

11.4. Casimir invariant

A Casimir invariant X̂ is an operator which commutes with the 10 Poincaré infinitesimal generators

[
X̂, Ĥ

]
= 0,

[
X̂, P̂i

]
= 0,

[
X̂, Ĵi

]
= 0,

[
X̂, K̂i

]
= 0. (186)

With a few lines of commutator algebra it can be demonstrated that

M̂2c4 = Ĥ2 − c2|P̂|2 (187)

is a Casimir invariant, where M̂ is a mass operator. This means that the energy momentum dispersion relation in a
consistent relativistic model for a positive eigenvalue of a composite with no external fields must be

E =
√
(Mc2)2 + c2|P|2 (188)

simply as a consequence of Poincaré invariance.
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11.5. Separability

Poincaré invariance has numerous consequences, one of which is the separability of center of mass and relative de-
grees of freedom in free space. If the mass operator is a Casimir invariant, then it cannot depend on the momentum.
Consequently, it should be possible to write the Hamiltonian for a Poincaré invariant model in the form [219,224]

Ĥ =

√
(M̂c2)2 + c2|P̂|2, (189)

where M̂ is a mass operator that depends only on relative degrees of freedom.
In the case of a two-particle Dirac model with a Breit interaction, it is possible to construct unitary transforms

which separate the center of mass and relative mass terms up to O(1/c2) [209,224]. Separability in the case of more
general potentials was discussed in Refs. [222,225,226]. Studies that focus on the impact on nuclear interaction models
have appeared in [227–230].

11.6. Many-particle Dirac model with interaction

Our attention now turns to the issue of separability in the many-particle Dirac model when particle-particle interactions
are present. We consider a model for a composite in the absence of external fields described by

Ĥ =
1

N

∑
j

αj · cP̂+
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk). (190)

We make use of the partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation of the last section to write a rotated Hamiltonian when
no external fields are present

Ĥ ′ → |P̂|2

2M

1

N

∑
j

βj +
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk

+
1

M

∑
j

βjP̂ · π̂j +
1

2Mc

∑
j<k

[
(βjαj + βkαk) · P̂, V̂jk

]
. (191)

The result of the unitary transformation is a Hamiltonian which contains separated center of mass and relative terms
in the first line, and relatively small terms in the second line that provide a coupling between the center of mass and
relative degrees of freedom. The coupling in the last term is consistent with the nonrelativistic reduction of a boosted
composite Hamiltonian given in [231].

11.7. Interpretation for terms linear in P̂

To understand the significance of the new term we examine an example discussed some time ago in [209] which
focused on the special case of the Coulomb plus Breit interaction. If we first consider the rest frame where

P̂ → 0 (192)

then the many-particle Dirac Hamiltonian with no external field can be written as
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Ĥ =
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

qjqk
4πε0

{
1

rjk
− 1

2

[
αj ·αk

rjk
+

(αj · rjk)(αk · rjk)
r3jk

]}
. (193)

We consider how this Hamiltonian should be modified if boosted so that the composite has a center of mass momentum
P̂. For this argument we identify the α matrices as equivalent normalized velocity operators (as a consequence of

Ehrenfest’s Theorem applied to the Dirac equation, where
d
dt
〈r〉 = c〈α〉)

α ∼ v̂

c
. (194)

If so, then from a naive perspective boosting the system should result in

v̂ → v̂ +
P̂

M
. (195)

Based on these simple considerations the boosted Hamiltonian should look something like

Ĥ → |P̂|2

2M
+

∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

(
αj +

P̂

Mc

)
· cπ̂j

+
∑
j<k

qjqk
4πε0

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1

rjk
− 1

2

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(
αj +

P̂

Mc

)
·

(
αk +

P̂

Mc

)

rjk
+

(
αj +

P̂

Mc

)
· rjk

(
αk +

P̂

Mc

)
· rjk

r3jk

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
.

(196)

We can rewrite this as

Ĥ → |P̂|2

2M
+

∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

qjqk
4πε0

{
1

rjk
− 1

2

[
αj · αk

rjk
+

(αj · rjk)(αk · rjk)
r3jk

]}

+
∑
j

P̂ · π̂j

M
− 1

2Mc

qjqk
4πε0

[
P̂ · αk

rjk
+

αj · P̂
rjk

+
(P̂ · rjk)(αk · rjk)

r3jk
+

(αj · rjk)(P̂ · rjk)
r3jk

]

+ · · · (197)

For the Coulomb plus Breit interaction the commutator that we found is evaluated to yield

− 1

4Mc

qjqk
4πε0

∑
j<k

[
(βjαj + βkαk) · P̂,

αj · αk

rjk
+

(αj · rjk)(αk · rjk)
r3jk

]

= − 1

2Mc

qjqk
4πε0

∑
j<k

[
βj

P̂ ·αk

rjk
+ βk

αj · P̂
rjk

+ βj
(P̂ · rjk)(αk · rjk)

r3jk
+ βk

(αj · rjk)(P̂ · rjk)
r3jk

]
. (198)
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In this case the partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation gives us

Ĥ ′ =
|P̂|2

2M

1

N

∑
j

βj +
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

qjqk
4πε0

{
1

rjk
− 1

2

[
αj · αk

rjk
+

(αj · rjk)(αk · rjk)
r3jk

]}

+
∑
j

βj
P̂ · π̂j

M
− 1

2Mc

qjqk
4πε0

∑
j<k

[
βj

P̂ ·αk

rjk
+ βk

αj · P̂
rjk

+ βj
(P̂ · rjk)(αk · rjk)

r3jk
+ βk

(αj · rjk)(P̂ · rjk)
r3jk

]

+ · · ·

(199)

Consequently, we understand the Hamiltonian that results from the partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation as gen-
erating a correction that accounts for how the interaction changes in a moving frame to first order. We see that β
matrices are present in the expression that results from the evaluation of the commutator, and not present in our simple
argument above; this of course complicates things, but the basic argument of [209] (and equivalent arguments given
earlier by [108,161]) gives us an intuitive way to understand what the partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transformatation in
this relativistic case is doing.

11.8. Terms up to second order

The nucleon-nucleon interaction models available in the literature are specified in the rest frame. We have seen that the
magnetic interaction is modified in a moving composite, so we expect that parts of the nuclear interaction that are akin
to the magnetic interaction will also be modified. In some nuclear physics calculations the empirical nuclear potential
is corrected to account for this. For example, in [232–235] one finds

V̂jk(r) → V̂jk(r) + δV̂jk(r) (200)

with

δV̂jk(rjk) =
1

8m2c2

[
(σj − σk)× P̂ · p̂jk, V̂jk(rjk)

]
− |P̂|2

8m2c2
V̂jk(rjk)

+ i
1

8m2c2

[
(P̂ · rjk)(P̂ · p̂jk), V̂jk(rjk)

]
. (201)

The term linear in P̂ is consistent with the first-order term from the partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation. The
terms quadratic in P̂ are similar to second-order terms associated with

Ĥ ′ = Ĥ + i[Ŝ, Ĥ ]− 1

2
[Ŝ, [Ŝ, Ĥ ]] + · · · (202)

In this case the transformed Hamiltonian in free space is
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Ĥ ′ → |P̂|2

2M

1

N

∑
j

βj +
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk

+
1

M

∑
j

βjP̂ · π̂j +
1

2Mc

∑
j<k

[
(βjαj + βkαk) · P̂, V̂jk

]

+
1

8(Mc)2

∑
j<k

[
(αj +αk) · P̂,

[
(βjαj + βkαk) · P̂, V̂jk

]]
. (203)

Much effort has gone into the development of chiral effective field theory [101] for the development of accu-
rate nucleon–nucleon potential models [45]. A reduction of the potential based on a relativistic formalism has been
considered [236–240], with a modification of the potential due to motion discussed in [241,242].

11.9. Elimination of the larger coupling term

Based on the discussion above a Poincaré invariant model (in free space with no external fields) is separable in the
sense of a Hamiltonian with a square root as in Eq. (189); and separable as a conventional Hamiltonian at low order
when the square root is linearized. The many-particle Dirac model with interactions is consistent with a separable
low-order Hamiltonian in the second sense to O(1/c2) [224,225].

This suggests that we should be able to rotate out the terms linear in P̂ in Ĥ ′; of specific interest here is the
elimination of the larger coupling term involving the commutator with the potential. We have found that it is possible
to eliminate it using

Ŝ′ = −i 1

8Mmc3

∑
j<k

[
βj + βk,

[
(βjαj + βkαk) · P̂, V̂jk

]]
(204)

in the event that

βjβkV̂jk = V̂jkβjβk (205)

since (as can be shown with substantial algebra that)

i

⎡
⎣Ŝ′,

∑
j

βjmc
2

⎤
⎦ = − 1

2Mc

∑
j<k

[
(βjαj + βkαk) · P̂, V̂jk

]
. (206)

The success of this rotation supports the suspicion that the many-particle Dirac model with interaction but no external
fields in free space approximately separates at low order.

11.10. Impact of separability on external fields

If external fields are present, this rotation will result in terms where the external fields couple to internal states of
the composite based on complicated interactions involving the particle-particle interaction. This can be illustrated by
considering the lowest order terms generated with the rotation above when an electrostatic potential is present. In this
case we can write
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i
[
Ŝ′, QΦ

]
= i

⎡
⎣−i 1

8Mmc3

∑
j<k

[
βj + βk,

[
(βjαj + βkαk) · P̂, V̂jk

]]
, QΦ

⎤
⎦

=− i
�Q

8Mmc3

∑
j<k

(βj + βk)(βjαj + βkαk) ·ELV̂jk − (βj + βk)V̂jk(βjαj + βkαk) · EL

− (βjαj + βkαk) · ELV̂jk(βj + βk) + V̂jk(βjαj + βkαk) · EL(βj + βk). (207)

The coupling that we have rotated out now shows up reduced in magnitude in other parts of the model.

12. Many Nuclei in a Lattice

We are interested in composite models in connection with the development of a theory for anomalies in condensed
matter nuclear science, where we consider the situation where many identical nuclei interact with a common highly
excited vibrational model. The basis for models that we have studied has consisted of treating the nuclei as composites
each with coupling terms linear in P̂, making use of a finite basis approximation, and then diagonalizing the problem
that results.

If one were to naively adopt the point of view that the center of mass degrees of freedom separate from the internal
degrees of freedom, then the basic program under consideration for this kind of model would be called into question.
Since we are able to carry out the rotations that implement the separation, it seems useful to think about these kinds
of models in terms of the rotations. Based on the discussion above, it may be best to make use of the partial Foldy–
Wouthuysen transformation above in order to work with a nonrelativistic description for the center of mass degrees of
freedom. Then we can consider a second rotation to implement low-order separability.

12.1. Many nuclei interacting with a common vibrational mode

Suppose that we consider a simple version of the model in which the nuclei in the lattice interact through screened
Coulomb and exchange forces. In this case we could start out with an idealized Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ =
∑
a

⎧⎨
⎩ 1

Na

∑
ja

αja · cP̂a +
∑
ja

βjamc
2 +

∑
ja

αja · cπ̂ja +
∑

ja<ka

V̂jaka(ξja − ξka
)

⎫⎬
⎭

+
∑
a<b

∑
ja,kb

qjaqkb
Uab(rja − rkb

), (208)

where Uab(rja − rkb
) models the screened Coulomb interaction between nucleons in different nuclei in a Born-

Oppenheimer picture. The summation over a indicates summing over the different nuclei; and the index ja indicates
a specific nucleon within nucleus a. For this model we have eliminated other external field interactions in order to
simplify the notation.

12.2. First transformation

We consider now a big partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation which eliminates the αja · cP̂a coupling terms.
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Ĥ ′ = eiŜ
[
Ĥ − i�

∂

∂t

]
e−iŜ (209)

with

Ŝ = −i 1

2mc2

∑
a

1

Na

∑
ja

βjaαja · cP̂a. (210)

This leads to a transformed Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ ′ →
∑
a

⎧⎨
⎩ |P̂a|2

2Ma

1

Na

∑
ja

βja +
∑
ja

βjamc
2 +

∑
ja

αja · cπ̂ja +
∑

ja<ka

V̂jaka

+
1

Ma

∑
ja

βjaP̂a · π̂ja +
1

2Mac

∑
ja<ka

[
(βjaαja + βkaαka) · P̂a, V̂jaka

]⎫⎬
⎭

+
∑
a<b

QaQbUab(Ra −Rb) +
∑
a<b

∑
ja,kb

(
qjaqkb

Uab(rja − rkb
)− Qa

Na

Qb

Nb
Uab(Ra + ξja −Rb − ξjb)

)

+
∑
b�=a

�
2QaQb

8M2
ac

2
∇2Uab(Ra −Rb)−

∑
a �=b

�QaQb

8M2
ac

2

∑
ja

Σja ·
[
P̂a × (∇Uab)− (∇Uab)× P̂a

]
+ · · · ,(211)

where Ma = Nam is the mass of nucleons in nucleus a. Although this rotated Hamiltonian is more complicated that
the single composite equivalent that we encountered previously, we can see familiar terms; including dipole coupling
terms to internal states; spin–orbit terms associated with the screened Coulomb and exchange interactions; and other
coupling terms. Our inclination at this point is to neglect all minor terms not involved with the effects of immediate
interest for the anomalies, and approximate the rotated Hamiltonian as

Ĥ ′ ≈
∑
a

|P̂a|2

2Ma
+

∑
a<b

QaQbUab(Ra −Rb) +
∑
a

⎧⎨
⎩
∑
ja

βjamc
2 +

∑
ja

αja · cπ̂ja +
∑

ja<ka

V̂jaka

⎫⎬
⎭

+
∑
a

1

2Mac

∑
ja<ka

[
(βjaαja + βkaαka) · P̂a, V̂jaka

]
. (212)

What remains are center of mass kinetic and potential energy terms for the different nuclei, relative Hamiltonians for
the internal nuclear states, and coupling terms which arise due to the modification of the nuclear forces when the nuclei
are in motion.

12.3. Second transformation

If the nuclei were not interacting in free space, we would expect to be able to rotate out the coupling terms linear in
P̂a. For nuclei in the lattice the situation is not so clear since the nuclei interact with one another. Nevertheless, we
can attempt a second Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation based on
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Ŝ′ = −i
∑
a

1

8Mamc3

∑
ja<ka

[
βja + βka ,

[
(βjaαja + βkaαka) · P̂a, V̂jaka

]]
(213)

assuming that

βjβkV̂jk = V̂jkβjβk. (214)

We can write for the doubly rotated Hamiltonian

Ĥ ′′ →
∑
a

|P̂a|2

2Ma
+

∑
a<b

QaQbUab(Ra −Rb) +
∑
a

⎧⎨
⎩
∑
ja

βjamc
2 +

∑
ja

αja · cπ̂ja +
∑

ja<ka

V̂jaka

⎫⎬
⎭

+ i

[
Ŝ′,

∑
a<b

QaQbUab(Ra −Rb)

]
− 1

2

[
Ŝ′,

[
Ŝ′,

∑
a<b

QaQbUab(Ra −Rb)

]]
+ · · · (215)

To lowest order the coupling term is eliminated, and all that remains is the rotation of the screened Coulomb interaction.
In the first line are the lowest-order terms of the separated lattice and nuclear Hamiltonian; in the second line are some
of the residual terms that remain.

The apparent simplicity of this doubly rotated Hamiltonian is probably deceptive. Operators that mediate internal
transitions of one nucleus get imprinted on the screened Coulomb and exchange interaction of neighboring nuclei at
lowest order. At next order these operators propagate to even more nuclei, and there appear many new terms with with
products of operators involving internal transitions at different sites. If all of the nuclei are initially in the ground state,
and if the lattice is unexcited or thermal then we would not expect any significant consequences associated with the
neglect of this exponential explosion of coupling terms. However, this would not be expected to be true in general.

Consider the case of an excitation transfer effect mediated by phonon exchange in a lattice, where second-order
coupling terms results in the excitation at one site to be coupled to identical nuclei at a great many other sites. In this
case a description of the problem without the additional rotation seems most straightforward. Working with a rotated
version of the problem to model excitation transfer is of course possible (since a rotation implements a basis change
but otherwise does not change the model), but in this case the unrotated version of the problem would be preferred.

12.4. Connection with spin-boson type models

From these arguments we see that the separability of the free space problem with no interaction between composites
does not immediately translate into a guaranteed separability when nuclei are in a lattice. The simple rotation that
works cleanly for the free space problem now generates and explosion of terms in the lattice version of the problem.
While there are cases where the resulting separated model will be a good approximation for the physical system, there
is no reason to believe that this is true universally.

The lattice problem with nuclei interacting through effective forces is much more complicated, and the only way
to develop reliable predictions is to work with models for the coupled lattice nucleus problem. In the highly idealized
case where the nuclear system is abstracted by equivalent two-level systems, and the multi-mode lattice vibrations are
replaced by a single oscillator, then what remains is a spin–boson model [243]. And it is well known that a variety
of dynamical effects involving many two-level systems occur in the spin-boson model. We have argued that when the
lossy spin-boson model is augmented with loss that efficient coherent energy exchange is possible in the multi-phonon
regime [243–248].
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13. Relativistic Models for Composites

In the past few sections we have covered some of the more important models and issues that relate to the use of
composites for condensed matter nuclear science. What remains are topics which might help to complete our review
of models for composites, and which may point to future directions for composite model development for applications.

For example, it would be nice to have a simple few-level Poincaré invariant model that we might adapt for us in the
context of a lattice model. In this case we might be able to address concerns about how the coupling with vibrational
degrees of freedom work, starting from models easier to understand. Alternatively, it would be nice to have a covariant
version of the many-particle Dirac model with interactions, since there might be concerns about the coupling provided
by the noncovariant many-particle Dirac model used in the sections above.

These and other issues provide motivation for us to consider other composite models which have been discussed
in the literature which might provide a different starting place for constructing new models in the future. For example,
there are models which can be viewed as essentially covariant N -level systems; there are a variety of covariant or
Poincaré invariant models for composites, as well as other models that are approximately Poincaré invariant. In this
section our goal is to provide a survey of some of the alternate approaches.

13.1. Elementary particle models with different spin states

In Section 4 we discussed the Rarita–Schwinger model [49] for a spin 3/2 particle; as was discussed this model
includes constraints which eliminate two spin 1/2 states with the same mass. If these constraints were not imposed,
then we would be left with the underlying relativistically invariant model which describes a particle with three different
available sets of states, all with the same mass. One could imagine making use of this model as a kind of Poincaré
invariant equivalentN -level model to in which transitions and relativistically invariant kinematics could be studied.

The Rarita–Schwinger model is not unique in this regard. There are several relativistic wave equations in the
literature that include two or more spin configurations, as discussed in [249,250].

13.2. Elementary particle models with different mass states

We also considered in Section 4 the Dirac–Fierz–Pauli model [46,47] for a spin 3/2 particle, which once again involves
constraints in order to remove a spin 1/2 state with a different mass. Were we to discard the constraint, the resulting
elementary particle model could describe a composite with a spin 1/2 and spin 3/2 states of different masses. This is
interesting, as it potentially provides us with a relatively simple Poincaré invariant model with nondegenerate states;
however, we would prefer a to work with a model in which we could arbitrarily specify the state energies. Other
models with two states are discussed in [251–256].

13.3. Infinite-component wave equations

In an early paper on relativistic wave equations, Majorana proposed possible generalizations of the Dirac equation
based on wave functions with an infinite number of components [257] (see also [258,259]). In this study α and β
matrices were constructed using relatively simple raising and lowering operators, which allowed for both the con-
struction, and also for the determination of the mass spectrum and associated spins. While the goal was to develop a
wave equation without negative energy states applicable to elementary particles with arbitrary spin, this construction
pointed the way to a new class of relativistic models for composites in which the internal degrees of freedom are
treated algebraically. There have been many studies of this approach, and proposals for specific (solvable) Majorana
wave equation constructions [260–270].
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Perhaps the most important application of these models is for the construction of infinite component wave equations
for baryons; the resulting mass spectrum could be fitted to the observed bayron masses, which allows for the estimation
of form factors, magnetic moments, and other observables [271–281].

This approach was also used to construct relativistic equations for the hydrogen atom as a composite, where
the center of mass motion is relativistic (and has the correct relativistic dispersion relation), and where the internal
dynamics are approximately that of the nonrelativistic hydrogen atom [263,282–292]. In the construction of [288] and
subsequent papers, the energy is given by

En(P) =
√
(Mnc2)2 + c2|P|2 (216)

for the positive energy solutions, where the mass spectrum in general is

M2
n = m2

p +m2
e ± 2mpme

√
1− α2

n2
(217)

and the positive energy mass solutions approximately match those of the nonrelativistic hydrogen atom in the sense

Mn → mp +me −
µα2

2n2
+ · · · (218)

Infinite component wave equations have been constructed for rotators [293,294] as well as for other systems
[295,296].

13.4. Poincaré invariant and approximately invariant approaches

We recall the discussion given in [224] in which a two-body Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ =

√
(M̂c2)2 + c2|P̂|2 (219)

was considered in connection with Poincaré invariance, with the mass operator M̂ a function of internal degrees of
freedom. One can imagine a many-particle generalization of this with

M̂c2 = Nmc2 +
∑
j

|π̂j |2

2m
+

∑
j<k

V̂jk (220)

with spin-dependent (and also isospin-dependent) potentials in connection with a many-particle wave function built up
from two-component single particle wave functions. There seem only to be a few papers that make use of this approach
[297,298].

One can find models that are approximately Poincaré invariant based on Hamiltonians of the form [194,232,299–
301]

Ĥ =
∑
j

√
(mc2)2 + c2|p̂|2 +

∑
j<k

V̂jk. (221)
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13.5. Covariant many-time models

A many-time covariant generalization of the many-particle Dirac equation was proposed by Barut in [302]. A simpli-
fied version of the covariant two-body equation can be written in the form

(
i�

∂

∂t1
−α1 · cp̂1 − β1mc

2 + i�
∂

∂t2
−α2 · cp̂2 − β2mc

2

)
Ψ(r1, t1, r2, t2)

= V̂

(√
|r2 − r1|2 + c2(t2 − t1)2

)
Ψ(r1, t1, r2, t2). (222)

In the two-body case there is a simplification in connection with the different times, which allows for the construction
of solutions; good results are obtained [304–306].

Much earlier a qualitatively different approach was proposed by Tomonaga [307]. A simplified version of this
approach for the two-body problem can be written as

(
i�

∂

∂t1
−α1 · cp̂1 − β1mc

2

)
Ψ(r1, t1, r2, t2) = V̂

(√
|r2 − r1|2 + c2(t2 − t1)2

)
Ψ(r1, t1, r2, t2)(

i�
∂

∂t2
−α2 · cp̂2 − β2mc

2

)
Ψ(r1, t1, r2, t2) = V̂

(√
|r2 − r1|2 + c2(t2 − t1)2

)
Ψ(r1, t1, r2, t2). (223)

Some of the technical issues associated with this approach were discussed in subsequent papers [308–310]. The use
of a many times approach was discussed by Dirac in (1932) [311]. See [312] for a retrospective of these ideas in
connection with the development of quantum electrodynamics.

13.6. Bethe–Salpeter approach

An important covariant two-body model was proposed by Bethe and Salpeter in connection with the development of
field theory and quantum electrodynamics [313]. Although not usually written in this way, for the purposes of the
discussion in this section we could write a many-time version of it in the form

(
i�

∂

∂t1
−α1 · cp̂1 − β1mc

2

)(
i�

∂

∂t2
−α2 · cp̂2 − β2mc

2

)
Ψ(r1, t1, r2, t2)

= V̂

(√
|r2 − r1|2 + c2(t2 − t1)2

)
Ψ(r1, t1, r2, t2). (224)

Most people work instead with a single-time version. This model has been widely used for two-body bound state
problems; for the hydrogen atom [314–317]; for the deuteron [318–322]; for the two-quark system [323–326]; and
for the three-quark system [327–329]. There has appeared some discussion of generalN -body Bethe–Salpeter models
[330,331].

13.7. Proper time models

An alternate approach to the problem was proposed by Stueckelberg [332,333], who proposed making use of a proper
time to develop a new kind of relativistic quantum mechanics. Interest in this approach in recent times has been
stimulated by Horwitz and Piron [335]; in the following years there has accumulated a substantial body of work on
this kind of model [336–345]. A review appears in [343].
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A covariant two-body model based on an internal nonrelativistic potential problem can be written in the form

i�
∂

∂τ
Ψ(r1, t1, r2, t2, τ) =

⎡
⎣ |p̂1|2 + �

2

c2
∂2

∂t21

2M
+

|p̂2|2 + �
2

c2
∂2

∂t22

2M
+ V̂

(√
|r2 − r1|2 + c2(t2 − t1)2

)⎤⎦
×Ψ(r1, t1, r2, t2, τ). (225)

One can see that the spacetime position and time variables are treated on the same footing naturally in this kind of
model. This approach has been used for detailed calculations for two-body problems with a radial potential with good
results [341,344–347]. The general approach is readily adapted to internal relativistic models.

It has been proposed by Davidson that variable rest mass effects in this kind of approach might account for anoma-
lies in condensed matter nuclear science [348,349].

13.8. Approximate separation in the many-particle Dirac model

We have considered yet another approach which involves approximate separation in the many-particle Dirac model
[350]. We begin by writing the model in terms of center of mass and relative coordinates according to

Ĥ =
1

N

∑
j

αj · cP̂+
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk). (226)

As we have remarked above, the center of mass and relative mass parts of the model share the same mass operators.
We can rewrite this model as

Ĥ =
1

N

∑
j

αj · cP̂+
∑
j

βjm
∗c2

+
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk)−
∑
j

βjm
∗c2, (227)

where in the first line we have what amounts to a Bargmann–Wigner type of model for noninteracting spin 1/2 particles
with a modified mass; in the second line we see a version of the relative Hamiltonian with a counter term.

We consider now the time-independent Schrödinger equation

EΨ = ĤΨ. (228)

An approximate product solution for the time-independent Schrödinger equation is proposed according to

Ψ = X({ξ})Y (R), (229)

where Ψ is a 4N component wave function, where X is a 4N component rest frame wave function, and where Y is a
4N × 4N matrix. The Schrödinger equation for the product is
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EXY =

⎡
⎣ 1

N

∑
j

αj · cP̂+
∑
j

βjm
∗c2

⎤
⎦XY

+

⎡
⎣∑

j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk)−
∑
j

βjm
∗c2

⎤
⎦XY. (230)

We can arrange for approximate separability by requiringX to satisfy a (nonstandard) eigenvalue equation of the form

m∗c2
∑
j

βjX({ξ}) =

⎡
⎣∑

j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk)

⎤
⎦X({ξ}). (231)

We normally work with rest frame eigenfunctions that satisfy

Eψ({ξ}) =

⎡
⎣∑

j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk)

⎤
⎦ψ({ξ}), (232)

hence the presence of a mass operator in connection with the eigenvalue makes the eigenvalue equation above in this
case be nonstandard. However, within this approximation we achieve a measure of separation, and the resulting center
of mass equation is

EXY =

⎡
⎣ 1

N

∑
j

αj · cP̂+
∑
j

βjm
∗c2

⎤
⎦XY. (233)

In essence the center of mass problem is modeled using a Bargmann–Wigner Hamiltonian based on the mass eigen-
value. We would expect the energy eigenvalue for the rest frame problem to give a better approximation to the mass
energy than the mass eigenvalue, so it would of course be possible as an additional approximation to choose m∗ to be
consistent with the rest frame energy eigenvalue. Solving for the large matrix Y is not so easy in this case; however,
the bigger issue here is the connection between the realistic many-particle Dirac model for the relative problem and
the covariant Bargmann–Wigner model for the center of mass dynamics. We are not aware of literature on this kind of
approximation outside of the proposal of [350].

14. Finite basis Approximation

The last issue that we have to consider is the finite basis approximation. In a realistic composite model for a multi-
nucleon nucleus there are an infinite number of internal states, which is inconvenient for use in a lattice model that
involves many nuclei. In this case it is convenient to make use of a finite basis approximation. Such models have been
discussed previously for this application [157].
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14.1. Matrix elements for a multi-particle Dirac model

In the case of a multi-particle Dirac model we start with a Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥ =
1

N

∑
j

αj · c(P̂−QA) +
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · c
[
π̂j − qjA(R+ ξj) +

Q

N
A(R)

]

+
∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk) +QΦ+
∑
j

[
qjΦ(R+ ξj)−

Q

N
Φ(R)

]
. (234)

It is convenient to work with basis states defined in terms of rest frame states that satisfy

Enφn =Mnc
2φn =

⎡
⎣∑

j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk(ξj − ξk)

⎤
⎦φn. (235)

Matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in this basis can be written as

〈φn|Ĥ |φn′〉 =Mnc
2δn,n′ +

〈
φn

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

∑
j

αj

∣∣∣∣∣∣φn′

〉
· c(P̂−QA) +QΦδn,n′

+

〈
φn

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j

[
qjΦ(R+ ξj)−

Q

N
Φ(R)

]∣∣∣∣∣∣φm
〉

−

〈
φn

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j

αj · c
[
qjA(R − ξj) +

Q

N
A(R)

]∣∣∣∣∣∣φn′

〉
. (236)

14.2. Finite basis model

Approximate solutions to the time-dependent problem can be constructed keeping only a finite number of basis states;
we can write

Ψ({ξ},R, t) =
∑
n

Ψn(R, t)φn({ξ}). (237)

We can use this to construct an approximate solution to the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

i�
∂

∂t
Ψ({ξ},R, t) = ĤΨ({ξ},R, t). (238)

Within the finite basis approximation individual channel wave functions satisfy

i�
∂

∂t
Ψn(R, t) =

∑
n′

〈φn|Ĥ |φn′〉Ψn′(R, t). (239)
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This we can expand out in the form

i�
∂

∂t
Ψn(R, t) =Mnc

2Ψn(R, t) +
∑
n′

〈
φm

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

∑
j

αj

∣∣∣∣∣∣φn
〉

· c(P̂−QA)Ψn′(R, t) +QΦΨn(R, t)

+
∑
n′

〈
φn

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j

[
qjΦ(R+ ξj)−

Q

N
Φ(R)

]∣∣∣∣∣∣φn′

〉
Ψn′(R, t)

−
∑
n′

〈
φn

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
j

αj · c
[
qjA(R− ξj) +

Q

N
A(R)

]∣∣∣∣∣∣φn′

〉
Ψn′(R, t). (240)

In terms of vectors and matrices this can be recast as

i�
∂

∂t
Ψ(R, t) =

[
Mc2 + a · c(P̂−QA) + qΦ

]
Ψ(R, t)

− d ·ELΨ(R, t)− j ·AΨ(R, t) + · · · (241)

The vector wave functionΨ(R, t) here contains the channel wave functionsΨn(R, t), and the matrices are constructed
from the different parts of the Hamiltonian matrix elements; for example

ann′ =

〈
φm

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

N

∑
j

αj

∣∣∣∣∣∣φn
〉
. (242)

Only the lowest-order dipole interactions between the external field and the internal states have been kept explicitly in
the matrix and vector version of the Schrödinger equation.

We have made use of this approach in earlier work on anomalies in condensed matter nuclear science [157].

14.3. Partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transformed model

In the future, we will likely make use of a finite basis approximation in connection with the partial Foldy–Wouthuysen
transformation. We were able to make use of a partial F–W transformation in Section 10 to develop a model in which
the center of mass degrees of freedom are described in a nonrelativistic type of approximation, and the internal states
are treated relativistically. We can write the transformed Hamiltonian as
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Ĥ ′ =
|P̂−QA|2

2M
+QΦ− �Q

2M

1

N

∑
j

Σj ·B− �
2Q

8M2c2
∇ · E

+
�Q

8M2c2

∑
j

Σj ·
[
(P̂−QA)×E−E× (P̂−QA)

]

+
∑
j

βjmc
2 +

∑
j

αj · cπ̂j +
∑
j<k

V̂jk

+
∑
j

[
qjΦ(R+ ξj)−

Q

N
Φ(R)

]
−

∑
j

αj · c
[
qjA(R+ ξj)−

Q

N
A(R)

]

+
1

M

∑
j

βjπ̂j · (P̂−QA) +
1

2Mc

∑
j<k

[
(βjαj + βkαk), V̂kl

]
· (P̂−QA)

|P̂−QA|2

2M

⎛
⎝ 1

N

∑
j

(βj − Ij)

⎞
⎠− �Q

2M

1

N

∑
j

(βj − Ij)Σj ·B+ · · · (243)

We can make use of a similar finite basis approximation to write

i�
∂

∂t
Ψ(R, t) =Mc2Ψ(R, t) +

(
|P̂−QA|2

2M
+QΦ− Q

NM
S ·B− �

2Q

8M2c2
∇ · E

)
Ψ(R, t)

+
Q

4M2c2
S ·

[
(P̂−QA)×E−E× (P̂−QA)

]
Ψ(R, t)− d ·EΨ(R, t)− j ·AΨ(R, t)

+ a · c(P̂−QA)Ψ(R, t) + · · · (244)

Only a subset of the terms appearing in the rotated Hamiltonian appear explicitly in this matrix and vector version of
the finite basis approximation. In this case elements of the a matrix are

an,n′ =

〈
φn

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1

Mc

∑
j

βjπ̂j +
1

2Mc

∑
j<k

[
βjαj + βkαk, V̂jk

]∣∣∣∣∣∣φn′

〉
. (245)

15. Composites in Field Theory

A reviewer has argued that the most reliable physical models available at this time are field theories (see [351,352]),
such as quantum electrodynamics and quantum chromodynamics, and that our discussion should be extended to include
some discussion of composites in field theory. The standard model includes QED, QCD and more; it provides the
most accurate and comprehensive theory for particles and interactions through the strong, electromagnetic and weak
interactions. A field theory to describe gravitational interactions runs into technical difficulties associated with mass
two gravitons, for which there is no consistent renormalization scheme. There are many efforts ongoing at present to
develop new models based on a generalization of field theory (which models particles as points) to string theory (in
which particles are modeled as strings) and M-theory (in which particles are modeled as higher-dimensional objects).
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By construction the field theories within the standard model are Poincaré invariant, and are physically and math-
ematically acceptable relativistic models. The models have been applied to describe composite particles, with great
success. A systematic review of models for composites in field theory by itself would be book length; consequently
here we will be satisfied with only the briefest outline of some of the issues and problems that have been studied.

15.1. Field theory and many-particle Dirac models

The many-particle Dirac model for electrons is widely used, but is not a correct relativistic theory; while QED is
a correct relativistic theory which is less widely used for applications, in part because it is more complicated. It is
possible to begin with QED and to derive a many-particle Dirac model, which in a sense references a relativistic
quantum mechanical model to its equivalent in field theory. This notion underlies the early studies of Brown and
Ravenhall [111] and of Salpeter [353] (see also [176,354]). Subsequently more systematic efforts were made to
provide a foundation for many-particle Dirac models in [112–114].

15.2. Field theory and relativistic corrections

Wide use is made of nonrelativistic quantum mechanical models that contain relativistic corrections. Early on correc-
tions were developed from the many-particle Dirac model; however, it has been recognized that a better starting place
is from field theory. One widely cited paper where this is done is Douglas and Kroll [355]; see [356] for a discussion
of an application of the approach in quantum chemistry.

Earlier in this paper we have made use of the Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation of many-particle Dirac models to
obtain nonrelativistic models with relativistic corrections. However, there is no reason that the transformation cannot
be applied in the case of QED; this was pursued in [357]. In [358] QED and the standard model is considered in the
Foldy–Wouthuysen representation; and in [359] a nonrelativistic version of QED is discussed.

15.3. QED corrections in atomic systems

It is possible to develop good estimates for wave functions and energies based on quantum mechanical models for
atomic systems; however, these models do not include a wide variety of higher-order corrections that are present
in field theoretical models based on QED. In this case it is possible to isolate corrections that are due to QED and
analyze them in detail. These include self-energy corrections, two-photon exchange corrections, and a wide variety of
other higher-order effects. Atomic systems are composites in the sense under discussion in this paper, and the QED
corrections are small compared to the binding energies since electromagnetic interactions are relatively weak.

The literature on QED corrections is vast. For one-electron systems reviews have been given in [360–364]; and in
the case of few-electron systems calculations have been discussed and reviewed in [365–372]. In recent years QED
corrections are being calculated systematically for multi-electron atoms and ions [373–375].

In general the agreement between theory and experiment is good. The high accuracy of QED as a physical theory
is evident in the determination of the electron anomalous magnetic moment, where the agreement between theory and
experiment is impressive (for example, differences appear in the 10th digit in [376]).

However, in recent years the Lamb shift of muonic hydrogen was measured, and found to be in disagreement
with theory [377],[378]. This has resulted in consternation, and a revisiting of theoretical models to see whether an
understanding of the effect might be found (see e.g. [379]). This discrepancy currently remains unexplained [380].

15.4. Effective field theory for nuclei

The strong force coupling between nucleons in nuclei is very much stronger than the electromagnetic interaction
in atoms, so that field theoretical corrections are much more important. For example, the inclusion of two-photon
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exchange in atomic hydrogen gives only a minor correction, while the inclusion of two-boson exchange effects is
needed to have a reasonably accurate nucleon–nucleon potential for structure or scattering calculations. There are
many papers in which three-boson exchange effects are included; and even higher-order models have been considered
[45].

Consequently, field theory is much more important in nuclear physics. We have previous commented on Bethe–
Salpeter treatments for the deuteron [318–322]; the approach has also been used for the three-nucleon problem
[381,382]. In the case of nuclear physics an effective field theory (quantum hadrodynamics) is used, one which relies
on nucleons and boson exchange; effective Lagrangians are found in [383–385]. Many-nucleon nuclei as composite
particles in some cases are treated analogously to atomic systems, based on self-consistent field calculations but with
interactions between nucleons based on the exchange of more than one boson [386,387], and self-energy and other
corrections modeled [388,389].

15.5. Quantum field theory for quarks and gluons

In the 1960s there emerged a quantum field theory (quantum chromodynamics) for quarks and gluons, which make
up mesons and nucleons as well as a host of other particles. The initial applications of the model were to high-energy
scattering problems, where calculations could be done with modest effort and be compared with experiment. The
application of QCD to bound state problems came later due to technical difficulties in the calculations. For example,
quarks are tightly bound in nucleons, but the interaction due to single gluon exchange is modest in comparison. The
headache comes about when quarks become somewhat separated; in this case the fields associated with the color
charge are very strong and polarize the vacuum, the more so the larger the separation. Vacuum polarization produces
additional quarks and gluons, leading to a much more complicated physical system than occurs for electrons in atoms,
or for nucleons in nuclei. A quark and anti-quark pair has zero net color charge, and so can be bound as a meson.
Three quarks of the three different colors (red, green, blue) can combine to make a color singlet, which has no net
color charge, and so can be bound as a baryon.

Given this situation, quantum mechanical models have been studied (with some success) in which empirical po-
tentials are used to model single gluon exchange and confinement [390,391]. However, it would be much better if
one could work with QCD directly in order to model few-quark composites. In recent years a large amount of effort
has gone into lattice QCD calculations, in which very time consuming Monte Carlo calculations are done on a set
of discrete points, from which masses, expectation values, and hadron properties can be determined. The results for
masses are perhaps most easily understood here; by now there have been lattice QCD calculations of hadron masses
[392–394] with increasingly good agreement between values extrapolated from the calculations and experimental val-
ues. For example, a calculated value of the nucleon mass of 929 MeV is reported in [394] which compares well with
the average of the proton and neutron mass which is 938.9 MeV. The mass difference between the neutron and proton
is calculated in [395] to be 1.51 MeV, which is comparable to the experimental value 1.293 MeV.

16. Summary and Conclusions

Even though the notion of a quantum composite is in a sense foundational to atomic, molecular, nuclear and particle
physics, there has not to our knowledge appeared previously a review.

Elementary particle models are widely used to model composite particles; most notably in the case of protons
and neutrons, where the Dirac phenomenology is widely used. For spin 3/2 composite particles the Rarita–Schwinger
model is also widely used; and Bargmann–Wigner models have been applied successfully to describe mesons and
baryons.

Our interest in this concerns the use of composite models for nuclei in the lattice in connection with modeling
anomalies in condensed matter nuclear science. In this case the clean separation between the center of mass and
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relative degrees of freedom that occurs in the nonrelativistic problem leads to very weak coupling, probably too weak
to lead to the kinds of anomalies (excess heat, low-level nuclear radiation, elemental anomalies, collimated X-ray
emission) that have been reported. This motivated us to seek a much stronger coupling in the relativistic version of the
problem.

We found some years ago that a much stronger coupling appears in the many-particle Dirac model based on a
Pauli reduction involving the elimination of the negative energy sectors, and we subsequently have based our modeling
on this interaction. Estimates for the rate of excess heat production in the Fleischmann–Pons experiment based on
this interaction appears to be consistent with experiment, under conditions where the weak coupling of the D2/4He
transitions limit the reaction rate. Attempts to connect theory with experiment without this much stronger coupling
seems hopeless based on models that we have worked with so far.

However, this approach generally has been very strongly criticized in recent years, for a variety of reasons. One
criticism is that due to Poincaré invariance, the center of mass and relative problems separate, so that there is no
coupling between the center of mass and internal degrees of freedom. Another criticism is a more generic one that
argues for the impossibility of any exchange between phonons, which are delocalized, and internal nuclear degrees
of freedom, which are highly localized. Yet other criticisms have been put forth concerning the impossibility of
coherent energy exchange with massive up-conversion and down-conversion. It has even been suggested that the up-
conversion of many vibrational quanta is impossible because the system entropy is decreased. The local consensus
among colleagues at MIT seems to be that since it is impossible for there to be any anomalies in the first place, all
experimental reports of anomalies are simply wrong; and consequently any models that suggest they might have been
possible should not have been considered in the first place.

Given the quantity and intensity of the criticism, there is no possibility of any response that would be considered to
be satisfactory; hence there is little motivation to try. There are nonetheless a number of specific issues that have been
to us of intrinsic interest and that have been clarified to some degree in the discussion above.

One of the most significant results from our perspective come in the form of the composite models that have
been developed systematically in Sections 6-10. The nonrelativistic composite is simplest, and from our perspective
important; but it does not appear much in the literature. The relativistic composite based on the many-particle Dirac
model is also relatively simple, and also fundamental; however, the literature does not contain much discussion of it
either. Composites resulting from the Foldy–Wouthuysen approximation appear to have been most widely considered,
and a major motivation for this appears to have come from issues associated with the Gerasimov–Drell–Hearn sum
rule [396,397].

The partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation described in Section 10 is new, and results in composite models
where the center of mass is nonrelativistic and the internal degrees of freedom are relativistic; which from our per-
spective is very interesting. In the future we will focus on this kind of model for the basis of our models for anomalies
in condensed matter nuclear science; since it is much easier to include in a model with lattice vibrations; since the
coupling of the center of mass to internal degrees of freedom is simpler; and since we are able to rotate out terms
involving the commutator with the potential for reasonably general potential models in free space.

Criticisms of our model which pertain to Poincaré invariance have in our view been the most serious to date, since
if there is no sizeable interaction between the center of mass motion and the internal degrees of freedom, then it will be
nearly impossible to develop a model that can connect with experiment along the lines we have pursued. The absence
of such a coupling in free space as a result of Poincaré invariance is a very strong argument, and has been the source of
much concern. The arguments resolving this issue are probably more subtle than one would wish, and rely on the fact
that the many-particle Dirac model is approximately Poincaré invariant. Because of this, it is possible to construct a
rotation that eliminates the strongest part of the interaction between the center of mass and relative degrees of freedom
in free space. However, there is no guarantee that the generalization of this same rotation always works in the lattice
case to produce the clean free space separation. In our work this was recognized long ago, and we have relied instead
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on the diagonalization of the many-nucleus problem when they are interacting (and participating in the vibrations of a
highly excited phonon mode). These arguments appear in Sections 11 and 12.

In essence, the free space problem differs from the condensed matter problem since this rotation that eliminates
the coupling between center of mass and internal degrees of freedom always works in free space, but conditions can
be found for the lattice case where it gives rise to unexpected new effects.

There are other approaches to modeling composites discussed in Section 13, some of which involve models that are
covariant or Poincaré invariant, and for which there is the potential of using to model nuclei as composites in a lattice
in the future. Relativistic composite models are also interesting intrinsically and have applications in other fields. A
brief discussion of more sophisticated composite models in field theory is given in Section 15.

We have relied heavily on the finite basis approximation in connection with models for composites in our models
(this does not appear to have been pursued much in other areas). In Section 14 we outline the approach, one which
we have made use of previously in the case of the many-particle Dirac model. However, it seems clear that finite basis
models based on the transformed Hamiltonian from the partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation provide a much
better starting place for this kind of modeling, and in the future we expect to make use of this approach.

Appendix A. 20-component Free Space Model for Nucleons

The relevant Hamiltonian for the three noninteracting quarks of the model is

Ĥ =

(
β1 + β2 + β3

)
mc2 +

(
α1 +α2 +α3

3

)
· cP̂. (A.1)

We would like to construct a reduced Hamiltonian appropriate for the mixed symmetry basis states of the quark system.
As discussed in Section 5 this can be written symbolically as

Ĥnuc =|[3 2 1]C〉|[1 2 1]F 〉Ĥ[1 2 1]〈[1 2 1]F |〈[3 2 1]C |

+ |[3 2 1]C〉|[2 1 1]F 〉Ĥ[2 1 1]〈[2 1 1]F |〈[3 2 1]C |. (A.2)

The [1 2 1] part of the Hamiltonian can be written

Ĥ[1 2 1] = Mc2 + a · cP, (A.3)

where M and a are 20× 20 matrices. We can write for Mc2
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Mc2 = mc2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (A.4)

Written in this form, we see three sets of [1 2 1] states isolated in blocks. For the ax matrix we may write

ax =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 1 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 −β 0 0
0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 1 0 0 0 0 −β 0 0 0
0 −α 0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 γ 0 0 0 0 δ
−α 0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 γ 0 −α 0 0 δ 0
0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 −α −α 0 γ 0 0 0 0 0 0 δ 0 0
0 0 −δ 0 0 0 −α 0 0 γ 0 −α 0 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −α 0 0 0 0 −β
0 0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 1 0 0 −β 0

1 0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 −β 0
0 −α 0 0 0 γ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 δ
−α 0 0 0 γ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −δ 0 −α 0 0 δ 0
0 1 0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 −β
0 0 −α 0 0 0 1 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 −β 0 0 0
0 0 0 γ 0 0 0 −α −α 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 δ 0 0
0 0 γ 0 0 0 −α 0 0 −δ 0 −α 0 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0
0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 1 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 −β 0 0

0 −β 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −β 0 δ 0 0 0 0 γ
−β 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δ 0 −β 0 0 γ 0
0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 −β −β 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 γ 0 0
0 0 δ 0 0 0 −β 0 0 δ 0 −β 0 0 0 0 γ 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (A.5)

For the ay matrix we may write
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ay = i

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 1 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 β 0 0
0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 −1 0 0 0 0 −β 0 0 0
0 α 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 −γ 0 0 0 0 −δ
−α 0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 γ 0 α 0 0 δ 0
0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 α −α 0 −γ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −δ 0 0
0 0 −δ 0 0 0 −α 0 0 γ 0 α 0 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 α 0 0 0 0 β
0 0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 −1 0 0 −β 0

−1 0 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 β 0
0 α 0 0 0 −γ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 δ 0 0 0 0 −δ
−α 0 0 0 γ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −δ 0 α 0 0 δ 0
0 1 0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 −β
0 0 α 0 0 0 −1 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 β 0 0 0
0 0 0 −γ 0 0 0 α −α 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −δ 0 0
0 0 γ 0 0 0 −α 0 0 −δ 0 α 0 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0
0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 1 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 −β 0 0

0 β 0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −β 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 −γ
−β 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δ 0 β 0 0 γ 0
0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 β −β 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −γ 0 0
0 0 δ 0 0 0 −β 0 0 δ 0 β 0 0 0 0 γ 0 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (A.6)

Finally, for the az matrix we may write

az =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 −β 0 0 0 0 0 0 β 0 0 0
0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 β 0 0 0 0 0 0 −β 0 0
α 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 −δ 0
0 −α 0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 δ
0 0 δ 0 0 0 α 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0
0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 −α 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 δ 0 0
0 0 0 0 α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −β 0 0 0 0 β 0
0 0 0 0 0 −α 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 β 0 0 0 0 −β

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
−β 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −γ 0 0 0 0 ε 0
0 β 0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 γ 0 0 0 0 −ε
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 δ 0 0 0 −β 0 0 −γ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ε 0 0 0
0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 β 0 0 γ 0 0 0 0 0 0 −ε 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

β 0 0 0 −δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ε 0 0 0 0 −γ 0
0 −β 0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −ε 0 0 0 0 γ
0 0 −δ 0 0 0 β 0 0 ε 0 0 0 0 0 0 −γ 0 0 0
0 0 0 δ 0 0 0 −β 0 0 −ε 0 0 0 0 0 0 γ 0 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (A.7)

For these matrices we have used

α =
1√
3
, β =

2√
3
, γ =

1

3
, δ =

2

3
, ε =

4

3
. (A.8)
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We have also constructed the [2 1 1] Hamiltonian, which in our construction is identical in form, but involves [2 1 1]
basis states instead of [1 2 1] basis states. Strictly speaking this indicates that the Hamiltonian actually involves 40×40
matrices; however, since the form of the constituent 20 × 20 matrices are the same it should be possible to make do
with a reduced 20× 20 model.

Appendix B. Implementation of the Partial F–W Transformation

Due to the relative simplicity of the single-particle Dirac equation with external field coupling it is possible to eliminate
odd operators in the Hamiltonian to high order [160,190,398,399]. For the partial Foldy–Wouthuysen transformation
of the center of mass part of the many-particle Dirac Hamiltonian in Section 10, the operators involved are much more
complicated. Because of this our focus in this case needs to be on the development of low-order terms, of which there
are many.

B.1. Even and odd operators of the F–W transformation

We are interested in evaluating to low-order the rotation of the center of mass Hamiltonian

Ĥ ′
R = eiŜ

(
ĤR − i�

∂

∂t

)
e−iŜ

and then subsequently rotate the other parts of the overall Hamiltonian The center of mass Hamiltonian can be written
in terms of even and odd operators according to

ĤR =
∑
j

βjmc
2 + E +

∑
j

Oj , (B.1)

which generalizes the Foldy–Wouthuysen approach a bit (reminiscent of [197]), where the even and odd operators
satisfy

βjE = Eβj , (B.2)

βjOj = −Ojβj ,

βjOk = Okβj (j �= k). (B.3)

B.2. Calculation of low-order contributions to the transformation

In general we can carry out the F–W transformation using

Ĥ ′
R =ĤR + i[Ŝ, ĤR]− 1

2
[Ŝ, [Ŝ, ĤR]]− i

6
[Ŝ, [Ŝ, [Ŝ, ĤR]]] +

1

24
[Ŝ, [Ŝ, [Ŝ, [Ŝ, ĤR]]]] + · · ·

− �
∂Ŝ

∂t
− i

2

[
Ŝ, �

∂Ŝ

∂t

]
+

1

6

[
Ŝ,

[
Ŝ, �

∂Ŝ

∂t

]]
+ · · · (B.4)
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with

Ŝ = −i 1

2mc2

∑
j

βjOj . (B.5)

By direct calculation we obtain

i[Ŝ, ĤR] = −
∑
j

Oj +
1

2mc2

∑
j

βj

[
Oj , E

]
+

1

mc2

∑
j

βjO2
j , (B.6)

−
1

2

[
Ŝ,

[
Ŝ, ĤR

]]
=−

1

2mc2

∑
j

βjO2
j −

1

8m2c4

∑
j

[
Oj ,

[
Oj , E

]]

+
1

8m2c4

∑
j

∑
k �=j

βjβk

[
Oj ,

[
Ok, E

]]
− 1

2m2c4

∑
j

O3
j , (B.7)

− i

6
[Ŝ, [Ŝ, [Ŝ, ĤR]]] =

1

6m2c4

∑
j

O3
j +

1

48m3c6

∑
j

∑
k

∑
l

[
βjOj ,

[
βkOk, βl

[
Ol, E

]]]

− 1

6m3c6

∑
j

βjO4
j , (B.8)

1

24
[Ŝ, [Ŝ, [Ŝ, [Ŝ, ĤR]]]] =

1

24m3c6

∑
j

βjO4
j

+
1

384m3c6

∑
j

∑
k

∑
l

∑
m

[
βjOj ,

[
βkOk,

[
βlOl, βm

[
Om,

+
1

24m3c6

∑
j

O5
j , (B.9)

−�
∂Ŝ

∂t
= i

�

2mc2

∑
j

βj
∂Oj

∂t
, (B.10)

−
i

2

[
Ŝ, �

∂Ŝ

∂t

]
= −i

�

8m2c4

∑
j

[
Oj ,

∂Oj

∂t

]
+ i

�

8m2c4

∑
j

∑
k �=j

βjβk

[
Oj ,

∂Ok

∂t

]
, (B.11)

1

6

[
Ŝ,

[
Ŝ, �

∂Ŝ

∂t

]]
= i

�

48m3c6

∑
j

∑
k

∑
l

[
βjOj ,

[
βkOk, βl

∂Ol

∂t

]]
. (B.12)

We can collect the results above and write
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Ĥ ′
R =

∑
j

βjmc
2 + E +

1

2mc2

∑
j

βj

[
Oj , E

]
+

1

2mc2

∑
j

βjO2
j −

1

8m2c4

∑
j

[
Oj ,

[
Oj , E

]]

+
1

8m2c4

∑
j

∑
k �=j

βjβk

[
Oj ,

[
Ok, E

]]
− 1

3m2c4

∑
j

O3
j

+
1

48m3c6

∑
j

∑
k

∑
l

[
βjOj ,

[
βkOk, βl

[
Ol, E

]]]
− 1

8m3c6

∑
j

βjO4
j

+
1

384m3c6

∑
j

∑
k

∑
l

∑
m

[
βjOj ,

[
βkOk,

[
βlOl, βm

[
Om, E

]]]]
+

1

24m3c6

∑
j

O5
j

+ i
�

2mc2

∑
j

βj
∂Oj

∂t
− i

�

8m2c4

∑
j

[
Oj ,

∂Oj

∂t

]
+ i

�

8m2c4

∑
j

∑
k �=j

βjβk

[
Oj ,

∂Ok

∂t

]

+ i
�

48m3c6

∑
j

∑
k

∑
l

[
βjOj ,

[
βkOk, βl

∂Ol

∂t

]]
+ · · · (B.13)

If we retain terms only up to O(1/m2) this reduces to

Ĥ ′
R →

∑
j

βjmc
2 + E +

1

2mc2

∑
j

βj

[
Oj , E

]
+

1

2mc2

∑
j

βjO2
j −

1

8m2c4

∑
j

[
Oj ,

[
Oj , E

]]

+
1

8m2c4

∑
j

∑
k �=j

βjβk

[
Oj ,

[
Ok, E

]]
− 1

2m2c4

∑
j

O3
j +

1

6m2c4

∑
j

O3
j

+ i
�

2mc2

∑
j

βj
∂Oj

∂t
− i

�

8m2c4

∑
j

[
Oj ,

∂Oj

∂t

]
+ i

�

8m2c4

∑
j

∑
k �=j

βjβk

[
Oj ,

∂Ok

∂t

]
. (B.14)

B.3. Evaluation of the F-W transformation

We can write for the even and odd operators

E = QΦ, (B.15)

Oj =
1

N
αj · c(P̂−QA). (B.16)

We can evaluate

O2
j =

c2

N2
|P̂−QA|2 − �c2Q

N2
Σj ·B, (B.17)
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[
Oj , E

]
= −i�Qc

N
αj · ∇Φ, (B.18)

[
Oj ,

[
Oj , E

]]
+ i�

[
Oj ,

∂Oj

∂t

]
=
�
2Qc2

N2
∇ · E−

�Qc2

N2
Σj · (P̂−QA)×E

+
�Qc2

N2
Σj · E× (P̂−QA), (B.19)

[
Oj ,

[
Ok, E

]]
j �=k

= −�
2c2Q

N2

(
(αj · ∇)(αk · ∇)Φ

)
j �=k

, (B.20)

[
Oj ,

∂Oj

∂t

]
= i

�c2Q

N2
∇ ·

∂A

∂t
− i

c2Q

N2

(
Σj · (P̂−QA)×

∂A

∂t
−Σj ·

∂A

∂t
× (P̂−QA)

)
, (B.21)
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We can make use of these results to write
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The terms on the last three lines all have odd pieces, so they are smaller and can be removed with further F–W rotations
(the discussion in [197] is relevant here). The terms that survive to O(1/m2) are
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This provides the generalization of the Foldy–Wouthuysen single particle result to the center of mass degrees of
freedom of the composite.
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Appendix C. Reviewer Comments

The reviewer has raised a number of issues, most of which were addressed in a significant revision of the paper.
However, it seems worth while to consider the remaining issues in this Appendix. One issue has to do with the focus
of the paper and conclusions; another issue has to do with other approaches to the problem of anomalies in condensed
matter nuclear science.

C.1. Coupling and projection operators

The reviewer wrote:

It is argued that the many particle Foldy–Wouthuysen theory, projected onto positive energy solutions, might
allow some sort of coupling between the center of mass momentum of a composite, and the internal degrees of
freedom that might facilitate coupling between nuclear events and phonons or plasmons in a solid, or at least
that is how I read it. But the projections onto the positive energy space of Foldy–Wouthuysen transformations
are complicated, and a specific reason why they might lead to the coupling that is desired linking internal
nuclear degrees of freedom to extended quasi-particles like phonons or plasmons in a solid was not given.
Obviously this is an open topic for future work. The hope seems to be that a process of elimination might
yield the desired result. Since just about every other source for coupling between the nuclear degrees of
freedom and the solid are ruled out, only the complexity of the positive energy projection in the Foldy–
Wouthuysen transformation leaves it alone as a possibility. It might be so, but explicit evidence to that effect
was not given in this paper, as far as I could tell.

In response, we note that there are a number of different issues raised in this comment, which are probably worth
sorting out. One issue has to do with the projection operators, which are required in a relativistic theory in order
to cure Brown–Ravenhall disease (coupling to negative energy states) that occurs in the many-particle Dirac model.
The majority of relativistic Dirac Hartree–Fock atomic physics calculations that have been done over the years make
use of Coulomb plus Breit interactions without explicit projection operators. In this case projection is generally
implemented instead through the inclusion of positive energy basis states (in a Furry picture sense), such as in a
multi-state eigenvalue calculation, transition calculation or scattering calculation. In a self-consistent calculation the
selection of positive energy eigenvalues for individual orbitals ends up restricting the calculation to the positive energy
sector. An alternate approach is to make use of some of the “no-pair” formulations that are available, and which are
used for relativistic quantum chemistry calculations; negative energy contributions, again in the Furry picture sense,
are eliminated by the formalism.

Projection operators occur in the formal development of the nucleon-nucleon interaction (see e.g. [401,400]). In
previous years the majority of nuclear calculations were done with nonrelativistic models so that there was no issue. In
relativistic models there is a potential issue; however, it is easy to deal with as in the atomic case through a restriction
of the basis states used (to positive energy states), or through the selection of positive energy orbitals in a Dirac-Fock
type of calculation. In the literature there is no indication that headaches arise when the center of mass coupling is
implemented [232–235].

Perhaps a good way to think about the appearance of the projection operators in a many-particle Dirac model is
that they are present in order to prevent coupling to (single particle) negative energy states; but otherwise contribute
relatively minor corrections (which would be important in a high precision calculation [176]).

A second issue concerns the coupling between lattice degrees of freedom and the internal degrees of freedom
in a nucleus. There is no difficulty in finding external field interactions that will provide a weak coupling between
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vibrations and internal nuclear transitions; one can see such terms in the composite models described above. The
headache is that these terms are weak. The center of mass interaction terms that we have emphasized in this work can
mediate a coupling between vibrations and internal nuclear transitions, even though we have found no papers (outside
of our own) which consider this possibility. In essence, this coupling is present in many-particle Dirac models, and
in Poincaré invariant models more generally, and it can produce an interaction between lattice vibrations and nuclear
transitions which has not been previously considered. In coherent models that we have investigated this coupling is
sufficiently large to account for D2/4He transitions occurring at a rate consistent with experiment, as long as the large
nuclear quantum can be down-shifted efficiently. Based on the present work we now have much greater confidence
that this interaction must be present in a Poincaré invariant model, and is not a mistake or an artifact.

Finally, it is definitely the case that in our research we tried every other coupling we could think of, and the process
of elimination succeeded in eliminating all interactions that we were aware of as being candidates to implement the
effects we were interested in. It was not the purpose of this work to argue for, or to attempt to prove, that this
interaction is responsible for the anomalies in condensed matter nuclear science. It is true as the reviewer has indicated
that external field interactions are sufficiently weak such that we would not expect them to provide much coupling
between the lattice and internal nuclear states; hence we would not expect them to be very important in connection
with the anomalies under consideration. However, we have already spent some years working with this center of mass
interaction in connection with excess heat, and in connection with collimated X-ray emission; and in both cases the
center of mass interaction looks very promising (and there seem to be no alternatives). The purpose of this paper in
connection with this point is to understand the center of mass interaction in the context of quantum composite models,
to understand what relevant literature is available that discusses the interaction, and also to gain some understanding
as to what the interaction is. In other works we have considered applications, and in future papers we will revisit
calculations of the coupling matrix element as well as applications to conventional physical systems as well as to
anomalies in condensed matter nuclear science.

C.2. Nonperturbative effects

The reviewer wrote:

The author may want to look at and discuss another feature of the standard model and QED, which is the
infrared divergence phenomena which was first described by the Bloch–Nordsieck model. This is a non-
perturbative feature of QED. It leads to modifications to the particle propagators which have been termed
infraparticles (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infraparticle). This infra-red phenomenon could lead to the
type of nonlocal features the author is looking for in interactions between the nucleus and the solid. It would
be nice to add them to the discussion in this paper. These “dressed” particles of QED are not fully understood,
especially not in a nonequilibrium condensed matter setting, but they involve infinite numbers of photons in-
teracting with a charged particle, and due to the infrared divergence, they lead to a blurring of the mass of
the charged particle. The propagators for the charged particle ends up no longer being a simple pole in the
4-momentum squared. This is hard to interpret in conventional quantum field theory, and so I would say this is
an unresolved issue in QED. The behavior of these dressed QED particles in nonequilibrium condensed mat-
ter settings are largely unknown. Because they involve an infinite number of photons, and are consequently
nonperturbative effects, they might provide the kind of nonlocal coupling between a charged particle and the
extended solid that is required in LENR and that the author is seeking. Moreover, as they do not have a fixed
mass, they might also provide a basis for off-mass-shell behavior as in Fock–Stueckelberg theory.
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Our hope back in 1989 was to find some straightforward bit of physics which would account for the anomalies
in a way that could be easily understood. For example, it was clear that we would expect a weak coupling between
vibrations and internal nuclear transitions mediated by electric and magnetic fields. Since there was little question as to
how lattice vibrations work, or how transitions between nuclear states work, the only issue left seemed to concern what
happens when the vibrations are coupled to the transitions. It was clear early on that we might have Dicke enhancement
factors showing up, which could serve to amplify the small interaction. However, the big issue then as now was whether
it was possible to down-convert a large quantum into lots of small quanta, or vice versa with up-conversion. Over the
years we managed to develop models which described the kind of up-conversion and down-conversion required, and
we have been successful in quantifying these models under ideal conditions.

Looking back, there have been two “new” components to the models under investigation; one is the new up-
conversion mechanism; and the other has been the center of mass coupling. In this study the issue of the coupling
has in our view been clarified. We have solid derivations, clean formulas for the interaction, a connection with the
literature, and a simple understanding of what the interaction is. What remains is to carry out calculations of the
coupling matrix elements for specific transitions of interest. What we need to do is to go back to the up-conversion
and down-conversion mechanism, and to see whether we might push them further theoretically, and also see whether
we might connect with experiment in an unambiguous way. At present we are attempting to develop some simple
experiments that would test these ideas.

I will be the first to agree with the reviewer that there are some subtle effects that emerge in quantum field theory
models; that there are unresolved issues in QED; and that there are issues with “dressed” particles in QED and in
condensed matter physics which can be very nonintuitive. A measure of my interest level might be the large number of
books and papers collected and in many cases read. An unfortunately reality of our field has been, and continues to be,
a relative lack of resources. I can see a potential solution to the puzzle (which are the anomalies) in the approach and
in the models I have pursued; and if I can find a way to continue working on the approach I might just be able to clarify
whether it is a solution, or whether it is yet another dead end. And if it is to be the dead end, then the suggestions of
the reviewer are approaches that might be considered next.
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